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Shaikh ul-ijadith, Allamah Sayyid Muhammad 
Ytisuf B j non '-,1&- ,&1..._ J· 

, .,, .. ' .,, Ji, , 
�J"�J'- r:. 

� ..,:;.:_ t;.,C. , __ 'lEJI' i ,. '( -. ' 1' 1, :..,- .Ji� 
� , -- 1$""'r J �J� ,.,;,, 

; ' , , i ..,�,- .JI k- -. H �,, 

� ·: J,,1$""'J� 
111 the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful. 
All praise belongs to Allah. Lord of the worlds. 
And may blessings and peace be on Sayyidina 
Mul1arnmad, the last of the Prophets, and his family 
1111d companions- all of them. 
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Many reliable and worthy books in Arabic on the 
lrnccs of the Quran are available. They are composed by 

u111 worthy predecessors and later day scholars. However, 
only the Ulama can benefit from them. Most of these 
h11oli.s were written for the earlier people and indeed, 
•II lied their thirst of knowledge.

When Sir Sayyid Al}mad Khan published his exegesis
,r lht• Quran and other writings in Delhi, he played havoc
wllh Islamic beliefs and presented the new generation with 
1111r«,unded ideologies, belittling Prophethood and rejecting 
M1111clcs, Paradise, Hell, angels, and the devils. He 
111114estcd innovative ideas and principles for interpreting 

lhc i <)ur'anic facts. At that time, Allah caused Mawlana 
hdul Haq Haqqani Dahlavi, Deobandi to· rise. He wrote 

1111 Accllent exegesis of the Qur'an entitled fatt1 al-Mannan_
ml ll superb Muqaddamah (introduction) al-Bayan Ji

I l,111m al-Quran. In the first volume of the exegesis, he 
ltwlmlc:d a summory of the muqaddamah. In this way, he 
l\dlUlcd the need of his times. 

lltlwever, keeping the present day trends in mind, a 
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fresh appr oach was needed to present to our new 
generation the concepts and facts of the Qur'an. The 
mischief of the orientalists had to be offset by telling our 
new generation about wa�y., descent of the Qur'an the 
various recitals and its uniqueness. If readers get ·an 
insight of these subjects they would be able to ward off 
doubts and misgivings created in their minds by the 
orientalists and western minded Muslims. 

Al-lf amdulillah, this lacuna has been very ably filled by 
my respected brother, Mawla11a Mul)amrnad Taqi Usmani, 
the worthy son of Mawlana Mul;lammad Shafi 4,1&- "111 i...,-J· he 
wrote it down as an exhaustive MuqaddaMah to the 
Ma'arif-ul-Qur'an and did a great religious service, and a 
favour to the Ummah. May Al lah enhance him in 
knowledge, give him more writing power and ability and 
enable. him to be of further service to religion. 

I have 5een some parts of this work thoroughly and, 
some others, at random. Praise be to Allah, I am very 
happy at it and my heart gives out a prayer. 

\-_ llil f, , , ' ("jl '.' I t0.:;I �.) i.'.i.:.:J ��( lli1Qj' 1.5"' � J t1-!" � Y- ,., ,, ., ' , , -� J
.... �1 , .Jt 1-.- -. - �11 ';G.:.' '.' •' 11 ..i.::.. L;:. G..i.::..
·: J ,, lS"'J� r-' J� -; • -;

�1�i�UJ 
My Allah choose us and him for service to His religion 
purely to earn His pleasure. And may blessings of Allah 
be on Sayyidina Mu�ammad,the Chief to the worlds, seal 
of Prophet, and on his family, his companions and the 
scholars of the ummah-all of them! 

Thursday, 

Muhammad Yusuf B innori 
(May Allah forgive him) 
Madr asaJ:i 'Arab i y ah ls l a m i y ah 
Karachi. 

12th Jurnadlul.awwal 1396AH 
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FOREWORD 

(Mufti Mu!Jammad Shafi � J.J1 ,._ J) 

I hruugh his grace and mercy, Allah favoured and 
n11hll'd me to be of service to the Qur'an by writing the 

M11 ·,o i
f 

ul- Qur 'an. And. it gives me pleasure to learn that 
Mu lims do derive benefit from it. When the first volume 

11� rnviewed and revised, I wished that a thesis should be 
Int hldt•d as an introduction to the sciences of Qur'an but 
111111· N coupled with weakness prevented me from 
111111! rinking the task and I entrusted the task to my dear 

,11. M11l)ammad Taqi. He wrore down a brief introduction 
11 1111• subject for the Ma'arif ul Qur'an. Simultaneously, 

hll\\·t·vcr, he took up writing on the subject exhaustively 
h11 h is now before us as Ufoom ul-Qur'an(An 

IIJ•p11111ch to the Quranic Sciences) 
!hrs is a vast knowledge. Many volumnous books are

1111,,11 on the subject in Arabic. and quite a number have 
111 published in Urdu. loo. There was. nevertheless. scope 

fl,r 11 ho()k that would deal with related discourses in detail 
1111 ward off the misgivings crealed by the orientalists and 

Mlh1 Ii.ls, It was also necessary to bring to tight the principles 
11 I rt/H'l'r (exegesis) especially hecause, recently, many 
I uplt have begun to compose commentaries on the Qur'an 

, n lhough they are ill-equipped for the task and do not 
1111 , N the requisite knowledge. These people should be 

1111nl of the dangers of their rash undertakings which 
111111hr mislead other people. 

W,• thank Allah that this hook has tackled the problem 
111·1 rlrnn I had expected. And . I am confident that if it 

11•11d with a quest for truth and a fair outlook, Insha 
ll11h It will provide insight into the science of exegisis 

1111 1,·move doubts that are created i n  the mind by 
1t1IHh 1uli11g suggestions of the orientalists and false fables 
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common among the laymen. 
The truth is that I had entrusted this task to my son 

because of my illness and weakness on the understanding tl1at 
what a father leaves incomplete, tl1e son completes it. But. 
when the book was before me and, aLthough 1 could not read 
it myself because of poor eyesight, my happiness knew no 
bounds when passages were read to me and I tl1ank Allah 
deeply for tl1is. If I had chosen to write on the subject when I 
was healthy. I could not have written as well as my son has 
done. There are two reasons for that. The first is tl1at I could 
never have gone through tl1e large number of books that son 
has consulted for the writing of the present book. Only a 
cursory glance at tl1e numerous references to sources in the 
footnotes with their chapters and page numbers will disclose 
the amount of research he ba� undertaken. 

The second reason is that my lack of knowledge of 
English kept me unaware of the poison spread by the 
orientalists against tl1e teachings of Qur'an. · My son who 
is a graduate with distinction in M .A.(English) and LLB 
could detect their mischief and give a befitting answer. 

I pray to Allah from the core of my 
heart that He keep this light of my eyes safe, give him a 
long life and protect him from all mischief and trial! May 
He enable him to serve religion with greater enthusiasm 
and grant him truthfulness, sincerity and Your pleasure! 
May He grant approval to this work and make it a means 
of salvation for him and for me and let Muslims benefit 
from it to a great extent! 

0Lls'31 � J jl2...'..J1 �' �-
., 

And Allah is the one who helps and on Him is 
reliance placed. 

1st Jumadi al-Thani 1396AH 

Mufti Mu{zammad Shafi 

(may Allah forgive him) 

Dar ul-Uloom. Karachi 
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INTRODUCTION 

', 1_' -I '. '.DI 0:,G,. i:.. • J:_; ·�c:- ..1J '..L..;jf 
� .:_r-, ,, •, <->" (' ) IS""' ) , , 

Praise belongs to Allah who suffices. And peace be 
on His chosen slaves. 

23 

The Qui-an is a blessing of Allah for all mankind. No 
amount. of worldly wealth can replace it. It is that piece of 
cure which brings blessings in both the worlds through its 
recital, just looking at it, listening to il or reading over to 
others, learning it or teaching it, practicing its commands 
und propagating and diffusing its teachings in any manner 
whatever. 

A Hadith is transmitted in Sal;eeb Muslim as narrated 
by Sayyidina Uqbah lbn J\amir � they were seated one 
day at Suffah when the Prophet � came to them and said, 
"Does any of you love that he should go every morning to 
the market of) Bu�}an or Aqeeq and bring two she-camels 
of the best kind without committing a sin or severing ties 
of relationship?" They said, "O Messenger of Allah, every 
one of us would like to do that. "So, he said, "If anyone 
goes to the Mosque everyday and learns two verses (of the 
Quran) or recites them then, that is better for him than two 
she-camels. And, if he learns three verses, that is better 
than three she-camels. and learning four verses is better 
than four she-camels." 

This Hadith is just one example of the encouragement 
that the Prophet � gave to his 11m111ah to recite the Quran 
to interpret its Message, to put it into practice and to 
diffuse its knowledge worldwide. The books of Ahadith 
are full with other Ahadith of the same Message. This is 
why the wnmah has done great service to the Qur'an and 
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its sciences and made extraordinary efforts to preserve its 
words and meanings. If we probe into these efforts, we are 
held spellbound. 

Efforts to understand and interpret the Quran are one 
thing, the ummah has left no stone unturned to learn and 
preserve correct pronounciation and delivery of its words 
and the diactrical marks over its letters. They have 
founded a science of this subject and we do not find an 
example of that in any other language or religion of the 
world. Take the science of Tajweed alone. Whole libraries 
are found on the subject of correct reading of the Qur'an. 

In short, of the many ways in  which service is 
rendered to the Quran, one is through the books on the 
sciences of the Quran. 

This is a vast knowledge and it underlines the 
principles and basis of exegesis. It tells us , how the 
Qur'an was revealed to the Prophet �. the reality of 
wa�1y, the sequence of revelation, the period during which 
the whole of it was revealed, the distinction of Makkan 
and Madinan surahs, background of revelation and how it 
helps in interpreting the Qur'an, the abrogated verses of 
the Quran. Meaning uf many letters and many Recital of 
Quran, its subjects, manner in which· Allah has preserved 
it, tl1e stages which its writing and printing has gone 
through, principles and manners of exegesis, correct way 
to understand it and the errors that could mislead anyone. 
Many other similar questions ,\re answered in the books of 
Uloom al Qur 'an. 

There are books on this subject iii Arabic. They 
include: al Burha11ft uloom il Q11r'a11. 4 vols. By i\Jlamah 
Zakashi, al flqan, 2 vols. by Allamah Suyiiti. Manahil al

lrfan, 2 vols. By Shaikh Zarqani. These books are well
known and reliable to this day and serve as source for 
subsequent worl<s and study. There are innumerable 
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hooks in Urdu .too that cover this topic. The most 
, omprehensive and distinctive is al Bayan Ji uLoom il 
l'11r 'an by Abdul .l;laq Haqqani� .olll 4'>-J . 

llowever , in different times the requirements also 
llllfer. With the influence of western thought and ideas, 
llc�h question came to be raised and had to be answered. 
I hl' subject had to be dealt with from a new angle. For a 
11111g time it was felt that another book should be written 
wilh a fresh approach but I had not an iota of idea that I 
\\·1111ld have some part in it. 

rhis honour seemed t o  be written for me. The 
hn,·kground of the story is that my respected father 
Muwlana Mufti MuJ:iammad Shafi � "1114'>-J wrote the 
11,du exegesis of the Qur'an, Ma 'arif ul Qur.'an which. is
i,11hlished in eight volumes. We can say without the least 
h,·Muancy that it is an unmatched urdu Tiljseer on the 
1111111:rn of the righteous predecessors for the modern times. 

1111 Allah granted it immense approval, when the second 
1lt1 ion was about to be printed. My respected father 

1,11111nanded me to write down an introduction to it on the 
Important points of the sciences of the Quran. 

I began to write it down in obedience to him and while 
I w:,s writing it down the earlier wish arose in me again 
111111 the introduction became lengthy in spite of my efforts 
111 ,horten it. When �1e manuscript crossed two hundred 
I' '>'I'S, I realized that that was too lengthy an introduction 
1,,, the Ta/seer, and many important points had yet not 
111111 touched!. So, on the advice of my respected father, I 
11111111arized the introduction for the Ta/seer and it was 

1111hl1shed with that. The lengthier work became part of a 
p.11ntc book by itself. However, my engagement in other

111 �' caused a delay in completing the book. When it was 
r, 1uly. I had included in it almost all the material I had in 
111h1tl tor the book. 
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While I cannot yet say it the book has everything that 

is necessary for the present times, yet I have full hope in 

Allah that as far as the subject is concerned, it includes 

much of what we need to teach today. I have had to 

consult many books to collect together the answers to 

many known questions and to include fresh ones. If they 

meet the approval of the learned then it is merely a favour 

of Allah , otherwise, I have the satisfaction of at least 

having initiated an effort for other scholars to complete it. 

If it helps anyone in understanding the Quran, r will have 

received my reward in full. 

I request readers to pray that Allah grant approval to 

my humble effort and let it be an asset for me in the 

hereafter. Aameen. 

'le: 11 ' I' !1 ..1J1.., UI ' ,,.,: c; 
��- ; -�-" ) 

And only Allah is the One who enables, the 

Exalted, the Magnificent!. 

Mul1a111mad Taqi Vsmani 

Dar Ul Uloom, Karachi 

29 Jumadi al Awwel, 1396 A.H. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

THE NAME QUltAN AND THE REASON FOR IT 
1'Allamah Abul Ma'ali has listed 55 names of the

2Holy Quran. Some scholars have counted them to be more
than 90, but the fact is that they have reached these 
numbers by considering the various attributes of the Quran 
as its names. But act ually the names of the Quran are 
limited only to five na,m:s viz, 

l .  AL-QURAN 
2. AL-FURQAN 
3. AZ-ZIKR 
4. AL-KITAB 
5. 3AT-TANZEEL 

The Reading 
The Criterion 
Tlle Advice 
The Book 
The Revelation 

The Holy Quran itself has used these five words. as its 
proper

4 
names. Of these the most popular name is "Quran," 

I. Abul Ma'ali (ma'ali's fatherf, real name was 'Azizy bin 'Abdul 
Malik and shaydhlah was the Title, was a Shafa'T scholar in the 
fifth century Hijri. died in 494. AH. 'Aallamah Zarkashy and
Suyuti have quoted his book "AI-Burhan-fi-Mushkilatil Qur'an: at
numerous occassions.

1, See ''Al-ltqan ti 'Uloom ii Quran" by Allama Suyuti, v.I. p51, 
Cairo edi1ion.13b8 H· 

3. See "Manhil-al-'lrran". by Zarqani, '!I, p2. Primed at'fsa-al-oabi
Al-Halbi 1372 AH. 

4. For Al-Furqan see Q:3:1. for Az-Zikr Q:3:58. 14:6, f8: etc., for 
Al-Ki tab Q 2: I, J 6:64, 89 etc. for Al-Tanzeel. Q 26:5, 56:80,
69:69 etc.
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so Allah Himself has called it ,with this name in not less 
than 5sixty-one places. 

The word Quran is derived from Qara 'a Yaqra 'u ( !} 
I.fa.) which literally 6means. "To collect" but later on this
word came to be used for "Reading" because the words and 
letters are collected together while reading something. The 
masdar or verbal noun is o �1} and 1JI � }.Allah says: 

' ,,. , ' � 
._;i'_r(, � I--: 'le 0) 

Surely upon Us rests the collec1ing thereof, and the 
reciting thereof. (al-Qiy11111:th. 75: 17) 

Also, in Aral}ic language sometimes verbal noun is used 
in the meaning of its pas;ive participle. The Qu�an is so 
named in the same sense, that is, 7''The Book that is read". 

Various reasons have been advanced for giving it the 
name, Quran. It seem� more appropriate that this name has 
been given to the Book of Allah to refute the unbelievers of 
Arabia, because they used to say, 

u 1<ir ,:Jl�jl 1.i!I \"": lJ 
--- r J /" � _yu,--, 

Listen not to this Quran, but boo loudly during its 
recital. (Fussilai, 41 :26) 
Thus by g iving it the name  "Quran", has been 

proclaimed that its Message cannot be suppressed by such 
ridiculous means. The Book is revealed to be read and it 

5. For reference please see. Fatl}llr Ral)ITiaJl-li-Talib Ayal ll Qur' an by
'llmi Zadah al-1:{asani. pp 358. 359. AI-Ahliya Press. Beirut. 1223
AH.

6. "Al-Mufrada1 ti Gharll> 11!-Qu}an" by Raghib lsphahani. P. 41 l,
printed a1 As):lal Matab',• . Karachi 1380 AH.

7. l11ere are several other views regarding !he origin of this word. but
they are not free or doubts. For details sec. al-llqan, �I. P,52, and
Mana-hil-al-lrran �I. P.7.
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uhall be read till the Last Day. 
Hence it is now an established fact that the Holy Quran 

Is the most widely read Book in the world. 
However, the conventional definition of "Quran" has 

hcen made in the following words: 

.��\)Ip 

The words of Allah that w ere revealed to His 
Messenger �. wrtten in Books and narrated continuously 
ftorn him wih out any doubt. 8 

This definition is unanimously accepted by all the 
learned scholars without any difference of opinion. 

K nt·TalweeJ:i ma' al-Taw�eeh, v,l, p26, printed at Mustafa Press 

111-babi, Egypt. 
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FACTS ABOUT WA.{IY 

(DIVINE REVELATION) 

31 

Since the Quran has been sent down to the Holy 
Prophet Muhammad � through Divine revelations or 
"W�zy"(I.S"" 1), it is nect:ssary at the outset to know certain
lhings about "Wahy". 

NEED FOR WARY 

Every Muslim knows that Allah has sent Man in this 
world for trial, and, after assigning certain duties to him, 
lhe entire universe has been placed at his service. Hence 
two things become imperative for Man to do after he has 
come to this world. First, he must make use of the 
Universe around him in the right manner, and secondly 
while using these things he must keep in view the 
Commandments of Allah and do nothing against His will. 

For both these things he needs "knowledge". Unless he 
knows the reality of this universe and the uses of things 
present therein, and the way he can make use of them, he 
cannot get any benefit out of them. Further; it will be 
impossible for him to live in accordance with the pleasure 
of Allah unless he knows what He likes, and what He does 
not like. 

Thus, when Allah created Man, He complemented his 
creation with three such things as give him knowledge of 
the foregoing, For this purpose, along with human beings, 
He, Allah, also created three other things through which they 
would come to know about this. First, the five sense 
organs, i.e. eyes, ears, nose, mouth and limbs; secondly, 
the faculty of reasoning, intellect or wisdom; and thirdly, 
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the Divine revelation or Wa(iy. Hence a man learns mar.y 
things through his senses and many more through his 
intellect. Those that cannot be learnt through these two 
media are brought to his knowledge through Waf!y. (Divine 
Revelation). 

The three sources of knowledge are so arranged that 
each one of them has a definite range and fixed sphere of 
activity beyond which it does not work. Hence those things 
that a man learns through his senses cannot be perceived 
through reason alone. For example, if a man is sitting in 
front of me I know through my eyes that he is a human 
being. My eyes also tell me that he is fair coloured, has a 
broad forehead, black hair, thin lips and oval face. But if I 
do not use my sensory faculties keeping my eyes closed and 
rely on my mental abilities alone to know the colour and 
structural built of this man,it will be impossible. 

Similarly, things that are learnt through intellect cannot 
be perceived by the senses alone; For example, I know 
about that same person that he has a mother, and also that 
he has been created by Someone, even though neither is his 
mother present before me nor can I see his Creator, but my 
intellect tells me that this person could not be born by 
himself. If, however, I want to have this knowledge 
through my eyes ra.ther than intellect, it would be 
impossible because the scene of his creation and birth 
cannot come before my eyes. 

Thus, as far as the five senses are concerned, our 
intellect does not give us any guidance but its activity starts 
from where the scope of the senses ends. But even the 
scope of -intellectual faculties is not limitless; it ends at a 
certain point, And there are many things which cannot be 
known either by senses or by intellect. Taking the example 
of this same person, our intellect told us who created him, 
but why was he created, what duties have been assigned to 
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him by the Creator, which of his deeds are liked by Allah 
and which are disliked, are questions which cannot be 
answered even jointly by the senses and intellect. It is the 
channel by Allah to provide answer to such questions that is 
known as "Wa!zy"(Divine Revelations), which is revealed to 
a selected person appointed as His Messenger whom His 
discourses are revealed. ·· Wat1y" is the highest source of 
knowledge that provides answers t� questions related to his 
life and which be solved through his senses or intellect, he 
must have answers to th:.:se questions. 

This also clarifie� that intellect and observation alone 
are not sufficient for the guidance of man but the need of 
"Watzy" is an inescapable requirement for his guidance. 
Since the need of "Wa�y·· is felt, where mental faculties 
fail to provide guidance. lfoman intellect may not 
neassarily comprehend everything related to Wafiy. Just as 
perception of colour of a thing not within the scope of 
intellect but it is done by senses, Similarly transmission of 
knowledge about many religious beliefs is the function of 
Wahy and it will not be wise to rely upon intellect alone 
for this perception.9 

MEANING OF WA.lfY 

Keeping in view the above introduction. ponder over 
the substance and r�·ality of "Wa�y·: .?J and;�, are 
Arabic words and their meanings in dictionaries have been 
described as "To signify something quickiy", whether by 
way of enigma or metaphor. by way of a meaningless 
sound, by moving a part of the body, or by way of 

9. Only brief hints have been made here about the need for "w�y" For a

deiailed discussion on th.is subject please consult, "In troduction by Abi

Shakoor Salimi (p3-72) and� 'Uloom-ul-Quran� by Mawlana Shamsul

J;Jaq Afghani p3-18. publ i shed by ldara Madrasah Farooquiyah

Bahawalpur l389AH.
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inscriptions and wntmgs. These words apply in all these 
situations. 10 Thus, the Holy Quran uses the word in the 
same meaning while describing the incident of Zakariyya 
(zachria): 

So he went forth to his people from the sanctuary, then 
he beckoned to them UGlorify (your Lord) morning and 
evening". (Surah Maryam, 19: 11) 

Evidently such gestures are meant to infuse something 
in the heart of one's audience. The word WalJy ,mJI-l)a 'un 

. therefore, began to be used in this meaning. In a number of 
verses of the Holy Quran this very meaning is intended. 
For example, 

�-" JWI '. ' �I .:,i \".._�ii J'1 �- I''!'..r-! - ·; � t.$,, - r : .) <.?.,.,

"And your Lord revealed co the bee (saying): "Build 
your homes in the mountains ... " (An-Nal_1I, 16:68) 

So much so that tkc word has been used in The Quran 
even for the suggestions inspired by the devils, 

And thus did We appoint to every Prophet an 
enemy-states of men and jinn, inspiring one another with 
gilded speech... (AI-An'am. 6: 112) 

And also, 

10: Az-Zubaydi. Taj uJ-·urus v,l. p384 Dar ul Libya, Banghazi 1386 
AH. Ar-Raghib: al-Muf111dat. 
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• <" i
.)
� · "ro· l --:11 -s • · ·, -. ·1..dJ, �r r .,,_ . -- � __ J <5: Y-r- <ft' - :J

And certianly the satans are ever inspiring their friends 
to dispute with you. (AI-An'am. 6: 121)

35 

And Allah had addressed the angels again with word 
I ha!un. 

' 'f ,,.,.-_. • ; I. • 

' <'·::. • · �tr...JI I\ �� • ' ' �I � 1../ - - l.5': . .) � y.. :
(Recall), when your Lord, (0 Prophet), inspired lhe 
angels (saying), "I am with you ... " (Al-Anfal. 8: 12) 

Anything that Allah prompts into the heart of those 
other than Prophets is also expressed by the same word 

- - � 
{ ,.,_ ,..,,,. ,. ..:.....;,,· I :it 'i • ' ' 111 �· t· 

---- .) <..S"'.,,. (' l.S': - J J 
And We revealed to Musa.smother saying, '·Suckle 
him ... " (Al-Qasas, 28:7) 

But these are literal expressions of  this word. In 
religious terminology. however.11 "Wa�y" is defined as.

- <LJ t....:.....n •. • • � i -;." :_i;...: •• 11 .JJ1' Ll5'' - -· .:.r:i...s-:-'� ' (' - ' -
"The Words of Allah that are sent down to any of His 
Prophets". 
It must be borne in mind that the word "Wafiy" has 

come to be used in this sense to such an extent that its 
application to anyone other than a Prophet is not proper. 
'Alla mah Anwar Shah Kashmiri � k, �; has stated that 
Wa!i y un and T-Ha-un are two different words and there is 
a minor distinction in the meaning of the cwo words. 
1-Ha!un' has a general _application. and apart from denoting

l1: • Umdatul Qari Li-�harah Sahihi Bukhari v. l. P.18. Dlirut 
-

.. 
Taba-al-Amirah Istanbul 1308 A.H.' 
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Revelations to the Prophets it includes gestures and 
inspirations to any one other than a Prophet as well. Thus 
the word is used for both Prophets and. other persons.
Contrary to this, Wa�y is applied to Divive inspiration sent 
down to Prophets only. The Holy Quran bas also used the 
word ''Iqa'' for both Prophets and other human beings, but 
the word Wc0y has not been used for anyone except the12 

Prophets. 
Thus, Watzy is the channel through which Allah sends 

down His words to any of His chosen servant and 
Messenger, and through this Messenger to all other human 
beings. And since Wa�y is a sacred instructive link between 
Allah and His servants and is perceived by the Prophets 
r')I....J1 � only, its true cognition is not possible for human 
beings. However, the Qufan and lfadirh (Prophetic 
Traditions) have imparted some knowledge about its kinds 
and perceptions, and only those can be described here. 

TEACHINGS OF WAijY 

By means of Wafzy people are taught those things which 
they cannot learn from their senses and intellect alone. 
These things may be purely of religious nature, ot may 
belong to common needs of the world. The Wafiy of the 
Prophets generally belongs to the first category, but when 
needed, instructions about mundane affairs ha-.e also been 
imparted through Wafzy. For example Nooh  � was 
commanded to construct the Ark in these words: 

, "' ( .,. ; 

�-- �l, �I .' I' 
; JJ ,. ; � J 

And make the Ark under Our eyes and Our revelation. 

(Hud. 11 :37) 

12: Faigul Bari vi, pl9, Mai-bah )!ijazi. Cairo 1357 AH by Maulana 
Answar Shah Kashmiri. 
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This tells that the art of making Ark or ship building 
was taught to him by mc::ans of Wa/7y. Similarly Dawood 
Ml was taught the art of making armour. Also Adam �

was taught the peculiarities of things through Wa}.,y, and 
uccording to one narration basic knowledge of medical 
11cicnce was also sent down through 13Wa!iy.

KINDS OF WA{IY 

'Allamah Anwar Shah Kashmiri 4# k1 4> J has stated 
lhat basically there are three kinds of 14Wa?1y.

l: WAHY AT HEART 
. 

This kjnd of Wat1y is directed to the heart of a Prophet 
and Allah inspires something into it. In this there is no 
medium of angel or hearing faculty or other senses of the 
Prophet. He does not hear any voice but something is 
infused into the depths llf his heart. and he knows that it 
has come from Almighty Allah. This may happen in sleep 
or wakefulness. Hence every dream and vision of the 
Prophet is also a Wa{1y Sayyidina Ibrahim � was
commanded in this manner to slaughter his son. 

2: DIRECT DISCOURSE FROM ALLAH 

In this kind of Wa{1y Allah directly speaks to the 
Prophet and there is no interlink with an angel but the 
Prophet does h�ar the voice. This voice is entirely different 
from that of any of His creation and imparts a strange 
sensation, the cognition of which is not possible through 
intellect. Only the Prophets who hear this voice can 

13: Abdul 'Aziz Far Hari: al Nabras Ali Shara!J-al-'Aqaid pp427, 428, 

primed Amritsar 1318 A'H. 

14: The three kinds are derived from his book, �Faidhul Bariw 

pp14-i 8. The nomcm:la1ure. classification and explanations are our 

own interpretations. 
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recognise the state and ecstatic feeling it imparts. 
Since in this kind of Watzy the Prophets get the honour 

of direct conversation with Allah, this kind is fegarded as 
most superior and 15bonorific. That is why in describing·
the high status of Musa (Moses) �. the Quran States. 

And to Musa, Allah spoke directly. (An-Nisa,4169) 

3: ANGELIC WAQY 

In this kind, Allah sends His message to the Prophet 
through an angel. and that angel conveys it to the Prophet. 
Sometimes the angel is not visible but only his voice is 
heard, and sometimes he comes in a human figure and 
conveys the message, and sometimes he is seen by the 
Prophet in his original form but this happens only rarely. 

The Holy Quran has pointed to the three kinds of 
"Wa�y" in the following verse. 

- $ � ·- • f -

.__,i.;_. ,X • '. ' f \:;_.: lJI all � 01 ', 'I 0\5' (; • . . - .JJ � J - J . - .,-,.:. J 
- - ' 

' \1_; G, <1.i�l., ' .,� U '','I .. "•( � - -- :: � r-' .,.,, .) (.), fl J 
And it is not (vouchsafed) to a mortal that Allah should 
speak to him except by revelation or from behind a veil. 
or that He sends a Messenger to reveal whatsoever He 
will by His leave. (Ash-Shura. 42:51) 
In this verse, inspiration is Wa{iy .ar heart, behind the

veil means direct discourse and by sending a message is 
meant angelic Wa�y. 

15· Madarij-ul. salikeen vi, p37 by lbnul Qayyim Matba'tus Sunnatil 
Mul;iammadiyah, Mak.kah Mukarramah 1357 AH. 
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METHODS OF WA{IY ON

THE HOLY PROPHET � 

39 

Wa!zy was sent down to the Holy Prophet ;i through 
different means. According to Sayyidah 'Aishah Jw 4111 � 

J 

� as narrated in Sal)il} Bukhari Ifarith bin Hi sham � 16 

once asked the Prophet � about the manner of Wafiy sent 
to him. The Holy Prophet � said: 

• �- , • . ..-: ..-1-;,. ��1 - , - -- ,, � ,,:. • .·-L�c;.1 
��� Y")<;f'..i"'-', u-:� - -

%,.' �\' I 'I�� ::i_;t:;..\' 'IL;(. w' '...L;' ) (5,..r-,, - ) u ., J J 

Sometimes I hear the voice like that of ringing bells, and 

I find this kind of Wa{1y the hardest when this state ends 

all that the voice had said is retained in my memory, and 

sometimes the angel comes to me in the guise of a man. 

(Sat1i� Bukhirf p.2. v,I, Asat1�tlul Matab�. Karachi.) 

From this Tradition we know of two methods of Watzy 

on the Holy Prophet ;i. 

1. RINGING OF BELLS

The first method was that he used to hear a sound similar
to the ringing of bells. Since the Tradition mentions only this 
much, we cannot say with certainty in what sense this kind of 
Wa[1y has been similar to the sound of bells. However, some 
scholars think that it was the voice of the angels while some 
others think that it was the flutter of its wings while bringing 
down the Watzy. Allamah KhanabT is of the opinion that the 
similarity does not relate to the tune of the. sound but its 

16. Harith bin Hisham is one of renowned Companion. He accepted
Islam at the Conquest of Makkah and was martyred at the battle of
Syria in 15 AH. Al Qastalani lrsbad-us-Sari �I. p57 Makkah
Boolaq-the-Mi�r 1323 AH.
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continuity. Just as the sound of a ringing bell is continuous 
and it does not break. the sound of Waby was also 
continuous. 17 But these are all hypothetical views and nothing 
can be said with certainty on the basis of these views. 
However, the explanation given by Allama Anwar Shah 
Kashmiri qouting Hadhrat Mol).iuddin lbn �rabi is more 
subtle than all the others. He states that the simile has been 
used in two respects. First it pertains to continuity of the 
sound as stated above, and secondly in so far as it is difficult 
to ascertain the direction of the sound of a bell continuously 
ringing as it appears to be coming from all directions. Since 
Allah is independent of place and directions, His words are 
heard from all directions. The exact perception of this state is 
not possible without actual observation but the Holy Prophet 
:i used the simile of ringing bells to bring it as near 
common understanding as possible. •H

Anyhow the exact nature of the voice is known to Allah 
or to His Messenger. From the Ejadirh we only learn that in 
this particular type of Wa{1y, the Holy Prophet � used to 
hear a voice resembling the sound of bells. We also learn 
that this method of Waljy used to be the hardest on him. 

According to f:lafiz lbn f::lajar "-# .ul1 �; the words J'bJ 
� o.A.!.i "And it is hardest on me" denote that in fact all types 
of Wa[1y were hard on the Prophet ;i but this particular type 
used to be hardest on him. The reason is that it is nec;essary 
that there be some sort of harmony between the speaker and 
the listener. Now, if the angel came in human form that was 
not an extraordinary burden on the Prophet �. Only the 
majestic burden of the words of Allah used to be there. On 
the other hand, if the angel did not come in human form but 
either his voice or directly the words of Allah were heard, 

17. �Jafiz lbn !;{ajar. Fata!wl BarT. V.1 pl 6. Al Matba' al-Bal;liya 
1348A.H.

18. Fai9-ul-Bai'ivl. pl 9. 20 Cairo 1357.
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1hat was an extraordinary stare and to get fam.iliar with it and 
h> get the benefits from it, the Holy Prophet � felt much
grcutcr burden. 19Sayyidah 'Ai shah � Jw i», � J added her
own observation to the foregoing Hadith:

;,-- •,• 0-;4 •·•' •. ,,"f' -- �u!J

have observed the stale of Waby on him during severe 
cold and yet his forehead used to be drenched with Sweat.20 
In another narration Sayyidah 'A.ishah � Jw i», �;

�aid. Whenever Wa(1y came to him his breathing became 
difficult, his face turned pale like the twig of date-palm, his 
front teeth began to clatter with cold and he used to sweat 
so much that its drops rolled down like beads. 21 

This state of Wat,y was sometimes so intense that the 
animal on whom he rode could not stand the weight and 
would sit down. 

Once he was resting with his head on the thigh of Zayd 
bin Thabit • when Wa!1y began to come, and it caused 
much pressure on his thigh that Sayyidina Zayd • thought 
it would crush down.22 

In one narration of Musnad A)Jmad the Holy Prophet :ii
himself said that in this form of Wahv he feels as if his soul 

b . d 23 •
. 

was emg squeeze out. 
S0metin1es a faint sound of this Wa(1y was heard by other 

19. Fai�-ul-BiirT pl9. 20 v. I Cairo 1357 AH.
20 SaJ:li{1 BukharT. vi .p 2. l;ladith No.2.
21. Al-ltqan vi: lp46, Cairo 1368 by Suyuti. ref lbn Sa'eed.
22. Zad-ul-Ma'ad Fi Khair 'lbad by lbnul Qayyim vi. ppl8-19

Al-Matba AI-Yamaniyyah Egypl.
23. AI-FathurRabbani (from Musnad Ahmad). reference 'Abdullah bin

1 Amr � v20. p21 I, Kitabus scerah Nabaviyah, Jjadith No. 42,
Cairo 1375 AH.
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people as well.'Umar • said that a sound ,similar to humninJ of 
bees was heard near his face at the time of descent of Waf1y. 

2. ANGEL COMING IN HUMAN GUISE

The other method of Wa�y mentioned in this tradition
was that the angel used to appear in a human form and 
convey the message. In such a situation, generally Jibril � 
came in the form of the renowned companion Di!iyah Kalbi 
·• Allama 'Ainy -.,,.1&,k1�J states that the selection of
Dihyah Kalbi • was probably because he was the most
handsome person of his time. He was so beautiful that he
used to wrap a cloth round his face when coming out.25 

However, it is mentioned that sometimes Jibril � came in
other appearances too. In the narration of Saftdina'Umar.
he is said to have come as a total stranger, because it was
probably intended that the people be taken by surprise when 
they find him talking informally to the Holy Prophet�-

However, it is agreed almost unanimously that the angel
who brought Waby to the Holy Prophet Mul)ammad � was
Jibril �} the Quran says:

� � !J� r� J� 1�� 0\S' :; :ft 
, , ., , 

say (0 Prophet) Whoever is an enemy of Jibril � (he 
is an enemy of Allah) for surely he is the one who has 
revealed it to your heart... (AI-Baqarah. 2:97) 

From this it becomes apparent that Wa[iy was generally 
brought to the Holy Prophet � by Jibril �- However 
Imam Al)mad -.,,.1&, ..111 � J has quoted Imam Sha'abi .&1 � J 

-.,,.1&, that during the first three years of Prophethood 27Israfil 

24. Same as at 23. v20. p212.
25. 'Umdatul Qari by Al-'Ainy vi. p47. Istanbul 1308 AH.
26. Mishkatul Ma�tif� vi I pl I .A�ahul Maiab'a. Karachi.
27.Al-ltqan vi. p46 Awai Qas,alan'f: lrshad Sarivl. p59.
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:fi9 used to bring Wahy but the Quran was not revealed 
1hrough him. It was entirely brought by Jibril �. But 
Alla ma Waqidi .i..,.l&- '111 4>-; and others have reJected this 
view and maintained that no angel other than Jibril � 
hrought any Waby to Prophet Mul)ammad ;i. 'Allamah 
Badaruddin 'Ayni' also seems to be inclined to the same 
view ,28 and we also do not find support for this view in any 
11uthentic ]fadith or saying of companions. l;lafiz lbn I;Iajar 
Is, however, inclined to accept this view and places the 
incidence during the period of fatrah;29 (the period of about 
three years after the first Wat,y during which no portion of 
lhe Quran W45revealed). 

Anyhow, in this manner of Waby the, angel used to 
come in human form and in this the Prophet ;i did not 
experience much hardship. ln one of the narrations in Sa.Qii) 
Abu 'Awanah it is stated that the Holy Prophet ti said: 

;t, ':.;,.1-;.J 
And this state was the easiest for �e.30

In the narration of Sayyidah Aishah � Jw .o111 �; only 
these two methods of the descent of Wahy are mentioned. 
But from other traditions we come to know of several other 
methods also. 31 Allama l;lalimi has mentioned as many as 
46 ways of descent of 32

Wat,y. But l;lafiz Ibn l;lajar has 
stated that l;lalimi has counted the various attributes of 
Jibril � as the methods of descent of Wa�y to reach the 

28. Umdarul Qari, v I pp47-48.

29. Fathul Bari. vi. pp 22-23.

30. Al-ltqan, vi. p46.

31. Abu 'Abdulllah l;lusain bin Al-l;lasan Al-ijalimi AI-Jurjani (died

403 AH) whose book AI-Minhaj is a comprehensive book on

principles of Religi<ln.

32. Fatah al-Bari d, p!61:fafiz Ibn ijajir.
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figure of 46, otherwise the number is not that high. 33 

However, other important ways of descent of Wahy as 
mentioned in other Prophetic traditions. are as follows: 

3. ANGEL COMING IN HIS ORIGINAL

APPEARANCE

The third method of Watzy was that Jibril � came in
his original appearance but this had happened only three 
times in the lifetime of Holy Prophet ;I. First, when he 
himself wished to see the angel in his original form, 
secondly, at the time of Ascension of the Prophet � to 
Heavens, and the third time in the very early days after the 
Prophethood at Ajyad in Makkah. The first two sightings 
are authentic but the last one is doubtfut.34 

4. TRUE DREAMS

The fourth method of Wa�zy was that the Prophet ;li 
used to have dreams before the revelation of the Quran had 
started. Whatever he saw in a dream happened in exactly 
the same manner when he awoke. Sayyidah Aishah k1 � J 

�Jw says: 

The initial Wat,y on the Holy Prophet � was through 

true dreams. Whatever he dreamt always came out true 

'k the 
. 

1· h 35
h e mormng 1g t. 

Also, when a hypocrite of Madinah had performed a 

33.Fatah al-Bari v l, p18,19.

34. Fatah al-Bari v I, pl8,19.

35. Sa� Bukhari v· I. p2 J;ladith No.3.
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spell on him, it was in his dream that he was informed of it 
1111d also of the method of breaking the spell. 36

S. DISCOURSE WITH ALLAH

Like Sayyidina Musa � our Prophet MuJ:iammad � 
ulso had the privilege of direct discourse with Allah. While 
11wake this happened only on the night of Ascension. �art 
from this he once had a direct talk with Allah in dream. 7 

6. INSPIRATION IN THE HEART

The sixth method of Wa�y was that, without appearing
hefore him in any Shape, Jibril � used to inspire 
something in the heart of the Prophet ti In one narration 
the Prophet � is reported to have said: 

• • ... • .. �.. ,_ , .. , ... .  , G'.: e:11 ............ � JJ i} � �..wl 
C

)J .:,�

The Holy spirit (Jibril �) inspired this in my heart.38

And the words of the narration of Mustadrak-lfakim 
are: 

(.fa. J � l..l.>101 tf)J i.} �\ r')L)I � j;r,:- 01 

_ ...;jJ�?�...Ul .y 

Jibril � infused in my heart that none of you would 

depart from this world until he has earned all his 
subsistence.39

36. �al)i!l Bukhari. Bab-ul-SaJ;lr, chapter Tib v·2, pp857, 858. 
37. Al-ltqan v:1, p46.
38. Af-Jtqan, V .1, p46. 
39. Al-�kim, Al-Mustadrak, Kitabul Buyu', v2, p4, Daira-tul-Ma'ii-rif 

Daccan. 1340 AH.
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WA{{Y, KASHF AND ILHAM 

It has been explained above that Watiy is specific for the 
Prophets � and any other person, irrespective of his spiritual 
status, cannot be a recipient of Wa{iy. However, sometimes 
Allah does tell certain things to some of His selected 
servants. This is known as Kashf or /!ham each of which is a 
form of inspiration. Mujaddid Alf Thani '-:,1t- ..1J14.,,-J has stated 
the difference between the two is that Kashf relates to sensory 
abilities, that is, an incidence or a thing is directly visible, 
and /lham relates to intuitive knowledge where nothing is 
seen but some thought is infused in the heart. That is why 
generally llham is more correct than Kashf. 

40 

The last method of the descent of Watiy, that is, 
inspiration in the heart is apparently very near to Ilham. In 
both of them something is infused in the heart, but the 
difference between the two is that inspiration of Wafiy is 
done only to a Prophet and he also gets to know who 
inspired him, as is the case in the above narration of l;Iakim 
where the Holy Prophet said, Jibril � infused this in my 
heart ... But in Ilham a person does not know who inspired 
him. He only feels that something has come to his heart 
that was not there before.41 

On this basis the Watzy of the Prophets is absolutely 
certain and must be the obeyed. But the inspiration (llham) of 
the saints is not a certain thing hence they form neither an 
argument in matters of faith nor do they become obligatory. 
1!1 fact if one gets an inspiration or dream that is not in 
accordance with the Universally known injunctions of the 
Quran and Traditions it is not considered permissible by any 
authority to act according to its directives.42 
40. Fayd al-Bari v 1, pl 9.
41: Al-Wahy Al-Mtqiammadi p38, by Rashid Raza. Al-Minar Press.

Egypt 1354 AH. 
42:Ash-Shatbi �.ii1i.-;: AL-A'tisam vi, p351 fol. Al-manar, Cairo 

1331 AH. 
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QURANIC AND NON-QURANIC WA![Y 

The Wa{ly that was revealed to the Holy Prophet 
MulJammad iii was of two kinds. One, that comprised 
verses of the Quran in which the words and meanings were 
hoth from Allah, and they have been preserved in the 
Quran forever so that even an iota or dot has not changed 
nor can be changed. This type of Walty is termed by 
religious scholars as Waby Matluw that is, the Wafzy that is 
recited (Quranic). The second type of Wa('zy is that which 
does not form part of Quran, but a large number of 
commands and tenets have been sent through it. This type 
is known as non-Quranic Waby. that is. the one thaf is not 
recited or Waf.zy Ghayr Matluw. Generally, only the 
fundamental beliefs and basic teachings of Islam have been 
defined through Waby Matluw, i.e the Holy Quran. Details 
of these teachings and subsidiary tenets have been sent 
through non-Quranic Wat1y. This non-Quranic Waf.ly has 
been presreved in the form of Traditions (Sayings and 
Deeds) of the Holy Prophet termed as }Jadith. Generally, in 
this type of Waby only the subject matter was revealed to 
the Holy Prophet iii who then expressed it in his own 
43words. The Holy Prophet� has said, 

� � 1 �: '., 0()J1 �J1 

I have been given the Quran and with it also other 

similar teachings. 

In this other techings refer to the non-Quranic Waby. 

As we have seen subsidiary details of Islamic laws have 
been given through this non-Quranic Watiy. Therefore, 
there are certain people who though they call themselves 
Muslims yet are intent upon leading a life free of 

43: AI-Itqan vl, p45. 
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restrictions imposed by Islamic Jaws. These people make 
the mischievous propaganda that there is nothing like 
non-Quranic Waby and say that the entire Waby sent to the 
Holy Prophet � is preserved in the Quran, and whatever 
commandments other than Quran be gave were in his 
capacity of the Head of State and were applicable only to . 

the people of his time, and nowadays it is not obligatory to 
follow them. 

But this idea is totally wrong and ill-founded. We learn 
from several verses of the Holy Quran itself that Divine 
Revelation ( Waby from Allah) is not limited to the Quran 
alone, but there are many other things in addition to the 
Quran that have been taught through Waby. In support of 
this a few verses of Quran are cited below. 

J :; �:.:1 ui � J :), �' � c.J 
� '1�- : lii�: •. • ,,. '• 11�-·, � . , - � W.)-' J' 

And We appo inted not the Qiblah which you (0 
Prophet) have had except in order that We might know 
who followed the Messenger from him who turned back 
on hls heels.. (AI-Baqarah, 2: 143) 

Every Muslim knows that for a considerable time in 
Madinah the Holy Prophet ?i observed Salah facing 
towards Baytal-Maqdis (Jerusalem), and the above verse 
was revealed when it was ordained to face Ka 'bah again. 
This verse states that the previous order to face 
Baytul-Maqdis was test to  know who obeys the order and 
who rejects it. It is noteworthy that the order to face Baytul 

Maqdis during worship has been attributed by Allah to 
Himself meaning thereby that He was the One Who had 
commanded His Messenger to the direction of Baytul 

Maqdis. But the command itself is not found anywhere in 
the Quran. It is clear that this order was given by Allah 
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1l11011gh a Wa(1y that is not part of the Qur�n and which is 
1101 mentioned anywhere in the Quran. It is this sort of 
\Vulty that is termed non-Quranic Walty. 

. . .

Then she informed ,1hou1 ii (to 1hc other) and Allah 
clisclosecl that to him. he h�cl made known (Lo her) a part 
of it and passed over a part ... !Al-Tahrim. 66:3) 

This verse refers to an incident that one of the wives of 
the Holy Prophet Mul)ammad � hoped to conceal a certain 
thing from him. Allah revealed it to him through Wa{1y. So, 
she asked him how he had come Lo know about it and he 
replied that it was the Knower and the One Everinformed 
who had revealed it to him. This verse clearly shows that 
the particular thing was revealed through Waby although we 
do not find ,it in the Quran anywhere. Hence, he was 
informed of it though non-Quranic Wa{ly. There are many 
other verses thac prove tht: 11011-Quranic Wa{1y hut only two 
are mentioned here to avoid a lengthy discussion For the 
seeker of truth even two verses are more than sufficient to 
prove that non-Quranic Waby too, is a kind of Wa!zy, as 
definite and as binding as Quranic Wa(1y. 

lNTELLECTUAL DOUBTS ABOUT WAijY 

The above discussion pertains to the essential 
information about Wa{1y that are proved from the .Quran 
and ljadith. We have stated in U1e beginning that Waby is a 
form of guidance from Allah in matters that cannot be 
perceived by anyone other than the Prophets r')l...11 � it is 
not possible for others to have a trut: perception of the state 
and effect of Wa(ly. That is why these things appear so 
unfamiliar and all those peoplt: who are overwhelmed by 
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the world-w1Jt' dominance of western thoughts. They look 
at things with doubts and disbelief. Some people even go to 
the extent o1 open denial of Waby believing it to be nothing 
but storit'S anJ tales. There are some who do not deny it 
openly hlll ,n tlus era of scientific advancement rhey feel 
shy of talk 1ng .1hout it. lt is necessar.y, therefore, tO see the 
pos11in11 c,t Wa�,y vis-a-vis intelligence. 

Hl!fori;: tlL:lving over the subject of Waby any further. we 
should tirst decide whether there is a Creator and Master of 
tlrn, universe or it came into t:Xistence all by itself? As for 
those materialists who deny the very existence of God, it 
will be futile to discuss this topic with them because a 
person who does not accept the existence of God will not 
think over the reality of Waby serio.usly. Therefore, we 
must first discuss with them the existence of God. But as 
for those who believe in the existence of God, it is not 
difficult for them to understand the intellectual need of 
Woby and its possibility and real existence. 

If the universe has been created by the One and Only 
Omnipotent Being Who runs its well knit and organised 
system through His infinite wisdom, and Who has sent man in 
this world with a specific purpose. how then would it be 
possible for Him to leave him astray 111 darkness and not even 
tell him why he came into this world what his duties are, what 
is his ultimate goal, and how may he achieve that? Can 
anybody in his senses send forth his servant on an errand and 
not tell him the purpose of this journey when he starts, nor 
make ir clear to him through any message afterwards as to 
what he is supposed to do or what his duties are during the 
course of his journey? When an ordinary human being cannot 
be expected to do so how can we say that for Almighty Allah 
Whose lnfinite Wisdom is running the entire Universe. How 
is it possible that the All-knowing Who created such an 
amazing system of sun and moon. heavens and earth, stars 
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mul planets, will not make any arrangement for establishing a 
, hanncl to communicate co with His creatures LO guide them 
11hm1t the purpose of their existence'! If one believes in the 
All Comprehensive wisdom of Allah he must also admit that 
I Ir has not left His creatures in darkness but has definitely 
1·�1.1blished system for their guidance. It is this organised 
1yswm of guidance that is known as Waby and Prophethood. 

It should now be clear that Wa{ly is not merely an 
,tr'licle of faith but a religious belief. also a requirement of 
human mind. an intellectual requirement. the denial of 
which is in fact denial of the infinite Wisdom of Allah. As 
lor the objection that the various methods of Watiy are 
heyond our comprehension it is not a rational argument 
tor not accepting the reality of Watw The intellectual need 
1111d occurence of a thing proved by irrefutable arguments 
cannot be rejected merely because we have not directly 
observed it. If only a few centuries ago someone was told 
that people would be able to cover thousands of miles in a 
few hours by travelling in an aeroplane, he would have 
dismissed the idea as a fairy tale. But did his ignorance 
about aeroplanes made them any the less real? In many of 
tile backward areas even today you will come across 
people who are not prepared to accept that man has landed 
on the moon. But does their denial disprove the reality? 
Talk to a villager about the computer system and tell him 
that it works like human brain, he will never believe you. 
But does that  in  any  way a ffect tile existence of  
cornputors? I f  the answer is  "No" and certainly it is  "No", 
then how can the Wahy, the ,intellectual need of which is 
proven and undeniable, and which has been experienced 
by one hundred and twenty four thousand ( 1,24.000) of 
the most truthful perS0ns, be rejected or disbelieved? And 
then after all where do these methods of Wa�iy clash with 
reason? Jf with their limited brains Scientists could invent 
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such marvellous things as telephone, teleprinter, radio and 
television as means of communication, does Allah not have 
enough power to establish a surer and more powerful 
system of communication between Him and His servants 
than all these methods? (We seek the refuge of Allah for 
sayings like that). 

The reality of Waby is just that Allah reveals His words 
to any of His Messenger directly or through some agency. 
The question is what intellectual reason hars its acceptance? 
We hesitate to cite the example of human inventions or 
action to help understand Waby. but just to clarify the point 
we are presenting here the example of a human action 
wherein someone captures the mind of another person and 
induces in him whatever thoughts he desires. 

In the terminology of mystics (Saints) this action is 
called possession through the power of thought. or Thought 
Transfer. We find innumerable examples in the biographies 
of the mystics. Through the power of his imagination 
someone prevails over the mind of anoU1er person to the 
extent that he makes him speak and do act whatever he 
commands him. The materialists had been rejecting such 
power of dominance for a long time. and following them, 
many Muslims also thought it to be mere fiction, until the 
celebrated Swiss Physicist Mesmer born in the middle of 
18th century, 44selected human mind as the subject of his 
research, and in 1775 AD. disclosed in one of his articles 
that human mind can be subjugated through a magnetic 
process. He called this process as "Anima Magnetism" and, 

44: His full name is Fredric Anton Mesmer. He was born in a place 

near lake contance Switzerland in May 1733.AD. and died at 

Mersemberg in March 18l5. Initially. he selected Medicine as his 

subject. but later he became known as inventor of Anima 

Magnetism. and "Mesmerism" is attributed to him (World Family 

Encyclopaedia v 12. p3425. published Michigan. USA. 1957) 
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while in France. ht: also made;: succe;:ssful practical 

experiment of this process hur he;: could nm fully convince 

hil> contemporaries. Then a11other person. James Braid. in 

1842. in England, confirmt:d 1he validity of this process on 

u scientific basis and called it as Hypnotism. 

rhere art: differt:nt stages according co the Hypnotic 

Theory as propounded by James Braid. In the highest stage 

the;: emire muscular and nervous systems llf the hypnotised 

pcrson become paralysed and senseless ;ind along with this 

the extrinsic and intrinsic sensation� also hecomt! idle. But 

there is also an intermediate stage in which 1he body is not 

paralysed. This effect has heen Jescrihed in World Family 

Encyclopaedia as under: 

"If the hypnotic process is lighl. the hypnotised 

pt!rson remains capable of imagining, various 

objects. for example in such a semi-hypnotised 

state it is quite possible that he may believe 

himself to  be a diffen:nt per�on or he may ht:gin to 

see certain things that are not there. or feel some 

extraordinary sensations. under suggestions by the 

hypnotiser because he becomes a subject to the 

commands of the latter. "
45 

Even the materialists who did not believe in hypnotism 

were convinced after the n:search and experiments of James 

Brnid, and today become a subject of great interest for 

western people. Huntlreds uf conjurers are making good 

money our of ii. It is also being used 10 treat patients. The 

Thought Force which is known to Muslim mystics for 

hundreds of years which was generally brushed aside as 

superstition has now become a n:ality in the form of 

Hypnotism. And now even the so-called ·Rationalists,' for 

whom every discovery of the West is scienti fit; and any 

45: The Worlu Family Encycl<>p:11:uia 1957 ,· 11. p34211. 
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extraordinary performance of Muslims a superstition. have 
come to accept it. 

Anyhow. what is emphasised here is whether it is  
Mesmerism or Hypnotism. i t  is  nothing but that one man 
prevails over the mind of tht: other and infuses his own 
thoughts into the mind of the other person. The question 
now arises that God who bestowed so much power to the 
imaginative faculty or hypnotism t<> man that he can possess 
the mind of another person for just ordinary purposes and 
sometimes just for nothing, does He not Himself possess 
the power and authority that He may prevail over or 
capture the mind and heart of His Messenger and reveal His 
words to them for the sake of guidance to mankind? 

;: },c. J� 1:u �� 

Glory be to You (Allah!) 1his is a migluy calumny'! 

(Sur:th Nur. 24: 16) 

DOES WAHY INCLUDE ONLY THE 

MEANING OF THE QURAN 

In the preceding lines we have described that there are 
two kinds of Waby. Quranic Wa{ty and no n-Quranic 
Wa{,y. In the latter kind. of course, only the subject 
matter used to be from Allah. but in order to express it 
the selection of words was left to the angel Jihril � or 
the Holy Prophet ;t. But it is not so with Quran. Word 
for word. alongwith their meanings .. the Quran is the 
direct word of Allah in the literal sense. Just like its 
subject matters. its words. too. are exactly the same as 
they were revealed by Allah Himself. Angel Jihril � or 
the Holy Prophet � hac.J no hand in their selection, 
arrangement or composition. 

Some of those overawed hy the objections of the 
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materialists about Wa{1y. say these days that only the 
substance of the Quran was sem through Wab_v which were 
comoposed in their own words (God forbid) by the Angel 
(Jibril �) or the Prophet�-

But this concept is totally false. absurd and against the 
convincing proofs of the Quran and the lfadir!t.

There are several verses of the Quran itself that clearly 
signify that its words and meanings were both revealed 
from Allah. Some of them are given below: 
I: Quran has descirbed om: of its attributes as being 

''Arabic". that is. It has been revealed in Arabic 
language.46 It is now obvious that if only the
meanings of the Quran wen: revealed its being 
.. A r a b i c" L.!,rU•}cl_;;1u1 w ould h a v e  he e n  
meaningless because .. Arabic .. qua lifie s the words
and not the meanings. 

2: At several places in the Holy Quran three principal 
duties of the Holy Prophet :l: have been described. 
These are 

· .·'<-:- �" :__,(£j1 ;. �·.1:� 2-l;d .. ·i� 1· ,:: 
� j!.) - J . - -) • - � Y""
. -

who shall recite 10 1hc111 Your rcvclntions, and 5hal l 
reach them the Book and rhc wisdom. and shall purify 
1hcm. (AI-Buqarnh. :?: 1291 

Ir is clear that he was assignetl two separate duties. 
First. recitation of the versei, of Allah. antl secondly. 
teaching their meanings. Obviously. recirntion relates to 
words and not meanings. hence his t1rst duty relates to the 
words of the Quran and not 10 its meanings. 
3: At many. places the Quran has used for itself the 

46. s�c 1he Holy Quran. Surah An-11al.1I. 16: 103.Ash-Shu�.ira 26: 195.
Yusuf. 13:2. TaHa. 20: 113. Ar-Ra'd. 14:39. A,.-Zumar. 39:28.
l):1Mi111 Sajclnh 41 :3. As-Sh11ra. 42:7. A,-Zukhrnf. 24:3.
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word "Al-Kitab (The Book)''. The word '"Book" does 
not relate to mental thoughts but only when these 
thoughts are transformed into words these may be 
called a .. Book". Thi� clearly proves that both th!=! 
words and meanings of tht: Quran have been revealed 
from Allah. 

4: IL is signified from S'iimlt al-Qiy7i11w// that whenever. 
Jibril � came with We1[1y the P rophet ;t used to 
repeal the words hurriedly to memorize them. On this 
Allah Commanded him. 

, • .,. �- ,,, • , �.;,_ ; 1:..__: ·--1 ·.i ·w. ·, .. ·,,•..;..; u·o..;1,,-tJ � � J!O }' .r� ...;,u - .:.J_, 

,. • , • I ', ' .;. ,. ' ,., , " ; 0 ..;t:,; � J! ;.._; 0 ..;1; ·�u o\j\) bl,j 
'-, 

(0 Prophet) move 1w1 y11ur wngu..: therewith l<l make 
haste with ii tihc le:rrni11g or 1h1.: Qui:in). Surely upon Us 
rests the collecting thereof. am.l the reciting thereof. So. 
when We recite it lc.illow you till.! reciting thereof. Ami 
surely upon Us then rl.!sts the explaining thercor. 

tAt-Qiya111ah 75:16-19) 

It is quite clear the words that Jib,11 �\ used to reveal 
to the Prophet were tht: words of Allah. that is why Allah 
look upon l-limself tht: responsibility for all tht: three 
things-gelling the won.ls menH>riscd. teaching recication 
and explaining the meaning. 

In the light of such clear proofs the concept that the 
words of Quran were not revealed through Wa(1y becomes 
quite absurd. While cn111111enting on this subject Shaikh 
Mul,rnmmad 'Abdul' ·Azeem Zarqanihas written the 
fol lowing: 

·· Al this stage the gist of entire discussion is
that ic is unanimously agreed that b oth the
words and mean i 11 gs of l he Q u r ;i"n were
revealed through Wa{1y. J\nd the  popular
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conception is that the smm: holds good about 
lj a d i  I I, Q // d l i � ( D i V i ll C n O 11 - Q U ran i C 

inspirations beginning with the words ··Allah 
said to me ... "). However. a� tor the Afiidirh or 
the Prophet � only the meanings were 
revealed. hut the words wl:!rc his ,1w11. Then. 
as tor such of his sayings as were not revealed 
to him hut were his own rlwughts. both the 
words am.I meanings wen: Prophetic traditions 
and not revealed thrnugh Wt1�1r ... :n

57 

In fact those who have dcnied the words or the Quran 
w he part ,if Wa{1y have wffered from c1 confusion that 
an>se bec<1u�e they were unahlt: LO undcrstand the reality ot 
rcv1::lat1011 of words through Wa{,y. But if the above 
discussion on the reality nf Wa{ly. its intellectual need and 
answers to the mental confusion are kept in view. all doubts 
and confusions are removed. If Waby is a definite 
requirement and Allah has full power to send it. how may it 
be said that He could reveal the meanings in the heart of 
the Prophet � hut He is powt:rless (God forbid) tn reveal 
the won.1s·1 

It s hould also be clarifi cd at this point that 
·Allamah Badruddin Zarkashi ..,i.. ..ii, 4�; and 'Allamah
Suyut i y.. k, a...� J have also quoted some people's views
that they thought that only tilt: subject matters are from
Allah while the words ht:long to the Prophet� or the
-18Angel Jibril �t But you must have noted that in the
light uf tht: Qura11, S111111<1//. and consensus of scholars.
with strong arguments in them such views are baseless.
Even the above authorities have not named the actual
persons hut have only n11;:ntiom:d. ··Some people have

47: Manahil-ut-·lrl'an f'i ·uJumil Qur:in vi. I. p4-I Eisa-Al-habi 

Al-l;lalahi. Eg.ypt 1312 All. 

-18: Al-Burhan Fi ·utum ul Qur:in v I. p'.?29. And Al-ltqan v I. p45.

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
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said" · Alla mah Suyuti y&- iul 4.,.. J has categorically 
refuted them, hence such opinions �annot form the 
basis for this absurd belief. 



CHAPTER 2 

HISTORY OF THE DESCENT 

OF THE QURAN 

The Quran 1s in fact the word of Allah. Hence it is 
preserved in a Guarded Tablet as expressed in the Quran 
itself. 

, ., \ , 
0 J;,' ,, -., ' I ' 0 • 0 

' •. I' • '' '1:
, � ;::_y � 

� u / .Y" U' 

Nay. this is a Glorious Quran, in the Guarded Tablet. 
(A\-Buruj. 85:21-22) 

Then from the Guraded Tablet it was sent down in two 
stages. First, it was sent as a whole to Bayt-ul'Izzat (The 
House of Honour) on the heaven of this world. Thereafter it 
was revealed to the Holy Prophet Mulrnmmad � in bits 
according to the needs until it was completed in 
twentythree years. Two words have been used in the Quran 
for its descent: JIJ' (lnzal) and .. kr (Tanzeel). The former 
means "to send down bit by bit". Hence wherever the 
Quran has used the first word for itself it means the descent 
from the Guarded Tablet to the heaven of this world. eg. 

,s-- c .jj · · �u-.:1 "Ll, 
, ). ,- �  j' :

Surely. We have senr down it in a blessed nigh1 
(At.1-Dukhan. 44:3) 

And wherever the second word is used it signifies the 
revelations made to the Holy Prophet � from time to time. 
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Allah has said: 

And this is a Quran that We sem down in piecemeal chat 
you many reci1c ic to mankind at imcrvals. and We have 
sent it down in gradual sending. (Al-lsra. 17: 106l 

These two forms of descent of the Quran are apparent 
from the verses itself. In additioi1 to this Nasa·i, l;lakim, 
Bai haqt. lbn Abi S h a ybah. Tabarani ,  and lbn 
Mardawiyah,' have quoted several narrations from 
Abdullah lbn 'Abbas � �1 ..r4 / which affirm that the 
first descent was on the heaven of the earth and the 
second gradually on the Prophet �-49 

FIRST DESCENT 

The narrations of Ibo · Abbas � ..i11..r4 J only indicate 
that first descent took place from the Guarded Tablet to a 
place on the heaven of this world and this place is called 
Bayt-ul-'lzzat also known as Baytul Ma·moor which is 
directly over the Kabah and is the place of worship of the 
Angels. 50 

How did this descent take place. what was the 
prudence behind it'! Nothing can be said about it with 
certainty. However, some scholars, such 'All7imah Abu 
Shamah � �1 4'"' J have stated that the intention was to 
emphasise on the splendour of the Quran, and also to let 
the angels of that place know that it was the last Scripture 
meant to be sent down for the guidance of the people on 
this earth. Zarqani �.'ii,� J has made another point 
(Manahil ul lrran) that the purpose of these two descents 
was to affirm that this Book is free from any doubt about 

49: Sec Al-hqan v I. p41. drnpler 16. 
50: Tahir-ul-Kordi. Tarikh-111-Quran -wa-Gliarii1 lsm�hi wa 

Hikmilii. p.20. Jedclah 1365. AH. 
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its Divinity, and apart from the memory of the Holy 
Prophet � it is also preserved in two other places, Luh 

'Ma!ifooz (The Guarded Tablet) and Baytul 'lzzat. (Allah 
knows the best) 

Anyway, who can encompass the expediencies of 
Allah? He alone knows the many reasons for that and it is 
fruitless for us to investigate these matters. However, we 
have been clearly told that this first descent took place on 
the Night of power. 

SECOND DESCENT 

There is almost a consensus on that the second 
piecemeal descent of the Quran started when the Holy 
Prophet Mul)ammad ;I was forty years old. and according 
to the accepted view this descent commenced on the Night 

of power. 51 It was the same date on which the battle of
Badr took place eleven years later. The Quran says: 

��1 J.J, rY- �ti'), rY- c� J;c. u) r.)

... And in which We sent down upon Our servant 

(Mul)amrnad), on the day of Discrimination. the day on 

which Lhe two hosts met (at Sadr). (Al-Antal. 8:41) 

In this way we find the following facts about the 
beginning of the descent of the Quran are proved from the 
Quran itself: 
1: It started in the month of Ramadan. 
2: It started on the Night of Power. 
3: Tbe battle of Badr took place on the same date. 

However, it cannot be stated with certainty. According 

51: It is popularly known that he was commissioned to the office of 
Prop helhood in the month of Rabi-'ul-Awwal through true 
dreams. and this continued for six months whereafter the Quran 
began to be revealed in the month of Ramadan. AJ-ltqan vi. p42, 
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to various narrations it could be 17th, 19th or 27th of the 
month of Ramadan. 52 

THE VERSE THAT WAS THE FIRST 

TO BE REVEALED 

The accepted view about it is that the first few 
verses of the Quran that were revealed to the Holy 
Prophet were the initial verses of Surah al-'Alaq. 
According to Sal;l.il). Bukhari Sayyidah Ai shah .'ii,.s"") 
� Jw has stated that the Waby started as true dreams. 
Thereafter, he got an inner urge for Prayers and 
meditations, and for that he used to spend several days 
and nights in the Cave of Hira until one day Allah sent 
an angel to the Cave, and the first thing he said was 
l)i(Read!) The Prophet replied, "I do not know
reading." Subsequent event has been described in the
words of the Prophet� himself: "The angel then
embraced me so hard that I was in much difficulty,
then left me and said again 'Read'. I again replied 'I
don't know reading'. The angel again embraced me
still harder, and left me and  said, 'Read', and I again
replied, 'I do not know reading.' He embraced me a
third time and left me again and said.

1- :I O .i-:.. •. 0\.'....;UI -;;-:_. 0 -.;-:.. • .UI �- • l, t- :I .,, _ Lt"'" if, • ._,.-- V"'""' t$ - . ) � . .,, _ 
- .; .. _. 

0 ,, '.,-'UI -. ,�-(.? \ ..:.A.!JJ

Read in the Name of your Lord Who created man from a 
blood-clot. Read and your Lord is most Bountiful. 

(Al-'Alaq, %: 1-3) 

When he was returning home after the revelation of 
these verses his heart was beating heavily. On reaching 

52: See Tafseer Jam'-ul-bayan by lbn Jarir, AJ-Tabari, vi, p7. 
published Egypt. 
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home addressing Sayyidah Khadijah � Jw .:iii .s"J he 
said.twice �J•:.h�J(Wrap me up!) 

A blanket was spread over him until his fear was 
gl>ne. 53 

These were the first verses revealed to h im .  
Therefore. a period of  three years passed without any 
further revelation. This is known as the period of 
Farrar-e-WaQy'(period of Waby). Then again he saw the 
same angel sitting on a chair between the earth and sky, 
a n d  he  revealed  to h im the  verses of Surah

Al-Muddarhrhir. 

This incidence has been described in all the books of 
lfadith except Bukhari and Muslim with authentic proofs. 
The majority of scholars agree that the first revelation 
consisted of the first few verses of Surah AL-·ALaq, and 
then were the verses of Surah Al-MuddarlLrhir. Tn this 
context, however, there are three more opinions that 
deserve mention. 
I: It appears from a narration of lbn Jabir • carried by 

Bukhari in Kitabut-Tafseer that ihe verses of Surah

Al-Muddathrhir were the tirst to be revealed to him. 
and on tbis basis some scholars have deduced that these 
verses have preceded those of Surah Al-'Alaq. But 
}::lafiz Ibn l;lajar � ..111 � J has explained that the 
narration of Ibn Jabir • as quoted in Kitabut Tafseer 
of Bukhari is abridged and two sentences are missing 
from it. The same has been quoted by Bukhari in 
chapter Bad!at-Wal}y on the authority of Imam Zuhri 
from Tbn Jabir � wherein the following words have 
been mentioned, 

53: Sal;lil) Bukhari. chapter · what was the state of Prophet ;\i when 
the Wa}.ly deseendeq . 
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_ :.S:-,�I � �t;,. ?I�� �G,. �;131 �111�
- . 

(So suddenly (I saw) 1he angel who liad come 1n me in 
I-lira was sitting on a chair.)

It is quite clear that tht: verses of Sura/, Al-Alaq had
already been revealed when those of Sura!, Muddaththir were 
sent down. 54 However. it rnay he true to say that after the 
per iod  of 'Fatrat-a-Wa{1y· the verses of Su rah 
Al-Muddaththir were tht: first to he revealed or it was the 
first S11rah to be revealed as a whole, because Sura/, 
AL-·A/aq w.is not revealed in its entirety in the Cave of l;lira. 

Imam Baihaqi has quoted a narration from · Amr bin 
l-lubayl � thar before the revelation of Wa(1y the Prophet
used to tell Khadijah 4.:s- Jw .'iii� J that he heard some one
calling ·o Mul]a mmad. 0 Mul)ammad. whenever he was
alone. until one day the voice said ... 0, Mul,1arnmad! In the
name of Allah. the Compassionate, the Merciful. All praise
belongs to Allah. the Lord of the worlds .... "to the end of 
the Surah AI-Fati[ia/1. •·55 

On the basis of this narration 'Alla111ah Zamakhshari 
has written that the first Sura!, to be revealed is surah 
Al-Fari(wh. Rather he has considered it to be the verdict of 
most of the commentators. '56 But ljafiz lbn l:Jajar .Jlt � J 
4.#- has refuted him and stated that Zamakhshari is wrong in 
saying so and there are only few scholars who concur with 
him and most of the commentators have maintained that the 
first few verses of Surah -al- 'Alaq were the first to be 
revealed.57 

54: Fatt1ul Bari, p23, v I for further details sec Faic,l ul 8-ari p25. v I. 
and Al-ltqan pp.24-25. v l. 

55: Al-ltqan p25. vi
.:... , 

56: At-Zamakhshari: A 1-Kishaf-An-Haqa-iq Ghawamed-ut-ta nzeel 
p775 v4 Al-lstiqama Press Cairo 1365 AH. 

57: Fath at Bari p580. v8. Kit ah-uHafsccr. Su rah lqra '. 
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As far as the foregoing narration of Bayhaqi i s  
1·011ccrned. he has himself written that if this is correct then 
it 1s possible that this incident may have occurred after the 
revelations of Su rah al- 'A laq and Su rah Muddaththir. 58 
'Allamah Anwar Shah Kashmiri has stated that it is possible 
U1at Surah Al-Fatihah was revealed twice as was the case 
with some other verses once before Surah Al- 'Alaq and a 
second time after that. In that case it will have to be 
admitted that the first revelation of Surah Al-Fati�1ah was 
not made as Quranic revelation but the angel had simply 
recited it, and later on it was revealed as part of the Quran 
at the time destined for it. 59 Anyway, except for these three 
narrations all other traditions are unanimous that the first 
few verses of Surah al- 'Alaq were the first to be revealed. 
'Altamah SuyutT has quoted several narrations in support of 
this view. •60 

MAK.KAN AND MADINAN VERSES 

You must have observed that the titles of various Surahs 
of Holy Quran denote a Surah to be "Makkan" or 
"Madinan". It is essential to know the exapt interpretation of 
these words. Most of the commentators believe that a 
"Makkan" verse means a verse revealed before the Prophet's 
� arrival in Madinah on his migration from Makkah. Some 
people think that Makkan means a verse revealed in the city 
of Makkah, and Madinan means the one revealed in 
Madinah. But most of the commentators maintain that this 
view is incorrect because there are several verses which were 
not revealed in Makkah, but because they were revealed 
before Hijrah (Migration) they are classed as Makkan. Hence 

. the verses revealed at Mina, 'Ararat and during Mi'raj and 

58: AI-Itqan p25, vl. 
59: Fay�ul Bari p25, vi. 
60: Al-ltqan p24, v l. 
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even during the journey of migration to Madinah are classed 
as Makkan verses. Similarly, there are many verses which 
were not revealed in Madinah yet they are called Madinan. 
The Prophet � undertook several journeys after migration in 
which he even travelled hundreds of miles away from 
Madinah yet all those verses that were revealed in those 
places have been classed as Madinan, so much so that even 
the verses that were revealed in the very city of Makkah or 
its surrounding during the conquest of Makkah or treaty of 
Huda.ibiyah61 are classed as Madi nan. Hence the verse ... 

' 

-' ,'. , t• I J ,; , ' , .,. 
�( J! 91,;C.UI IJ'::.} ::,i ;.s�4 ...UI 0! 

Surely Allah commands you (0 Believers) that you 
restore the trusts IO their owners .... (An-Nisa. 4:58) 

as Madinan although it was revealed In Makkah. 62 

In short, although the classification of Makkan and 
Madinan gives the impression that it is based on the place 
of revelation, in fact it relates to the time of revelation. 
Verses revealed before the completion of Migration are 
called Makkan, and those after that are Madinan. 

Although the Holy Prophet � is not known to have 
himself classified a verse or a surah as Makkan or  
Madinan. Yet his companions and their followers, who had 
devoted their lives to the safeguard the words and meanings 
of the Quran have pointed out as to which of them are 
Makkan and which Madinan. For example, · Abdullah bin 
Mas'ud • has said, "I swear by the Being besides Whom 
there is none worthy of worship d1at I know about every 
verse of the Quran about whom it was revealed and where 
was it revealed".63 And Sayyidina Ali • $aid, "By Allah,

61: For details see Al-burh an-fi-·uloomil Quran p88, vi, 9th 
edition. 

62: Mana hil-ul-'Irfanp188, vl. 
63: Al-ltqan p9, Bukhari. 
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I "now about every verse whether it was revealed at night 
111 during daytime, in the plains or over the moutains. "64 

Mostly it had been these companions of the Prophet � 
who told about the Surahs and verses of the Quran whether 
lhcy were Makkan or Madin an_ However, we get 
111forrnation from some other sources as well_ For example, 
the verses describing the incidence of Badr could only be 
Madi nan_ Similarly, most of the verses wherein the Prophet 
-�t has been asked to address the idolaters of Makkah could
only be classed as Makkan_ Hence some of verses have
heen classified on the basis of such evidences and
conjectures. But since conjecture might vary there have
resul ted  some di ffere nces of opinion a m o n g  t h e
commentators about some of the verses in this respect.some
of them classify a verse or surci/1 to be Makkan and some 
others as Madinan.

Then there are some Surahs which are wholly Makkan or 
wholly Madinan. For example. Surci/1 al-Muddaththir is 
wholly a Makkan Surah and Siirah Al-lmran is entirely 
Madinan. It has also occurred that a Surah as a whole is 
Makkan but contains one or more Madinan verses. For 
example, Surah Al-A 'raf is a Makkan Surah but the verses 
from _r;)a ��I>- :.:J\S' :)1 �")11 .)- �i:..l, LO �· r�t :s:;f� ;J'J '..l;:.i �f, 
are Madinan; or it may be the other way round for example 
S!frah Al-lfajj is Madinan but four of its verses from W:...'.,i�j 
j:..;11!J!�UjJj'...�·��� co· �r:,;�1Jj, are Makkan-----· 

It also becomes clear that classification of a Surah as 
Makkan or Madinan is based on the majority of -its verses 
but in some cases a Surah has been classed as Makkan 
because its initial verses were revealed before Migration 
alth ough the subsequent ve-r ses were revealed after 
Migration.65 

64: Al-ltqan, p.187. v2 80th edition. Ref_ Mu·ammar. 
65: Mana hi! 'ul-lrfan v I. p 192_ 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF MAKKAN 

AND MADINAN VERSES 

After a logical analysis the commentators of the Quran 
have described certain attributes of the various Surahs 
through which one can find at a glance whether a particular 
Sruah is Malekan or Madinan. Some of these are rigid rules 
while others are valid most of the time. The rigid rules are: 
1: Every such Siirah which has the word US- (certainly 

not) in it is a Makkan Siirah. This word has been used 
33 times in LS Siirahs and all such occur in the second 
half of the Quran. 

Altama Deereeni 4# ..1114>-J composed this complet 
.:r-,1<-t. ...,, � ,% ...:J; Lo J 

�':,II .....,a; ..) .:,f_,..JI ..) ..;.,{; t3 J 
'iS' was not revealed at Madinah and it does not occur in 

the first half of the Quran. 
2: Every Siirah containing a verse about Sajdah is a Malekan

Surah. This rule is based on 1:Ianafi school of thought 
because according to them there is no verse of Sajdah in 
Surah E;Iajj but according to Imam Sha.fa'T there is a verse 
of Sajdah in this Surah while it is Madinan Surah, hence 
this would be an exception to the rule.668 

3: Every Surah, with the exception of Sur'!J.z al-B�qarah,
which relates the story of Sayyidina Adam /® and 
Iblis is Makkan. 

4: Every Surah in which a permission of Jihad or its in 
junctions are given is Madinan. 

5: Every Surah is Madinan wherein there is a mention of 
hypocrites. Some scholars have exempted Surah 
'Ankabut from this rule. But in fact this Surah on the 
whole is Mak.kan but the verses that mention hypocrites
are Madinan.66b 

66a: This characteristic is ·derived from al-ltq an and other sources. Jt 
conforms to the contention that surah al-Ha.ii is Makkan but if we 
go by certain Sah abis and Tabi' Tn that it is Madinan t11en surah 
Hajj is an exception to this ruling.' (Maulana Taqi Usmani) 

66b: Mariahil al 'Irfan, pl91, vi. 
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The tollowing characteristics are general and frequent, 
hu1 sometimes it may happen the other way about. 
I: In Makkan Su rahs people have been generally 

addressed as ..,..\;.J, �4 (0 mankind) while in Madinan 
Surahs they have been addressed as 'J'-' 1 .:,i.U1 �4 (0 you 
who believe). 

2: Makkan Sura/ts and verses are generally short and 
COf!Cise while Madinan verses and Surahs are long and 
detailed. 

3: Makkan Surahs generally deal with affirmation of 
oneness of Allah, Prophethood, Hereafter. picturising 
the Resurrection. words of comfort for the Holy 
Prophet ;111$ anc.J the events concerning the previous 
nations. And. there are very few injunc tions and rules 
in these Surahs. Contrary to this Madinan Surahs deal 
with social and family laws. injunctions relating to 
Jihad {1udud (limits) and duties. 

4: Makkan Surahs mostly speak of confrontation with 
idolaters, while Madinan Sumh.� with the people .of the 
Book and hypocrites. 

5: The style of the Makkan Surah.1· is more elegant. They 
contain more similies. metaphors. allegories and 
parables, and a large vocabulary is used. The! Madinan 
Surahs have a comparatively simple style. 

The difference in mode and style of the Makkan and 
Madinan Surahs result from a differt:nce in environment and 
addressees. In tht: Makkan stage Muslims were confronted 
mostly with the idolaters af Arabia as no Islamic stare existed 
then. Hence, great emphasis was laid on restoration of Faith 
and Belief. moral reforms. arguments for refuting idolatry and 
on the miraculous status of the Holy Quran. Contrary to this. 
Islamic stare had come into existence in Madinah. The people 
were coming into thC! fold of Islam in incrt:asing numbers. 
Idolatry had been confuted on the litC!rary level. and the entire 
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ideological confrontation was now against the people of 
Scriptures (Jews and Christians). For this reason greater 
emphasis was laid on laws and commandments, Rights and 
Duties and refuting the false innovation of the people of 
Scriptures. The mode and style was adopted accordingly. 

Every upright person can easily understand this 
difference in the style and description of Quranic 
injunctions in the light of the evolution in human 
envirtmments. But certain Orientalists whose hearts are 
kindling with the tire of enmity with Islam have tried to 
deduce self-conceived conclusions from the difference in the 
style of Makkan and Madinan verses and S11m//.1·. Hence. 
some of them conclude that the Quran is the work of the 
Prophet � because its style varies according co changing 
environment. If it was the word of Allah its style and mode 
would not have varied with change in the surroundings. 

Anyone having the slightest sense of justice and 
rationalism in his heart would realise the absurdity of this 
ohjection. The true spirit of eloquent and l aconic 
discourse is that it should corn:spond to the need� of its 
environment and the person addressed. Sticking to one 
rigid mode and style in all kinds of enviroments and 
varying types of addressees would he distasteful in the 
extreme. hetraying an ignorance even of the fundamental 
principles of a linguistic style. Only those who are given 
to raise objections for the sake of criticisug attrihute such 
distaste to the words of Allah.<17 

67: For details see Manahil-ul-lrf a11 ppl981n 232 by Shaikh Zarq ani. 
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('LASSIFICATIO:"; OF REVELATION ON THE 

UASIS OF TIME AND PLACE 

71 

Apart from the classification of Quranic verses into 
Makkan and Madinan the commentators have classified 
them also according to time and place of their revelation. 
I ·or example. f:ladr7 verses are the ones that were revealed 
when the Prophet � was staying at home and not 
I ravelling. Most Quranic verses fall in this category. Safr7 

verses are those revealed during the travels. for example. 68 

,, ,J ; 1• , , " ' ' ! . 
�I J! �LiC.UI , J-;Y '.:JI ;s:;.4 :Jll �! 

was sent down during conquest of Makkah. ·AJlama 
SuyutT has counted about forty such verses. 69 1 n addition.
he has given the following classification too: 
I: Nahari (Day-time) revelations: These are the verses 

that were revealed in day light. According to Alfa111a

lbn Habib. most verses belong to this category. 
2: Layla (Nightly) revelations: These are the verses that 

were revealed at night. For example. the last fow verses 
of Su rah A al I111ran (v. 198 to 200) beginning with ..) <JI 

_ -.,,l,l'J1 J J'i 2i.� J�'i j.111 J')b:.1_, .f J'i'J ...:.,1µ1 JI.,'- were 
revealed at night. Allama SuyutT has memioned twelve 
more examples in this category in Al-ltqan. 

3: Sayfi (Summer) revelc1tions: These are the verses that 
were revealed during summer. For example, the last 
verse of Surah an-Nisa: 

�us:jl t} � �I j '.!J;)':.:• ! 
According to a ljadirh related by Sayyidina Umar � and 

found in Sahih Muslim. the verse was revealed in Summer. 
According to another tradition these verses were revealed on 

68: An-Nisa. 4:58. 

69: Al-ltqan. pp 19 to 21. v I. 
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the occasion of the Farewell I;lajj. Thus all other verses 
revealed at that occasion are summer verses, e.g. 

(Al-Ma'idah) 

4: ShiJa'i (Winter) revelations: These are the verses that were 
revealed during winter for example, the verses of Surah

An-Nur ..... 

��I��� U"� �� ��� IJ�� J.:ill 7:J� 
0 • ... • , \. , $ � 

·u , , , /"\ If-> • J ... • '\ •1<1'• Cl •• • , 1 
'\: 

t; I if- � '-' � �(' � ("""""' r-""' Y' J" 
\ .. 

0• ·1.:.� � .,·,,, •, • :'. '."< J",: . ,;, .. (11,,,:JI) � ...,......,... .., � .,r.: y �'f)J 

which condemn the slanderers of Sayyidah · Aishah ..? J 
� Jw .iii were revealed during winter as has been narrated 
by 'Sayyidah Ai shah � Jw ..111..? J herself as stated in 
Sal;q1 Bukhari. Similarly. the verses of Su rah Al,Abzab

about the Battle of Trench are winter revelations because 
this battle was fought in winter. 
5: Firash7 Revelations in hed. These are the verses that 

were revealed when the Prophet was lying on his bed, 
for example, of Su rah Al-Maaidali ..,.w, y � ..111, 
(verse 70). 'Altamah SuyutT has mentioned two more 
examples of this type of verses. 

6: Nawmi (Revelations during sleep): Some scholars have 
described certain verses as having been revealed during 
the Prophet's � sleep. In this connection they quote a 
narration from Sal)il;-Muslim wherein Sayyidina Anas 
• has stated "The Holy Prophet � was once sitting
among us when he suddenly got a wink of sleep, and
thereafter he raised his head. smiled and said that a
Surah has just been revealed to him, and then he
recited Surah Al-Kawhar."

But the truth is that no verse was revealed to the
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l 1 111phet � during his sleep. The state of sleep referred to 
lr1 the foregoing incidence is called o J�' in Arabic. Imam 
t<afa 'i � .iii, a-. J and others suggest that it was not sleep 
hut a particular condition peculiar to the Prophet � 
�cnerally exp_erienced whenever Wal.iy was sent to him. 
l'herefore it is wrong to presume that Wahy descended 
while he was asleep A llama Suyuri � .iii, a-. J concurs with 
Imam Rafa'T �..111a-.J 

7o
I: Samavi (Revelations on the Heavens): These are verses 

that were revealed during the Holy Prophet's Ascention 
(Mi' raj). In this connection we find onJ y one narration 
in Sahih Muslim according to which the last few ver.ses 
of Surah al Baqarah were revealed during this journey 
near Sidrat-ul-Muntaha.11 

B: Fida 7 (Revelations on the air); 'A[La,mah lbn 'Arabi 
has described another type of revelation that was sent 
down neither on earth nor on the sky (but somewhere 
in the atmosphere). According to him, three verses of 
Su rah as-$affot, 'jl 1.:..o 1..o Jand one verse of Su rah 
az-Zukhruf, q'....� � � � W.:..} ;; JtX, belong to this 
category. But 'Allamah Suyuti � ..111 a-. J has stated 
that he could not find any authentic proof for this kind 
of revelation. 

70: Al-llqan v I, p23. 
71: Al-llqan vii, p24. 





GRADUAL DESCENT OF THE 

HOLY QURAN 

It has been mentioned earlier that the Quran was not 
11•vcaled on the Holy Prophe1 � instantly or all at a time, 
h111 11 was sent down bit hy hit over a period of 
1wcn1y-three years. Some times Jihril � came with a 
,Ingle verse nr even a small portion of a verse. and 
�•Hnt:times several verses were revealed at one time. The 
�111allest portion of the Quran to be revealed wa�)'.'il' J J' .,.t-
1 An-Nisa 4:94) which is a piece of a large verse. while, on 
the other hand the entire Surah AI-A11fi111 was revealed all at 
one time.72 

Due to a quotation of lhn-Asakir some scholars have 
�ot an impression that .fibril � did not bring more than 
live verses at a time. But . A llama SuyutT 'Y" �I 4.4.:>-) has 
refuted this view and stated that mon:: than live verses have 
hecn revealed on occasions. For example. it is known from 
authentic Afndi1h that ten verses were revealed together at 
the time of case of (fk (Slander). What actually happened 
was that Jibril � used to make the Prophet� memorise 
five verses at time. When he memorised five verses. he 
would recite him more verses. Hence Imam Baihaqi l1as 
quoted Abul "Aliyah 9"�14.4.:>-J as saying ·Learn five verses 
of the Quran ar a time hecause the Holy Prophet � used to 
memorize five verses at a time from Jihril �t •73 

Why was the Quran revealed in piecemeal rather than 
all at a time? The question was asked hy the polytheists of 
Arab themselves from the Prophet � hecause they were 

72: Tnl's.:cr lbn Ka1h1r v2. pl22. 
73: For a complerc discussion refer 10 Al-liq iin vi. p44. 
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used to hearing Jong eulogies in one sitting, 'and piecemeal 
revelations were rather astonishing for them. Apart from 
this, even before Quran. other divine Scriptures namely 
Torah, Za boor and lnjeel were:: rc::vealed each as a 
complete Book all at a time. the piecemeal method was 
nor adopted in their case. Allah has Himself provided the 
answer co this question in the following words: 

.. " ., , .. ....: ' �, ', 

r �);4 u:, o lQ'.; �L:l;)J '.!.1�1:;; '}! : • �i �£ 

o 1�; :;..;-1:, :_;;.j� !l� u1
. - -

And those who disbelieve say. MWhy has nor the Quran 
been sent down on him all at once'?" Thus. (We send 
down) that We may strengthen your hean (0 Prophet) 
thereby: and We have rehearsed it to you in a well 
arranged gradual rehearsal. And they come not to you 
(0 Prophet) with a similitude hu1 that We bring to you 
the Truth (against it). and the hest explanation. 

(i\l-Fur4an. 25:32-33) 

Imam Razi has presented several reasons for the 
gradual revelation of the Quran in his exegesis of the above 
verse. Let us go through a summary of his presentation: 
1: The Holy Prophet MulJammad � was unlettered. He 

could not read or write. hence if the entire Quran was 
revealed all at a time it would have been difficult to 
memorize it. Contrary to this Sayyidina Musa ifJ! knew 
reading and writing Torah hence was given to him as a 
complete Scripture in nne ·go. 

2: If the entire Quran was revealed all at a time, it would 
have become obligatory to obey all Commandments at 
once and this would have hcen against the wisdom that 
has been one of the objectives of Shari 'ah. 
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3: The Prophet � was being subjected to fresh torture 
every day. Frequent revelations of the Quran through 
Jibril � made it easy for him to face these tortures 
and became a source of sustaining his spirit. 

4: A great part of the Quran deals with answers to 
questions of the people and various events at different 
times. Hence, revelation of those verses in their 
relevant backgrounds were more expedient and 
enhanced the insight of the .believers. When the Quran 
exposed that which was unseen, its truth became more 
manifest.74 

SEQUENCE OF REVELATION AND THE 
PRESENT ARRANGEMENT 

It has been stated earlier that the Q1,1ran was not 
revealed to the Holy Prophet � in the order as it exists 
today. The order of its revelation was different and in 
accordance with the needs and cirumstances of particular 
times. As soon as a verse was revealed the Prophet � 
used to dictate it to the scribes and instruct where exactly 
to place it and the Surah wherein to write it. They would 
write it at the place shown by the Prophet�. No attempt 
was made either by the Prophet � or by his companions 
1$, to preserve the chronological order of the revelations 
Hence nobody remembered the order of r�velations when 
it was completed. Hence we may have a partial knowledge 
of the order of revelation of certain Surahs or verses, but 
the chronological order of the entire Quran cannot be 
ascertained with authenticity. In his book Al-Itqan,75

A/lama SuyutT has attempted to fix a chronological order 

74: AHafseer-ul-KabTr Imam Ar-Razi v6, p336 Al-Matba al 
'Amira 1324 AH. 

75: Al-ltqan vi, pl-12 A book by an unknown scholar of Andulus has 
been referred to by Artllur Mubider as giving true chronological 
9rder but that is not reliable. 
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of revelation of the Surnhs with reference to certain 
traditions or narrations. but in fact they only affirm which 
Surah is Makkan and which is Madinani the chronological 
order cannot be established. Recently soine orientalists 
have also tried to establish the order of revelations. Pirst 
of all the well known German Orientalist Noldeke76 

started working on it. Thereafter it became a subject of 
great interest with other orientalist. William Muir77 has 
also. made an individual attempt in this regard. In fact 
J.M. Rodwell in his English translation of the Quran has
arranged the Surahs in the hypothetical chronological
order of Noldeke rather than their popular order. 78 In 
early twentieth century. Hartwig Hirs.c.J1feld tried to 
establish a chronological order of not only the Surahs but 
also the verses of the Quran. 79 In addition to this, Regis
Blachere80 also understook this task on his French
translation. Richard Be1181 has also gained popularity for
this in the west. Orientalists are still at work in this
direction. And perhaps being influenced by them,
M uslim s also  have undertaken research on  the
chronological order of revelation. 8Z 

But in our view all these attempts are akin to spending 
time on a problem that can never be successfully resolved. 
All the work done by the orientalists is mostly based on 
their personal conjecture about the text. Since the 

76: Noldckc, Theodore, Geschid11c des Qur'ans, Goningen 1860. 
77: Muir. William, The Life of Muhammad. 
78: Rodwell, J.M. The Koran (u-anslated) London 1953. 
79: Hirschfold, Hartwig, New Researches in10 1he composiiion and 

exegesis of the Quran (1902). 
80: Blachere, Regis Coran traduciion selom unessai de reclassemenl 

des sourates, Paris 1947-51. 
81: Bell, Richard, Translaiion of the Quran (1937-39) 
82: Yaqub Hasan, Kashaf-ul-l-luda. p 175 to 182, Daflar Ishaat, 

Madras 134� A.H. 
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conjectures differ one from the other the orders described 
by each of them are also different. Hence. no useful 
inferences can be derived from these conjectures despite all 
possible efforts. 

In fact all these efforts of the orienta.lists are motivated 
by a particular bias in their minds. They think that the 
Quran is still disarranged, and its true arrangement is the 
order in which it was revealed, but instead of writing it in 
the form of a book it was written on different materials and 
hence the original order could not be retained. Rodwell has 
written in the Preface of his translation of the Quran that 
the present order of verses and Surahs of the Quran is due 
to the fact that Zayd bin Thabit • arranged them in the 
order in which he received them from various sources, and 
hence chronological order could not be retained. s3

In his opinion; therefore, the present arrangement is 
defective which he wants to  correct through his  
"Research". The picture thus drawn is  not only imaginary 
but totally against undeniable facts because the order of 
arrangement of the Quranic verses is proved by Wahy 

without any difference of opinion. Sayyidina Uthman ,$, 
has stated that the Prophet ti used to give clear instructions 
to his scribes to place a fresh revealed verse in a particular 
Surah next to such and such verse. 84 And the companions
.$, memorised them in that very order that was shown by 
the Prophet ;i. It is absolutely wrong to say that Zayd ,$, 
wrote them in the order in wliich he received them from the 
companions. ff that were so, the last verse in the existing 
Qur'an would have been 

83: Rodwell, J.M., The Koran (Translated) London 1953, p2 
114: Fathul Bari, Ref.Sunan Arb'a and Musnad A�med, v9, pp 18. 
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because this was the last verse received by Zayd • but 
it has been inscribed in Surah AL-A!Jiab. This makes it clear 
that Zayd • and his colleagues used to put a verse in the 
place indicated by the Holy Prophet �- However among 
learned people there are two opinions about the 
arrangement of Surahs. Some say that this, too laid down 
by Waby, while others maintain that the Surahs were 
ar ranged  by the companions according to their  
understanding. More appropriate seems to be the fact that a 
number of Surahs were arranged according to Waby but no 
clear cut instructions were available about some of them, 
such as Surah Tawbah which was placed after Surah Anfol, 
according to the opinion of the companions. ss

CAUSES OF REVELATIONS 

There are two kinds of verses of the Holy Quran. Tl:).e 
first kind of verses are thos� that Allah sent down on His 
own without reference to an incident or enquiry by anyone. 
The second kind comprised verses that were revealed in 
reference to an incident or an enquiry. This is termed as the 
background or cause of revelation of such verses. For 
example, the following verse of Surah Baqarah. 

- ., .. " � ;;. � �'S> �GJ �� c..i>- �\5' �1 '� uJ 

' 2:,::._ 'rf '} -.5' '• ' 
� .J'J, r-' 

Marry not the mushr ikat. 86 until they believe; and 
surely a believing slave girl is better than a mushrikah 
even though she please you. (Al-Baqarah. 2:221) 

This verse was revealed in reference to a particular 
incident. In the pre-Islamic days Marthid bin Abi Marthid 
Ghanavi • had relations with a woman named 'Anaq. After 

85: For details see Fathul B ari,pp 32 to35 chap. Ta!TfuJ Quran� 
86: Al-Wiihidi P.38. Mustafa Al-Babi Asb abul-Nuzool. Egypt 1379. 
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embracing Islam he migrated to Madinah and the woman 
remained in Makkah. After some time Marth.id .;t&, went to 
Makkah on some business and 'Anaq invited him to fornication 
but he refused on the ground, "Islam has come between me 
and you". However, he was willing to marry her if the 
Prophet, � allowed him. On return to Madinah he sought 
permission of the Prophet :iJ for this. TI1is verse was revealed 
on that occasion prohibiting marriage with a Mushrikah 
(ldolatress).87 This incident, therefore, forms the cause or the 
background of revelation of this verse. 

IMPORTANCE AND ADVANTAGES 

Some people whose knowledge is not deep enough to 
get a true cognition of such matters deny the importance of 
background of revelations and argue that the Quran itself is 
self-explanatory and one should not feel the need for the 
causes or backgrounds of various revelations for their 
explanations. But they are wrong in thinking in this 
manner. Knowledge of the causes of revelations is an 
essential condition for exegesis of the Quran, and it has 
many advantages some of which are mentioned here. 
1: 'Allamah' Zarkashi 1 4:,,l&,..Jll�J states that the first 

advantage of the knowledge of causes of revelation of a 
verse is that through them we understand the prudence 
behind various Commandments, and we know why a 
particular injunction was promulgated?88 For example, 
in Surah an-Nisa it is ,ordained, 

, "'f , , ,, , , I � ,,,,. ·� '-·( o"• 111 "·· U l'·'l ','iJI 1-.�!G
c.S J t"' J u..,Q.J .J! /-' .r" ,jl., '1t< -

0 you who believe! Draw not near Salah while you are 
intoxicated. (An-Nisa, 4:43) 

87: Polytheists. 
88: Az-Zarkashi: Al-Burh an fi 'uloomal Qur an, v I, p22. Esa Al-Babi 

1376AH. 
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If we do noc keep in vit:w background of revelation of 
this verse, the question would naturally arise in our minds 
that when intoxication is coral ly prohibited by the Quran 
what does this verse mean by disallowing Salah in a state of 
intoxication. The answer to this question can only be found 
in the background of its revelation. It is stated by Sayyidina 
'Ali � that 'Abdur Ra�man hin ·Auf � once invited 
some companions co dinner. Drinking had not been 
prohibited until that time, and hence wine was served after 
dinner. Meanwhile the time for Sa/alt came and one of the 
companions led the Sa/ah and because he was intoxicated, 
he made a mistake in the recitation of the Quran. The 
above verses were revealed after this incident. 89 
2: Often it is not possible to understand the true meanfog 

of a verse without knowing the background of its 
revelation. If the background is unknown, a totally 
wrong meaning may be deduced. A few examples shall 
make it clear. 

In Surah Al-Baqarah, Allah says: 

! ,,., I, J , ,,,. • • • ! 
.JJI �- • •. ,·x. �u :_, :'. ,,- , ..• -. ,, ,J.r 
, , J � YY · . ("'"') '-'

r-' 
,,) 

And to Allah belong the East and the west. so 

withersoever you turn, there is Allah's countenanc e. 
(Al-Baqarah, 2: 115) 

If the background of this verse is not kept in view one 
may deduce that in Salah there is no obligation to face 
towards a particular direction but this inference is wrong 
because at another place the Quran itself has enjointd that 
Muslims must face cowards K'abah during Sa/ah. 

This problem can only be solved through the 
background of revelation of this verse. 'Abdullah bin 

89: Tafseer lbn Kath Tr, v I, p500, Matba'tul Mustafa Mu�ammad 

1356AH. 
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· Abbas � Jw .iii, ._iP) states that on the occasion of change
of direction of Qiblah of Muslims from Bayt-ul-Maqdis to
K'abah the Jews objected to the change in Qiblah. This
verse was revealed in the context of this objection90 ,stating
tJiat all dicrections belong to Allah and He is Omnipresent
hence i t  becomes obligatory to face in the particular
direction commanded by Him.There is no room for
conjectures in this matter.

Similarly in the following verse, it,is stated: 

On those who believe and do righceous deeds there is no 
blame for what they may have eaten (in the past) 
prov ided they abstain (from the forbidden things), and 
believe (firmly). (AI-Mafdah, 5:93) 

If we study this verse only in its apparent meanings, it 
may be inferred that there is no food which is prohibited for 
Muslims if they are believers and fear Allah and do good 
deeds. In that case, they are free to eat and drink all that they 
desire. And since these verses were revealed in association 
wiU1 the verses that prohibited intoxication it can be said that 
it allows alcoholic drinks and other intoxicants to virtuous 
believers. Even some companions have misunderstood this 
verse and they had argued wiU1 Sayyidina Umar • that a 
person charged with drinking cannot be subjected to l;ladJJ1 

if his life in general had been a pious life .. lbn 'Abbas • 
removed their misunderstanding hy referring to the context in 
which the verse was revealed. 92

90: Al-Itqan, v 11, pp 19 10 21. 
91: Hadd: specific Qur anic punishmen1. 
92: Al-Qurtabi: Al-Jami ' 1-Ahkam-al-Qur an v6, p297, Cairo 1387 

AH. 
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Actually, some companions had wished to know the fate 
of the departed Companions who had indulged in gambling 
and drinking before they were forbidden. 

This verse was revealed in reply to this question and is 
specific to this incident. 

It clarifies that those who had indulged in drinking and 
gambling before the ban would not be punished for that if 
they were believers and had obeyed other commands. 93

Here is another example. In Surah Baqarah it is stated: 

":, I L
::
...::il • ' ·.' � ...UI � •. ;"'.ii' ,:• all 0\

� f .. � .:_rJ , f ,Y, ).r' ) � 

1' .• · �ji..� ::if � ' � ill
:; � ,. t. . 

Surely Safa and Marwah are among the emblems of 

Allah: So whosoever performs the l:Iajj to the House (of 

Allah) or performs Urnrah, there is no blame on him if 

he goes around them. (Al-Baqarah, 2: 158) 

Jn this verse the words "there is no blame on him" 
apparently signify that the "Run" between Safa and 
Marwah as a rite of l;lajj or 'Um.rah is only permissible 
but not obligatory.' 'Urwah bin Zubair • had the same 
misunderstanding. Sayyidah 'Aishah � Jw .iii � J told 
him that there used to be two idols kept on the top of 
these hills. One was called Asif and the other's name was 
Na'ilah and due to this the companions fell into doubt lest 
the "Run" (Sa'ee) may have been forbidden. This verse 
wa!l revealed to remove their doubt. 94 

These are a few examples but many more can be cited 
to indicate that there is a good number of verses which 
cannot be properly understood without the knowledge of 
their background. 

93: Ibid, v2, 294 
94: Manahil-ul-'Jrran vl, pl04 (Ref, Bukhari). 
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3: At times Quran uses words which have a close relation 
to the ·context in which they were revealed, and if their 
exact background is not known these words would 
appear irrelevant, and that would spoil the eloquence 
and laconic beauty of the Quran, for example, the 
following verses: 

,,. , .. ; ,, "' , , , • • • I 
���) 0i ;.s:fG � �1 � � Jw1:, 

� � ; , .. ,,,, 
� ;J �Wlj ?I �� 

And as for your women who have desp aired of 
menstruation if you are in doubt. their waiting period i s  
three months. and o f  Jhose too who have not yet 
menstruated... (At-Talaq. 65:4) 

In this verse the words "if you are in doubt" appear to 
be irrelevant and hence some people deduced from these 
words that an old woman who has stopped menstruating 
and it is certain that she is not pregnant. for her there is no 
period (of waiting).95

But the cause of it� revelation clarities the reason for 
these words. Ubayy bin Ka· ab � has stated that at the 
time the period of waiting was prescribed i n  Surah 

An-Nisa. he asked the Holy Prophet �. "There are some 
women for whom this period has not been defined in the 
Quran, such as small girls who have not yet started 
menst ruating, and old women who have stopped 
menstruating and pregnant women. This verse was revealed 
in this context, and it has covered all three kinds. 96 

Further, in Surah al-Baqrah it has heen state(!: 

. <i1 . < < £ .11 I '<�� . ('(" G -'.--. � \��r · r !', Jr � � : 

95: Al-ltqan, v I, p30. 
96: TafsTr lbn Kath Tr vl4. p38 I. 
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And when you have performed your devotional rites, 
rememher Allah, I ike your remembrance of your 
forefathers ... \AI-Baqarah. 2:200) 

If we do not keep in view the background of revelation 
of this verse the pharse "like your remembrance of your 
forefathers" would appear irrelevant. because it is difficult 
to understand why on this particular occasion Allah's 
remembrance should be compared to that of the forefathers. 
But the background of its revelation makes it clear. This 
verse has been revealed in connection with the rites of stay 
of pilgrims in Muzdalifah. It was customary with the pagan 
Arabs that after fulfilling the devotional rites of Hajj they 
used to boast about the virtues and achievements of their 
forefathers. Allah ordained -that instead of boasting about 
forefathers they should remember and glorify Allah. 97 
4: There are many places in the Quran where a passing 

reference is made to a particular in�ident, and such 
verses cannot be understood unless that incidence is 
known, for example: 

I • , 
• 

if) ..U\ �'., �) .)� �) (.'_, 
And you (0 Prophet) threw not when you did throw (a 
handful of dust), bul Allah threw, it .... (Al-Antal. 8:17) 

Here. there is a reference to the battle of Badr when the 
Prophet � had thrown a handful of dust toward.� the enemy 
who had besieged the Muslims, and the dust grains went 
into their eyes and the siege was lifted. 98 

It is quite obvious that one will n9t understand the true 
meaning of this verse without knowing this background . 

It is not intynded here to describe all the benefits of 
studying the causes or backgrounds of particular verses but 

97: See Asbabun-Nuz ul lil-WalJidi p34. 
98: Asbab-un-nuz ul-lil-Wal)idi fl 133. 
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lhl.' foregoing examples must have highlighted their 
11nportance to an exegetist of the Quran. For the same 
reason Imam Mahdi "-:,.l&- .'»14,, J has stated: 

As long as the background of a verse and circumstances 
are unknown. it is not possible to define the meaning of 
the verse. 99 

Hence those people who reject the importance of 
causes or backgrounds of revelations are either ignorant 
or they do it in order to give theif own interpretation co 
1he subjects of the Quran. 
CAUSES OF REVELATIONS AND 

SHAH W ALI-ULLAH 

The renowned scholar of ljaditlt Shah Wali-ullah 
Dehlavi ..,,ls, ..111 4'-J has presented a thoughtful discussion on 
the causes of Revelations in his book "Al-Fawzul KabTr. 
Some people who have not been able to understand it 
properly say that he has not given any importance to the 
causes of Revelations in exegesis or has at least minimised 
their importance. But Lhis is due to lack of understanding of 
the meaning of Shah Waliullah's discussion. In fact, he 
considers the knowledge of the causes of Revelations as a 
prime condition for exegesis, just like the majority of 
Muslims. But what he has written is this: 

.)�')\.) �( � J '-# .JJ1 J...o ..:; )"'j.;) �� �\),L:,. ._) 

)\ J> �I j-.:,1 ._) �':YI �IJ �.J..:>- �\)J JI wt:!?1.._.'Y,S' ._) 

JI (4-i':YI ._;:p. J-J� ..WI i,.'-4.,.,.1 � JI J)_;JI t!' _,,. � 

99: Asbab-un-Nu1. ul-lil-Wal)illi p4. 
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� ) .)(_;All J"IJI .y .;"\.i rL) � ...:ill J.., .J\!:..I o Jr"')\ 
100 ., , 

"_ J J?' ...,...�1 .y �\ � l...u, .y �� _.,..:l
) 

.�.) 

The gist of this discussion is that in the books of 
exegesis sometimes we find several narrations in connection 
with a single verse. All these narrations are not related to 
the causes of Revelation of that verse but may contain the 
following: 
1: At times a Companion may have quoted a verse as an 

argument  a t  a scholarly discussion, and  the 
commentators cite his argument as a minor relation to 
that verse. 

2: Sometimes the Prophet � cited a verse as a testimony 
on a particular occasion. The commentators reproduce 
that when explaining the meaning of that verse. 

3: Sometimes the Prophet � stated the same subject as 
has been reveaied in a Quranic verse. In the books of 
exegesis that l;Jadit/J is also quoted under that verse. 

4: Sometimes the exegetists quote a narration simply to 
tel I the place where the verse was revealed, and this is 
also made a part of exegesis. 

5: Sometiems the Quran mentions certain people without 
. giving their names. The commentators specify their 

names through various narrations. 
6: Sometimes the correct pronunciation of a particular 

word of the Quran is known through a l;laditll. The 
books of exegesis reproduce that l;Jadith. 

7: Some traditions and verses define the excellence of 
cer ta in Surahs or verses of the Quran. The 

100: Al-Fawzul-Kah Tr  pp22.23 Maktaba Fakhriya, Muradabad 1358 
AH. 
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commentators quote them at the relevant place in their 
exegesis. 

8: Sometimes those A[iaditiz are included in the exegesis 
which tell us how the Holy Prophet � conduced 
himself in relation to the injunction contained in the 
verse. 

Shah Wali-ullah has stated that all such narrations come 
neither under the definition of causes of Revelation nor is it 
necessary for the commentators to be fully conversant with 
them. However, all those traditions which are factually the 
causes of revelation must be known to any commentator, 
and it is not proper for anyone to explain the Quran without 
this knowledge. Shah Wali-Ullah has elaborated this in the 
following words: 

�I .y ..:..,\.}-YI '-! J> J'U \... J /-YI ,.:,1/1 r-WI ..1:, r' WI J 

,�I ..!.11; ..;
.1'4l 

'ii ..:..,�)II � "�'ii � � ')\.j 

J � o yc J .:.r � . .lb j!.- J' �I .y rWI � \... iJl!llJ 

101 -\.+i J� ...::..,4 �I .y .> _,........JI � � ')\.j _;A\.kll ,:.r r �I 

"However, a commentator must have knowledge of two 
things. First, the incidents and happenings in the verses, 
because it is not easy to understand the hinis unless the 
incidents are known. Secondly, sometimes an incident is 
described in common words but the background of ils 
revelation makes it specific, or t!1e apparent meaning is 
different from the one determined in the light of the 
background of its revelation. It is difficult to u�derstand 
the true meanings of Quranic verses without having 
knowledge of such traditions. 

IOI: AI-Fawzul Kab Tr fi Usul lafsTr p.23.
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CAUSES OF REVELATIONS AND GENERALISATION 

AND SPECIFICATION OF COMMANDS 

The verses of the Quran revealed against a particular 
background are of four kinds in relation to their general or 
specific appl icatioin. 
1: Verses where a particular person has been named and 

thus it is specified that the subject matter refers 
exclusively to him. There is a consensus of opinion 
among the scholars that the subject niatter of these 
verses would relate specifically co the person named 
and shall not apply to others. for example. 

0 �.} · -., • I \::t; :.:._:; 
. -'�1.5: -

Perished are che hands of Abu Lahab. (AI-Lahah.111: I) 

The background of revelation of this verse is well 
known. that when the Holy Prophet � stood atop the 
mount Safa and preached Islam to the Quraysh. Abu Lahab 
had said: 

Perish be you. did you invile us for this? 

This was the cause of revelation of the above verse and 
the name of Abu Lahab has been specifically mentioned. 
Therefore, the warning refers to him alone. 102

2. In the other kind of verses attributes of a particular
person or a group or a thing are descrihed without
naming anyone and some injunctions are laid down on
the basis of these attrihutes. 1-:f owever. other evidences
reveal the person or group or things meant. In this
situation also there is a consensus among the scholars
that the commandment thus pronounced shall be

102: Asbab un Nuz ul Iii W.1hidi. p'.lo I. 
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exclusive-·ly applicable to that person, or group or 
thing alluded to in the Quran and it  shall not apply to 
others even though the same attributes may be found in 
them, for example the verse of Surah Al-Layl: 

!. , , ; ,.,. :. 
0 <' .. ' !JG. • .•• , • .ill O --u, ,-.•.:_ ,, .' 

I,? fi �y.. {,?, d" �). 

Far removed from it will be the most God-fearing who 
gives his wealth to purify himself. (AI-Layl. 92: 17-18) 

This verse was revealed about Abu Bakr �iddiq 4lb 
whose practice was to purchase poor slaves and then free 
them.103 Here, the name of Abu Bakr has not  been
mentioned but the attributes pertain to him and narrations 
of the Prophet � tell us that it refers to Abu Bakr 4lb 
alone and, therefore the grace of this verse is reserved for 
him. For this reason, imam Razi has inferred from this 
verse that Abu Bakr �iddiq � is the most exalted among 
all mankind after the Prophets r')l..J' � because in this 
verse he has been described as "the most devoted." 

And another verse says .. 

;.s-Lit �\ � �jl t! 
Surely the noblest among you in the sight of Allah is the 
most pious of you·. (Al-l;lujuriit. 49: 13) 

There is consensus among the commentators that the 
verse specifically refers to Abu Bakr 4lb even though he 
has not been named, because of two reasons. First, the 
word��' (AI-Atqa) can be used for a specific person only 

due to the prefix J , (Al) according to Arabic grammar. 
Secondly, the lfadirh of the Prophet � confirms this 
assertion. 104 

Hence the verses would not be applicable to anyone else 

103: Asbab-un-Nuz ul Iii Wal,1idi p155. 
104. Al-llqan. v I. p3 I.
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even if he were to spend in the way of All�h.105

Verses in the third category are those tliat were revealed 
against a particular background. However, its words carry a 
universal application and some other extraneous argument 
also signifies that the commandment in that verse is not 
exclusive to that background alone but in fact would apply 
to all incidents of a similar nature. The consensus about this 
type of verses is that its application will be universal as 
governed by its words and shall not be specific to the 
incident in the background of i1s revelation. For example, it 
is authentically established that the introductory verses of 
Surah Al-Mujadilah were revealed about Sayyidah Khawlah 
� ..111 � J 106 whose husband had said to her:

You are to me like the back of my mother. 

But the words of the  verses denote that the 
commandment given thereby is  not exclusive for the 
husband of Sayyidah Khawlah� ..111 � J but is applicable to 
all such people who use these words for their wives. 

It is obligatory for these men that before they have 
sexual relation with their wives they should free a slave, or 
keep sixty fasts or feed sixty poor people. 
4: The fourth kind of verses were revealed in the 

background of a particular incident but the words carry 
a general sense and there is no extraneous argument to 
suggest that the verse or verses are exclusive to that 
incident in application or have a general application for 
all similar situations. There is a slight difference of 
opinion about it among the various commentators. 
Some say that the verse should he related strictly to the 

105. For funher dc1ails see Al-ltq 'iin v I. pJO.

106. Asbab-un-Nuz ul-lil-Wal)idi p23 i.
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cause of its revelation but, contrary to this, majority of 
scholars hold the view that in this situation it wou1d be 
more reliable to interpret the words in their general 
meaning rather than in the specific context of the cause 
of revelation. Hence, the tenets derived out of the verse 
should apply to all such situations as the words 
suggest. The rule framed by the authors of principles 
in Jurisprudence and Exegesis is described by the 
popular sentence 

�I ••_'...c_1lJ�1 0'�1�" 1( -·. y"'.r---: - r� �

Reliance will be placed on the generalisation of words 

and not on the specific cause of revelation. 

But in fact this difference is only hypothetical. In 
practice there is no difference, because even those scholars 
who firmly bind the verses of Quran with the cause of their 
revelation apply them in other similar situations. 

The only difference is that the majority of scholars 
deduce their laws with the verse as their source while 
others do so on the authority of l;ladith, consensus etc. This 
is easily understood with the following example. In surah 

al-Baqarah it has been stated: 

§;..;. J! �),cl r� )� �lS' 0r,
But if the debtor is in difficulty let there be respite till it 

is easy (for him). (AI-Baqarah. 2:280) 

The background of revelation of this verse is that Banu 
Mughirah owed some money to Banu 'Amr bin 'Umayr. 
Meawhile, the verses prohibiting interest were revealed. 
Banu 'Amr said to their debtors that they would write off 
the interest but asked for prompt repayment of the 
principal. Banu Mughirah made the plea that they were 
facing difficulty and requested some respite. Banu 'Amr 
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refused to give them any respite. The said verse was 
revealed concerning this incident. 107 

No w both groups of scholars agree that the  
commandment contained in  the verse has a general 
application. It is better for every lender to give respite to 
his debtor if he faces straitened circumstances. The 
difference in their views lies in that a majority of them take 
that very verse as the source of this part icular 
commandment, but others argue that while the verse was 
meant exclusively for Banu 'Amr, they cite the Al;iadith and 
consensus as the source of general application. It thus 
proves that this difference in opinion does not have any 
effect on the practical application of the command. tos

DIFFERENT AHADITH AGAINST CAUSES 
OF REVELATIONS 

In working on the exegesis of the Quran a great 
difficulty is experienced in citing the causes of revelation 
when we come across different narrations for the same 
vers�. Anyone not fully conversant with the principles of 
exegesis gets involved into various doubts and confusiol}<;, 
Hence, it is essential to understand the reality of the11e

differences. To get over these difficulties, scholars have 
framed very useful rules, which are summarised below. 
l : The Companions ... and their followers were used to 

explain a verse saying, this verse was revealed about 
such and such tenet or matter. This creates the wrong 
impression that they may have defined the cause of its 
revelation, while in fact they meant to explain that such 
and such tenet is derived from this particular verse.109 

107:Asbabun-Nuzul-lil-WaJ;lidi pSl. 
108:We have presented a b rief account of this question. It is discussed 

in detail in Al-Burhan by Zarkashi vl. p24 AI-Itqan vi, p30, and 
Manabil ul Irfan vl, ppllS-127. 

109:Ibn Taymiyah: Muqaddamah fi Usul ii TafsTr p9. al-Maktaba 
a1-·11miyah Lahore 1388 AH. and Al-Itqan. 
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For example, in Surah an Nisa. lblis has been quoted 
to have said. 

I 
" 

<lll , . i�. ··,' �·1� . ' 7,, 'u· 
, ...y,.r- '"'.r."'<"' r+'f' J 

And I will command them so that they will alter Allah's 

creation. (An-Nisa. 4; 119) 

In explaining this, Anas bin Malik • 'lkr imah • and 
others have stated that this verse has been revealed about 
castration, 1 JO but this does not mean that some one got
himself castrated at that time and thus became the cause of 
its revelation. In fact it means that castration is one of the 
devilish acts which Satan uses to alter Allah's creation. It 
does not mean that altering Allah's creation depends on 
castration but there may be several other ways to do that 
and these have been mentioned in the books of Exegesis. 

On getting acquainted with the mode of description 
employed by the Compani'ons and their followers we come 
to know of two rules in connection with the background of 
revelation. 
a: • If two different narrations are quoted to explain a verse 

and the words. "This verse was revealed about such 
and such matter," have been used in both the narations, 
there is in fact no contradiction in both of them. Both 
are correct in their contexl because none of them mean 
that the incident was the cause of revelation of that 
verse. It only means that this matter is governed by the 
subject and injunctions of this verse. The following 
example shall make it more clear. Allah has said about 
pious persons 

Their sides forsake their bedJl. (As-Sajd�h. 32; 16) 

110:Durr Manthur, Suyii'ti, v2, p223. 
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About this verse Amis bin Malik • states that this verse 
has been revealed about those Companions who kept 
themselves engaged in offering optional $alah between the 
Magbrib and lsha obligatory prayrers. In another narration he 
has been quoted to have said that the verse has been revealed 
about those who kept themselves awake for the 'lsha $alahs. 
Some other Companions consider it to be attributed to those 
who used to wake for late night prayers (Tahajjud).111 

On the face of it, the varying interpretations seem to be 
due to different causes of its revelation but in fact these are 
the various attributes of this verse and it includes virtuous 
deeds in its meaning. 
b: If there are two narrations used in the exegesis of a verse, 

one using the words ... I.IS' J ��' -=..J J (This verse has been 
revealed about such matter) and the other specifically 
mentioning an incident the cause of its revelation, Then in 
this case the latter narration will be relied upon. The 
former narration being non-swcific in relation to the cause 
of revelation shall be. taken a� narrators own interpretation 
or opinion. For example, rpe_Quran states ... 

� ) �;- lyli � �:;.. �j� 
Your wives are a tillage for you so come to your tillage 
as you will. (AJ-Baqarah, 2:223) 

About this verse Bukhari has quoted Ibn 'Umar • as 
saying that it has been revealed about rectal coitus with 
women.112 But Jabir • and 'Abdullah bin 'Abbas 1li1 IS" J 

� Jw specify the cause of its revelaion to refute the 
prevalent Jewish conception that vaginal coitus with a woman 
in lateral or prostate position will result in squint-eyed 
offsprings. Thus, this verse has clarified that coitus should be 
exclusively vaginal but any posture may be adopted for it. 113

111 :TafsTr Jarne-ul-bayan by Jbn JarTr. pp 57-58, Maimniyah, Egypt. 
112: Al-Jrqan, v I, p32. 
113:Asbabun Nuzul lil-Wal)idi p41. 
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Of the two foregoing narrations, the version of Sayyidina 
Jabir • and Sayyidina Jbn �bbas � is preferred because it 
is specific and detailed while lbn 'Umar's narration will be 
taken as his own interpretation. 114 In fact even he does not
read in this verse permission for rectal coitus. Rather, he 
means that the verse prohibits this the unnatural act, I IS

(because in it the woman has been called a tillage, that is, a 
means of production of human race which is not possible 
through rectal coitus.)

2: If 0ne narration is supported by a sound transmission 
and the other has weak or inconsistent precedents the 
former will be adopted and the latter ignored. For 
example the initial verses of Surah Ad-duha

o 1it::,' ���-Goo ,, 1�1 ,·iiro :...
!

:..11-i.f"' J .J J I..?'-" : ';r-"' J r...r--' ) 
By the morning brightness. by the night when it is still, 
your Lord has not forsaken you. nor is He displeased. 

(Au-Duha 93: 1-3) 

Bukhari and Muslim have narrated the version of 
Jundub • ascribing the background of· these verses to an 
incident when due to some trouble the Holy Prophet � 
could not offer Salat-ut-Tahajjud (late rught pryers) for one 
or two nights. On this an unbeliever woman taunted him: 
"It seems that your Satan (God for· .bid), has deserted you." 

On the other hand, Tabarani and lbn Abi Shaybah have 
quoted Khawlah, the grandmother of ij.afs bin Maisarah 
� Jw .iii,� J that a puppy once sat down under a cot in the 
house of the Prophet ?i and died there. "For four days 
thereafter no Wafzy came to him and he asked me what has 
happened in the house that Archangel JibrTI was not coming 
to me, I thought I must clean the house. When I swept 

114:Al-ltqan vi, p32. 
115:Manahil-ul-'Irfan vi, pl08. 
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under the cot the dead puppy was discovered under it." 
These verses were revealed on this occasion. But this 
narration is not based on authentic precedents because, as 
l;:lafiz Ibn I;lajar says some of its narrators are unreliable. 

Hence, the narration carried by Bukhari has the reliable 
background of revelation of these verses. 116 

3: Sometimes both the narrations are based on authentic 
precedents but there may exist a reason to prefer one 
of them. For example, the precedents of one of them 
may be more authentic than of the other, or the 
narrator of one was a witness of that incident while the 
other was not. In such a situation the narration having 
stronger reason for preference will be adopted. For 
example the verse of Surah Al-lsra, says. 

• '•. •( (.' • ,, • f ' ' d I\ I� d I\ , �· 1{:_.;' �J J �J -!' .:.r, (.Jr y- r_Jr i/' • _,, -J 
, , :, . .

OU:J.i lJI . I.I\ '. -, . r-- if, 

and they ask you (0 Prophet) concerning lhe Spirit, say, 

"The spirit is by the command of my Lord, and you 

have not been given of knowledge except a little." 
(Al-lsra, 17:85) 

Imam Bukhari carries a ljadith about the background of 
revelation of this verse from 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud. He said, 
"I was going with the Prophet in Madinah and he walked 
with the support of a date-stick, we -passed by .some Jews. 
They said to each other that they should ask him some 
questions. Accordingly, they asked him to tell them about the 
Spirit. On this he stopped and after some moments raised his 
head and I knew that he was receiving a Wa�y. Then he 
recited the verse �'-.sJ.,-1 ..:,ec_J)'Ji (say, the spirit...)" 

The other version is quoted by Imam Tirrnizi from lbn 
• Abbas • that the Quraysh of Makkah once asked the

J 16:Al-ltqan v.l p.33 where more examples may be found. 
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J1·ws to advise them what they may ask the Prophet�- The 
Jews suggested that they ask him about t�e Spirit and then 
this verse was revealed. 

The first version denotes that this verse was revealed in 
Madinah while the second one suggests that it was revealed in 
Makkah. The precedents of both are correct, but -preference 
will be in favour of the first because its narrator 'Abdullah bin 
Mas 'ud � was himself present when the incident occurred, 
hut it is not clear from the second narration whether the 
narrator was himself present when the incident occurred. 117 

4: Sometimes there are more causes of revelation of a 
verse than one. Several identical incidents occur one 
after the other and the verse is revealed concerning 
them. Now, one narrator cites one incident while 
another other incident as its background. Apparently, 
they seem to be contradictory but in fact there is no 
contradiction because both of them are causes of 
revelation. For example, regarding the verses of 
Suarah An-Nur about Li'an (oath of condemnation) 
Imam Bukhari has quoted 'Abdullah lbn 'Abbas ..:»11.S"" J 

� Jw as saying that Hilal ·bin Umaiyyah • in the 
presence of the Prophet ;@ accused his wife of 
committing adultery. On that, these verses were 
revealed ... ·�'-('"6>:''JjliJ_,....r-.:r-.U1J {And those who 
accuse their wives ... an-Nur, 24:6} Again, Bukhari has 
quoted another narration by  Sahl bin Siad • that 
'Uwaimir • had asked the Prophet� whether a man 
w111 be liable for indemnity of blood if he kills the man 
whom he finds having sex with his wife. 

What should he do in such a situation. The Prophet � 
said, "Quranic verses have been revealed about you," and 
then he recited these very verses. There is yet another 
narration in Musnad Bazzaz citing l;luzayfah � that the 

111:AJ-1tqan v 1. p34. 
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vers.es were revealed after Abu Bakr � and 'Umar • had 
been discussing the subject.' 

The fact is that all these three incidents had already 
occurred before the verses were revealed and each of them 
can be said to be the cause or background of their revelation. 
5: Sometimes it happens the other way round. Several 

verses are revealed in the background of a single 
incident. Now, one narrator cites the incident relating 
to one of those verses, while another cites the same 
incident in relation to another verse. This gives an 
impression of an apparent contradiction but in fact no 
contradiction exists. 

For example, Imam Tirmizi and l-Jakim have quoted 
Umm Salamah �Jw,1111.S""'J that she once said to the 
Prophet that she did not find any mention of women in the 
Quran in relation to migration etc, and the following verse 
was revealed after that; 

J • ! ., .,., J JI' " ., 

·.• • <:!. ,.� -r.� ,. · u ··I·,., ·. "'..1 y�uif r- y:;- v- � � r-flJ ("T' 

So their Lord accepted their prayer, (saying), "Never 
will I waste the work of any worker among you, be he 
male or female." (Al-'Imran, 3:195) 

Imam I;lakim has also quoted Umm Salamah � .1111.S""' J 
that she. once said to the Prophet that Quran mentions only 
males while there is no mention of women anywhere. On 
this, the following verses were revealed � 'J .:,,,-l-)1 .:,1 
{Surely, the Muslim men and the Muslim women ... }118 and 
:.;.;, J' .f.) .:r' F J-1&-� e_,, .. W;I .;1 {Never will I waste }119 

118:This is a ver�e from surah Al-Ahzab (33:35} in which men and 
women are named against several righteous deeds. 

119:Al-ltqan v.l !> 35. 
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REPETITION OF REVELATIONS AND 

ITS REALITY 

The sixth form is repetition of a verse. 

101 

6: Sometimes the same verse ha:; been revealed more 
than once and every time its revelation had a different 
background. As a result, some narrators described the 
other background. Here also there is no contradiction 
because the verse has been revealed separately on 
both the occasions. 

For example, Imam Bukhari and Imam Muslim have 
quoted that at the time of Abu Talib's death the Prophet � 
said to him, "O my uncle, just say 'There is no God but 
Allah' then I shall intercede for you.•· 

Abu Jahl and · Abdullah bin Umaiyyah were also 
present there and, when they found him inclined to believe, 
they at once said to Abu Talib, "Do you want to give up 
the religion of 'Abdul MuHalib?" And they kept on 
speaking. until Abu Talib came out with the words, "I 
persist on the religion of · Abdul Mugalib." The Prophet � 
then siad, "I will keep on begging forgiveness for you until 
I am stopped from doing so." The following verse was then 
revealed, 

It is not for the Prophet. and 1hose who believe 10 ask 
forgiveness for the associators ... (A1-Tmva//{/h. 9: J t 3) 

On the other hand. Imam Tirmizi has qu oted 
Sayyidina 'Ali .!� with a sound I ine of transmission as 
saying, "I heard a man begging forgiveness for his 
polytheist parents. I asked him why he did that for his 
polytheist parents. He told me that Prophet Ibrahim � 
had also begged for'giveness for his father who was an 
idolater. When I told this to our Prophet� this verse was 
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revealed to him." 
Yet another incident has been cited by Hakim from 

'Abdullah bin Mas'ud � that once the Holy Prophet :i 
went to the graveyard and kept on praying and weeping by 
the side of a grave. Then he said that that was his mother's 
grave, and he begged permission from Allah to pray for her 
forgiveness but he was not given the permission, and this 
verse was revealed to him. •d' ,,_,...., ._1-.iJIJ ..,,..LI .:,IS' 1.t • 

This very verse has been mentioned in the background 
of all the three incidents. Hence the commentators have 
deduced that this verse was revealed separately on all the 
three occasions.120 

Here the question may arise when a verse was already 
written down and memorized by the Prophet ;t and a 
number of his companions why was it revealed repeatedly? 

The question has been answered very well by Shah 
Wali Ullah Muhaddith Dehlavi that in such cases the actual 
revelation of the verse is made just once. However. when 
an incident,. similar to the one that was the cause of its first 
revelation, occurs again the same verse is recalled as a 
reminder in the heart of the Prophet �. It then serves as a 
guidance in that situation too. This reminder from Allah is 
infused in the heart of the Prophet � and is, therefore, the 
same as 'Ispiration in the Heart' which is one of the kinds 

120: This example has been taken from Al-ltqan v I, p34 but it is 
subject to assumption that all the three narrations are authentic 
while in fact the authenticity of the third narration is doubtful. 

· 1;1afi� Zahabi censors it (Mustadra� vl.2. p.336) and Ibn Hajar
has cired different views of the ·utama on Ayyub bin HanT
(Tahzib,tTahzib vi. I. p.414) It can neither be considered as
forged no, can it form the basis for a delicate maxim
concerning belief. Thus a large group of the 'Ulama of Ahl-us
Sunnah believe, on the basis of several arguments. that rhe 
parents of the Prophet � were hclievers by virtue of their
Faith on the religion of lbi·ahim. · A llama Suyu1T himself has
written a resolute treatise on this sub.i.:ct. 
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of Wahy described in detail earlier. The exegetists liken it 
10 'Repeated Revelation.· Everytime it was inspired in the 
heart of the Prophet ;I it was like a fresh revelation. 121 

The doubts or differences that are created in connection 
with the causes of revelation through Afadith can be 
removed if the above six principles are kept in view. 

121:Al-Fawzul Kabir p22. (Ma'rifah Asbab-un-Nuzul). 





CHAPI'ER 3 

THE SEVEN READINGS 

OF THE QURAN 

According to an authentic Hadith, the Holy Prophet :I 
has said. 

Quriin has been revealed covering seven versions. So 
recite it in a way that is easy for you from out of 
these.122

What is meant by revelation of the Quran on seven 
letters? This is a very momentous and lengthy subject 
and, indeed, one of the most complicated discussions on 
the sciences of the Quran. It is very difficult to discuss it 
in full details in this work but the important things about' 
it are being presented below. 

The l;ladith quoted above is uninterrupted as far as its 
meanings are concerned, so that the renowned Muhaddith 
Imam Abu 'Ubayd Qasim bin Salam "-,)s. ..111-.-J has 
affirmed its continuity. The well-known Imam of I;ladith 
and Qir'at 'Allamah lbnul-Jazari has stated that he has put 
together all the variations of this Tradition in a separate 
chapter. According to him, this Hadith has been narrated 
by 'Umar bin Khattab, Hisham bin I;lakim bin Hizam, 
'Abdur Ral}man bin 'Auf, Ubay·bin Ka'b, �bdullah bin 
Mas'ud, Mu'az ibn Jabal, Abu Hurayrah, 'Abdullah bin 

122:Sahih Bukhari, Kitab Fadail ul Quriin. 
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'Abbas, Abu Sa'Td Khudri, I;Iuzaifah bin Yamin, Abu 
Bakr, 'Amr bin 'Aas, Zayd bin Arqam, Anas bin Malik, 
Sarn1Arah bin Jundub, 'Umar bin Abi Salmah, Abu Jaham, 
Abu '.falha and Umm Ayyub Ansariyah � Jw �, �; 
.:,,:a-. I • 123

In addition, several others have referred to the incident 
that while addressing a congregation, Sayyidina Uthrnan � 
the third Caliph, proclaimed that all those who had heard 
the tradition that the Quran was revealed on seven letters 
each of which was effectual, should stand up. In response 
to this the number of companions who stood up was so 
large that they could not be counted. 124

MEANING OF SEVEN LETTERS 

The first problem we face with this Jjadith is what is 
meant by the revelation of Quran on "Seven Readings?" 
We find a great deal of difference of opinion on this 
subject. Upto 35 different views have been quoted by 
'Allama Ibn-ul-'Arabi and others. Some of the popular 
views are quoted below. 
I: Some people think that "Seven Readings" refers to the 

recitals of the seven well-known Qaris (Recitors of 
Quran). But this view is unfounded and wrong, because 
the recitals mutawatir125 of the Quran are not limited 
to seven. Rather, many other recitals are confirmed 
through Tawatir narrations. The "Seven" became 
popular because 'Allamah lbn Mujahid had compiled a 
selection of seven of them in a book. He neither meant 
that recitation of the Quran was limited to those 

123: lbn JazarI: An-Nuishr fil Qirat vi, p21.Damascus, 1345 AH. 
124: Ibid. 
125:Mutawatir: a report of a large number of narrators whose 

agreement on a lie is inconceivable. The condition is met in lhe 
entire line of transmission from the origin lo the last narrator. 
Tawiitur: (consecutive.) 
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variations nor did he intend to elucidate the seven 
readings through the seven recitals. 

2: On the same basis some scholars have opined that 
·readings' include all the different recitals, but the
word 'seven' does not specify the number seven. It 
means 'many'. The word 'seven' is very often used in 
Arabic language to denote excess of something. Here 
also the /Jadith does not intend that the 'Readings' on 
which the Quran is revealed are specifically seven, but 
it denotes that the Quran is revealed in ·many'
readings. Of the earlier scholars, Qac;li · Ayad �' ;...,.. J 

� held the same view. 126 and in the late;t period
Shah Wali-ullah upheld the same opinion. 127 

But this view does not seem to be correct because
Bukhari and Muslim have quoted Ibn · Abbas � saying that 
he heard the Prophet � say: 

J-4y. J •-4;:-,1 Jji r-° ,.;;-.I} ....:, _r � �.r."" �i)I 

-;-' _,,,...1 � J1 �I� 

Jibril taught me the Quriin in one reading but I turned to 
him and did not cease asking him co allow more until he 
ended up at seven readings.128 
The tradition is reported in detail in Muslim on the 

authority of Ubayy bin Ka'b � that the Prophet :;i was 
sitting by the pond of Banu Ghitar . 

.)(_;JI �Ii_;; 01 !.l .r4 ..lJI 01 JW ('')WI .._,Js. .}.S .r."" ot;i; 

126: Awjaz aJ-Masalik ila Muwana Imam Malik v2. p56, Saharanpur 
Press, 1350 AH. 

127: Mu�affa Sharah MU\vauii vi pl 87. Faruqi Press. Delhi, 1293 
AH. 

128:Manahil aJ-'lrtan. vi. pi 33. 
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� .IJ lS"1 01.J 4Jfa J 4Jul..v .:iJ1 JU JI.ii ,.._;f"� 

L ( I � I � 01_,.iJI ..!l:,.1 � 01 !.l .,..4 .WI 01 JI.ii �l!ll ol;I � - ,�.lb 

� ,.!.lJ.; � ':J lS"' 01 J 4j A 4Jul..v .:il1 Ju JI.ii.:.,;.? 

�� � .'.Jf_,.iJI ..!1:,.1 f� .)I .!.1..,.-� .:iJI ul JI.ii �l!.11 � ,L>. 

.!.l),; �':J lS"\ 01 J 4J fa J �\,jl.,v JJ1 JLI JI.ii ,.j ?\ 

� 01_,.iJI ..!l:,.1 f� 01 .!l ..,.-4 JJ1 01 :JI.ii �1)1 • ,L>. � 

"_ l
y.L..ol ..l.ii � 'J ,} .._;? �\; � ?' � 

So Jibril � came to the Prophet � and said. "Allah 
has commanded you chat all your people should recite 
the Quran following one method of reading." On that 
he said, "I seek the forgiveness of Allah, my people 
do not have the ability to do so." Then Jibril came to 
him again and said, "Allah has commanded that your 
people recite the Quran following two readings." He 
said, "I seek the forgiveness of Allah. my people do 
not have the ability to do even that" then he came a 
third time and said, "Allah has commanded y_ou that 
your people should read the Quain following three 
readings." The Prophet � again said, "I seek 
forgiveness from Allah. my people have no ability for 
that too." Theo Jibril it¢I came a fourth time and 
said. "Allah has commanded you to let your people 

recite the Quran following seven readings." 
Hence whichever recital they would follow will be 
correct.129 

The context of these narrations indicates clearly 

129:Manahil ul 'Irfan. vi, pl 33. 
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that the word 'seven' does not denote an 
unspecified large number but it denotes the exact 
quantity 'seven'. Hence, in the light of these 
narrations this view (that seven means more than 
that) does not hold good and the majority of 
scholars reject it. 

109 

Some other scholars, including }:fafiz Ibn Jarir TabarT 
and others have stated that, in this Tradition, the seven 
readings indicate the seven dialects of the Tribes of 
Arabia. The Arabs belonged to different tribes and the 
language of each tribe, in spite of being Arabic, had a 
slightly different dialect. It was as usually occurs with a 
major language that several dialects naturally evolve on 
regional basis. Hence, for the conve nience of different 
tribes, Allah revealed the Quran on seven dialects so that 
every tribe may read it according to its own dialect. t30

Imam Abu }:latim SijistanT � .:i11 � J has even enumerated 
the names of these tribes and has stated that the Quran 
was revealed in the dialects of these seven tribes. They 
are: Quraysb, l;luzayl, Taymur Rab'ab, Azd, RabT'ah, 
Hawazin and S'ad bin Bakr. And l;Iafiz lbn Abdul Barr 
has relied upon some authorities to name the tribes thus: 
l;iuzayl, Kinanah, Dabbah, Taymur Rabab Asad bin 
Khuzaimal1 and Quraysh.131 

However, many researcliers, such as l;[afiz lbn • Abdul 
Barr, 'Allamah Suyu\i and 'Allamah Ibnul JaiarT haV'e 
refuted this view due to certain reasons. 

First, the number of Arabian tribes was quite large, 
why should seven be selected? Secondly, there was a 
disagreement between Sayyidina Um;lr ,$, and Sayyidina 
Hisham bin HakTm ,$, on -the correct recital of the Quran. 
This is reported in Sal_1TI) Bukhari in detail, although both of 

130: Tafair lbn Jarir vl, p15. 
131: Path al Bari v9, p22 and Riihul Ma'ani vi, p 21. 
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chem were of the Quraysh and the Prophet � confirmed 
that both were correct and said that the Quran had been 
revealed on seven readings. If seven readings were meant to 
denote dialects of the seven different tribes there should 
have been no difference in the views of 'Umar 4iJ; 
Hisham. 132 'Allamah Alusi has, however, stated that it was 
possible that the Prophet ;i might have taught the Quran to 
one of them on a dialect different from the Quraysh 
dialect133 But this argument is weak because the purpose of 
revelation of the Quran in different dialects was to make its 
rectital easy for every tribe, hence it does not confori:n to 
the Prophetic wisdom co teach the Quran to a Quraysh in a 
different dialect. 

Apart from this; Imam Ta1J.av1 has raised another 
objection that, if the seven readings corresponded to tribes, 
then it is in contradiction to the Quranic proclamation. 

,,. � ,,. ,,.. f .,,., 
' • 0t::..1 UI J' ' � '. u:.: 1 t;.' 'r-"Y ,. , Y' J tX J J

,,. , ,,. ,, 

And We have sent no Messenger but with the lauguage 
of his people. (Surah Ibrahim, 14:4) 

There is no doubt that the Prophet's people were the 
Quraysh, hence it is apparant that the Quran was 
revealed in the dialect of the Quraysh only. 134 This view
of Imam Ta�avi is supported by the fact that when 
Sayyidina Uthman � intended to gather the Quran a 
second time and formed a committee comprising the 
Companions headed by Zayd bin Thabit • for this 
purpose, he instructed them, 

132: An-Nashr til Qirat ,jJ.'Ashr vi, p.25 and Fathul BarT v9, p23. 
133: Riihut Ma'ani v I, p21. 
134:"fa.I;iavi Mushkil uJ-Athar v4, pl85-186 Daira-tul Ma'arif, Daccan 

1333 AH. 
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·•" 1 ,.�,.I�·'�'- I'"' • ... • · ·'�', ·�'··,,.I 1°1 ..,........., . - " ..,, .... " . .  _. - - - . .) 

. • ; 
. 

• v, .1.5"' L>- r--' • 

- �� 0) �µ .;..;)
�1f you differ about any point of dialect in Quran you 

should adopt the dialect of Quraysh because the Quran 

has been revealed in their language. l3S 
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Sayyidina 'Uthman. made it clear that the Quran has 
been revealed only in the language of Quraysh. The 
question then arises why should there be a difference 
among them? This would be discussed in detail further on. 

Apart from this,· the proponents of this view hold that 
useven" and "Recital" are two separate things. The 
variations in its recital which exist even to.day belong to 
one dialect only, which is the language of the Quraysh. 
The other dialects were either abrogated or eliminated for 
some valid reason. On this question, among the several 
doubts one observes that in the entire collection of 
.Abadith, we do not find any proof that there were two 
kinds of differences in the recital of the Quran, one 
pertaining to 'Seven Dialects and the other pertaining to 
the words of 'Recital'. In fact wherever a difference in the 
words of the Quran has been mentioned it is referred to as 
dialect difference. Difference in recital is not mentioned 
as a separate difference. For these reasons this view also 
serves as a weak argument. 
4: The fourth popular view is that of Imam Ta!Javi. 

According to him, the Quran was revealed only in the 
dialect of Quraysh but because the people of Arabia 
belonged to different regions and different tribes and it 
was very difficult for all of them to recite it in one dialect, 
hence in the beginning they were permitted to recite . it in

135:Bukhari: Compilation of the Quran. 
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synonymous words of their language. Thus the Prophet � 
had himself suggested synorunous for those people who 
could not recite the Quran in the original words correctly. 
These synonyms were chosen from the dialects of both, 
the Quraysh and non-Quraysh. Such as, instead of Jw 
words like iJ.)I , j,il , � could be read because they had the 
same meaning. But. this pennission was given in the· early 
days of Is.lam when all Arabs were not·fully acquainted 
with the language of the Quran. But gradually, this 
language gained more circulation and the people of Arabia 
got used to it. They found it easy to recite in the original 
diction of Quran. In the month of Ramadan before hls 
death, the Prophet:.i sat with Jibril � for the final 
Revision of the Quran. This is known as Artjul Akhirah 
(the Final Revisicn). The use of synonyms was thereafter 
disallowed and only the original diction of the Quran 
remained.136 

According to thls view the tradition relating to "Seven 
Dialects" pertained only to the period when the use of 
synonyms was pennissible in the recitation of the Quran, 
and it did not mean that the Quran was revealed in seven 
dialects. But that it has been revealed with a flexibility that 
for a· certain period it could be recited in seven dialects and 
even that did not mean that they were permitted to use 
seven synonyms with every word of the Quran, but that the 
maximum number of synonyms that could be used was 
seven. Further, thls relaxation did not mean that everybody 
was free to choose the synonyms of his own choice, but the 
words were chosen by the Prophet :I himself, and he 
taught the Quran to everyone in the diction that was easy 
for him. Hence only those synonyms were permitted that 
were proved from Prophet � .137

136:Musbkil-ul-Athar Tahavi v4, pl86-191. 
137:FathuJ Bari, v9, pp22, 23. 
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Apart from Imam Ta\iavi, Sufyan bin 'Uyainah .:»1 � J 
;.,1&o and lbn Wahb � .111 �; also subscribe to this view. 
IJafiz Ibn 'Abdul Barr � .:»1 � J goes on to attribute the 
view to most scholars. 138

111is view appears to be more logical than all the other 
views and its advocates present as an argument the following 
narration of Abu Bakr * as quoted in Musnad Ahmed . 

.Y� Jti ,J .,,.- J- .:,f_,ill i;1(�)� � Jti ') r,>.- .:,1 
�! .kb:.; r-lLe �15' �\..:. Y Jti ,J ?I � � ? o.> _;:..,I 
� J �' J Jw �} r:. ,yl� a..-JJ1 a..-.1- yl.i&. 

, 
-� J t�'J �1L,

Jibril � said to the Prophet ii "O Mu�ammad read 
the Quran on one diction." Mika-ii � said to the 
Prophet ;'i to get the number increased, till the matter
reached upco seven. Jibril � then said, "Each of these 
is sufficient unless you mix che verses of punishment 
with those of rewards and vice versa. It will be the same 
as you express the meaning of Jw (come) with •tr' 
J,il,�,..,_.�, and�-
There may not be doubt on this view any more but a 

confusion exists and it does not explain the positon of 
different recitals of the Quran which continue to this day. 
Even this theory does not account for it. If these recitals 
are treated as something different from "Seven Dialects" 
solid arguments will be needed to prove it. In the vast 
collection of Al;iadith, we do not find any mention of 
difference in the Quran other than in the Reading. How 
then may we explain differences in Reading and Dialect. I 
have not been able to find a satisfactory answer to this 

138:Sharah Muwaga v.2 p.11, Zarqani. Al Maktaba al Ti.laratul Kubra 
Egypt 1355 AH. 
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confusion with the advocates of this theory. 

MOST ACCEPTABLE EXPLANATION 

OF SEVEN READINGS 

In our view the best explanation and interpretation of 
the Seven Dialects of Quran is that it means "Variation in 
Recital''. The seven dialects refer to variations in the 
recital of the Quran of seven kinds. Hence although the 
recitals are more than seven yet the variations found in 
them evolve arround seven basic points. (We will explain 
chat later on.) 

To the best of our knowledge this view was first 
propounded by Imam Malik. The renowned commentator of 
the Quran Nizamuddin Qummi Nishapuri has written in his 
TafsTr Ghara'ib ul-Quran that Imam Malik believed that the 
seven Readings denoted the following seven variations in 
the recital of the Quran: 
I: Variation in numbers. so that one word is read as 

singular in one recital and plural in another recital, for 
example, .!..1/;:ws".:.....; J and .!J.i;..:.,WS".139 

2: Variation in gender, that is a masculine word in one 
recital becomes feminine in the other, for example ':I 
� becomes J,.i; ':I . 140

3: Variations in placement of diacritical marks, the 
Kasrah and fathah are changed, e.g . .:»1 � Jll>'- ·..,. JA 
becomes .111 � Jll>'- ,y JA . 141 

4: Variations in verb for example .:, � ft becomes .:, �fi.142
5: Variations in syntax. for example .),,\,.!,.11 :;l becomes .),,\,.!,.11 :;:J. 143 
6: Variations caused by transposition, for example, 

139: Kalimatu Rabbik (The word of your Lord), and Kalimaru Rabbik 
(The words of your Lord.) 

140: 4 yuq-balu and La-ruqbalu. 
141:Gl�yrullahi and Ghayrillahi. 
142: Ya·ar ri-shun and Yu'ar ri-shun. 
143: Lak.in-nash-shayatTn and Lakinash-shayiitTnu. 
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.:> � becomes .:i � and G.� hecomes G.'j:::, , 144
7 Variations of pronunciation or accent. 145 Variations 

in rafkhlm, tarqlq, i111alah. /11(/dd, qa:jr. i?,har, idgham 
rendering sound heavy. soft, inclining it. prolonging, 
shortening, expressing clearly ancl assimilating), 

Further. the same view has been adopted hy · Allam ah 
llm Qutaybah. Imam Ahul Faql RazT, QagT Abu Bakr bin 
At-'fayyih BaqillanL Ibn Jazari. 146 lhnul Jazari. the 
,enowned scholar of Recital of the Quran. has also stated in 
licmnection with this }fadith ··1 remained in doubt about this 
tradition and pondered over it for more than thirty years till 

llah. the Almighty, uncovered for me its explanation that 
will be correct. if Allah wills it". 147 

All these scholars are in agreement that hy seven 
Dialects in this }fadirh is meant the seven forms of the 
variations in recital. but there is some difference in the 
formulation of those variations because each of them has 
arranged them independently, Of these the one whose 
enlistment is the most concise. well arranged and firmly 
established is Imam Abul-Fac,11 RazT. According to him. 
Variations in Recital of the Quran depend on seven kinds: 
I: Variations in 1wu11s: This includes difference in 

number and gender e.g. �Ji.¥� has also been read 
as�;::,��. 

2: Variations in verbs: The same. verb is read in the 
past present or future tense. or as an imperative, for 
exampleu;1.a ... 1 \ft! �4 �J has also been read as:� L/; 
U;l,i..,,1 .:,,,i 

144: Y"a la mun and ra la mun and Nunshuzuha and Nanshuruha. 
145: Ghara!i-bul Quran wa Ragha!ibul Furqan, Al-Nishapuri Hamish 

lbn JarTr v. I p2 J, 
146: The opinion of lbn QuJaybah, Abul Fa�I Razi, and lbn Jazari are 

found in Fall) ul Bari v9 pp 25-26 and al-hqan V, I p.47 and of 
Qadi lbn AI-Tayyib in TafsTr al-Quriabi v I �p45. 

147: An-Nashr fil Qir'al aJ-·Ashr vi. p26. 
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3: Variations in the position of diacritical marks. There is
a variance in l'rab the Kasrah, fatJ:iah, qammah: 
• ,;.- • • ' .r· b • �;.- l • •.r d '.' - . •, • :·1 • 't�� JW:>.! u J ecome �� JW:>.iu an �,.) .r-'J�
become�, .;,".;J1j� . 

· · 

4: Variations Caused by Omissions and additions: There
is an extra word in a reading which is not found in 
another. For example_;;'j1J � .u, � 1..o J is _;l'jlJ � .U1J in 
another J�'j1 � .:,01.S p.i is .AJ'jl l.pJ .s p.i in another. 

5: Variations of placement of words: 
A word precedes in a reading while it follows in 
another, e.g. J>-1�..:;., .,.JI i ;>-,..:;., �� J becomes ..:;., �� 
..:;., _,..l� ._;...ll i ;>-,. 

6: Variations caused by replacement of words: 
There is a word in one reading but quite another word 
in the other reading, e.g. IA'.,'.!j becomes IA� and 1� 
is 1#and �is�-

7: Variations of accent: It rests round changes in tajkhlm, 
ta,qlq,_ir:falah, qa!r, madd, hamz, i?)lar �d ifAham
(e.g Musa read with Imalah becomes like musay) 

The scheme of Imam Abu! Fa�ll Razi appears more 
comprehensive as compared to that of 'Allamah Ibnul 
JazarT, 'Allamah Ibn Qutaybah and Qaq.i Abu Tayyib in that 
no variation has been left out in this. C.ontrary to this, the 
schemes of the other three scholars do not contain the last 
mentioned _variation (of accent). In Imam Malik's scheme 
we do find mention of variations of accent, but we do not 
find adequate clarrification of variance, for example, their 
addition or omission, prefi xing or suffixing, and  
replacement of words. Imam Abu! Faql's description takes 
account of all these differences. Imam Jazari who spent 
more than thirty years pondering over the seven readings 
has also quoted this scheme with great emphasis and no 
objection has been raised by him. Rather, taking his view 

148:Fathul Bari. v9, p24. 
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I\ 11 whole it appears that he prefers Imam Abul Fadl's 
•11·hcme to his own149 Ifafiz Ibn l:lajar has also preferred
this scheme, because he has reproduced the views of
· Allamah Qutaybah and remarked, "This is good
11•11soni ng." Then he has described the seven kinds of
variations of Imam Abut Fa<;II and remarked, r"J-S .J.,.:.1 J.i J �
.uJl J� ..:,i' "I think that by adopting lbn Qutaybah's verdict
Imam Abu! Fac;ll has further polished it. ··tso Shaikh Abdul
'A4im Zarqani has also adopted the same view and given

. . 151 ,irguments m Its support.
The scholars, Imam Malik, lbn Qutaybah, Abul Fa<;ll 

l{iizi, Ibnul Jazari and Qaqi BaqillanT agree that the seven 
I >ialects in the lfadit/z refer to the seven kinds of difference 
111 Reading. 

In my humble opinion this is the best explanation of the 
\even Dialects. The intention of lfadith also appears that 
the words of the Quran may be read in different ways, and 
lhcse different ways are seven in number. Since there is no 
�pccification of these seven variations in any ljadith i t  
i.:unnot be said with certainty about any scheme that it 
,·onforms to the intention of the fladith, but apparently the 
�cheme of Imam Abul Fadl Razi is more correct because it 
1s applicable to the various forms of recitals current to-date. 

REASONS FOR PREFERENCE 

Of several explanations of the seven Dialects in fjadith,

exegesis or Books on the sciences of the Quran that we 
hnve come across, we prefer this opinion that the phrase 
refers to the seven basic points of variation in the recital of 
!he Quran. Our reasons for it are:
I: According to this view, we do not have to consider

149: An-nashr-fil-qira'at 'Ashr v I. p27 .28.
I SO: Fai-hul Bari, v9, p24.
1�1:Maniihil-ul-'lrfan ft 'ulum-il-Quran vi. ppl54 to 156. 
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Dialects and Recitals as two separate things. A 
common problem in the views of 'Allamah lbn JarTr 
and Imam TalJavi is that we accept that two kinds of 
differences existed in the recital of the Quran, one 
pertaining co dialect (or ahn.1f) and the other to recital 
and that the former was abrogated but the latter 
persists. But we do not find even a weak tradition in 
the vast collection of Al.iadith to show that Dialects and 
Recital are two separate d1ings. The Af.,adith mention 
only variation in dialect. (ahruf) and it is for this word 
that the term "Recital" has been extensively used. [f 
the Recital were something different from these there 
must have been some indication in the Traditions. 

Why is it that Tawatur A/.laditli pertaining to variations 
in Dialect may be found, but there is no mention of 
variation in Recital as distinguished from those A/;ladith?

How can it be possible to say, just on conjecture, that 
apart from the variations of dialect there was yet another 
type of variation in the words of the Quran? 

In the foregoing proposition this difficulty is totally 
eliminated because it uses the terms Dialect and Recitals as 
one and the same thing, say synonymously. 
2: If we accept the view of 'Allamah Ibn JarTr then we 

have to assume that six out of seven renderings have 
been abrogated or have become obsolete and only the 
Quraysh version continues. The present recitals are 
variations of that. The difficulties in accepting this 
view shall be discussed in detail subsequently. In the 
preferred view, however, there are no such defects 
because. according to it, all the seven renderings 
remain safe and existent even today. 

3: According to the preferred view the meani�g of Seven 
Dialects is undisputed while we have to resort co 
conjectures in the meaning of 'ahruf' or in the 
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numerical value of Seven in the other propositions. 
4: Of the views of all the scholars that have come before 

us, the most renowned person and in proximity to the 
Prophetic era is that of Imam Malik. and according to 
• Alla mah Nishapuri 4# i»I;.,..,.) shares the same view.

5: 'Allamah Ibn Qutaydah 4# i»I ;.,..,. J and lbn ul Jazari 
"#I»,;.,..,. J are both well recongnised authorities on the 
subject of Qir'at (Recitals), and both of them uphold 
the same view. It has already been mentioned that the 
latter came to this conclusion after giving it due 
thought and consideration for thirty years. 

OBJECTIONS TO THIS VIEW AND 

THEIR REPLIES 

Let us now see what objections may be raised on this 
view and what have been raised. 

The first objection raised against this view is that all the 
variations described under this depend on grammatical 
classification, but at the time when the Prophet� 
pronounced this ljadith, such grammatical classifications 
and phrases were not known. and most people did not even 
know reading and writing. Under the circumstances it is 
difficult to cite these variations as the seven Dialects. 

�Iafiz Ibn l;Iajar has rep! ied to this objection in the 
following words: 

0 � 01 Jl.....:>- 'y � JI .yl ,._,......� L. <f."' j .!.l.b .:.,> r � 'y J 

� �I WI J t.;t...;I c} J .!.lb ..} ;.P ..i.....11 JL=..:.,'y\ 

-� 'yl.. Wl,.ll �I .:.r- ..!.l.l� ..} J '-'? 'y\.i

From this the weakness ()f lbn Qutaybah's view does not 
necessarily arise, because it is possible that the said 
reliance may have occurred by chance 11nd became 
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known through reasoning for induction. and the 

prudence therein is not a secret. 

In our humble comprehension, it is true that these 
grammatical terms were not in usage during the Prophetic 
era, and perhaps that was the reason why the Prophet :ii 
did not elaborate the meaning of Seven Dialects. But this is 
obvious that the basis did exist even at that time although 
they may not have been given grammatical terms. One 
should not wonder if the Prophet � himself had 
recongnised the terms and divided the variation into seven 
basic points. If the details of the seven reasons for 
variations were described at that time it might have been 
beyond common comprehension. Hence, rather than go into 
details he explained that the reasons for variations were 
seven. Later on when these terms came into use, the 
learned scholars described the causes of variations in 
relevant words and phrases. As we have already said, it is 
difficult to define any one proposition as the one that 
conforms to the intentions of the Prophet �- However 
different people conclude that the reasons for variations 
even though their details may not exactly be the same as 
established by these scholars

., 
particularly when no other 

rational explanation of the 'Seven Dialects' can be 
reasonably given. 

WHAT IS THE EASE CREATED BY 

SEVEN RENDERINGS 

2: The second objection to this view can be that since the 
Quran was revealed on seven recitations to make its 
recital easy for the people this would hold true with the 
view of 'Allamah lbn JarTr. There were people 
belonging to different tribes in Arabia and it was 
difficult for one tribe to read according to the dialect of 
the other. But according to Imam Malik, Razt and 
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Ibnul Jazari all seven letters belonged to the Quraysh 
dialect and it remains ambiguous as to why the 
variations of recital were allowed to continue when the 
Quran was meant to be revealed in only one dialect? 

This objection is based on the idea that the Prophet � 

asked for the facility of reciting the Quran on seven letters 
in view of the variations in the dialects of various tribes, 
and it was for this reason that Tbn JarTr termed the Seven 
Dialects as "Seven Dialects of Arabia". But this is a thing 
that is not supported by any !Jadith. On the other hand, in 
one of his narrations the Prophet � has clearly elucidated 
what was in his mind when seeking the facility of seven 
letters. Imam TirmizT has quoted Ubayy bin Ka'b with 
authentic evidences: 

l_r-JI ;L-1 � .Y
r-"" 

r1--- J � Ji1 J- Ji1 J_.,..,. J � 

:J-r.=-J r1--- J � Ji, J-Ji, Jr-J Jw 

,, c}�
•{')l.; .. JIJ o�I j_,,..,JIJ tJWI �I� c:,;.1 ;,..\L� �\ 

( 'C' y. _,.,""11,a,.} ,.;.:JI) 

_ j? \ � � 0 i_;JII J,.o.J; I'°"' _r-t Ju 

The Holy Prophet � met Jibril � near the rocks of 
Marwah. He said to Jibril �. ··1 have been sent to an 
unlettered nation which comprises the aged nearing their 
graves. elderly women and also children.·· Jibril � 
said, � Ask them to recite the Qu1an on seven ahrul "152

In another tradition of Tirmizi again, the Prophet � is 
reported to have siad to Jibril $;9: 

152.An Nashr-til-qiraatul 'ashr. v I. p20. 
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r')WIJ �\J �IJ j_,,..,..ll � �\ ._.1 Ji � .)I 

(<S"'f J>-,.:il;,,�,_..,..,.s;.,;11�1...i ..b.i�l..:S' (_)i � tSjj\J �).,,JI) 
"I have been sent to an unlettered nation wherein 
there are elderly women, old men and aged people. 
and also boys and girls and also people who have 
never read a book. �153 

The words of this l;ladith explain very clearly that the 
Prophet � had in view that he was sent to an unlettered 
and illiterate people who included different age groups and 
types. If only one method of recital was fixed it could have 
created problems for them. On the other hand, if several 
alternatives were available it would become possible that a 
person not being able to recite with one method may utter 
the same words in a different style. This will enable them 
to perform their Salah correctly. Often it happens that aged 
men or eldery women or illiterate persons get used to a 
word in a particular accent or phonation, and for them even 
a minor variation of a diacritical mark may be a difficulty. 
That is why the Prophet � sought this facility, for 
example, if a person cannot easily express it in the 
unfamiliar form of another dialect, or if somebody is unable 
to recite singular easily he may read it as plural, if 
somebody finds one accent difficult he may use the other 
accent available. In this way the reader will have seven 
options available to him. 

You might have noted that in this f.[adith the Prophet 
;i while seeking the facility of seven readings, did not 
request it to facilitate different tribes but he had age groups 
and illiteracy in mind, but contrary to this he expressed his 
concern on differences in their ages and their being 

153. Jam'e Tirmiz i, v2. pl38 Quran Mal:lal. karachi.
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illiterate. This clearly proves that the basic reason of giving 
the facility of seven readings was not the dialectical 
differences of the various tribes but it was illiteracy among 
the people in general so that they could benef it from it. 

3. The third objection could be that the seven
variations of the recital of Quran. are in any case 
conjectural and hypothetical. This can be said of the 
opinions of all of them including Malik, Abul Fa9l RazT, 
• Allamah [bn Qutaybah, l bnul Jazari or Qa<;li lbn
ur-Tayyib. That is  why each of them has described the
details of the seven causes of variations separately. How
then can we say about any of them that they conformed to
the Prophet's ;'115 sayings?

The answer to this objection is that we do not find an 
explicit clarification of "Seven Dialects" in any }jadith or 
narration of the Companions. Hence. the inference has been 
drawn from a collective study of all the narrations 
available. Thus, as an accepted thing this view seems to ·be 
nearer to reality than others because no basic objection 
arises out of this. Judging from this standard, we feel 
almost certain that the phrase "Seven A�1rnf" in this 
Tradition means the seven forms of variations in recital of 
the Quran. As for specifying and detem1ining these forms. 
we have already stated that there is no other way of doing it 
except reasoning through induction. That deduced by [mam 
Abul Fa9l Razi appears to us as comprehensive but we 
cannot say with certainty tJ1at the Prophet � meant exactly 
the same thing. but this does not deny that by •· Seven 
Ahruf' Prophet � meant the seven variations in recital. 
We have neither the means to gain the exact cognizance of 
its details nor is it necessary. 

4. The fourth objection to this view may he raised that
it takes into consideration only the words and differences in 
the variations in their expressions, Their meanings have not 
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been dealt with, even though there is a narrat_ion according 
t o  which "S even Dia lects" mean "Seven kinds of 
meanings." Imam Ta�avi has quoted 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud 
as saying that the Prophet � said: 

Jj J ...1.>-IJ J? Js- ...1.>-\J Y4 .:r J.r- JJ�I yl:>JI .:,IS' 

J J')I..:>. J.r'!J r\j J ?I ..,...... � yl
y.

l ..,...... .:r .:,{_;JI 

Formerly the Book used to be revealed in one chapter on 

one letter and the Quran has been revealed in seven 

chapters on seven letcers. The seven leuers are Zajir 

(that which restricts), Amir (that which com mands). 

J:lalal (permissible), l;laram (Prohibited). Mul.1kam 

(Established), Muta-shabeh (Exact meaning not known}, 

and Amthal (Examples). 

It is on this evidence that certain scholars have 
attributed the Seven Letters to seven kinds of meanings. 

But the above Tradition is based on weak precedents. 
Imam Tahavi has stated about this Tradition that it is 

. .  

reported by Abu Salamah as a narration from 'Abdullah bin 
Mas'ud, but Abu Salamah never met 'Abdullah bin 
Mas'ud.154

Apart from this, explaining all such views attributed to 
earlier scholars l;lafiz lhn JarTr Tabar1 says that these 
expressions were not made as an interpretation of the 
lfadith on "Seven dialects" hut they meant to say that the 
Quran consisted of this type of subjects. 

As for those who have commented on the l;ladith itself, 
their opinion is patently wrong. Anyone with a rudiment of 
understanding will know on casting a superficial glance on 

154: Mushkil-ul-Athar v4, pt 85.
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the other A/Jadith that various words do not amount to change 
in meanings and subjects. They are only variations of words 
in the recital. That is why none of the scholars on this subject 
accept this interpretation, rather they have rebutted it. l55 

ARE THE SEVEN LETTERS STILL PRESERVED 
OR ARE THEY OBSOLETE? 

After having established the meanings of the •· Seven 
Readings" the important thing to know is whether they still 
exist or not? For this there are three views among the 
earlier scholars. 

IBN JARlR'S VIEW: 

The first view is that of l;Iafiz lbn JarTr Tabri and his 
followers. 

We have already stated that according to him "Seven 
Dialects" mean the seven dialects of the tribes of Arabia. 
On this basis they say that the Quran was being recited on 
these seven letters until the time of Sayyidina Uthman �
But when Islam spread far and wide disputes arose among 
the people due to their ignorance about the reality of seven 
versions. Everyone recited the Quran on different rendering 
and found fault in the recitals of the other. In order to 
overcome the problem, Sayyidina Uthman • consulted the 
other companions and compiled seven copies of the Quran 
only on one version, that is, the language of Quraysh and 
sent them to the different provinces of the State, and burnt 
all other copies, so that no dispute might arise. Hence, only 
the version on the dialect of Quraysh remained and the 
other six are non-existent. The variations in the recitals 
which we find today are in fact the different ways of 
expression of the same Qurayish letter. 156 

155: For details see Al-Jtqan vi, p49, Bin. 16, and An-Nasr-fi-qira'a1 
ti 1-'ashr, by lbnul Jazari v I, p25. 

156: Tafs1r lbn-e-Jar1r, vi, pl5. 
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IBN JARIR'S POINT OF VIEW AND 

ITS WEAKNESS 

l;fafiz lbn JarTr TabarT �.ii,� J has elaborated upon his 
view with firm assurance in the preface of his TafsTr. 
Therefore. it has become very popular and the term 'Seven 
dialects' is interpreted in context with this view. But the fact 
is that most of the research Scholars 157 have not adopted it 
and have firmly refuted this view. because it involves 
several complications for which there is no solution. 

The first objection to this view is the one that has 
already been described. that in this the .. Letters" and
"Recitals" have been treated as two separate things. but this 
is not supported by any ljadith. 

The second objection is that on the one hand l;lafiz lbn 
JarTr admits that all the seven dialects were divine 
revelations but, on the other hand, he say� that Sayyidina 
Uthman • abolished the recital of six letters with the 
consent of the companions. But it is very difficult to believe 
that the companions of the Prophet � would agree to 
abolish six versions that were revealed by Allah on the 
request of the Prophet � for the convenience of people. A 
consensus of the Companions is. indeed, conclusive in 
religious doctrines, but it is not imaginable that they would 
unite to abrogate versions that were part of the Quran. 

l;lafiz lbn Jarir has replied to this objection that while 
the Ummah • was ordained to guard the Quran they were 
given an option that they may adopt whichever of the 
seven dialects they like. Hence the people took advantage of 
this option and. for the sake of unanimity, gave up six 
versions and united on one. These steps were neither meant 
to abrogate the versions nor to prohibit their recital but to 
select one only for collective good and unity. 

157:The names of the scholars are given in the following Jines, 
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But this argument is also weak because even though the 
people as a whole might have adopted one version for its 
practical purposes they may have let the others remain in 
records alone. The Quran says: 

;:i:,4t;J :0 ur., :,s-:U1 u:; � ui 
- -

Surely We have revealed Admonition (The Quran), and 

surely We are its Guardian. (Al-l;lijr. 15:9) 

If all the seven were letters of the Quran. this verse 
would clearly mean that they would be preserved to the 
Day of Resurrection. Even if someone gives up their recital, 
tl1ey would continue to exist. l;{afiz lbn Jarir has advanced 
the argument that the Quran has given three options as 
expiation for making a false vow, namely, free a slave or 
feed ten poor people or clothe ten poor people. So if the 
Ummah adopts one of them without making other options 
unlawful, they are allowed to do so. Likewise. the Ummah

has collectively chosen one version out of seven. But this 
example cannot hold, because if the people adopt one of the 
tllree options of expiation in a manner that although they do 
not consider the other two as unlawful yet they cast them 
into extinction so that while it is known that there existed 
two more options.but with the passage of time they have 
forgotten what these two options were. Certainly, the 
Ummah would not be entitled to do such a thing. 

Further. the question arises as to what was the need to 
abandon the remaining six versions. lbn JarTr has stated that 
severe disputes were erupting due to the variations of these 
letters, hence Sayyidina Uthman ,$ with consent of the 
Companions, thought it proper that the whole nation should 
unite  on one version. But this  argument is a lso 
unacceptable. Differences among the Muslims due to  these 
variations had come up even during the time of the Prophet 
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�. The Al)'adith recount several instances of one 
companion arguing with another who recited the Quran 
with a reading different from his own. So much so that 
Bukhari carries a ljadith that Sayyidina Umar • dragged 
Sayyidina Hisharn bin l;takim bin l;Iizam with a sheet round 
his neck and took him to the Prophet � (due to similar 
difference in recital). And Sayyidina Ubayy bin Ka'ab states 
that he entertained serious doubts on account of variations 
in Readings. But on such occasions the Prophet � did not 
abrogate the seven versions; rather, he informed them of 
the concession allowed in recital so that no mischief or 
unrest arose. It cannot the said of the Companions that 
instead of following the Tradition of the Prophet :i they 
would have abrogated six letters. 

Further, what is strange is that according to Ibn JarTr 
the Companions abolished six dialects for fear of disputes 
but retained the recitals which, according to him, were 
different from dialects and they are still preserved although 
sometimes one word could be rendered in several ways. 
The question arises that if the disputes and wranglings were 
anticipated due to variations of dialect, could they not be 
anticipated also due to variations of recital ? If the intention 
behind abolishing six dialects was only to create unity 
among Muslims and that they all read the Quran in one 
manner, why were the variations of recitals not removed? 
When disruption among Muslims could be checked despite 
different recitals and they could be persuaded that recital of 
the Quran was permissible in all these manners, why the 
same policy was not adopted for variations in Dialect? If we 
accept the view of lbn JarTr we would have to accuse the 
Companions for adopting a double standard, for seven 
Dialects and Recitals. And this cannot be justified. 

Then, the attribution of such a step to Sayyidina 
Uthman • and other Companions is not based on any 
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;,uthentic Tradition. But, it is deduced through ambiguous 
words. The narratives that describe the incident of 
compilation of the Quran by Sayyidina Uthman $, do not 
say that he had abrogated six dialects. In fact, there are 
evidences against it which we will see later. So, how may 
we infer that the Companions tolerated the abrogation and 
wiping out of the six .dialects that Prophet � had 
repeatedly requested and was allowed, particularly when we 
have no l;Jadith to support the inference. 

Surely, the Companions were hesitant even to undertake 
the noble task of compilation of the Quran just because this 
was not done by the Prophet ;I, and they had spent their 
lives in safeguarding every word of the Quran, and had 

· preserved even the abrogated verses separately for the
Ummah for their historical importance. These Companions
could not be expected to unite to eradicate the six dialects
in a manner that they become quite extinct. What reason
could there be that.we do not fmd a single example even in
the weak Traditions about the uLetters" which Ibn JarTr
himself admits, were not abrogated but only their recital
and writing was abolished as an expedient measure?

That is why most research scholar's have refuted the
view of ijafiz lbn Jarir Tabari.

IMAM, 'f Al;IAVl'S VIEW

2. The other view is that of Imam TaJ:lavi 9'" "111 �) 

that has been discussed earlier. According to this view the 
Quran was revealed in only the dialect of the Quraysh but 
lo facilitate its recital, people were permitted to use 
synonyms not exceeding seven in number. Even these 
synonyms were specified by the Prophet :I and it is this 
relaxation that has been described in Hadith as revelation of 
the Quran on uSeven Ahruf. ,. But this was permitted only 
in the early days of I�arn and later on when people were 
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used to the language of Quran, it was abrogated by the 
Prophet ::i himself. This was done after the Prophet ;Ji 
revised the Quran with Jibril � in the last Ramaqan of his 
life. Now only the original language exists, that is the 
dialect of the Quraysh in which the Qurdn was revealed. 

This view seems better than that of l;lafiz Ibn Janr in 
that the abolition of six dialects has not been attributed to 
the Companions but ro the Prophet :i. However,the 
difficulty arises that according to this view the six dialects 
were not revealed by Allah, although there is the incident 
when there was a dispute between Sayyidina Hisham and 
Sayyidina Umar •· the former recited Surah Al-Furqan 

on a dialect before the Prophet � and he said .:.J ;1 ,.is:.,. 
(This Surah has been revealed as recited). Then Sayyidina 
Umar • recited it in another dialect and the Prophet ti 

said again .:.J ;1 ,.is:.. (This Su rah has been revealed as 
recited). This proves that both the dialects were parts of 
Divine revelations. 

Besides, as has been stated earlier this view also does 
not state clearly what the status of recitals is: whether they 
form part of the seven dialects or not. If they were included 
in them it will be like saying that like the six letters they 
were not Divine revelations, but this is preposterous. If 
they were not included therein, then we hav& no proof to 
identify them as distinct from the seven dialects. Hence this 
view also does not appeal. 

MOST ACCEPT ABLE VIEW 

3: The third and the most satisfactory and unstained 
view is nothing but that the 'Seven ahruf distinction is the 
same as different causes of the various Readings, which 
have been mentioned in the preceding pages. Therefore, the 
seven dialects are preserved even today and continue to be 
recited. However in the early days of Islam the varieties of 
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lkcital were many more as was the use of synonymous 
word$. This was allowed to accommodate those who found 
difficulty with the language of the Quran. As people 
hccame used to it, the different synonyms were withdrawn. 
'io that many of the Readings stood abrogated by the time 
the Prophet � recited the Quran for the last time before 
Jibril � (known as the Final Recital or Review) as we will 
see later. However, the Readings that were not abrogated 
continue to this day. ,They are recital even today. 

In the complex discussion of the "Seven Dialects" this 
is the clear approach that allows aJI narrations in 
Prophetic traditions to fit in their places nicely. There 
remains no objection or difference and there is no 
confusion either. In the subsequent pages we shall present 
answers to possible doubts so that the truth will become 
clear. But let us first see the names and references of 
those scholars who have adopted this view that has refuted 
the view of Ibn Jarir. 

SUPPORTERS OF THIS VIEW 

l;[afiz Abul Khair Mu�ammad lbn al-JazaiT (died 833 
A.H.), who is known as the Great Imam of Qira'at
(Recital) and was a student of J:{afiz Ibn Katlur in l;ladith
and Fiqh (Jurisprudence), and was a teacher of J:-lafiz Ibn
ijajar, has written in his book 'An-Nashr-fil-Qiraatil
'Ashr"

...,_...J; � � WJI Jb:.1 o _r-$' U!....,. olA .:.,t; �I ,..j? ';/1 

J.:>-L.a....ll .:.,1 Ji �IJ �(,.a.JIJ �l.f..wl <J" ..:.,lf-L...,.. 

..;I� ..!.1.l.) ly1 J �I ,..j ?�I C::"° � � �L..!,JI 
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�I �I j Jr-JI <J" r-if' � � 01 a.,. 'll Js- j� 'l 
',t.1 

....i>-\....a..,JI � � 3.i'--'2,ll e-"°I ...u J 4-! 01_,.o.ll Jj 

JS' JL... )J � J � J'!I � �I J;,,...a.ll <J" �W,JI 

!.\ j � ly,--, IJ .:.r.-1-JI Jl.,a,.\ .:.,,' .rP--' J1 � �

� ,•\_;JI .y � 01j� 'lJ r-'lY, Ju.�� :.S_,.... L. 

J ,.:.,!_;JI <J" r-if' !.I_;� I� 01 'lJ �I j_r'j\ 

J\ �I WI J ......J,;JIJ .......WI <J" r-l..WI .r."'L..>.- '-:-"'-> 

..6..u Lf...... J � L. � � �W,JI ....i>-\....a..,JI oh 01 

r-1--- J � JJ1 J- �I � /- �I o _r->'-'ll ....;:, .,...U .....,L.,. 

J c.1i ,� t;? !.I_;;� 4J � r')L..11 ��.r."" � 

�1 �.)\,.'JI ..:.i'l "-/1� � tS.il!r J_,il1 1.1.. 

_".J�J�J...v• ;,_.;- .ll.J�l.)\,.'jlJ 

"As for the question whether the Quran and its copies 
that were compiled by Sayyidina Uthman • comprised 
all the seven versions or not, is a great problem on 
which there are differences among the scholars. The 
view of jurists among Reciters is that they consisted of 
aU seven letters. They base t11eir opi11ion on the premise 
that it would be unlawful to give up reproducing any of 
the seven Readings on which the Quriin was revealed, 
and the companions had collectively copied them from 
tllose written by Abu Bakr and ·umar � Jw .ii, .r"' J, 
and one copy each of it was sent to different cities of the 
Muslim world. Simultaneously, they arrived at a 
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consensus to disregard c1ll the other scattered material. 
They assert that neither is it lawful that the recital of any 
letter out  of the seven be abolished nor that the 
Companions decide to give up any part of the Quran. 
The majority of earlier scholars and their successors 
hold the same view that the compilations by Sayyidina 
Uthman � consisted of all those letters that could 
merge in their script. And all the letters of the last 
revision of the Quran by the Prophet � with Jibril � 
are included in these Books, and no letter has been lefl 
out. I think that this view is authentic and in conformity

'th d d' . 1511 w1 accepte tra tttons. 
And 'Allama Badruddin 'AynT has said: 

� ....;_r1 � � r.r-l' r_;; Ji. .:i.,.Jy�1 J1::.:.1J 

J ..r- Y' J r .,.JI ..l,.\J J .?'-! j� WI J\.i J °..t:f J Zs _r,kll 

c:--1 Zs_,,..!,�\ u-=-Jly.l J\.i J '�Y.1 l.S""'WI "-:,11 � J �j 

"-"1_,.ill if Jw ..1J1 ........_. J Lo_)..,.. j� � <lil � .:i _r-L-JI 

�Lo� 01 ;.,.')t.\ t_.J-!. �J Jw ..1JI 4J jl �I j ..r-�� 

.r.):- .:.,(_,ill c} ..; fa G "1; c} o.) y,-.,.. � J ,Jw .11 

<Ill; Lo � (.;A! 01 l.S""'WI J\.i � J ,\.Lo, ).. j� ;.,. _,L..,. 

�\..i j? � j? if j ..r- _;,,,...J .r.):, if JI.pl Ji.I

-�� cJ c..r- � J. r>- J JL.s::.!1....; j"'-!
And 159 there is a difference of opinion among the 

158. lbn Jazari: An-Nashr fil-qira'a1-u1·ashr. v I. p3 I.
159: ·umdat ul-QarT. Kitabul Klrnsumat v2. p258.
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scholars whether the Quran can now be recited on seven 
letters or not? 'Allamah Ibn Jarir Tabari has denied it 
and states that the recital of Quran today is lawful only 
on one letter which is the leuer of Zayd bin Thabit. And 
Qadi Abu Bakr is also inclined to the same view. But 
Imam Abul l;lasan Ash'arf srates that there is a 
consensus among Muslims that it would not be lawful 
for anyone to abolish or eradicate the facility provided 
by Allah by revealing these letters. and the Ummah is 
not authorised to stop a thing that has been pennitted by 
Allah. But the fact is that all the seven letters are 
included in our present recitals and are included in the 
Quran in varied forms. yet specifically they are not 
known, Thus. their recital is lawful even today. and the 
same is the view of the Qadi.160 All the readings that
have come down 10 us through an authentic line of 
transmission are permitted for recital and even 
discriminating one from the other is not necessary. 
Hence, there is no harm if the recital of Nafe· can be 
memorised by mixing with that of Kasal and ijamzah. 161 

And 'Allamah Badruddin Zarkashi 4.# .. 111 �J has 
quoted Qa�i Abu Bakr 4.# '311 4"') as under: 

oh 01 �I :Ju J ,� y.l �WI o ;\.;;,;.I c:iLllJ 

..ii,� ..ii, J_,...,,J y c....o�\ ) ..::.,.#1 �\ .j?'jl 

� �L:..:a)\) j� �\J W'll ;.;s. � J r-1---) "'#

-"�I 

�The seventh view has been adopted by Qadi 

160: Ref. Perhaps 10 Qadi Ayyad. 
161: Details may be seen in an-Nashr fil Qir a tul 'Ashr 
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Abu-Bakr162 And he has stated: It is correct that these 
seven Readings have been reported from the Prophet � 
and the Imams ahve preserved them, and Sayyidina 
Uthman and companions � have included them in the 
Quran. � 163 
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And 'Allamah Ibn ):Jazm has also refuted the view of 
(Jiifi� fbn Jarir in very strong words. He has stated that the 
views about abolishing six Dlialects is totally wrong, and 
Sayyidina Uthman • could not have done it even if he had 
so desired. because the l:{afizs were spread to every nook 
nnd corner of the Islamic world, l::lafiz who had committed 
!he seven readings to memory. He writes:

..!.11� Ju if y.l.S"' ..ili WI .j .r \II Jl:,.!I Ju if J_,; \...IJ" 

4S-L j1,. W J (f,.,, 'jl .y ( _r=J o.>I ;I JI ..!.11.) 'j� � _,J J 

� � ..;....i\5' I..S' Wu l.i� o.> y,,, y 4J5' �I j .r 'jl J.

-"•;}W1 •;�1 vr �.;Ji d

� As for the view that Uthman abrogated six letters, 
whoever said it was wrong. If he had done it or intended 
to do it, he would have bt:en out of the fold of Islam 
without the delay of a single momcnt.164 The fact is that 
all the seven Readings are fully preserved with us and 
still used in popular recitals. ··165 

And the well-known commentator of Mu'watta · Allamah 
Abul Walid Baji Maliki � .'»1 4,,-; (Died 494 A.H.) has 

162: Ref. Perhaps 10 Qadi Abu Bakr Baqillani. 
163: AI-Burhiin fi 'Ulumil Quran v.p.223. 
164: That would have been in case he had abrogased the six Readings.

According to l;latiz lbn Jar'fr he had ()nly given us reading of the 
six Dialects and he is 1101 worthy of the strong words used. 

165: lbn Hazm: Al fasl fil Mala! walhaw.i wan Nal)I v2. p77-78. 
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explained the "Seven Versions to be the seven variations of 
recitals and written as under:" 

<.? �� J_r-�1 �I oh� .:.,1 .:.,_,J� j..,, � .:.,u 

,J� dll.S" r-+J � o)L:..- � �l_;ll .:.,u �I 

� LlG �.u1 uj; � i� .r Jr-'°_; dl�..,,...... � J:-1.u1J 

��.,.I) ,y Jy....11 )"'.UI Jl...,u;I � �J ,;:,�G..J 

J} _,,..U;. .:.,1 �I Ly.� l., ..,,...... � J-1,i � J � y, ..J::ui>

� � Jjl .:.,!_;JI .:.,1 � J-1,i � J � ..:Ui � �I 

.r-] � r+'" J,,-_; JS"' i_;.J.; .,.1; .)l;l ,y � i� J _r-1 

,y � W ci.l JI y )I J � � J:.:-1 Y' � J � 

e:: r _r-ll � J Jk;.ll � o.)W\ ,y ._; _,JWI dl.li u.!...JI 

U / ·1 -11• I -' I• '·-· I\• -(..}"'" Yr' .._......,.,yu�Jc:.;;;....., �

We are asked if it is our view that all the seven 
Readings exist even today and hence their recital 
(according to you) is permissible. then we would 
emphatically say 'Yes! This is our view, and Lhe proof 
of its truth is the Word of Allah in the Quran. l:J J .:,,u u1 
.:,µw .J u1 J ..f.i . .11 (Surely We have revealed th e 
Admonition (the Quran) and surely We are its Guardian 
Al Hijr 15:9) And the Quran cannot be separated from 
its recital in a manner t11at itself remaining safeguarded 
its recitals are abolished or become extinct. Another 
proof of the validity of our view is that the tradition of 
the Holy Prophet � clearly affirms that the Quran was 
revealed in seven Readings in order that it be easy for 
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its readers, best conforming to his nature and be nearest 
to his dialect. This is because it is difficult to give up or 
change one's style of conversation of which one has 
become used to. And today we arc more in need of this 
facility due to the 'AjmI influence on our language and 
our alienation from Arabic eloquence. "'66 
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And Imam Ghazzali has defined the Quran in his book 
"Al-Mustafa" as under. 

_"ljlp\U.i 

(The discourse that has reached us uninterrupted in 
accordance with the popular seven Readings bound in 

167two cardboards as the Book.) 
It is evident from this that Imam Ghazali also believed 

in the perpetual existence of the seven Readings. 
And Mulla 'Ali QarT � .&1 '--J (died 1014 AH) has 

written, 

_fa-; ojl_,;...ll;; �\.;JI 01 ..J c..i.!S" (.>WIJ ;;µ1 � ,.;\S" J'' 

LA j\j � �\ .}�\ o.) _,,.,. _r-JI � J C::' � �\ �

-""-!;; �l_,.ijl � 'J 11..;. 4-i j l,. 01 � ;�IJ 

And it seems that it was inspired to the Prophet � that 
ultimately seven recitals (of the Quran) will be left 
among his people. Hence the same are existing today 
and there is a consensus on their being continuous. And 
the majority believes that recitals other than these are 

166: Abul WaJTd Al-Baji AI-Muncaqa Sharah AI-Muwatta v I, p34. 
167: Al-Mustafa v I, p65 Egypt 1356 AH. 
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very rare and thus nor permissible." 
Here, Mulla 'Ali Qari is not right in saying that all the 

recitals other than the seven are rare or extinct, because this 
has been strongly rebutted by the scholars of Qira'at, 168 

but one thing is evident that according to him the seven 
versions exist even today. 

The view of Shah Waliullah Mu):taddith Dehlavi has 
been described earlier, that he attributes the ·seven' to 
'many'. In explaining it he has written as under. 

And the argument on the fact that the number ·seven' 
used in the f;l.adith stands for excess and not limitation 
is that the Imams have unanimity on ten recitals and of 
the ten each has two narrations different from each 
other. In this way the number of recitals has reached 

169 up to twenty. 

In this phrase although Shah Waliullah has attributed the 
number 'seven' to mean an abundance against the views of 
the majority of scholars (perhaps the dependence of twenty 
recitals on seven reasons of variations was not clear to hi _m) 
but one thing is clear that in his view the Ahraf mentioned 
in the lfadith are "Recitals" and they have neither been 
abrogated nor given up, exist even today. 

In the latest era. the Imam of Religious Learnings, 
great Research Scholar of the age and l:lafi� of lfadith

(kn owing lfadith b y  heart), 'Al lama Anwar Shah 
Kashmiri � iii, '--J has probed into the details of this 
If adith and brought forth in a nutshell the results of his 
research which may be considered as the last word in 
this matter. 

We are reproducing the full text of his study in the 
following lines: 

168: An-Nashra Iii Qirat-il-'Ashr. vi, p33 
169. AI-Mu�affa.
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o �.l_;ill J ?\ .....,_.. .y .)1.,...JI cr-1-01 Js- 1_,.....;1 �I �\J 

.!..U; .y • �1; \.p J? JS'" ;_, � j4 ·.)�\ �\ 

j r 'y\ J �\ ..;.,!\_;ill .:_r-! JL,k;I 'y -01 �I ..:.,\�\_;ill 

· ..,,__j\ ..1u.1 I\ LIL, I\ ...JI . �.i.. ' ,.... ..,,__j\ if . lS' .r'""'. �y - y-- - � . 

.f � J r .r->' o �l_rAllJ J? 'y\ .!..ll; .:_r-! J. � _,..JI 

C.r" W"' �\ t.s' � 'y ..:.,I �1_r<11 .:,lj 'uy,� J 

..:., R' I.....;\ J , _r!.,Jl.jl�I} t.s' �\ ;JL,. J t.s' Z5 ).;,,,JI .:r-1 

'y � ,....,,. ) y if \;.!LA; j.,,.. 'y\ ..!..lt .:_r-! j\ � � 

-4.;..JI J .) �4 J _r<ll 0 � ..u J. ,..!)J.iS" cr-1 J � �J

, .r"'WIJ ...,_JWI if�\ J�4 •rJ ,yly."Y4 �?IJ 

·� ..:.,\�\ o..U j5'.:; ,� J orll � iJ}, J 

j? 'y\ o..U LJI � if J:Js. ) ''-"'\..r. j? o � )\ c..;\S' 

�b..is- uy .._;\ I.,.\ 4s-�1 )� � 415' o .r-\.i..:.. 

JI (:-.J 415' ..:.,\..i�I LJI Ji.>- J �J__p,JI .:r-1 ..,,JI �.P 

..!.1t Ll1 d r�' �, �\j Jjj1 J �')lk...il1 e:-'; J �, 

01 �Li �I � J � � J JI o.) _,,,. y 415' J .,,-"JI 

J..,, �\ Js- o _r?'-"JI ._;, �\ d r ')L.JI � J.s r."' o i) I.,. 

ti""' � L..J J j� � d � � .JS' r-1---) � Ji, 
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"know it well that all the scholars have a consensus 

on the fact that "Seven Dialects" does not mean the 

popular seven recitals, and also it is not true that 

every letter be one of the seven Recitals. This means 

that "Seven Recitals" and "Seven Dialects" are not 

the s-ame thing as may be mistaken from the word 

"Seven" in the first sight. But there is a relation in 

the generalisation and specification170 between these 

Dialects and "Seven Recitals," and how can they be 

the same when the recitals are not limited to seven as 

has been ex.plained by 'Allamah lbn-Jazari in his An 

Nashr fit Qira 'atil- 'Ashr. However, the word of 

"Seven Recitals" has become popular because 

'Allamah Shat.bi had compiled these very "Seven 

Recitals." Know it further that some people think that 

there is a total alienation between the seven letters 

and there is no link among them. In fact it is not so, 

but sometimes the difference between two letters 

pertains only to solitary phrase or additional phrase. 

and sometimes that of conjugation, sometimes that of 

past and present tenses. and sometimes only that of 

retaining the (ijamzah) and simplifying it . Thus, all 

170. Fai� ul-Bari v.3 pp321-322. Some of the recitals are of the
'Seven Dialects· for instance, all the con1riving Readings and
some are 1101 from ii as 1he rare ones or the ones without dispute.
Some of the differences of 1he 'Seven Dialects' are 1101 part of the
Seven Readings. e.g. 1he reci1als of Imam Ya'qub. Imam Abu
Ja'far and their successors although of the seven Dialecis they are 
not of !he seven Readings. (Mut.1ammad TaqT.)
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these variations, big or small. are constant letters. 
and they are wrong who think that there is a total 
nlienation among the letters and it is impossible for 
them to be united in one word or senstense. As for 
the question as co what is meant by the number 
'Seven' in the ljadith this has been answered by lbn 
Jazari and he has deduced that this denotes the 
number of variations. In this mauer Qas!alani and 
Zarqani may also be seen. The only thing now 
remains is whether all these letters still exist or some 
of them have been abrogated and only some are 
existing. So, know it that all such letters exist in the 
Book compiled by Sayyidina Uthman • as Jibril � 
had recited with the Prophet� during the revision of 
the Quran, and since the meanings of the "Letters" 
could not be well conceived by lbn Janr he adopted 
the view that six letters were abolished and only one 
remains. 
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Similarly, the well known Researcher of Egypt in the 
recent times 'Allamah Zahid-ul-Kauthari (D. 1371 AH) 
writes as under: 

� _,..'}I c.� d ...:..i\S"' �\ J _;>-'JI .:,4 .:r-,l1Lill c..Sf; JJ'JIJ 
l � r1--' J � <lll � �I J.+&, d o .r-'-'JI v _;al4 ..:...;,:.._; 

Jw Ji, �; u� 04 .:r-,l1Lill l>r) J ...l>-1 J J .r 'JI � 

yl:)1 �\ 0" c:-" J ...l>-1 J J? � J"\.J\ (:.""' , � 

l>r) ,.i.. �. �\.:a :.,.u � J '}r- 01, L:,..; ,y1 J ,� 

41 J rl5:-':11 . .,; J J.a.iil' d � fa1 �4 r � 01' ru .#'-"" 
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�\ .....; ? ')'\ c.? �4 .:)Slill L>!J d\!J\ J ,�lh .} J>-,ll 

171 _t:JI ,o _r.?'-')11 v _;JI.}._? L..5' .J; �\

"The first opinion (that the present recital is in fact a 
composite of different forms of a single letter) is held by 
those who say that the seven letters existed in the early 
days of Islam and then they were abolished in the time 
of the Prophet ;l/j. 

Just after the last revision of the Quran by him with 
Jibril � and only one letter was left. The same is the 
opinion of those who say that Sayyidina Uthnin • had 
obtained a consensus on one letter and due to some 
expedient reason abolished the recital of other six letters. 
fbn Janr holds this view and many a people overawed 
by him have followed bim, but in fact this is a very 
audacious and dangerous view, which lbn Hazm has 
very forceful ly refuted in h i s  "Al-Fa�!" and 
"AI-E�kam." He had every authority for this. The 
second opinion (that the present recital itself is the 
"Seven Letters") is held by those who say tl1at these are 
letters which are being preserved safely since the last 
revision of the Prophet ;i with Jibril �". 

We have quoted all these views in detail because now 
the view of 'Allamah lbn JarTr TabarI alone has gained 
popularity, and because of his exalted stature it is regarded 
as free from all doubts and suspicions. It is for this reason 
that the transparent and doubtless view of 1bn-ul-Jazari is 
either not known to people or it is regarded as a weak 
argument, while our earlier discussion has made it clear 
that scholars 1 ike lmam Malik, 'Allamah Ibn Qutaybah 

171: AI-Kauthari: Maqalat ul Kauthari, pp20,21 Cairo 1372 AH.
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'Allamah Abu! Fa9l Razi, Qa9i Abu Bakr Ibn Tayyib, 
'Imam Abu! I;Iasan Ash'ari, Qa9i Ayyad, 'Allamah lbn 
lJazm, 'Allamah Abu! Wa!Td BajI, Imam Ghazzali and 
Mullah 'AII QarI are all agreed that the seven letters are 
preserved and exist even today. None of the versions 
remaining at the time of the Final Review (' Arda tu! 
Akhirah)' of the Prophet � has been abrogated or given 
up. In fact Ibnul Jazari has stated that his view had obtained 
a consensus of the majority of scholars even before him. 
Scholars of the latest era, namely Shah Waliullah, Anwar 
Shah KashmirT and 'Allamah Zahid Kauthari hold the same 
view. Also, the popular scholars of Egypt, 'Allamah 
Mubammad Najit Mu!y'I 'Allamah KhudrI Damyati and 
Shaikh 'Abdul 'A�Im ZarqanI also adopted the same view. 
Hence, arguments apart, simply by vir tue of the 
personalities this view becomes the most forceful one.172

ARGUMENTS IN FAVOUR OF THIS VIEW 

We present the reasoning behind this view. Some of the 
,:1-rguments have already been mentioned while spme more 
are presented below. 
1: The Quranic verse 

Surely We have revealed the Admonition (the Quran) 
and surely We are its Guardian. (Al-l:Jijr, 15:9)

"We Alone would safeguard" clearly denotes that the 
verses of the Quran are not abrogated by Allah Himself 
and would exist till the Day of Resurrection. Several 
traditions have already been quoted that signify the 
Seyen Dialects of the Quian were Divine Revelations. 
Hence, the verse implies that the Seven Dialects shall 

l72: rvtanahil ul-'Irtan vl, pl51. 
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remain preserved rill the Day of Ressurrection. 
2: If Sayyidina Uthman • had compiled the Quran on 

one letter after abolishing six letters there must have 
been some mention of it in the vast treasure of 
A/.zadith. But it is not so. On the contrary, there are 
clear indications that all Seven Dialects were included 
in scripture prepared by him, further that be bad got 
this scripture prepared in accordance with the 
parchments collected by Sayyidina Abu Bakr • and 
the two were matched together after it was written. 
Sayyidina Zayd bin Thabit � has stated .... 
'"l compared the scripture with these parts and there 

was no difference in them." l;lafiz Ibn JarTr also concedes 
that the seven Dialects were extant in the times of Abu 
Bakr • so his copies should have had these included in 
them. So, if Uthman • had removed them Zayd bin 
Thabit 4$i, could not have said as he did, 

-����r»4#�1��

"There was no difference in them. "173

3: 'Allamah Ibnul AnbarT has quoted the famous Tabai'i 
(successor) 'Ubaydah Salmani in Kitab-ul-Masahif as 
under 

-�?�Iv �I if' 4# t� ._,,.l.11 ��I\.;;(}

Our recital on which Uthman • collected the people 
was that of 'Last Revision' of the Quran by the 
Prophet �.174 

This statement of 'Ubaydah � ,111 � J clearly indicates 

(73 Mush.kil ul Athar v4. p 193. 
174· Konzul 

1

Umma\ Hadith No• 4840 v I, Dairatul Ma'arif, Daccan 
1311 AH. The same tradition has been reported by lbn Hajar in 
Musnad Ahmad. Abu Dawud anJ Tabari Fata� al Bari v9, p36. 
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1ha1 Sayyidina Uthman 4lt, had not omitted any of those 
lccters that e xisted at the timt of Last Revision (of the 
Prophet� with Jibril �). 

Some people have inferred from this that the Last 
Revision was done on one letter (of Quraysh) only and 
Uthman � had a consensus on thi:-. same lem:r. But this is 
extremely unlikely that letters cha, were not abrogated 
would have remained excluded from this Revision. 
4: Muhamma d  bi n Sirin 9&- .\i,;...,.; is als o a famous 

Tabai'T (successor). ·Allamah lhn Sa'd 9&- k, ;...,.; has 
quoted him as under: 

"#- v ./' 9 .} j �.ill tWl';WI 015' L..li ..:,1...a,, J .j.; .I" t�

-"•.r-"'--YI v �\ L:; �\}..:, � .:i1
_,,.,.

) lii; ,...L..:>..> Ju,� .I" 

� Jib'rll � used to presen1 (for revision) the Quran 
before the Holy Prophel � oni:e every year ·in the 
month of RamacEin. In 1he year in which the Prophet � 
died, Jibril � presented it (for revision) twice. Thus. I 
hope that our present recital is in al:Cordance with this 
Last Revision.175

S: Sayyidina 'Amir Sha'b1 "#k,.....-; is also a famous Tabai'i 
and he had taken lessons from seven hundred Companions. 
lbn ul Jazari "# f», ..._..; has quoted similar statement from 
him also. 
These three personalities were the successors of the 

Companions and had lived just after the era of Sayyidina 
Uthman �- Therefore their opinion on this subject has the 
seal of authority. 

175: lbn Sa'd: a1-Tabqat ul Kubra. v2. pl95 Pan 6 Darasadar Beirut 
1376 AH. 
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6: In the vast collection of Ahndith we could not find a 
single example tha1 could prove that there were two kinds 
of differem:es in the recital of the Quran, one pertaining 
to Seven Dialect:, and the other to Recitals. On the 
contrary. we learn from many narrations that the two 
were one and the same thing. because the terms 
.. Difference in Recitals·· and .. Difference in Letters or 
Dialects" have been used for one and the same difforence. 
For example. Ubayy bin Ka·ah has seated as under: 

LJ,:..> o:,La)I L:.,..ai w; "-,->-w:> ;;I} 0 r' o '-\} \,••,;.!}=--> J 

\j.,,. .:,1 ..:..lii rL) "#' Ji, � ..ii, Jr') )>- �
�� •�\} ;.s r' ii�\} ifi .,,:.! j:,=--> J 9>- � )>.;I ii�\}� 

� i..r-11 � lfi rL J "#' Ji1 � ,1]1 Jr' J 1.....,,, /u

'lJ '-:-,!£:Ji .y � � .h.w 4G rL r Js- Ji, 

L. r.L J "#' ..iJ1 � Ji1 J
r'

; l>i_) w; �WI � ...;.....S'.)\

.J.11 JI _)..ii W\5'" J u .r ...::......a.ii l> ;� � ._,.., _? � ..Li 

' t i -
., JI .:, _,A)I }\.:,\Ji j-, ;I j:,,-))>' c..s-J .:,1 �I l,i J JW Li)

Js- .i;1 �l!ll Ji.>) t.?' � .:, y, .:,1 .yl ,.:;.m) J? 

)>- ol)I c.11.!ll '!I .>) <f.1 Js- .:i'y, 01 .yl ,.:; .. m) <fl'?

_Jr"\� 

�1 was in the mosque when a man entered and started 
offering Salah. He recited the Quran in a way that 
appeared unfamiliar 10 me. Then another man came and 
he made a reci1al that was differenr from that of the firs! 
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man. So when we finished our Sa/ah we all went to the 
Prophet �. I said to him ... This man made a recital that
was unfamiliar to me. 1hen another man came and he 
read a recital different from the firs1 one ... He asked
both of them to recite. When they recited. the Prophet 
� commended both of 1he111. On this my heart was 

filled with such doubts about him as had not entered my 
mind even in my pre-Islamic days. When the Prophet 
sensed my feelings he struck at my chest due to which I 

sweated heavily and in a state of fear I felt as if I was 
seeing Allah before me. Then he said, ··o Ubayy. my 
Lord had sent me the message LO recite the Qu1in on 

one Letter. In response to this I requested for facility for 
my Ummah and He sent me message to recite it on two 

Letters. Again I requested for further facility for my 

Ummah then He sent me the third message that I should 

read it on Seven Letters. nl76 

147 

According to this narrative Ubayy bin Ka'ab • 
repeatedly referred to the difference in reading of the two 
persons as difference in recital, and this is what the Prophet 
� has called the variation of Seven Letters. 1t becomes 
obvious that in the Prophetic era the difference in recital 
and difference of letters was regarded as one and the same 
thing. There is no proof against this, supporting the idea of 
these two things being separate entities. And this proves 
that both are one and the same· thing. So, when the 
preservation of recitals is proved through consensus and 
continuity, it follows automatically that the Seven Letters 
(or, Dialects), too, are preserved even to this day. 

In the light of above arguments' it becomes quite clear 
that whatever was left of the Seven Letters a t  the time of 

176: S$1} Muslim vlp.273. Asah-ul-Mu1ab'i: Delhi 1349 AH. 
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Last Revision had all been incorporated in the copy 
pn:pared by Sayyidina Uthman � and it is prt:served and 
safeguarded till today. It has ntdther heen abrogated nor 
was recital prohibiced by ,111yone. Hnwevt:r. it appears 
essential that for a complete clarification all such questions 
he answered as may he raised on this vit:w. 

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS AND THEIR ANSWERS 

I: The first question chat can be raised on this view is that 
if Sayyidina Uthmiin * has retained and preserved the 
Seven Letters what is his exclusive achievement that 
gave him the title "Compiler of the Quriin'.'"' 

The answer is that although innumerable Companions 
had learnt the Quran hy heart yet there existed only one 
standard copy of the Quran that was collected by Sayyidina 
Abu Bakr SiddTq •· This was not in the form a Book, but 
every Surah was written on separate parchments. Some 
Companions had, however kept their books individually. 
There was in them no unanimity of script or sequence of the 
Surahs, nor the Seven Letters were incorporated in them. 
Everyone had written and compiled it in version he had 
learnt from the Prophet �- Thus. one Book was written on 
one letter while the other was written on a different letter. 
As long as the Prophetic era was close and the link of 
Muslims with the centre (Madina) was firm and strong such 
differences did not create any notable problem because the 
Quran actually rested in the memory of the Companions 
rather than on these books and pa.rchments, and the majority 
of Companions knew that the Quran was revealed on seven 
letters. But when Islam spread far and wide and new persons 
entered its fold, they learnt the Quran nn one letter each, and 
the fact that the Quran was revt:alt!d on Seven Letters was 
not known to all of them. Hence differences arose among 
them. Everyone then thought his own recital to be authentic 
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,111tl that of others as spurious. But since the individual copies 
w,•1e also different in Leners aml scnrts. with no provision 
111 incorporate all the Seven Letter, in them. there was no 
�1:111clard copy of the Quran availahle w the111 111 which they 
roultl refer to remove their dif

l
'erem;c.,.

In these circumstances Sayyidma l.lthman 4-"' folt that if 
1h11' state of affairs continued and standard copies of the 
Quran were not provided all over the Islamic world. and 
personal copies 1101 withdrawn. 1t would kad to great 
mischief. Hence he cook the following steps: 
1) He prepared seven standard copie:-. of the Quran and

sent them to different areas.
i1) The script was such that all Seven Lct1ers were 

incorporated in it. Hence words were without dots and 
diacritical marks and they could he read according to 
every Letter. 

iii) All the  personal copies which were possessed
individually were hurnt and huried.

iv) He imposed a restriction that. in future. ,di copies of
the Quran should he written in conformity with these
seven originals.

v) The collection of Sayyidina Ahu Bakr "'� was in the
form of script comprising separate Surahs. Sayyidina
Uthman � compiled them into one hook.

�ayyidina Uthman·s 4J;,, purpose in initiating these
measures was to hring about a uniformity. throughout the 
world of Islam, in the script and in the sequence of the 
S11m//.1· in the scriptures and to incorrorate in them all the 
Seven Letters. leaving no room for anybody to reject a 
correct recital or insist on a wrong one, and making it 
p1)ssible for them to resolve their difference in recital 
through reference to the swndard scri 11tures. 

This is evident from :1 statement ol' Sayyidina Ali .;f,, 
that has been reported hy Imam Ahu Dawood in his book 
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··Kitatml Ma�a�if' with authentic precedents as under:

.} � l.>.iJI � L.. .J.J1 � Ir-'" �I��_} l_,l ,Z 'y � Ju

..w ;,, ;JI o.:U. .} ::i _,l ,Z L.. ,Ju ,'l:.>{'iv, .y 'yl -...'a.:,-l..a..JI 

.)l.>�\.i,,.J'�l}..:.r-.r-"'"J�l}.)lj��j\�

Jr. J'L:JI � .:.,1 lS) Ju �:..S; W \..:.)j ,I_,£ .:., � 

... � i J L.. ?} \..:.)j ,. _ _;,,)'.:>· I 'y J ;u) .:., � -:,u ...1..:,-1 J J.,,...,:v

Sayyidina Ali � said. ··Say nn1hing about U1hman � 
except what i s  good for him. because. by Allah! 
Whatever he did abour the scriptun.:s was done in our 
presence. He had consulted us and enquired our view 
about these recitals and s11id. I am receiving information 
that some people s ay to othe r s  that their recital was 
better than that of others. although this is an urterance 
very close to disbelief. On 1his we asked Uthman � 

what is your opinion? He said, I propose lhat we unire 
all people on one scriprurc so that there remain no 
differences or anomalies. We all said. you h.ive brought 
a very good proposal'·. 177 

This l;ladirh is manifestly clear .-1hout the undertaking of 
Sayyidina Uthman �- It clearly states that he wanted t o  
compile a scripture the recital of which could be  universally 
adop ted and there after no room he left for calli ng a 
particular rendering to be wrong or rare or to be tht: only 
correct recital. 1711 

Further, lbn Ashtah 9&- .ii11 �; hAs quoted Sayyidina 
Anas 41, as under: 

177: Ki1ab-ul-Ma�al_1if -Ahu-Diiwonu pp:!2. RalJrnani;• Press. Egypt 
1355 AH and Fa1a\.1 al-Bari 1'9. p 15

178: Al-ltqan vi, p61. 
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Diffe rences arose ahou1 the Quran in the time of 
Sayyidina Uthman � so much that young s tudents 
quarreled with their teachers. When the news reached 
·Uthman 4;,, he said. you arc disavowing (the correct
recitals) and making mistake� although you arc close to 
me. So. those who arc living far aw:iy from me musr be
doing so in a greater measure. So. 0 Companions of
MulJammad � come together and prepare a Scrip1urc for
the people that may he followed ... This clearly indicates
that the purpose of Sayyidit!a Uthniin � behind it was
not to aholish any Leuer of the Quran. Rather. he was
grieved that some people denied the i:xistem:e of <:orrect
Leuers. and some people insisted ()11 wrong method of
recital. Hence, he wanl<:d to wmpilc a standard copy of
the Quran for the entire Islamic world. "179

MEANING OF WRITING IN THE 
LANGUAGE OF QURA YSH 

/5/ 

2: The second question ·that arises is rhat Sayyidina 
Uthman � instrucre<l the committee U11der Zayd bin 
Thahit � to compile the Quran that: 

171>: Many · Ulamii have described the.: w11rk of Sayyidina U1hmiin in 
thi� manner. See al-Fa�l fil Malal wal Ahw,ii. wun-Nihal. lbn 
�Jazm v7. p77. and Al-Bay an fil · Ulu111 ii Quran. Mawlana 
'Abdul l�aq l:laqqanT diaptcr 2. p 6.! Na·Tmiya Press. Dcobnnd. 

Mana hi) al ·Jrtan ZllrqanT v I. p4X-2.'i(,. 
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If there be a difference among you and Zayd bin Thabit 
about any part of the Quran then write it in the language 
of Quraysh because the Quran has been revealed in their 
language. u tSO

If he had retained all the Seven Letters why had he 
given such instructions'! 

The answer to this question is that in fact this is the 
vt:ry st:ntence which led lbn Jarfr and some other scholars 
to think that Sayyidina Uthman � abolished six Letters 
and retained only the letter of Quraysh in the Quran. But a 
careful examination of this instruction would reveal that a 
wrong. inference has been drawn hy these people. If we 
consider this instruction along.with other traditions in this 
context, it becomes obvious that he only meant that in the 
event of any difference arising during transcription of the 
Quran the script of Quraysh should he adopted. This is 
proved from the fact that during rhe transcription of the 
entire Quran only one diffon::nce arose which has been 
described hy Imam Zahri as under: 

..:., J-!L-:ll.:, � _;ll_;.:ll JI.ii• J-!l-:JIJ..:., J-!L-:ll .}-\.!,, Ji. 1_.,.ib;-u 

o �I jl..u j� Ji �')\;.,:.I c}) o , ... l:l\ �t.: J. -4j Ju J

-J) �;:...;; .:iw ..;Lt..:., y.L-:l1

··s(). there arose a differcm.:e 011 the wricin!l or• J!1; or ..;., J!1;. 
The Quraysh said ic is ..;., J!1; hut Zay<l hin Th:ibit * said it 
should be �J!1;.Thc difference was hrou!lhl to chc notice of 
Urhman ¢'ft who said, '"Wri1c it as ..:,J!\::.11 because the 
Quriin has been revealed in the Jan�ua!!C or Quraysh_ 181

180: Bukhari: Fatl.1-ul-Bari v9. pl6. 
181: Fatl;l-ul-Bari v9. pl(1. Kanz ul 'U11111ff1l. vi. p.:!IQ. l;ladirh 4783 

on the reference of Jl)II Sa"d anti u1hcrs anti rt!fcn:ncc. Tinnizi. 
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It is obvious that the difference between Zayd and 
Quraysh Companions. as mentioned by Sayyidina Uthman 
*· pertained to script and not to language.

USE OF SYNONYMS IN RECITATION 

3: The third question that can be raised is that the 
explanation for diffl!rences of Seven Letters givt:n by 
Sayyidina Abu Bakr � apparently denotes that these 
Seven Letters could not ht! incorporated in the Book 
prl!pared by Sayyidina Uthman � because he says: 

.kl,;.; �t_. �\5' �\..!. JS' Ju ,j .,.,...\ ......,__ c}-! � O.) ?' 

) � J J?J �c.; ..!..lJ _,i Y,-:. ....,...,:��;JI�./. .._,...1..u. �I

-�Jc.r'J���
Jibril � said ... 0 Mul.rnmmad. Read the Qu1iin on one
Leucr:· Mika"II said 10 the Prophet lO ask for addition 
to it. until they reached Seven Leners and Jih1il � said 
each one or them would he sulfo:icnt unless you change 
the verse of mercy with that or tnrmcnt or vi1:c versa. It 
will be as if you suos1i1u1c the meaning or Jw (..:omc) 
with words like ..... t.r1 • ..,.....:,1,�._1.,.i1 and �1.,:,s_lK2 

It is evident from this f:lodit/J that the difference of 
Seven Ll!tters was in fact the differt!nct: of synonyms. that 
is . one word is used in ont! rendering while in thl! other a 
synonym is used although the recitals incorporated in the 
collection of Sayyidina U1hma11 ..;<o· have very ft:w such 
difference. In these recitals the difforencl!S mostly pertain to 
sound, grammar. gender and dialects. 

182: These words are found in Mu�n;1<l AIJnrnd with a proper fin� of' 
cransmission. (Aujaz ul-M:1salik v :!. p357> 
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The answer to this question is that in the de.finition of 
'·Seven Letters" that we have adopted. seven variations of 
recitals have been described one of which is the use of 
synonyms. Sayyidina Abu Bakr � has not given a full 
explanation of "Seven Letters .. hut has given only one 
example of it and only one kind of variation. that is the use 
of synonyms. 

Such use of synonyms was very common in the early 
days of Islam because all Arabs were not fully conversant 
with the Quraysh dialect. Hence greater flexibility was 
allowed in the beginning that they could read the Quran 
with any of the synonyms they had heard trom the Prophet 
�- Hence in the beginning quite frequently one recital had 
one word and another had its synonyms. When people 
became familiar with the Quranic language this type of 
variation in recitals was gradually mi!limized. When the 
Prophet � revised the Quran twice with Jihril '{i;!.I. most of 
these synonyms were ahrogated and thus the difference in 
synonyms was brought down to a hare minimum. 

Sayyidina Uthman .... � did not incorporate such 
synonyms in his scripture as were abrogated in the .. Last 
Revision" hecause their state had now become like the 
abrogated verses. However. the v:iriations of recitals that 
were retained in the "Lasr Revision .. werc also retaim:d by 
him. Thus the variation quoted hy Sayyidina Abu Bakr� 
in the ahove l;ladith is just an example. most of which were 
abrogated in the "Last Revision"· ,ind hence rnuld not be 
incorporated in the 'Uthmani scripture. nor thc present 
recitals include them. 

The foregoing conclusions are summarised in three points: 
I : Several recitals of the Quran were abrogated during the 

"Last Revision" of the Quran hy the Prophet� with 
Jibril �. 

2: Sayyidina Uthman .t,:;; got his scripture compiled 
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according to this "Last Revision". 
3: The variation of synonyms as described by Abu Bakr 

� is not present in the ·Uthmani scripture. The third 
conclusion is obvious and arguments about the second 
have been given earl ier . of which the most apt 
statement is the ont! of · Uhaydah Salmani ..,is. .iii, 4-; 
that the recital on which Sayyidina 'Uthman • united 
us was in accordanct! with the "Last Revision''. 183 

Now remains the first conclusion that several recitals 
wen: abrogated  at the time of .. Last Revision". The 
argumt!nt for this is provided hy the view of Research 
Scholar lhnul JazarT quoted helow . 

..w • .r-'- ';/I v .,.JI tJ .y ;.s:. J � t,..:. .'.)(_,..JI 01 ..!...W, ';/ J

;,L;....� �J;J �l>...a]\ .y ...L>-IJ _;:i- y- .!.l)� �I � 

.:_?. �1.,.-JI LSI �Y" ..:r-' J Ju Ju J=>- ..:r-1 ;j ,Y- �

J> J"-1. .:;\S' rL J �.Ji,�.?' .:;Li Ju •.r-=-':i'I ...:..iii_;.;

� J> � Ju ·..r" rts- J5' tJ r')LJ1 � � .r.>. � .:;1�1

.y. ..r' rL J � ...1!1 � .?' 9 --� LS ill rWI tJ .:;(�\
184 J t • • .:,J .� I 

• 
- -1../ '-" J � c--' L. ;, .,,..._. J.' � 'WI ..l.,S- �

And there is no doubt rhar a good deal in the Quran was 
ahrogarcd and altered at the time of - Last Revision". 
hecause ii has been clarifi ed hy several Companions .... 
We have received the na rration of Zirr ibn Hubaysh • 
with aurhcnric sources that lhn · Ahhas • asked him 
which recital he followed. He replied -The last recital". 
lhn 'Ahh as said. -The Prophet used 10 revise the Quran 

183: Kanzul ·umnw. l:Jadilh #484. v I. p2R6. 
184: An-Nashr fil-Qira1-i I 'Ashr vi, p32. 
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with Jibril � once every year. ,o in the year of his 
death he revised it 1wice Wha1cver wa� abrogated or 
changed on this occasion. ·Ahtlullah b111 Ma�·uu. was 
witness w tha1. "185

It is obvious that on the occasion of .. Last Revision"
many of the recitals wen: ahrogated hy Allah Himself. The 
variations of synonym$ descrihed by Ahu Bakr + must 
have been abrogated at that aimc because Sayyidina 
"Uthman 4k, has compiled the copit:s of the Quran in 
accordance with the Last Revisillll and tht" variations of 
synonyms are only rarely found in them. 

ABDULLAH BIN MAS'UD ANO 

HIS TRANSCRIPT 

4: The fourth doubt that can, be raiseu on the ahove 
mentioned view is that it is proved through several 
narrations that Sayyidina · Ahdullah hin Mas'ud .:t� was 
not happy with the compilation of the Quran done hy 
Sayyidina 'Uthman � and he did not allow his own 
transcript to be burnt. So if Sayyidina ·tJthman � had 
not abolished six Letters where was lht: n::ason of the 
objection by ·Abdullah bin Mas·ud ..i'�·! 

The answer to this objection is that in fact · Abdullah 
bin Mas'ud � had two objections on the work done hy 
Sayyidina 'Uthman �- First. why was he not associated 
with task of transcription of the Quran. and st:condly. why 
the other transcripts were hurnt'! 

Imam Zuhri has been quoted in a narration in Sa[1i�1 
TirmizT that Sayyidina 'Abdullah bin Mas·ud � had a 
grievance as to why he was not giwn task when he had a 
longer record of the Prophet's company than Zayd bin 

185: Hafiz lbn Hajar has also reproduced uil'fcrc111 versions on this 
subject (Fa1h ul Bar, v9. pJ6l 
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Thahit. Sayyidina 'Uthman -� plea in chis connection was 
that the task was being done in Madinah while · Abdullah 
hin Mas·ud was in Kufah (Iraq) at that time and a delay 
was not desirable. Sayyidina Ahu Bakr � had also 
encrusted the responsibility to Zayd hin Thahit. For this 
reason also he thought it proper tn let Zayd continue the 
rask. (Fa1hul Bari v9 p16J 

The other objection of Sayyidina · Abdullah bin Mas'sd 
• was that Sayyidina · Uchman had ordered to burn all
other transcripts after those compiled by Zayd and his
committee". He was not prepared to burn the one he had
with him. Abu Musa Ash'ari 4 and l;luzayfah bin Yaman 
� met him to persuade him to burn that copy. But he said: 

)� � 
J 

� .jJ\ J.,, .jJ\ J y; Ji)I ,�I w.>\ >y.jJ\J 

-�1 w.>1-Y ..JJ1
., 

,�, w.>I �; ;y �

"By Allah I would not hand over this transcript to them. 
The Prophet � taught me more than seventy Surahs 

directly. Should I s1ill hand it over 10 them? By God I 
.1 . . I "t86 w1 I not give 1t to t 1em. 

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud � also advised others 
not co hand over those transcripts in their possession which 
they had copied from him. Sayyidina Khumayr bin Malik 
has said. 

� t lk..l .:.r �Y'-" ..:r-' Ju Ju,).,; .:,1 J.>-l..a.-14 ..,.-1" 
i r .., , .., , 

J.,,-ill1J
_.,.....

;�.y.::.., ;Ju� ...... ,���.:,, 

Ji, J_.,..... JV.:.,,' .::..,.i.:,:.1 L. !I ;t.;i •• JJ-" � r-1-- ., � Ji, 

186: Mustadrak Hakim v2. p228. Da'iraml Ma'arif Dacan 1340 AH. 
l;fakim has said 1ha1 the l:{adith is sound. 
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When changes in other 1r anscrip1s were ordered 
· Abdullah bin Mas .. iid • asked the people to hide their
transcripts if they can do it .... Then he said. 

�1 have learnt seventy Surahs from the Prophe! �
Should I then give up a thing that I have directly learnt 
from the holy lips of the Prophet'r _ 187 

From this it appears that the transcript of 'Abdullah bin 
Mas'ud • was slightly different from that of Sayyidina 
'Uthman • and so he wanted to keep ic safe. But what was 
different in it? We do not find any conclusive evidence in 
authentic narrations about it. Apparently it seems that they 
basically differed in the sequen�e of various Su rahs. ft has 
been already mentioned that in the transcripts of Sayyidina 
Abu Bakr • the Surahs were not arranged but every Surah

was written separately. Sayyidina 'Uthman •. however, 
arr.anged the Surahs in particular sequence in his 
transcripts. Imam l;liikim states. 

o� � C::-"" ..Lu 0...1..>-I_, •_;> � � .:,(_;JI C::-"" 01

� LS11 ·� � C::-"" � rL., �Ji, J..,:, Ji, J.,...; 

... � i} 0LS"' ,· J_,...ll �} i} Y' ..:JWI �I_, ,Ji..l..a.ll 

-� JJI t? J ,0w. ..:I 0 L.!>- er-" _;...)I .r-"\

The compilation of the Quran was not completed at one 
time. Some of it had been complied during the presence 
of the Prophet �. then some of it was compiled at the 
time of Sayyidina Abu Bakr $iddiq •• and the third 
stage of its compilation was when its Surahs were 

l87: Al-Fa�ur Rabbani (Tabwib. Masnad A�mad) v8. p35 Egypt. 
1373 AH. 
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nrranged. This task was done during the time of 
Sayyidina 'U1h111an bin ·Affan �. the 1hrid caliph.188 

159 

The transcript of Sayyidina · Abdullah hin Mas'ud �· 
wus quite different in the sequence of Surah"s. For 
l'xample, it had Surall-an-Nisa before Surah Aal '!mr{ln.189 
Probably Jbn Mas'ud had learnt the Quran from the Prophet 
�, in the sequence adopted in his transcript. and he wished 
that this transcript should exist in that sequence. This is 
supported by a narration of 'Sa�q, Bukhari' that a person 
from Iraq once came to Sayyiclah 'Aishah � Jw k,..,? J: 

__.J'j, .fa Ju �;J, ..:Ju .� l.5";1 .:.,,:.,,, _;...11 r' � Ju 

He said, Ummul Mu'minTn! Show me your transcript.·· 
She asked. "Why? He said. ·so that I arrange my 
Quranic transcript according to yours because in our 
land it is recited without any regard to i1s sequential 
order." She said, "Whichever part of the Quran you 
read firs! will not do you any harm. ··190

.Explaining this tradition l:{afi� Ibo l::lajar .,,1:, .ollt 4'-J 
has written that the Iraqi was following the recitals of Ibn 
Mas'ud and since he had not changed or destroyed his 
transcript, the sequence of the Sumhs was different from 
those of Sayyidina 'Uthman's transcripts. and the latter 
sequence was better in order. That is why the Iraqi 
considered his transcript as disarranged in comparison to 
the transcriptions of Sayyidina 'Uthman �. 191 

188: AI-Mustadrak, l;lakim. v2. p229. 
189: 'Allamah Suyufi has reporcluced the emire sequence of Surahs of 

lbn Mas'ud with reference 10 lbn Ashta. This sequence is very 
much different from the trascripts of Sayyi<lina ·Uthman •· 

190: Sati,il) Bukhari: Chapter TaJTful Quran. 
19 I : Fat� ul-Bari, v9. p32. 
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It appears from this m1tlition that the transcript of lhn 
Mas·ud .t,i, was basically tlifferem in the sequence of 
Surahs. In addition. there may have heen a t.lifference in 
the script also. and possibly it was written in a script that 
dit.l not incorporate all the recitals as agai nst the 
transcripts of Sayyidina Uthman ,t�.

Otherwise, if we go by what �lafiz Jhn Jarir says that 
'Uthman � had got the Quran transcribed 011 one single 
Letter after abolishing six Letters. ant.I the transcription of 
· Abdullah bin Mas'ud was written in one of the six. the
following objections can he raised:
i) In the above mentioned tradition of Sal)il.1 Bukhari the

Iraqi mentioned the differem:c of sequence only. If
there was a difference of Letters as wel I. he should
have mentioned them in view of greater importance
auached to it. 

ii) According to the view of f:lafiz lbn Jartr and others,
the Seven Letters stand for Seven Dialects of different
tribes. If that were true, there should have been no
difference in the transcription of · Abdullah bin -Mas'ud
• and that of 'Uthman • because this view also
holds that Sayyidina 'Uthman � had got them written 
on the Letter of Quraysh. and Sayyitlina Abdullah bin
Mas'ud � was also a Qurayshl.

iii) The strongest argument offered by f:Jafiz Bin JarTr
and his followers about the abrogation of six Letters
is that there was a consensus of the Companions on
this action. rf Ibn Mas·ud 4& used to recite the Quran
on a different letter ant.I validated its transcription as
such, how can it be considered to be a consensus
which must include a companion of his stature. Some
scholars have claimed that Sayyidina · Abdullah bin
Mas'ud � had later accepted the opinion held by
Sayyidina 'Uthman �. but there is no definite
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evidence available to  suppon this view. Ifafiz Ibn 
f:{ajar has written, 
''Ibn Abi Dawood has included a chapter under the 
heading 'Agreement of lbn Mas '!:!.d • on the 
action of Sayyidina 'Uthman •• but he could not 
produce any relevant t radition to support this 
claim. "192

We do not get an answer to  these objections in the 
statements of l;Iafiz Jbn Ja rTr 4# 1t 4'-J. Hence it i s  
concluded that Sayyidina 'Uthman • had retained all the 
Seven Letters in his Transcripts and Sayyidina Ibn Mas'ud's 
• objection did not show that the six Letters were
abolished.193 In fact nothing like that had happened and his
objection pertained to why the transcripts other than those
compiled by Sayyidina 'Uthman • were being destroyed
while they were also correct only because they differed in
sequence of Surahs and script.

CONCLUSIONS OF DISCUSSION 

The discussion on "Seven Letters" has become rather 
lengthy. We many sum up the conclusions drawn so that 
they are easily digested. 
a) , For the convenience of his people the Prophet ii

begged from Allah that the recital of the Quran may
not be limited to one system, but permission be granted 
t? recite it in different ways. Hence the Quran was 
revealed on Seven Letters. 

b) The correct meaning of revelation on Seven Letters is
that Seven variations were allowed in recital. As a

192: Fatt:iul Bari v9. p40. 
193: There is o,nly one narralion in Musnad Ahmad from whic h it 

app ears that Sayyidina 'Uthman • had abolished six Le tters 
a n d  Sayy id ina  lbn Mas'ud had objection to t hat 
(AI-Fatti-ur-Raljbani vl8, p369) but th e narration is weak 
because an ignorant person has reported it. 
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result several recitals came to be used. 
c) In the beginning, of the seven basic points of

differences in recital, differences in words and use of
synonyms was very common. It was quite frequent
that a word used in one recital was replaced by its
synonym in another recital. But gradually, as the
people of Arabia became more and more acquainted
with the Quranic language such variations were
reduced, and by the time of 'Last Revision' of the
Quran by the Prophet ;lt with Jibril � this type of 
differences. had become negli gible. and only the
differences that concerned composition of tenses,
genders, singular and plural, active and passive tenses
and variations of accent had remained.

d) All the variations that remained at the time of the Last
Revision, _were incorporated by Sayyidina 'Uthman •
in his transcripts. Words were left free of dots and
vowel marks to accommodate variation in recital.
Hence most of the variations of recitals were merged in
it, and those recitals that could not be merged into one 
transcript were shown in other transcripts. Thus,
occasionally there occurred a difference of one or two 
words in the several transcripts of Sayyidina 'Uthman
••

e) In this manner Sayyidina 'Uthman • got seven
transcripts written, and also arranged the Surahs in a
sequence while these Surahs were not arranged in the
Transcripts of Sayyidina Abu Bakr •. Further, he
prescribed a script for the Qurin, and all those
transcripts that were different from this sequence and
script were burnt. 

f) Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud • retained his
transcript whose sequence wa� different from the
'Uthmanic Transcripts. He wanted to preserve this
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sequence, hence he did not hand over his Transcript to 
Sayyidina 'Uthman • lO be burnt. 

TRUTH ABOUT THE DIFFERENCE IN 

OPINION ON SEVEN LETTERS 

A misunderstanding removed: 

In the end. it seems essential to remove another basic 
misunderstanding that a cursory reader of the foregoing 
discussion may get into. He may fall into doubt as to how 
such big differences of opinion occurred in a Fundamental 
Book like the Quran which, under the Divine Protection, 
has remained preserved in the original form without the 
slightest change in it. 

A thoughtful study of the views that we have 
mentioned in the discussion of "Seven Letters" easily 
provides the answer to this doubt. Anybody who 
concentrates on the basic reality of this difference of 
opinion would easily know that it is entirely theoretical in 
nature, and from the practical standpoint this difference 
has not the slightest effect on the Truth and Reality and 
absolute preservation of Quran. It is agreed by everyone 
without e xception that the Quran is being read 
continuously without any break in the same form in which 
it exists today. There has not occurred even an iota of 
change in it. It is also agreed by all the scholars that all 
the recitals that have reached us in a continuous chain of 
narrations are correct and the Quran can be read 
according to any one of them. There is also a consensus 
of the entire Ummah that rare recitals described by some 
do not form part of the Quran. This is also an agreed fact 
that the recitals that were abrogated before or during the 
'Last Revision' do not remain part of the Quran on the 
instruction of the Prophet � himself. This is also an 
undisputed and undoubted fact that the difference in the 
"Seven Letters" of the Quran was only literal in nature, 
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meaningwise all these letters were the same. Thus, if 
someone has read the Quran only one recital (Letter) he 
would learn the subject of the Quran and he would not be 
in need of another recital to acquire due guidance from 
the Quran. There is also no difference of opinion, not 
even the slightest, that the Transcripts of Sayyidina 
'Uthman • were prepared with utmost care with full 
endorsement and affirmation of hundreds of Companions 
and the entire Muslim world and the guran was 
transcribed in them exactly as it was revealed to the Holy 
Prophet � and not a single soul objected to it.194

Hence, the difference that has been discussed in the 
preceding pages pertained only co the questions. "What 
was meant by 'Seven Letters' in the }f.adith? Do the 
continuous recitals prevalent today comprise "Seven 
Letters" or only one Letter?'' This is purely a theoretical 
difference. Hence it is wrong to assume, God forbid, 
that the Quran has become a disputed entity on account 
of these differences. This can be understood from the 
following example. 

· Suppose the entire world agrees about a certain book
that i t  was written by such and such author. The 
attribution of this book to that author is authentic and he 
himself confirmed that by publishing it 'that the book 
was written by him and this could be published ever 
afterwards in accordance with that transcription. But 

. later on the people differ on the point whether the author 
had made any literal change in the script before its 
publication or published it in its original form. 
Obviously, this theoretical difference does not make the 
transparent reality a point of dispute about which every 

194: Although Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud • insi sted on 
retaining hi s transcri�t yet he did not object to the transcript of 
Sayyidina 'Uthman <$ in the least. 
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one is agreed that the book was published by the same 
author at his own responsibility and he has attributed it 
LO himself and allowed it to be published with this 
attribution ever afterwards. Likewise, when the entire 
Muslim Ummah is united in the opinion that the Quran 
was transcribed by Sayyidina 'Uthman • exactly as it 
was revealed and all its continuous recitals are correct 
and revealed as such, then these facts cannot become a 
matter to be disputed due to the theoretical differences 
that have been discussed during the explanation of 
"Seven Letters". 





CHAPTER 4 

ABROGATOR & ABROGATED 

MEANING OF ABROGATION 

Another important subject of Sciences of the Quran is 
the discussion on "Abrogator �u" and Abrogated �
This is a very lengthy and multidimensional discussion. But

instead of going into all its details only the basic points are 
being presented here. 

Abrogation is translated from the Arabic word Naskh

t:-l which literally means "To erase. to compensate". and 
its technical definition is: 

To repeal a legal order through legal argument. 

That is to say that sometimes Allah enforces a legal 
order relevant to a particular time. Then at a later time, in 
His Infinite Wisdom, He cancels this order and enforces a 
new one in its place. This action is known as "Abrogation 
t:-l" and thus the old cancelled order is known as 
"Abrogated" � and the newly replaced order as 
"Abrogator'' �u . 

PRUDENT AND CONVENTIONAL 

PROOF OF ABROGATION 

The Jews think that there can be no Abrogation in the 
Commands of Allah, because if they accept Abrogation it 
would imply that Allah also changes His views (God 
forbid). They state that this would mean that once Allah 
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thought one Commandment as proper but later on (God 
forbid) He realised His mistake and withdrew it which is 
commonly known as •'� (Buda). 

But the objection raised by the Jews is quite 
superficial and if we ponder a little we can see the 
mistake. "Abrogation" does not mean a change in views, 
but it implies issuing orders according to the needs of 
another time. lt is not for the Abrogator to declare the 
Abrogated as wrong but it is to fix the time limit for the 
enforcement of the first order and to tell that the first 
order was just and proper for the time it remained in 
force. But now a new order is being enforced according to 
the changed circumstances. Whoever would think over it 
in a reasonable frame of mind would have no difficulty in 
arriving at the conclusion that this change is exactly in 
keeping with the infinite wisdom of Allah. It cannot be 
questioned in any way. He would not be a doctor in the 
true sense if he uses the same prescription under all the 
circumstances and for every disease. An adept would 
make necessary changes in his prescriptions according to 
the changing condition of the patient. 

This rule applies not only to religious injunctions but 
the entire universe works on this principle. Through His 
expedience Allah makes changes in the weather conditions. 
We get winter, summer, spring, autumn, rainy season or 
drought. All these changes are exactly in conformity with 
the expedient measure of Allah. He must be a witless 
person, indeed, who terms it Buda and contends that and 
argues it amounts to mutation in the Judgement of Allah. 
He says that He once preferred winter then discovered His 
mistake and replaced it with summer. That exactly is the 
case with the abrogation of religious injunctions and 
considering it a fault by calling it Buda would be an 
extreme degree of short sightedness and ignorance of facts. 
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"Abrogation" is not a trait specific only to the followers of 
the Holy Prophet ;I but it has remained a regular feature in 
the religious orders of other Prophets r')I...J' � as well. We 
find several examples in the present day Bible. For example 
it bas occurred in the Bible that "In the religious system of 
Sayyidina Ya'qub � a man could have two real sisters as 
his wives at the same time, and he himself had two wives at 
one time. Liyyah and RahTl who were real sisters.195 But
this was forbidden in the religious dispensation of Sayyidina 
Musa �.196 Every moving animal was permissible as food
in the dispenstion of Sayyidina Nuh �197 but many of
them were prohibited in that of Sayyidina Musa �.198

Also, divorce was permissible freely in the· dispensation of 
Sayyidina l\:'f usa � but in that of Sayyidina Isa � divorce 
was allowed only199 if a woman committed adultery. Io 
short there are several such examples in the New and Old 
Testaments of the Bible wherein an existing order had been 
abrogated through a new order .200

DIFFERENCE SEEN IN THE TECHNICAL 

MEANING OF ABROGATION BY THE 

EARLIER AND LATER SCHOLARS 

There has been a difference in the meaning of  
abrogation as understood by the earlier scholars and the 
later schol ars. We must look at that first. In the 
phraseology of earlier scholars the word 'Abrogation' had a 
very wide scope of application, and it included many such 
possibilities that were not regarded as Abrogation by the 
later scholars. For example, if the general scope of a verse 

195: Bible, Book of Genesis 29;23to30. 
196: A�bar 18: 18. 
197: Genesis 9:3: 
198: Atibar I I :7 14:7. 
199: Israthna' 24: 1.2. 
200: Bible Muttal9: 15. 
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was limited by another they regarded the first as abrogated. 
Hence if common words are used in one verse and they 
have been specified in a particular manner in another verse, 
the earlier scholars used to term the former as · Abrogated' 
and the latter as "Abrogator". This did not mean that the 

first commandment has been totally abolished but that the 
generalisation created by the first verse has been removed 
by the second verse, for example. the Quran says. 

, ! , • ., , 
�:;; � �IS" ?I I� u:,

And marry not the niushrikat until they believe. 

(Al-llaqarah. 2:221) 

Here the phrase mushrikat polytheist women is general 
which apparently means that marriage is disallowed with all 
kinds of polytheist women be they idolatress or of the 
people of Book. But in another verse it says. 

:._,\£j1 I �. ( '. • _u1 '. Q\�;.;._k 
. - y) J., .x ) 

and (lawful co you is to marry) the chaste from among 

chose who were given the Book... (AI-Ma"idah, 5:5) 

This indicates that in the first verse "polytheist 

women" meant those polytheists that were not from the 
people of the Book. Thus the second verse has limited the 

universal character of the first verse, and it tells us that 
this phrase refers to the particular type of polytheist 
women. The earlier scholars regard this  also an 

abrogation and the first verse as abrogated and the second 
as abrogator. 

Contrary to this, the scope of Abrogation with the later 
scholars is not so wide. They consider only such state as 

"Abrogated" in which the previous order is totally 
abolished. They do not consider limitation of a universal 
command as abrogation. Thus, in the above example there 
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has been no abrogation according to later scholars. because 
the real order of prohibition of marrying a polytheist 
woman exists as such. The second verse has clarified only 
that the meaning of the fir st verse were not so generalised 
as to include the women of the people of Book. but was 
limited and specific to women other than women of the 
people of Book. 

Because of this difference in the scope of application the 
number of abrogated verses, according to earlier scholars, 
was very large. and they used to term one verse as 
abrogated and the other as abrogator d ue t o  minor 
differences in them. But according to later scnolars the 
number of aborgated verses is very limited. 201 

DISCUSSION ON ABROGATION 

IN THE QURAN 

Abrogation of religious injunctions is not new but was 
also done in earlier times of the previous U111111ahs. and this 
fact is undisputed by all. 

Several such orders have been abrogated for the people 
of Mu(:lammad � too. For example. the injunction was to 
face towards Bayral Maqdis during Sa/ah. but later on this 
was abrogated and Muslims were ordained to face towards 
Ka 'bah. There is no dispute about it among the 
Muslims. 202 

But there is a difference of opinion about whether there 
had been any abrogation in the Quran. In other words, it is 
disputed if there is yet any verse in the Quran that is 
recited although its command is abrogated. The majority of 
traditionalists believe that th!! Quran does contain such 
verses whose injunction s are abrogated. But of the 

201: Al,ltqan v2. p22. 
202: TafsTr Qasmi v l, p32. Jamaluddin al-Qasim. 'Eisa al-babi 

al-l;lalbs Egypr 1376 AH. 
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M'u.tazilah, Abu Muslim 1$fahani maintains that no verse of 
the Quran has been abrogated but all the verses of the 
Quran continue to be obligatory. 

Some other scholars have also expressed the same 
opinion, A number of modernists of our time also hold the 
same v,iew. Hence, the verses in which abrogation is 
obvious, they explain them in a manner tliat abrogation may 
not have to be accepted. But, the fact is that this viewpoint 
is very weak and to adopt it one would have to draw far 
fetched meanings while explaining the relative verses. 
These would not conform to the principles of exegesis. 

In fact, those who do not believe in abrogation in the 
Quran suppose that abrogation is a defect of which the 
Quran should be free. But as already stated, it is an 
extremely short sighted view to consider abrogation as 
wrong. It is surprising that, unlike the Jews and Christians, 
Abu Muslim lsfahani and his followers do not deny that 
there had been abrogation in many of the Commandments 
of Allah, but only say that there is no abrogation in the 
Quran. Now, if abrogation is a vice, why did it occur in 

the non-Quranic injunctions as they are also from Allah? 
And if something was not a vice for non-Quranic 
injunctions how could it be so for Quranic injunctions. It is 
argued that it appears against the Divine Expediency that a 
verse of the Quran should remain only as a sacred relic for 
recital yet not to be practised. 203 

We fail ro understand on what grounds this has been 
considered against the Divine Expediency. while there 
could be several expedient reasons in retaining the verses 
whose commands are abrogated. For example, we come to 
know of the prudence behind gradual imposition of 
religious doctrines, and also of the prudential manner 

203: Quran-e-Mul)kam. by Mawlana 'Abdus Samad Ral)mani. pl20 
Majils Ma'ariful Quran . Deoband 1386 AH. 
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11lnpted to bind human beings to follow His doctrine. 
I unher, it also serves as history of these doctrines and their 
hackgrounds. Allah has Himself revealed in the Quran at 
�l·vcral places the doctrines and Commandments of the 
previous nations that were abrogated for the people of 
Mut1amrnad �- For example, 

�1:, p1 '.xJ fo �� JS' C:_.? \j)� :;.), �J
' , . 

} w�� � (. ui r.+-:;._l. r �:r" <:..? 
� llil (. jl �1;J1 
. , 

And those who became Jews, We forbade them every 

animal with claws, and of oxen and sheep we forbade 

them the fat thereof except such as their backs carry or 

the entrails or what is mixed with the bones. 

(AI-An"iim: 6:146) 

Obviously Allah has described an abrogated order an 
admonishment for the Muslims. Thus, if some abrogated 
Quranic verses are retained for this purpose what is there in 
it against the Divine Expediency? Moreover, can anyone 
claim that he knows the wisdom behind all actions of Allah, 
or that he understands the expediency behind every Quranic 
verse and its revelation'! If such a claim is not true, and it 
certainly is not true, how can one deny an order of Allah 
simply because one does not know the expediency behind it 
while its enforcement has been justified on religious 
principles. 

Thus the fact is that those who do not believe in 
abrogation in the Quran have based their opinion on a 
misconceived idea. They have given far-fatched meanings to 
some Quranic verses because they think that abrogation is a 
fault and they want to see and Quran is free of it. If it 
becomes clear to them that it is not a fault but confonns to 
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U1e Will of Allah, they would also give the same meanings 
to such verses as are obvious and commonly adopted. 

The Quran says: 
" t" '' " I ' ,.-• · ...:.,1; ,-. -: • I ··1 '. · • · · r. �- �)�,Y,c---' 

- .. ... ' J , .. ..
0 fl� �:;, JS' � ...u, jf ;...t:u 

Whichever revelation We abrogate or cause to be 
forgotten, We bring one helter chan it or similar co it. 
Know you not that Allah has power over everything? 

(AI-Baqarah. 2: 106)

Whoever studies this verse with an unbiased mind shall 
deduce that abrogation had continued according to clear 
injunctions of the Quran itself. But Abu Muslim l�fahani 
and his associates who willingly or unwillingly consider 
abrogation a fault, interpret this verse in a far-fetched 
manner. They say that this verse deals only with a 
hypothetical situation. They argue that it implies, "If we 
were to abrogate a verse, we would reveal a like or a better 
verse" and it does not follow that any verse would actually 
be abrogated. In proof of this they present another verse 

o j.��I 8jl Llli JJJ .;(..;.� 0\5' 0J
' - , 

If the Compassionate had a son. l would be the first of 
worshippers. (Az-Zukhruf. 43:81) 

Those who reject possibility of abrogation say that just 
as this verse speaks of a hypothetical situation which does 
not mean that Allah really has a son, so too the former 
verse (of Surah Al-Baqarah) raises a hypothetical situation 
not necessitating abrogation of a verse. 204

But this interpretation is not correct because if there 
were to be no abrogation Allah would not have mentioned 

204: Quran Mu\1kam. Mawlana Abdu� �amad RatunanT p21. Majlis 
Ma'ariful Quran. Deoband. 
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11 even as a hypothetical possibility. The Quran does not 
place a command over anything that may never happen. As 
IQr this verse about a son, there is a world of a difference 
h1.1tween it and the verse of abrogation. 

Hence any reader of this verse would know that this is 
merely a hypothetical proposition, which means that if at 
all Allah would bear a son I would have worshipped him 
before anybody else but since this is an impossible thing 
lo happen, the question of worshipping anybody other than 
Allah does not arise. Contrary to this the occurrence of 
"Abrogation" is not logically impossible even according 
to Abu Muslim l�fahani himself, hence calling it a 
hypothetical situation is a meaningless proposition. 

This becomes all the more apparent from looking at the 
background of revelation of the verse of abrogation. Some 
unbelievers. had commented that the Prophet � first orders 
his followers to follow one thing and later on instructs them 
against it and introduces a new order in place of it. This 
verse was revealed in answer to their comments. It is clear 
now that the revelation of this verse describes the purpose 
of abrogation rather than negate its occu1Tence. 205

NUM13ER OF ABROGATED 
VERSES OF THE QURAN 

As already pientioned, the scope of Abrogation was 
very wide in its interpretation by earlier scholars, and hence 
they have mentioned a large number of abrogated verses. 
But' 'Allamah Jalaluddin Suyufi' has written that there are 
only nineteen abrogated verses in the whole of Quran 
according to the definition of the later day scholars. 206

Then, the latest of the scholars Shah Wali-Ullah, made 
a detailed analysis of all the nineteen verses and accepted 
only five of them to be the abrogated ones. As for the rest 

205: Rub ul-Ma'aru, by 'Allamah AlusT vi, p351. 
206: Al-ltqan by Allamah Suyu1T v2, p22. 
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of them, he has preferred the commentaries according to 
which these verses need not be considered as Abrogated. 
The arguments given by Shah Waliullah about many of 
these verses are most appropriate and acceptable but some 
of them may be disputed. However, the five verses that he 
considers to be abrogated are as follows: 

J
"' 

• .,, ., • J 
1 

,- I ,,. I 

a.:..,; II.I'• · '!)' - 01 �·' I\ '<:t.;...1 "·' \.)\ ' <·1� �-, Y � .r-- J' : .,-., r � : � . , 
-:, • ,,,. :. • •t• • 

-. • ;.'_ ,1 ,-:o lb- ._;·, '._' 'L -. ·, -ur . ':Ui'''0� � , ).,...,..,.<f-1/ ).jl. ,r:,, , , 

It is prescribed for you. when death approaches anyone 
of you and if he leaves behind some wealth, to make a 
bequest to parents and near kindreds in an equitable 
way, it is an obligation on the God fearing. 

(AI-Baqarah. 2: 180) 

This verse was revealed when Laws of Inheritance were 
not revealed and according to it every person was bound to 
make will before he died about the distribution of his assets 
among his parents and other relatives. Thereafter the 
revelation of the verse of Inheritance: 

• , ... "'• . ,!. J t. _. ) 

t:11 ............ ;..s)U _,11$ ;uJ1 � � 

Allah enjoins you concerning your children ..... 
(Al-Baqarah, 2: 11) 

-abrogated this verse, and Allah Himself fixed a schedule
of the distribution of inherited assets, and it is no more
obligatory on anyone. to make a will before his death.

In Surah Al-Amal it is stated ... 

o'·' ,,_ .. ,
..i� 
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If there be of you twenty persevering they shall 

overcome two hundred; and if 1.here be of you a 

hundred, they will overcome a thousand of those who 

disbelieve, because they are a people who do not 

understand. (AI-Ant'iil, 8:65) 

177 

This verse although it is a piece of information but 
essentially it is a command that it is not· allowed to Muslims 
to show their backs while in combat with an enemy ten 
times their number. This was later on abrogated through the 
following verse: 

>
... 

" , > , i $, , • .,. 

� 0}i � � ti �) � ill! � 0Lll 

,· ,,:· �f · <':�. ·. <' 0r .. :;L.. 1"'1:• �- i:.., ;,;L.. • c:•_
.n:"< r--- � ,J .:.r-' - � J! ' r---

,,. ., 

' ... � 
'. • �I '' �I' JJ1 .:i1L.. · ._, �.",f
.:.I-!;. C: J - <fl"" 

(0 believers) Now Allah has lightened it for you, for He 

knew that there. is weakness in you. So if there be of you

a hundred persevering they will overcome two hundred, 

and if there be of you a thousand, th�y will ()'\/ercome 

two thousand by Allah's leave. And Allah is with the 

persevering. (Ai-Anf'iil, 8:66) 

This verse has li�tened the burden imposed by the first 
command and the limit of tenfold enemies hps been reduced 
to twofold. Thus a retreat up to double the strength of 
enemy is not permissible now. . 

The third verse considered abrogated by Shah Waliullah 
is the following verse of Surah Al-Abiiib: 

�IJ'.} 0;' � J� 01 .U-J �r0;' ;Ll1 � � l.l 

� '". " .. ., ... .. I ... � o ............ �� :,iJ

(Besides these), it is not lawful for you to take (more)
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wives after this nor that you should exchange them for 
other wives even though their beauty may please 
you· .. ·(AI-Ahzah, 33:52) 

According to this verse it was not lawful for the 
Prophet � to marry any more women. 

Later, this was abrogated through a verse that occurs 
before it in the present sequence of Quranic suralzs and 
verses. It is: 

,, 
�\ �I

.,,.,r0--··J"JY. 

0 Prophet! We have made lawful for you your wives 
whom you have given their dower ....... (AJ-Ahzah. 33:50) 

Shah Waliullah and others say that the earlier restriction 
was abrogated through this verse, but in fact abrogation in 
this verse is not definite. Its explanation as given by l;lafiz 
lbn JarTr is to a great extent straightforward and simple. He 
has said that the two verses were revealed in their present 
order: in verse fifteen O Prophet, we .... Allah has named 
some particular categories of women as being lawful for the 
Prophet :!i and then in verse 51, (Besides these), it is not, 
lawful. .... it has been specified that women. belonging to 
catgories other than these were not lawful for him. 207

4: The fourth verse that is abrogated according to Shah 
Walliullah is: 

,, - , , , , I • ,, 
is_� '.:.,_-. I°.'..� J'' · 11 '-'' li l�I \' ·' '. '..UI 1'.:fi.;_u-· ., .r' J' � � .r" <J-, � 

207: Tafsi'r [bn jari'r. 

a ,., , ,,, 

�� ..;:.i.:,. ;.s-1;....; 
"' 

,., ! 

O •• • •• .. ...UI�JJP 
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0 you who believe, when you counsel in private with the 
Messenger give alms before your counseling. That is 
better for you and purer. Bul if you cannot find (the 
means), then surely Allah is Forgiving. Merciful. 

(AI-Mujadilah. 58: 12) 

This verse was abrogated by the next verse: 

;J �� plj:Go -�1� �� ;:;. 1:;.Jz ::,T ;. �.-.-•• ft
�15"')1 ,;i� �\LJI 1�li � WI :.,.,GJ 1_,w;

o...... .!j ' ,. ..11 I '..' 1..t·
r'J) �) 

Do you fear 10 give alms before your counseling? So 
when you did it not, and Allah has relented towards you. 
then establish the Salah and pay the Zakah and obey 
Allah and His Messenger ...... (AI-Mujiidiluh. 58: L3) 

179 

in this way the Command  t o  gi ve alms before 
counseling stands abrogated. 
5: The fifth verse is the following verse of Surah

al-Muzzammil: 

� �' :,1 � o � u1 fa., � o J.::J, �1�

0� 

0 you (Muhammad) enfolded in your robes, keep vigil 
by night, except a little, half of it, o r  diminish a little. 

(AI-Muzzammil. 73: 1-3) 

This verse had ordained for worship for at least half of 
the night, but later on Lhis was abrogated by a flexibility 
pro vided in the verses that follow it. 

� ;:; t;. 1:,�;� � y� �� J �:JI � 
[.:,'i), 
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And He knows that (all ol) you cannot k.:..:p it up (like 

that), so He has relented cowards you: so recite so much 

of lhe Quran as may be easy (for you). 
(AI-Muzzammil, 73:20) 

Shah Waliullah has stated that although Tahajjud (late 
night Salah) was not obligatory even before, but there was 

a greater emphasis on it and its duration was also longer, 
yet later both, the emphasis on it and the binding about 
timing, were relaxed. 

These are the five verses in which abrogation had 
occurred. But it must be understood that these five 
examples are only those wherein the abrogator and 
abrogated verses can both be found in the Quran. There 
are many such examples where abrogator verses are not, 
such as those related to change of Qiblah etc. 

\, 

CONCLUSION 

The above discussion was aimed at clarifying that, 
God forbid, "Abrogation" in the Quranic verses is not 
a defect for which efforts should be made to show 
Quran free from it. Rather it is exactly in keeping with 
the Divine Scheme of things. Hence the meanings of 
any verse should not be rejected simply because that 

affirms "Abrogation" in the Quran. Nothing stands in 

the way of adopting the meanings or explanations of a 
verse if they conform to principles of ·�xegesis' even 
if that would mean classifying the verse as abrogated. 



CHAPTER:5 

HISTORY OF PRESERVATION 
OF THE QURAN 

After having dealt with the history of revelation of 
the Quran and gone through its relevant discussions, we 
now present the history of preserv.ation of the Quran. 
We will see how the Quran was preserved at the time of 
the Prophet � and the times that followed, how it was 
written, and through how many stages these attempts 
passed. Also, we will discuss and answer the doubts 
being created by non-Muslim and atheists. 

WRITING OF THE QURAN DURING THE 
DAYS OF THE PROPHET � 

Since the Quran was not revealed all at one time but 
its various verses were revealed in piecemeal according to 
the needs and circumstances of the time it was not 
possible to preserve it as a written Book during the 
lifetime of the Prophet �- Also, Allah had granted a 
distinction to the Quran against other Divine Scriptures. 
Its preservation was done more through memory than pen 
and paper. According to Sal_1T1� Muslim, Allah assured the 
Prophet ci: 

I am going to reve11l to you a Book whit;:h water canno1 

wash. 

Meaning thereby that other books in the world will perish 
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due to worldly calamities, as happened in the case of Torah, 
Jnjeel and other Divine Scriptures but the Quran will be so 
preserved in the hearts (memory) of men that there will be. no 
danger of its getting perished. 208 Hence. greater emphasis 
was placed on memory for the preservation of the Quran in 
t11e early days of Islam. In the beginning, when revelations 
came to the Prophet � he used to repeat its words at the 
same time so as to memorise them well. On this, the 
following verse was revealed: 

, .... J ' ,, , ,. ... , J ,, 

0 ,01'·' � l:J;:. JI0<1.i ·1:....�-I �w <1.i !.\'' · U /J . - . ,. � - ,. r 
, - , 

(0 Prophet) Move not your t ongue therewith to make 
haste with it (the learning of the Qu1in), Surely upon Us 
rests the collecting thereof, and the reciting thereof. 

(AI-Qiyamah. 75: 16-17) 

This verse assured the Prophet � that he need not 
repeat the w ords hurriedly right at the moment of 
revelation itself because Allah Himself would confer 
upon him a memory that he w ould  not forget  a 
revelation after having heard it once. And that is how it 
happened. The verses were committed to the Prophet's 
memory as soon as they were revealed. Thus the 
Prophet's heart itself was the safest repository of the 
Quran wherein there was not the slightest chance of any 
mi stake or alteration. Moreover,  as an additional 
precaution he used to repeat the Quran before Jibril � 
in the month of Rama9an every year. and on the year of 
his death he did it twice.209 

Further, he did not teach the Companions only the 
meanings of the Quran but had them memorise its words 
as w ell. The Companions w ere themselves so keen to 
learn and memorise the Quran that everyone of them 

208: An-Nashr Iii Qir'at.il. · Ashr: lbn ul JawrT v '� p6. 
209: SaJ:ilj1 Bukhari with Fat-�ul Bari v9. p36. 
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w11n ted to excel the other. There were women who 
demanded nothing else as  mahr (dower) from their 
husbands except that they should reach them the Quran. 
llundreds of Companions, ridding themselves of all 
worldly cares, had devoted their entire lives for this 
purpose. Not only did they memorise it but also revised 
It 1n their nightly Salah. Sayyidina 'Ubadah bin �amit 
• ha·s stated that whenever some one migrated from
Makkah to Madinah, the Holy Prophet � entrusted him 
to the care of one of the Ansars so that he could teach
the Quran to the newcomer. So much noise was created
in Masjid NabawT by the voices of the learners and
teachers of the Quran that the Prophet � had to tell
them t o  lower their voices so that there was n o
confusion. 210

Arabs were distinguished all over the world for their 
amazing power of memory. and after groping for centuries 
in the darkness of ignorance they had received the guidance 
of the Holy Quran which they considered to be the most 
cherished possession of their lives. Anybody with an  
understanding of  their character and bent of  mind can very 
well visualise what pains they must have taken to commit it 
to their memory. Hence, within a fairly short time, there 
were on hand a large group of the pious Compallions who 
had the entire Quran committed flawlessly to their memory. 
Traditions denote that this group had included Sayyidina 
Abu Bakr, 'Umar. 'Uthman, Ali. 'fall)ah, Sa'ad, 'Abdullah 
bin Mas'ud, l;luzayfah bin Yaman: Salim Maula Abi 
Huzayfah, Abu Hurayrah, · Abdullah bin 'Umar' 'Abdullah 
bin 'Abbas, Amr bin 'Aas, Mu'awiyah, · Abdullah bin 
Zubayr, 'Abdullah bin $a'ib, Sayyidah 'Aishah. Sayyidah 
J:Iaf�a. Sayyidah Umm Salamah. Sayyidah Umh1 Warqah, 

210: Manahil-ul-'lrlan v I. p 4 
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Ubayy bin Ka'b, Mu'az bin Jabal. Abu l;{alTmah Mu'az 
Zayd bin Thabit, Abu Darda, Mujamma' bin Jariyah, 
MusLimah bin Mukhallad, Anas bin Malik, Aqabah bin 
'Amir, TamTm DaramT, Abu Musa Ash 'arT and Abu Zayd 
.:,,-,;I� Jw k1 ,sP )). 

21l

These are the names of only some of those Companions 
whose names have been preserved as "Ifafi� of Quran" 
(one who has committed the Quran to memory) in various 
traditions, Otherwise, there must be numerous others who 
had memorised the whole Quran but their names could not 
be preserved in the traditions in that capacity. This is 
corroborated by the fact that there had been times when the 
Holy Prophet ;I had sent up to seventy recitors for 
teaching the Quran only to one tribe. There are traditions 
mentioning the martyrdom of seventy recitors from among 
his Companions in the battle of Biy'r Ma'unah. and an 
equal number of l;lafi'.? Companions was martyred in the 
battle of Yamamah after the death of the Prophet �.212 

Actually, another account places the number of martyred 
Companions at Yamamah at 700 Recitors.213 

These facts relate only to the Companions who knew 
the entire Quran by heart whereas the number of those who 
had memo rised different portions of the Quran is 
countless. 214 

In short, the preservation of the Quran in the early days 
of Islam was based on committing it to the memory. This 
was the safest and most reliable method in view of the 
circumstances of that time because the number of literate 
persons in those days was very small, and printing press 

21 J: An-Nashr fil Qira'at i I 'Ashr. v I p6. Al-ilqan. v J. pp73-74 
TarTkh ul Qural'karwi p60. 

212: Al-hqan v I. p73. 
213: 'Umdat-ul-QarT v I. 20, pp.16, 17. Damascus. 
214: Al-Burhan Ii 'Uliim-al-Quran by Zarkashi vi, pp241, 243. 
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and other means of publication were unknown. Hence, if 
reliance was placed on pen and paper, neither a wide 
publicity was possible nor a reliable preservation would 
have been practical. Instead, Allah had endowed the people 
of Arabia with such a prodigious memory that many among 
them had thousands of couplets at their finger tips. The 
common run of men would remember by heart not only 
their own genealogies and those of their families but even 
those of their horses. Therefore, this power of memory was 
well utilised for the preservation of t11e Holy Quran, and it 
was through this means that the verse and chapters of the 
Quran reached every nook and corner of Arabia. 

How rapidly the knowledge of Quran spread in this way 
can be judged from the incident of 'Amr ibn Salamah, a 
seven year old child living on the bank of a natural spring 
where the travellers used to rest for a while. He had not yet 
accepted Islam but simply by listening from the passers-by 
he had memorised a good deal of the Quran before entering 
the fold of Islam. 215 

WRITING OF THE QURAN IN THE 
PROPHETIC ERA 

THE FIRST STAGE 

Although the preservation of the Quran had rested 
mainly upon the memory of the Companions, the Holy 
Prophet � had made special arrangements to have it 
written as well. The method used for this purpose has 
been described by Sayyidina Zayd bin Thabit � in a 
tradition as under: 

215: Sa!Jil;i Bukhari. 
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l{<�"-'Jr.l'J_,.)1-,,\:S'.Jj>•J'll.-l_..,-,,� ..,..,,....,I,,\ {c,\Ol /•�.:,vU\Jy 
I used to write down the revelations (Wa{,v) for the 
Prophet �- When the revelation came to 

0

him he felt 
intense heat and drops of perspiration used to roll down 
on his body like pearls. When thls state was over 1 used 
to fetch a shoulder bone or a piece of something else. 
He used to go on dictating and I used to write it down. 

When I finished writing the sheer weight of transcription 
gave me the feeling that my leg would break and I 
would not be able co walk any more. Anyhow, when I 
had finished writing. He would say. "Read�, and I 
would read it back to him. If there was an omission or 
error he used to correct it and then let it be brought 
before the people.216 

The transcription of revelations was not assigned to 
Zayd bin Thabit alone but other Companions were 
appointed for this purpose who used to do the task as and 
when required. The number of these writers has been 
counted up to forty217<aJ , but more wellknown among them 
are the following; 

216: TabaranT: AI-Awsai (Majma'az-zawaid, Nurud<lin A\-1-laythml 
vi. pl52, Darul. Kitab ii 'Arabi. Bairul, 1967. 

217(a): 'ulumul Quran, �abl)i �alil). (Urdu translation by Ghulam 
Al:!rnad Hurayri p 10 I. Malik Brother. Lyalpur 1968) 
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Sayyidina Abu Bakr, 'Umar. 'Uthman, Ali. Ubayy bin 
Ka'ab, Abdullah bin Abi Sarh. Zubayr bin 'Awwam. 
Khalid bin Sa'Td bin Al-'Aas, Aban bin Sa'Td bin Al-'Aas. 
!\ban ibn Sa'id ibn al-Aas, Hanzalah lbn ur Rab'T. Mu'qTb 
bin Abi Fatimah, Abdullah bin Arqam Az-Zuhri, 
Shurahbeel bin Hasnah. Abdullah bin Rawahah.217(h) 'Amir
bin Fuhayrah. 'Amr bin Al · Aas. Thabit hin Qais bin 
Shammas. MughTra bin Sha·abah. Khalid bin Wa!Td, 
Mu·awiyah bin Abi Sufyan. Zayd bin Thabit.218 

Sayyidina 'Uthmau �,i, has srnted that it was the 
prat:11ce of the Prophet � apart from dictating a Waljy he 
also instructed the scribe ro write it after such and such 
verses in such and such Su rah. Hence it was being written 
dCcordingly. 219 

As paper was a scarce commodity in Arabia. the 
Quranic revelations were written mostly on tablets of 
stone, parchments of leather, branches of date-trees, 
pieces of bamboos, leaves of trees and animal bones. But 
at times pieces of paper were also used. 220 

Thus, in the days of the Prophet � one copy of the · 
Quran consisted of thar which he had got written under 
his personal supervision. though it was not in a book form 
but in the shape of different parchments. Alongwith this, 
some Companions also used to write down the Quranic 
verses for their personal record. This was being practised 
from the very beginning of Islam, as is evidenced by the 
fact that Sayyidah Fatimah birit al-Kha\�ab � Jw .tu,� J 
the sister of Sayyidina 'Umar � and her husband Sa'Td 
bin Zayd i� had accepted Islam before Sayyidina 'Umar 

217(b): up 10 here from Fmhul Bari v9. pl 8. 
218: Zadul Ma'ad, \bnil Qayyim vi. p30. Maminniya Press Egypc. 
219: Fathul Bariv9. pl8. with ref: Musnad Ahmad. TirmizT. Nisiii. 

Ab� Dawood. lbn 1-{ibban. Hakim. 
. 

220: lbid.v9. pl I.'Un;datul Qari v20. Pl7 AL Mumiria Press 
Damascus. 
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,t,b, and on hearing that when he entered their house in a 
rage he found a parchment on which the verses of Surah

Taha were written and Sayyidina Khabbab Bin Aratt • 
�as teaching t hem. 221 

In addition to this, there are several traditions which 
indicate that the Companions had with them individually 
written copies of complete or incomplete Quran. For 
example, Bukhari has quoted Ibn 'Umar as saying: 

Ji 01_;)4 }� 01 � rL J -.,,.ls, Ji, J-o .Ji1 J
,,...) 01 

<,J.,J1 J> ;I 

The Prophet � has disallowed the carrying along of the 
Quran in enemy land. 

(Bukhari. Book of Jihad v,I. Pp419.420.) 

Also, there occurs a tradition in Mu'ajjam Tabrani that 
the Prophet � said: 

�1 <.} ..;f;
) 

...,,.)� ....;J1 �1.,;. <.} J>--) .r;

...,,.)��1 •. '. . .lb�.__j,s;.l..i:a; 
�J.:,J".:,<..,._ J<'.Y J.jl,,Wl,IJJ�IJll).:,)r.<�,,i... •I ;;:•I,._,., ,..lll,;11�)1

!(::..iU:.Jb .. )� ,Jri�1JJ.)�J�IJJi.}�.:.,tl 

If any one rec ites the Quran without seeing the 
1 transcription the reward is one thousand times. and if Ire 

reads it from the transc r iption the reward is two 
thousand times.222 

The above t wo traditions clearly indicate that the 
Comapanions did possess written copies of the Quran 

221: Sunan Dar QutnT v I. p 123. primed at MadTnah. Bab-i-Nah yi 
Mul)addith • An MassilQuran. wa Majma·-uz-zawaid HaythmT v9. 
p61 prince<l Bairu1. M.inaqib 'Umar wa Strah lbn Hisham. Zad 
ul Ma'ad vi. pl86-187. 1:Jati� Zayl'T Contims i1 ;n11hcmic. 

222: Al-Zawaid v7, p 165 printed at 13airu1. 
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during the lifetime of the Prophet �- If it were not so,the 
question of reading from the transcription or carrying it to 
enemy land does not arise. (Bukhari. Book ol' Jihad. v I) 





COLLECTION OF THE QURAN DURING 
THE PERIOD OF SA YYIDINA 

ABUBAKR� 

SECOND STAGE 

The copies of Quran prepared during the time of the 
Holy Prophet � were written on different kinds of 
materials. Some vetses were written on leather, some on 
leaves of trees, some on bones etc. Copies of the whole 
Quran were very few. Some Companions had with them 
only one Surah, some had five or ten and some had only a 
few verses. Some of them had ver'ses with explanatory 
notes also written with them. 

It was for this reason that Sayyidina Abu Bakr � 
thought it necessary during his period of caliphate that all 
the scattered portions of the Holy Quran should be 
collected and preserved. What motivated him to take this 
step has been described by Zayd bin Thabit, "Immediately 
after the battle of Yamamah, Sayyidina Abu Bakr • one 
day sent for me, and when I went to hill\ Sayyidina Umar 
• was afso present there, Abu Bakr • said to me, Umar
has just now told me that a large number of J;{ufta'.? (those
who had learnt the Quran by heart) have been martyred in 
the battle of Yamamah. If we go on losing them in different
places like that, I fear that a large portion of the Quran may
become extinct, hence l propose that you undertake the task
of collection of the Quran from different places. l told
Umar, How can J do a thing which the Prophet � himself
did not do? Umar said, and he kept on repeating, 'By God!
This work is an good and nothing but good, until the light
of its. truth dawned on me too, and now my opinion is the
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same as Umars. After that Sayyidina Abu Bakr • said to 
me, you are young and sensible. We have no lack of trust 
in you. You had also been a regular scribe of the Wa�y 
during the time of the Holy Prophet :i So, you search for 
all the verses of th� Quran and collect them together." 

Zay'd bin Thabit says "By God! Carrying a mountain 
on their orders would have been a lighter burden for me 
than was collecting the Quran. I asked him, 'How is it that 
you have undertaken the task that was not done by the Holy 
Prophet :i himself?" Sayyidina Abu Bakr * said: 

'By God! this is all good', and he kept on repeating 
these words till Allah gave me insight for adopting the 
same opinion that was held by Abu Bakr, and Umar 
� Ji, ._..;,J , Consequently, I started searching for the 
verses of the Quran and it was from the branches of 
date-palms, slabs of stones and memory of people that 
I finally collected the Holy Quran. ,,zz3 

At this point, while we are dealing with the process of 
collection of the Quran, we should have a clear perception 
of the method used by Sayyidina Zayd bin Thabit •· He 
himself was a l;lafi� of the Quran and, therefore, he could 
have written crown itie whole Quran from his memory. In 
addition to that, there were hundreds of Companions 
present at that time who had memorised the whole of Quran 
who could still have been written down by entrusting this 
duty to a group of them. Also, the copies of the Quran that 
had been written down during the time of the Holy Prophet 
ii could have been used by Sayyidina Zayd • to make his 
copy of the Quran. But as a precaution he did not limit 
himself to any of these methods. He used all these methods 
simultaneously, but even then he did not include any verse 
in his transcription unless he had received written and oral 

223. S$1) Bukhari and Fall) uJ Bari, v9, p8-ll.
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1cstimonies proving its uninterrupted succession. In 
11ddition, the verses that the Prophet � had got written 
under his personal supervision. were still preserved by 
different Companions. Sayyidina Zayd � collected them 
together so that the new copy be made from them. 
Consequently, a public proclamation was made that anyone 
possessing any written verses of the Holy Quran should 
bring them over to Sayyidina Zayd224 and when anyone 
brought a written verse to him he used to verify its 
authenticity by the following four methods. 
1. To begin with, he verified it from his own memory. 
2. When someone came forward with a verse, he and

Sayyidina 'Umar � used to receive it jointly, because, 
as narratives confirm., the latter was also deputed by 
Abu Bakr to work with Sayyidina Zayd, and he was
also a l;lafii.ns Hence he too, used to verify it from
his memory.

3. No written verse was accepted until two reliable
witnesses had testified that it was written in the
presence of the Holy Prophet � 'Alla mah Suyuti has 
stated that apparently the witnesses also testified that 
those written verses were presented before the
Prophet � in the year of his death and he had
affirmed that they were in accordance with the "Seven
Letters" on which the Quran was revealed.226 This
statement of 'Allamah Suyuti has been supported by
several traditions.

4. After that, these written verses were collated with the 
collections that different Companions had prepared for 
themselves.221 According to Imam Abu Shamah the

224: Fatti ul Ban v9, pl I ref. lbn Abu Dawood in the Kitab ul Ma}a))if. 
225: (bid. 
226: Al-ltqan v I, p60. 
227: Al-Burhan-fi-'ulu mil Quran v l. p238. 
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purpose of this meLl1od was that utmost care be taken 
in the transcription of the Quran, and rather than rely 
on memory. it should be transcribed exactly from the 
verses that were written in the presence of the Holy 
Prophet �.228 

If this functional methodology behind the collection of 
the Quran during the period of Sayyidina Abu Bakr � is 
kept in mind, it would become very easy to understand what 
Sayyidina Zayd bin Thabit meant, ··1 found the last verses 
of Surall AI-Bara�h starting with: 

. t �� ... "' ., . ' � . ' � . , .,
cl'·""' ............ �\ J, J

,...) ;.s-'\.,,. � 

cenainly, there has comt: 10 you a Messenger from 
among yourselves... c!I: 128. t:?91 

_with Sayyidina Abu Khuzaymah only. They were not 
found with anyone else except him." This never means 
that no person other than Abu Khuzaymah remembered 
these verses, or nobody else had them in writing. or 
anyone other than him did not know of their being part 
of the Quran. But it means that with the exception of 
Abu Khuzayamah these ver�es were not found with 
anyone of those who were coming with different written 
ve rst!S as they were dictated by the Holy Prophet �. 
Otherwise, as far as the fact of these verses being part 
of the Quran is concerned, it was known to every one 
through uninterrupted succession. There were hundreds 
of Companions who knew the whole Quran by heart 
and, hence, they also knew these verses. Further, these 
were also present in written form on the complete 
collections of the Quranic verses preserved by various 
Companions. Because he had taken the foregoing 
precautions he waited for confirmation through the third 

228: Al-ltqan v l, p20 
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method. As for the other verses they were verified in all 
the methods set by Sayyidina Zayd 4fo, and were found 
written with many Companions, many of whom brought 
each verse. But, among those wrinen separately under 
the supervision of the Prophet j/5 these verses were 
found only with Sayyidina Abu Khuzaymah + and not 
with anyone else.229

So, in every way possible. it was with utmost can: that 
Zayd bin Thabit � collected the Quranic verses and 
transcribed them in the proper order on sheets of paper. 230 

However. every Sura!, was written separately. Hence, this 
consisted of a number of transcripts and in the terminology 
of the Quran it was called "U111111", and it had the following 
features: 
(I) In this,copy, the Quranic verses were arranged in

accordance with the order fixed by the Holy Prophet
� but the Surahs were not arranged, and every Sura!,

was written and kept separately. 231

(2) All the "Seven Letters" were incorpor ated in this
copy.232

(3) This copy was written in H1r1 script.233
(4) Only those verses were included whose recital was not

abrogated.
(5) The purpose of this transcription was to prepare an

organised document with the collective endorsement of
the entire Ummah, so that reference can be made to it
when required.

229: AI-Burhan fil 'Ulumil Quran. v I. p234-235. 
230: Al-ltqan. v I, p60. According to on� report this Copy too was 

transcribed on leather but l:lafi� lbn tl.ijar rejects this report. 
231: A!-ltqan vi. p60. 
232: Manahil-ut-·Jrran vi. pp.246.247. and TarTkh ul Quran by KarvT 

p28. 
233: TarTkh-ul-Quran by Abdu� �amad �arim p43. Lahort: Press 

1963. 
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If the above details regarding the compilation of the 
Quran are kept in mind, it will be easy to .comprehend the 
meaning of the tradition which states that Sayyidina 'Ali � 
had compiled the. Quran immediately after the death of the 
Holy Prophet�-

In fact it was not only Sayyidina Ali � but many other 
Companions had also compiled their individual copies. But 
a standard copy compiled with the collective endorsement 
of the entire Ummall, was first prepared by Sayyidina Abu 
Bakr •. 

The transcripts written on the orders of Sayyidina Abu 
Bakr � remained with him during his lifetime. Then they 
remained with Sayyidina 'Umar 4$., and on his martyrdom 
they were transferred to the custody of Sayyidah 
Hafsah234 in accordance with his instructions. Then 
.Ma(wan bin Hakam asked for them from Sayyido.h. 
i;faf�ah • but she refused to give them to him. After her 
death Marwin sent for them and had them burnt because a 
consensus had been reached by then that with regard to 
the script and arrangement of Surahs it was obligatory to 
follow the transcripts of Suralls prepared by Sayyidina 
'Uthman '*' only, and no such copy should exist that was 
at variance with them.235 

234. Fat�-ul-Bari, v9, ppl2, 13.
235: Ibid. pl6.



COLLECTION OF THE QURAN IN THE 

PERIOD OF SA YYIDINA 'UTHMAN' � 

THRID STAGE 

When Sayyidina 'Uthman � became the Caliph, Islam 
had already spread to the far-flung areas of Byzantine and 
Iran. People embracing Islam in the new areas used to learn 
the Quran from the Muslim soldiers or from the traders 
from whom they got the blessing of Islam. Also. as has 
already been described. the Quran was revealed on "Seven 
Letters" and different Companions had learnt it from the 
Holy Prophet � according to different recitals. Hence. 
every Companion taught the Quran to his disciples in 
accordance with the particular reading he had learnt from 
the Prophet �. In this manner variations in recital reached 
distant countries. As long as the people wen: aware that the 
Quran was revealed on "Seven Letters". these variations 
caused no harm. But when these variations reached far-out 
countries and the fact that the Quran was revealed on 
"Seven Letters" could not gain due publicity, disputes 
among people started growing up. Some people insisted that 
their own reading was correct and that of ochers incorrect. 
These disputes gave rise to the danger on the one hand, that 
the people might fall into the grave error of declaring as 
incorrect the recitals of the Quran that had been transmitted 
through uninterrupted succession. On the other hand. there 
was no standard copy of the Quran anywhere in the world. 
except the one in Madina d1at was transcribed by Zayd bin 
Thabit 4k,. that could be the rallying authority for the 
en tire Um mah. Since ot her copies were written 
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individually, and in them. then:: was no provision to 
incorporate all the seven versions of recital. the only 
reliable methou to resolve these dis putes was that 
transcr ipts incorporating all the valid recitals be 
disseminated throughout the Islamic world. aud through 
them it could be decided as to which recital is correct'! 
Sayyidina 'Uthman • accomplished this remarkable feat 
during the period of his Caliphate. 

We learn the details of this achievemem through an 
account that 1:Iuzayfah bin Yaman � who w:is engaged in 
Jihad on the Armenian-Azerbaijan front noticed that 
differences wen: arising among people about the correct 
recital of the Quran. So, on his return co Madinah he 
went straight to Sayyidina 'Uthman � and said, "O 
Amir-al-Mu'minTn (Leader of the Believers)! Before this 
nation falls a prey to dissensions ahout the Bmik of Allah 
like the Jews and Christians you must do something ah()Ut 
it." Sayyidina 'Uthman � asked. "What is the matter"? 
He said, "l was on the Jihad mission at the Armenian 
front where I saw that the recital by the people of Syria 
following that of Ubayy bin Ka·ab was never heard by the 
people of Iraq, while the people of Iraq. who follow the 
recital of 'Abdullah bin Mas·ud. have never heard the 
recital made by the people of Syria. As a result they call 
eaci1 other unbelievers." 

Sayyidina 'Uthman � had himself sensed this danger 
much earlier. He was informed lhar even in Madinah such 
incidents had occurred wherein someone taught the Quran 
according to one rccilal while another teacher taught it 
according to a second recitlll: and when the students of 
different teachers met together there arose differences 
among them and sometimes it emhroiled the teachers as 
wel I. and they too declared ea<.:11 other's reading to he 
incorrect. When l;luzayfah hin Yaman � drew his 
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allt:ntion to this danger. Sayyidina ·Uthman � convened a 
meeting of some esteemed Companions and consulted them. 
lfo said. "I have been informed that chere are people who 
�ay co each other. 'My recical is bcuer than yours', and this 
may be carried to the limits of hlasphemy (unheliet). So. 
what is your opinion in this matter'!" The Companions 
asked Sayyidina ·Uthman � himself as to what were his 
own thoughts about it. He said. 

"My opinion is rha1 we should unite every one on one 
transcription so that nn difference nr division may occur." 

The Companions approved and supported his veiw. 

Consequently, Sayyidina 'Uthman � gathered people 
together and addressed them, "You are living so close to 
me in Madinah yet you falsify each other and differ with 
each other in respect of the recitals of the Quran. It is 
obvious that those who are far away from me must be 
falsifying and disapproving each ocher more vehemently. 
Therefore, let everyone join togt:ther to prepare a copy of 
the Quran to follow which should he ohligatory for all." 

For th;is purpose, Sayyidina · Uthman � sent a 
message to Sayyidah �laf�ah � Jw �1.r" J requesting her 
to let him have the holy transcripts of the Quranic text 
(prepared during the time of Sayyidina Abu Bakr � and 
which she had in her custody). He promised that these 
would be returned to her after they had been copied 
down. She sent them to him. He then formed a group of 
four Companions comprising Sayyidina Zayd bin Thabit, 
'Abdullah ibn Zubayr. Sa 'eed ihn al-' Aas and Abdur 
Rabman bin l:{arith bin Hisham. This group was entrusted 
with the task of making several transcripts from the 
original copy compiled by Sayyidina _Abu Bakr �. with 
the Surahs also arranged in sequence. One of these four 
Sayyidina Zayd. was an Ansar' while the three were 
Quraysh. Therefore. Sayyidina 'Uthman � said to them. 
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"If you and Zayd differ anywhere in the Quran (that is, 
differ as to how a certain letter should be written) you 
would write it in the language of the Quraysh because the 

Holy Quran has been revealed in their language." 
Basically, this task was entrusted. to the above named 

four distinguished persons, but subsequently other 
Companions also were called upon to assist them so that, 
according to Ibn Abi Dawood• their number had risen to 
twelve. These included Ubayy bin Ka'ab, Sayyidina Kathlr 
bin AflaJ:i, Sayyidina Malik bin Abi 'Amir, Sayyidina Anas 
bin Malik and Sayyidina 'Abdullah bin Abbas ,$. This 
group of Companions performed the following functions in 

. 'hi .. fHIQ - 236COf!nect10n wit t 1e transcnpuon o o y uran: 
I. In the transcript prepared during the period of

Sayyidina Abu Bakr • Surahs were not arranged in a
sequence, but each of them was written separately.
They arranged them in their proper sequence as part of 

. l 
. 237 a smg e transcnpt.

2. The verses of the Quran were written to accommodate
all the successive un-interrupted recitals in the script.
Therefore, no dots or diacritical marks were placed on
them so that they could be read in accordance with all
the valid recitals. For instance, they wrote u...,..... in
order that it could be read both as IA� (Nanshuruha)
and IA�, (Nunshizuha) because both these recitals
were correct. 238 

3. Upto that time there existed only one single copy of the
Holy Quran that was complete. authentic, standard and
collectively attested by the entire Ummah. They
prepared several transcripts of this freshly written copy
of the Quran. It is generally believed that Sayyidina

236: Fatal) al Bari v9. pl3-15. 
237: Mustadrak l;lakim. v2, p229. 
238: Manahil-ul-'lrtan. vi, p253. 254. 
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'Uthman � got five transcripts prepared, but Abu 
tlatim Sajistani has stated that a total of seven 
transcripts were prepared. Of those, one was sent to 
Makkah and one each to Syria, Y aman, Bal;lrain, B�ra 
and Kufah, and one was preserved in Madinah.�9 

4. ln order to accomplish the task cited above these
eminent Companions basically kept before them the
transcripts that were written during the time of
Sayyidina Abu Bakr •· But as an added precaution 
they adopted the same method that was employed
during the  time of Sayyidina Abu Bakr  •·
Consequently, individual transcripts preserved by
different 'Companions were once again brought together
and it was, yet another collation with these, that the 
new transcripts were prepared. This time a verse of
Surah AI-A{lzab,

..:ls- �1 1' �ls- t:. 1' !:.G, •,i.;,_ ', •. •• ',, -.-- J � u ��J-"-' <.f-

Among the Believers are men ..... (33:23) 
separately written was found only with Sayyidina 
Khuzaymah bin Thabit Ansari. As we have explained 
earlier, it does not mean that nobody else had remembered 
this verse, because Sayyidina Zayd bin Thabit has said .. 

c::--" I ..:_:S" ..u �I \.:.;;.....; .:_r.>- y \� 'ii 0" �f ..:.,..w 

e:: \.,,.\.;..l>.-� l,,. L-...:.ll.i l+!i� rL J �.iii� .iii j
_,..... J 

"While writing the transcription I did not find the verse 
of Surah Al-Abzab which I used to hear from the 
Prophet � when we searched for it we found it with 

239: �a�i� Bukhari. FatlJ-ul-BarT v9. p17. 
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Khuzaymah bin Thabit Ansari.240

It is quite apparent from the ahove narration that this 
verse was the one which Zayd and other Companions 
remembered very well. Similarly. it also does not mean that 
this verse was not written anywhere else, because it was 
present in the transcripts written during the time of 
Sayyidina Abu Bakr �- and was also included in the 
individual manuscripts preserved by various Companions. 
But as was done in the days of Sayyidina Abu Bakr �. 
this time also, all those scattered documents, written by the 
Companions individually, were collected together. 
Therefore. Zayd • and ·his associates did not transcribe 
any verse in those copies until they found it in those 
manuscripts as wel I. As such. other verses were found 
written separately with several Companions. but this verse 
from Surah AI-A�1zab could 1101 be obtained as a separate 
manuscript from anyone except Khuzaymah bin Thabit. 
5. After having several of these slandard transcripts of the

Holy Quran prepared. Sayyidina 'Uthman � got all 
the other manuscripts  individually prepared by
Companions burnt, so that all 1ranscripts of the Quran
become uniform in terms of script, incorporation of 
accepted recitals and the sequence of SurQh, leaving no 
room for any differences.

The entire U111111ah acknowledged this achievement of 
Sayyidina 'Uthman � with admiration, and all th� 
Companions extended their full support in this venture. 
Only Sayyidina J\bdullah bin Mas·ud was somewhat 
unhappy about it. the reasons of which have been 
mentioned in the discussion on "Seven Letters". 

0

Sayyidina 
�Ii bin Abu Talib � remarked: 

240: Bukhari. Fall)-UI-Bari v9. pl 7 
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(�:"--';J,,..,,•.;;1.Jt,.., .\,c .,. _..,..s,l.ll("") � \r. y 'y\ ....;,,..L.a....]1 

''Say nothing about 'Utlmiii'n � except whal is good for 
him. By God! whatever he <lid in conm:c1inn with the 
1ranscripcion of the Quran was done in the presence of 
all of us and with our advicl! and counsel. "2�1 

241: Fath-ul-Bari v9. pl5. Raf: lbn Aby Dii'wooo . 
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STEPS TAKEN TO FACILITATE 

RECITATION OF THE QURAN 

l•'OURTH ST AGE 

After the afore-mentioned achievement of Sayyidina 
'Uthman � the Ummah has reached a consensus that it is 
11u1 permissible to write the text of the Holy Quran in any 
111anner other than the one adopted by him. Consequently, 
thence on, all the transcripts of the Quran were written in 
nccordance with this .script and the Companions and their 
�uccessors prepared and circulated more and more copies of 
lhe Quran on this script. 

But the script of these Quranic transcriptions was still 
without dots and diacritical marks that made it difficult for 
the non-Arabs to recite them freely. As Islam spread far 
nod wide in non-Arab countries, it was felt that dots and 
tliacritical marks must be put so that the people may recite· 
lt easily. Several steps were taken to achieve this purpose, a 
short history of which is given below. 

DOTS 

It was not customary with the early Arabs to put dots 
on letters, and scribes used to write blank letters. The 
readers were so used to this style that they had practically 
no difficulty in reading the dot-less writings and they 
could easily distinguish between doubtful letters by 
reference to the context. Rather, it was very often 
considered to be an insult to put dots. Historian Maua'inT 
has quoted an author as under: 
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To put coo many dots in a lctcer amouncs co suspicion 
ahom (the comprehension ol) Che addressee.242

Hence transcripts of Sayyidina ·Uthman � were 
devoid of any dots, and apart from the prevalent custom its 
major purpose was that all the successive uninterrupted 
recitals may be incorporated in that script. But later on. 
dots were placed on letters for the convenience of 
non-Arabs and less educated Muslims. 

Reports differ as to who was the tirsl 10 place dots on 
the Quranic transcript. Some reports say that this feat was 
first of all accomplished by Abu! Aswad Du'i!i. 243 Some
say that he did it on the instructions of Sayyidina Ali 
�-237 Still others say that the Governor of Kufah, Ziyad
bin Abi Sufyan asked him to do this task244. There are 
reports too that Abdul Malik bin Marwan asked him to do 
it. 246 There is yet another report that l:lajjaj bin Yusuf245 

got it done with the help of l:lasan Al-Ba�rT. YaJ:lya bin 
Ya'mur and Na�r bin 'Asim Laythi247 . Some scholars think 
that the inventor of these dots had himself placed them in 
the Quranic script. and no conception of dots existed before 
this. But 'Alla mah Qalqashandi (who was the most 
renowned researcher in the art of script and writings) has 
refuted it and proved that dots had been invented long 
before ·that. According to one report, the inventors of 
Arabic writing script were Muramar bin Murrah, Aslam 

242: �ubl) al-'Asha al Qalqashandi v3. pl54 AmTriy Press Cairo 133 2 
AH. 

243: Al-burhiin fi-Ulum-i-Quran vi. p 250 & Al-ltqan v2, pl71. 
244: �ubl)·Ul-'Asha v3, pl55. 
245: Al-burhan p250, 251. 14th Edn. 
246: Al-ltqan v2, pl 71. 
247: TafsTr Al-Qunubi v I. p63. and TarTkh ul-Quran .. J<anvi. pl 81. 
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11111 Sidrah and 'Amir bin Jadarah of the tribe of Bolan. 
M11ramar invented the shapes of the letters, Aslam laid 
down the methods for breaking and combining the words 
1111d letters and 'Amir founded the dots248 . Yet another 
wport says that the credit for the lirst use of dots goes to 
/\hu Sufyan bin Umaiyyah. the grandfather of Abu Sufyan 
hin l;larb. who had learnt them from the people of 
Ambar249. Thus, the dots were invented much earlier but
the Quranic transcripts were kept free of them for various 
reasons. Whoever placed dots on the Quranic letters was 
not the inventor of docs, but he was the first person to use 
them in the Quranic script. zso

DIACRITICAL MARKS 

In the beginning, like docs, the Quran was devoid of 
diacritical marks (the fatl]a. ka.srah and �aroma) and likewise. 
There are varying reports as to who put these marks first? 
Some say this was first done by _:A.but Aswad Du' i Ii. Some 
say that Hajjaj bin Yusuf got this done by Yat1ya bin Ya'mur 
and Nasr biu 'Asim al-LaythT25t. Keeping in view all the 
reports in this connection, it appears that diacritical marks 
were first invented by Abu! Aswad Du'i Ii but they were 
different from what they are today. Instead. for short vowel 
'a' (fat-J;ia) he placed a dot over the letter L..J, for short 
vowel 'i' (Kasrah) a dot under the letter(----:---) for short vowel 
'u' (dhammah) a dot in front of the letter (._) and for 
nunnation (TanwTn) two dots L_; -.. - ··- )252. Later on, 
KhalTI bin A�mad founded the signs of (glottal stop, 
}:lamzah) and doubling (TashdTd)253. After that �lajjaj bin 

248: $ub�-ul-A 'sha v3, p 12. 
249: Ibid v3. pl3. 
250: ]bid v3, p155. 
251: TafsTr ul-Qur\\lbi vi p63. 
252: $ubp-ul-A'asha v3, pl 60. TarTkh-ul-Quran. KarwT pl 80. 
253: Al-Itqan v'.2. pl 71, �ub�-ul-A'shav3 pl61. 
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Yusuf requested YaJ:iya bin Ya'mur, Na�r bin A�irn 
Al-Layth1 and Hasan Al-Ba�ri to put both the dots and 
diacritical marks on the Quranic letters. On this occasion the 
present fonns of diacritical marks were chosen rather than 
the use of dots so that they may not be confused with the 
intrinsic dots of the letters. Allah knows best. 

STAGES (AHZAB & MANAZIL) 

It was customary with the Companions and their 
successors that they would complete the recital of the entire 
Quran in one week. For this purpose, they had fixed portions 
for their daily recitation. Each such portion is known as 
'lfizb' or 'Manzi!'. In this way the Quran has been divided 
into seven stages of recitation. Sayyidina A ws bin ijuzayfah 
states that he asked the Companions as to how many stages 
of recital they had divided the Quran into. They replied the 
first [fizl> consists of three surahs the second of five, the 
third of seven, the fourth of nine, the fifth of eleven, the 
sixth of thirteen and th.e final l;lizb from Surah Qaf to the end 
of the Quran.254 

PARTS (AJZA) 

Today,  the Quran is divided in to  thirty parts 
(AJZA-plural of JUZ). This division in parts has nothing to 
do with the meaning of the Quran, but has been done as a 
teaching aid for children, in thirty equal parts. Thus, we 
see that there are places where a part ·ends with an 
unfinished statement. It is difficult to say with certainty as 
to who made this division in thirty parts? Some people 
think that during the transcription of the Quran Sayyidina 
'Uthman • had got it written in thirty par-ts and hence this 
division dates back to his time255 . But I could not find any 

254: Al-burhan fi 'Ulumil Quran. vl, p250. 
255: TarTkh-ul-Quran by Abdu� �amad �arim. 
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p11H1l of this theory in the works of earlier scholars. 
ltnwcver. 'Allamah Badruddin Zarkashi has wirtten that the 
11111 ty parts of the Quran have been in popular use and they 
t 11�tomarily appear in the Quranic transcripts used in 
�l hools. It appears that this division was made after the 
pL•riod of the Companions to facilitate teching of the Quran. 
/\llah knows best. 

FIVES & TENS (AKHMAS AND A'SHAR) 

Another sign used in the Quranic transcriptions in early 
1•c11turies was the placing of the sign t or � after every 
live verses, and t or rs, after every ten verses. in the 
11mrgin. The former kind of signs were called 'Akh11ias' five 
und the latter A 'sliat256

. Holding divergent veiws. sonie of 
the early scholars, considered these signs permissible while 
others held them to be rep rehensihle257. It is difficult to say 
with any degree of certainty as to who put these signs first? 
One report says that the 'Abbasi Caliph Ma'mun first 
ordered that they be marked258 . But both these reports do not 
appear to be correct si,nce the idea of A' shar appears to be 
present in the days of the Companions as well. lbn Abi 
Shaybah, narrates in his book (Musannaf) that: 

�\ i) �\ • .? �, .;,�\ ..y:. ,:.r tJ ).r-' ,:.r 
(•� J> •y,.:.JI r.,WI i..,J.., • ;'µ, __,l5 ,T �, l W .J" ,i:_,.,

-,,
1 .:,11 '""""') 

Masruq says that 'Abdullah bin Mas·ud considered the 
puuing of sign of A'shar in Qu111nic script as detestable259

. 

From this it appears that the concept of "A' shar" was 
present during the days of the Companions. 

256: Manahil-ul-'lfran v I, p403.
257: Al-llqan v2. pl 71. 
258: AI-Burhan v I, p25 I. 
259: Musannaf lbn Abi Shybn v2. p497. 'Ulum-ul-Sharqiyah Press 

Deccan 1387 AH. 
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SECTION (RUKD') 

Another sign that came into use later on and is still 
prevalent is the sign of RUKU', and its placement depends 
on the meanings whereby a sign t is placed on the 
conclusion of a statement in the margin. Despite all efforts I 
could not locate anything authentic to tell us who originated 
this sign and in what period it was done. Some people think 
that "Rukurzit" were also determined during the time of 
Sayyidina 'Uthman •260 but no authentic proof to this claim 
is traceable in the traditions. However, one thing is certain 
that the purpose of this sign is to determine an average 
portion of the verses which could be recited in one unit 
(Raka 'ah) of Salah. It is called Ruku' (bending) so as to 
indicate bowing (going into semi prostration) during Sa/ah at 
this point. It is stated in F�tawa 'Alamgiriyah: 

.:r.i.h ;;� J&. ,:,!_;All l_,k -<l.JI r-+--J c:L!....JI 01 

� � �I � I? --..o->\...a..JI � .!ll-> 1_,..h-lJ Is-§' J 

<,,-!SJ ,.�,,i..,, � ,u ..,. •c,J';JIJ-i, .. ,,{.Jt..;sJl.:i) ..:r-_r!.AllJ ('.:!WI 

The Shaykhs have divided the Quran into 540 'Ruku'at' 
(sections) and placed its signs on the transcriptions so 
that the Quran may be completed on the 27th night (of 
Ramadan in Salat-tut-Taravih.)261 

SIGNS TO STOP (RUMUZ-E-A WQAF) 

Rumuz ul-awqaf (signs to pause). Another useful step 
taken to facilitate recitation of the Quran was to provide the 
verse with signs to indicate pauses. They are called Rumuz

ul-Awqaf Their purpose is to help a person who does not 

260: TarTkh-ul-Quran by Abdu$ �amad Sarim. p81. 
261: Fatawa 'AlamgTriyab vJ. p 94. -, 
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� 110w Arabic to stop at the appropriate place during his 
n•citation, and thus avoid any change in the meaning by 
�topping at the wrong place. Most of these signs were first 
introduced by · Alla mah Abu 'Abdullah Mul)ammad bin 
1 yrur Saja\vandT. 262 

These signs are explained below: 
.I, (�a). It is an abreviation for al-tt,aqfulmutlaq.it indictes 

that the statement stands completed at this point. 
Therefore it is better to stop here. 

t Gim) Jt is an abbreviation for al-waqful-ja.iz. It means
that it is permissible co stop here. 

J Stopping here is correct but it is better not to stop. It is 
the short fom1 for al-waqf al-mujawwaz. 

($ad) ./. It stands for al-waqf al-murakhkhas. It means that 
the statement continues further but, because the sentence 
became too long, the reader may take a stop to breathe 
at this point ralher than elsewhere in the sentences. 263 

(mTm) 1'· It stands for al-Waqf al-uizim. This sign denotes 
that there is a chance of grave error in the meaning if a 
stop is not made here, hence it is better to stop here. 
Some people call it "Obligatory stop" but not in the 
juristic sense that non-compliance would be sinful. In 
fact the purpose is to stress that making a stop here is 
the most preferable of all stops.264 

(lam) 'll.lt is an abbreviation for la 1a·q,;[J (do not stop here) 
but this does not mean that a stop here is unlawful. 
Rather, it is used at places where there is no harm in 
stopping, and starting with the next word is also 
permissible. So, it actually means that if a stop is made 
here, it is better to go back and read over again265 

262 An-Nashr fil Qiraat i I 'Ashr. lbn ul JazarT v I. p225. 
263. AI-Mi�1 ul-Fikriyah by Mullah Ali Qari, p63.
264. An-Nasbr v I. p231.
265 An-Nashr, p233.
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�rather than continuing on the next words. 
As far as the origin of the ahove signs is concerned, ii 

is conclusively proved that they were invented by 'Allamah 
Sajawancfi. However. some other signs are also found in the 
transcriptions of the Quran. for example: 
I:;" This is an aobreviation of .wLu. This sign is inserted

where two explanations of a single verse are possible. 
According to one explanation, the stop will be made at 
one given place, while according to another explanation 
this will be made at another place. Thus. a stop can be 
made at either of the two places but not at both places. 
For example: 

• ,,, , • • ,.,. :; ,, 
I 

''·! ''.<:. 1'-:U\ ·'.',l•'.':.;;\' 0 -11 ·'.',l•'.2.JJ.:. 
C..r t-Jr �: t.l r-r-., , Jr t.l r-r- , 

�.:J, ............. �� '-

If a pause is made at o�,,=JI then it is not proper to pause 
again at j,.,:u�I and if a pause will be made at j,.,:u�I 
then it is not correct to pause at oj,,=Ji. However, if a 
stop is not made at both places. that will be correct. It 
is also called al-muqa.bilah. It was first of all pointed 
out by Imam Abu! Fa11 Razi. 

� This indicates Saktah. It means reader should stop here 
but without breaking the breath. It is generally inserted 
at a place where non-stop reading may convey an 
erroneous meaning. 

a.ii J At this sign, the reader should stop a little longer than 
saktah <�> still not breaking the breath. 

J: It is the abbreviation of qila 'alai hil wa<d Ji _,11 4#- J.,i 
meaning thereby that some phonetists plead to stop 
here while other's do not. 

Ji: This is qif. It means 'stop here' and it is inserted where 
the reader may think that a stop here was not correct. 

�: It is the abbreviation of 'J JI� _,11 (al wa!l "iila) It means 
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that a non-stop reading is desirahle here. 
_)J: II is the abbreviation of qud yu:rnl. 

213 

Some recitors stop here while others prefer not to. 
I'hese indications are quite well-known hut I could not 
.,scertain who invented them. 





PRINTING OF THE HOLY QURAN 

1"1FTH ST AGE 

Before the invention of the printing press, all copies of 
the Quran were hand written by pen, and for this purpose, 
there always has been a large group of calligraphers who 
kept themselves busy in nothing but the calligraphy of the 
Quran. The amount of labour put in by Muslims in writing 
the words of the Quran in better and better styles, anu the 
way they demonstrated their deep love for this exalted Book 
has a long and interesting history of its own which would 
need an independent publication. This is not the appropriate 
place to go inco such details. 

With the inventions of the printing press. the Holy 
Quran was first printed at Hamburg in 1113 Hijrah, a copy 
of which is still preserved in Dar-ul-Kutub al Mi:jl'iyyah in 
Egypt. After that several oriemalists got many editions of 
the Quran published but they could not gain popularity in 
the Islamic world. After that Maula'y 'Uthman was the first 
Muslim who had one transcriptio11 of the Quran printed at 
St. Petersberg, a Russian city. in 1787 C.E. Similarly. 
another transcription was printt:d in Qazan, and in 1828 
C.E. the Quran was printed by lithography on stone slabs
in the Iranian city of Tehran. Thereafter. printed copies of
the Quran became common throughout the world.266

266. For a cle1ailecl history or prin1ing or 1hc Qurii'n sec
"TarTkh-ul-Quran" ul Kurdi. pl86 and 'ulum ul Quran by
Dr.�uhl11 �aleh. Urdu 1ranslation by Ghulam Al.1mad (:lariri 
pl42.
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RECITATIONS AND THEIR.COMPILATION 

It has been mentioned in the discussion of "Seven 
Letters" that, in order to faci)itate recitation, Allah, the 
Exalted, revealed the Quran in seve�al versions of 
recitation. With this difference in recitation no change 
occurs in the overall meanings of the verses. but modes of 
reading and pronunciation differ and this has resulted in 
facility for a large number of people. 

The Muslim Ummah throughout guarded these 
recitations also and valuable services have been rendered by 
Muslims in this connection. Even a short description of 
these admirable efforts is not possible here. However, a 
few hims are necessary. 

We have already stated that the Quran depended for its 
dissemination primarily on memory and narration rather than 
on transcription. Further. it has been stated that the 'Uthmani 
transcriptions were kept free of dots and diacritical marks so 
that all the established recitals could be incorporated in them. 
So, when Sayyidina ·Uthman � sent these transcriptions to 
different parts of; the Islamic world, he also sent with them 
such recitors who could teach correct recitation to people. 
When these  Q7iris (recitors) reached their different 
destinations they taught the Quran according to their own 
version, and different recitals spread among the people. 
Many devoted Muslims made it a mission of their lives to 
learn the different recitals and teach them to others. And in 
this way was founded the "Science of Recitals" and people 
seeking perfection in this branch of knoweledge flocked from 
every region to the "Imams of Qira'at" (Leading men in 
Recitals). Some of them learnt just one recital. some two. 
some three. some seven and even more. In this connection 
there was one fundamental rule which was universally 
recognised by the Um mah and acted upon everywhere. This 
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,11p11lated that only such "Recital" will be accepted as 
r 1111 anic as fulfilled three conditions: 

There should be room for it in  the 'UthmanT

transcriptions. 
It conformed to the rules of Arabic grammar. 
It should be authentically proved to be from the Holy 
Prophet �- and commonly known to the "Imams of 
Recitals". 

Any recital falling short of even one condition was not 
,1cccpted as "Quran". In this way a large number of 
uninterrupted recitals kept on being transmitted from 
i•oneration co generation. It also happened, that for the sake 
of convenience, one Imam adopted one or a few recifals 
11nd started teaching them exculusively and that particular 
recital was named after that particular Imam. Thereafter. 
scholars started writing books bringing these recitals 
together, Thus, lmam Abu'Ubayd Qasim bin Sallam, Imam 
Abu Hatim Sijistani, Qadi lsma'TI and Imam Abu Ja'far 
TabarT compiled books on this art in which more than 
1wenty Recitals were collected. Then 'Allamah Abu Bakr 
Al)mad bin Musa bin 'Abbas bin Mujahid (Died 324 AH) 
published a book in which recitals from only seven recitors 
were collected. This publication became so immensely 
popular that, compared to other recitals. these seven 
recitals acquired much greater popularity. so much so that 
some people came to believe that only these recitals are 
correct and uninterrupted, and the other ones are either 
incorrect or they are interrupted in their transmission. The 
fact is that lbn Mujahid's collection of these seven recitals 
was only accidental and he never intended to say that 
recitals other than these were incorrect and unacceptable. 
Another misunderstanding that was created by this work of 
lhn Mujahid was that soma people began to think that it 
were these seven recitals that were actually meant by the 
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"Seven Letters" whereas proper explanation of the "Seven 
Letters" is that which has been discussed in detail in the 
preceding pages. 

However. the seven recitors (QarTs) who became most 
famous as a result of Ibn Mujahid's work are the following: 
I. 'Abdullah bin Kathie I.I-Dari (died 120 AH). He had

the opportunity to have seen the Companions Sayyidina
Anas bin Malik, 'Abdullah bin Zubayr and Abu Ayyub.
An�ari, and his recital gained greater popularity in
Makkah. Among the reporters of his recital Bazzi and
QunbuJ were more well-known.

2. Naf'i bin 'Abdur Ra!Jman bin Abi Nu'airn (died 169
AH). He had his lessons from seventy such followers
of the Companions who were directly the pupils of
Sa¥yidina Ubayy bin Ka'ab, 'Abdullah bin Abbas and
Abu Hurayrah �- His recital was more popular in
Madinah and Abu Musa Qalun (died 220 AH) and Abu
Sa'Td Warsh (died-197 AH); were more popular among
his promoters.

3. 'Abdullah Ya��ubi popularly known as lbn 'Amir (died
118 AH). He had seen the Compnaions Sayyidina
Nu'man bin Bashir and Sayyidina Wathilah Bin Asq'a
� Jw .olll ..s"J a11d learnt the art of Qir'at (Recital)
from Sayyidina MughTrah bin Shahab Makhzumi who
was a pupil of Sayyidina 'Uthman •· His recital was
mostly prevalent in Syria, and Hisharn and Dhakwan
were more popular among the reporters of his recital.

4. Abu 'Amr Zabban ihn ul-'Ala hin 'Ammar (Died 154 
AH). He has quoted Mujahid and Sa·Td bin Jubayr to 
have narrated from lbn ·Abbas and Ubayy bin Ka'ab, and 
his recital became very popular in Basrah. Famous among 
the reporters of his recital are Abu 'Umar al-Dawri (Died 
246 AH) and Ahu Shu'ayb Susi (Died 261 AH). 

5. l;lamzah bin J�ablb AI-Zayyat Mawla 'Akramah hin
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Rabi AI-Ta'imT (Died 188 AH). He was a student of 
Sulayman A 'amash who was a pupil of Yal)ya bin 
Wathab who was the student of Zirr bin Hubaysh who 
had been benefited by Sayyidina 'Uthman,t 'Ali and 
Sayyidina Ibn Mas'ud �- Of his reporters Khalaf bin 
Hisham (Died 188 AH) and Khallad bin Khalid (Died 
220 AH) were more popular. 

6. 'A�im bin Abi-an-Najud al-AsadT (Died 127 AH). He
was a pupil of Sayyidina 'Abdullah bin Mas·ud through
Zirr ibn Hubaysh and of Sayyidina 'Ali through Abu
'Abdur Ral;unan SalmT. Of the reporters of his recital 
Shu'bah bin 'Ayyash (Died 193 AH) and I;Iaf� bin
Sulayman (Died 180 AH) were more popular. Nowadays
the recital is made according to lhe report of the latter.

7. Abu I f:!asan Ali bin l;lamzah Al-Kisru AI-NalJvi (Died
189 AH). Famous among his reporters are Abul l;larith
Maruzi (Died 240 AH) and Abu 'Umar ul-Dadr'

( 

(who
has also reported the recital of Abu 'Amr.)

The recitals of the last three became prevalent mostly in
Kufah. 

As has already been stated there are several other
recitals, apart from the above Seven, which are correct and 
uninterrupted. So when the misconception grew t11at the 
correct recitals are limited to these seven, several scholars 
(namely 'Allamah Shedhai and Abu Bakr bin Mehr an ) 
collected ten instead of seven recitals in a book and the 
phrase 'Ten Recitals' became popular.267 

The ten recitals comprised three recitals in addition to 
the above seven. The additional three are as under: 
l) Ya'qub bin ls'haq Al-Khidrami (Died 225). He learnt

from Salam bin Sulayman Al-Tawil who learnt from
'A�im and Abu ·Amr His recit�ls gained popularity in
Ba!irah.

267. An-Nashr til-Qirat -al-'Ashr. v l. p34.
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2) Khalaf bin Hisham (died 205 AH)'. He had learnt from
Sa!Tm bin 'Isa bin I;lamzah bin l:{abTb Zayyat. Hence,
he also reported the recitation of Han1Zah. His
recit11tion was prevalent in Kufah.

3) Abu Ja'far Yazid ibn al-Qa'qa' (died 130 AH). He had 
learnt from Sayyidina • Abdullah ibn 'Abbas. Sayyidina
Abu Hurayrah and Ubayy bin K'ab � and his recital
was mostly recognised in Madinah.

Some people however. added another four recitors to the 
above ten, to make the total to fourteen. These four were 
I) l�as an Ba�ri (Died 110 AH). He was a renowned

Tabi 'ee and his recital was centered at Ba�rah.
2) Mul)ammad bin Abdur Ral)man lbn Mu�aysan (D.123 

AH). He was a student of Mujahid and teacher of Abu
'Amr'. His centre was in Makkah.

3) Y�ya bin Mubarak YazTdi (died 202 AH). He lived in
Ba�rah and learnt from Abu · Amr and l;lamzah.

4) Abul Farj MulJammad bin A!Jmad Shambuzi (Died 388
AH). He lived in Baghdad and his teacher was Ibn
Shambuz. He was thus called Shambuzi.

Some authors have mentioned the name of Sulayman
A ·mash in place of Shamuzi. Of the fourteen, the first ten are 
regarded as un-interrupted while the others are uncommon. 268 

It seems appropriate to point to the wrong interpretation 
given to the action of 'Allamah Jbn Mujahid by the 
well-known orientalist of our time Montgomery Watt in 
pursuance of his teacher. Bell. He has written that by 
collecting seven recitals Jbn Mujahid has on the one hand 
indicated that these "Seven Recitals" correspond to the 
"Seven Letters", and on the ot11er he claimed that no other 
recital was reliable. Hence, other scholars also adopted this 
view and it was on this basis that they compelled lbn 

268. Manahil ul-'lrtan v.l. p.460. Ref: Mw1jidul-Muqri'in. lbn JazarT
vi, p46.
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Miqsam and Ibn Shambudh to retract from their views 
because they considered other recitals equally reliable. 269 

As it is. none of the facts in the above mentioned 
statement of Watt is correct. We haye just explained that 
several scholars and recitors ofthat time had writen. 
down several variations of recitals in a single book. 
None of them had meant that other recitals were not 
reliable. Ibo Mujahid himself has not hinted that his 
collection of seven recitals meant "Seven Letters" nor 
has he claimed that correct recitals are confined to these 
seven. Other scholars also never inferred from his work 
that he intended to label the other recitals as unreliable. 
On the contrary. all the other research scholars in this 
subject have constatnly refuted this idea. The most 
authentic scholar of the Science of Qira 'at (Recitals), 
'Allama lbn-ul-Jaiari (known with the title of MuJ:iaqiq 
and Research Scholar), strongly refuted this idea. At one 
place he writes. 

''We have made this discussion lengthy because we have 
been informed that some ignorant people consi�er only 
these seven recitals as correct, and say that by the phrase 
Seven Letters in the f)adith is meant these seven recitals .... 
That is why many of the earlier scholars have criticised lbn 
Mujahid that instead of collecting seven recitals, he should 
have mentioned more or less than seven recitals or he ought 
to have made his purport clear so that ignorant people had 
not suffered from this misunderstanding. "270 

l;Iafi+ Ibn l;Iajar and I Allamah Suyufi have quoted 
several Imams of Recitals wherein it has been clarified that 
lbn Mujahid had collected "Seven Letters" only in reliance 
to "Seven Transcriptions", otherwise he never meant to 

269. M.W. Watt. Bells Introduction to the Quran (Islamic Surveys
Series 8) Edinburgh 1970 pp48. 49. W.M. Bell.)

2.70. An-Nashr-fil,Qiraati 1-'Ashr vi, pp35. 36. 
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class the other recitals as incorrect or unreliable. 271 

As for the story of lbn Miqsam and lbn Shambuz, the 
scholars had not criticised them why they considered 
recitals other than these seven as correct. But the reason 
was, that three conditions must be fulfilled before calling a 
recital as correct (a) that it must be compatible with the 
'Uthman Transcription, (b) that it must correspond to the 
rules of Arabic grammar (c),that its uninterrupted 
transmission from the Hol y  Prophet � must be 
authentically proved, and that it be popularly known to the 
Imams of Qir'at. Any recital that fulfills these conditions 
shall be acceptable whether it is included in the Seven 
recitals or not, and if even a single condition is not met, it 
will be not reliable even though it may be included in these 
seven recitals. But Ibn Miqsam and Ibn Sha,mbuz272 had 
violated this established rule. Ibn Miqsam held that only the 
first two conditions were sufficient for the "Recital" to be 
correct .. A recital would therefore be acceptable if it is in 
accordance with the 'Uthmani Transcription an(l happens to 
correspond to Arabic grammar, even if it is lacking in a 
proper line of transmission. As against this, Ibn Shambuz 
stated that a "Recital" reported through uninterrupted 
authentic narrations shall be acceptable even if it does not 
conform to the "Uthmani script" .. On this b�sis all the 
scholars refuted them collectively and ultimately both of 
them came round to the opinion !)f the majority.273

27 ! . Fat\l-ul-Bari v9, pp25-27. Al-ltqan v I. pp82, 83. 
272. Their full names: Abu Bakr Mut:iam.mad bin Al-l;lasan bin Yaqub

and Mubammad bin Al)mad bin Ayyub.
273. An Nashr fit Qiraat al 'Ashr vi, ppl7-35. Al-ltqan vi, pl9.

TarTk.h Baghdad, Khanb. v I, p280. Wafyat Al A 'yan, lbn
Khalkan vi, p49, pri.ntedt in Egypt.



CHAPTER-6 

DOUBTS ABOUT PRESERVATION OF 

THE QURAN AND THEIR ANSWERS 

The Holy Quran has stated: 

,Surely We have revealed the Admonition (the Quran), 

and surely We are its Guardian. (AI-Hijr. 15:9) 

Through this revelation it has been prophesised that the 
Quran will exist in its original form till the Last Day, and 
no power on earth will succeed in destroying it or causing 
any alteration and adulteration in it. It has been made 
apparent in the preceding pages how Almighty Allah has 
made this prophesy practically true and how the Quran has 
been safeguarded in every age. Hence, today it can be said 
with full confidence and without any fear of contradiction 
that we have the Quran in exactly the same form as it was 
taught by the Holy Prophet Mul)ammad i1i and even a 
single dot or stroke could not be changed. 

This is not only the faith of Muslims but unbiased 
non-Muslims have also accepted this fact and could not dare 
to deny it. But when one's vision is blurred by malice and 
pi:ejudice even a crystal glass would appear murky to him. 
And this is the reason that some non-Muslim writers have 
raised suspicions and objections about the preservation of 
the Holy Quran. We would like here to briefly discuss the 
truth about these suspicions. 
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FIRST OBJECTION: 

SOME VERSES OF EARLY DA VS COULD NOT 
BE PRESERVED 

The well-known Orientalist F. Buhl has claimed that 
Quranic verses were not being written in the early days of 
their revelation, and their preservation depended entirely on 
the memory of the Prophet � and his Companions. Hence 
it is quite likely that the verses reveald during the period 
may not have been preserved. In support of his claim 
Buhl274 has presented two verses of the Holy Quran: 

t '"" t, ... ,, J • J • 

:J..ll 'l}. C. UI O 1 
.- lli � ·.· • 

: � -r"' 
I: We shall make you (0 Prophet) recite (our revelations) 

so that you shall not forget, except what Allah wills. 
(Al-"Ala. 68:_6)

• , • .. ,.. ., f ' • • ... 
,-.1 •.• I ,-. !. • . ..:.,\j ,-. -: • a;1 • . , .. C.
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2: Whatever revelation We abrogate or cause to be 
forgotten, We bring one better than it or similar to it. 

(Al-Ba4arah, 2: 106) 

But anybody even with a rudimentary understanding of 
the Quran and its exegesis can see the absurdity of this 
objection because these two verses refer only to the 
abrogated verses of the Quran. 

The background of revelation of the first verse is that in 
the beginning whenever Jibril � used to bring some verses 
the Prophet :ii used to hurriedly repeat them for fear of 
forgetting them and this caused him a great deal of strain. 
This verse comforted him by assuring him that he should 
not put himself to hardship of memorising the revelations 
because Allah has taken the responsibility of preservation of 

274: F. Buhl-Encyclopaedia of Islam v3. pp 1067. Koran. 
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the Quran upon Himself. hence he would not forget them. 
But this could have been taken amiss due to the fact that 
bOme verses of the Quran were forgotten later on due to 
their abrogation. This has been explained by saying �w,1,. �' 

.1i1 (except that which Allah Wills). This only means that 
only that verse would be forgotten that was abrogated and 
not otherwise. Similarly, the other verse only denotes that 
due to their abrogation some verses would be forgotten by 
the Prophet� and his Companions.275 

Hence, the most the two verses prove is that when Allah 
abrogated some verses, He not only ordered their erasure 
from the transcriptions but simultaneously caused their 
obliteration from the memories of the people. As far as the 
non-abrogated verses are concerned, it has been categorically 
affirmed about them that they will never be forgotten by the 
Prophet �- How does it follow from this there is a 
possibility of forgetting the un-abbrogated verses also? 

The argument on the basis of these verses that the Quran 
was not being recorded in the early days of Islam is utterly 
baseless and absurd. We have already mentioned that it is 
authentically proved that the Quran existed in written form 
with the Companions before the acceptance of Islam by 
'Umar •. 

. Hence the mention of only "forgetfulness'' in the first 
verse does not mean that the Quran did not exist in written 
form, but its actual reason is that this verse deals with the 
topic of "forgetfulness". Any mention of erasure of the 
written verses at this point would have been out of the way 
and out of context. That is why the second verse deals with 
both abrogation (' erasure of written sentences' )and 
forgetfulness because in this verse the subject of discussion 
is abrogation. The literal meaning of abrogation is erasure, 
or blotting out, hence this verse clearly denotes that the 

275: TafsTr AJ-QurtubT v20, p18. 
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Quran was present in written form and some of its verses 
were erased due to their abrogation. It is surprising that the 
verse which is actually affirming the Quran's existence in 
written form is being presented by Buhl to negate it. 

SECOND OBJECTION: 

THE PROPHET HAD ONCE 

FORGOTTEN A VERSE 

Orientalist D.S. Margoliouth has tried to cast doubts 
about the preservation of the Quran on the basis of a 
tradition reported by Bukhari and Muslim.276 It has been
reported by Sayyidah Aishah � Jw ..:»1 � J that the Hoy 
Prophet � once heard one of his Companions reciting the 
Quran, and siad: 

(t' '.1 � �I :..l,s"�I :.c.LjJ, �� 
_ \

(::
, n V..,., .)1,-illjJWu -,,15 ,;:i..., c-,>-" ',T

i:: 
,Vo\" ,.r• .)i,-ill jll..,l ._.,!5 •�;l...,c,>-" 

Allah's mercy be on him. he made me remember a verse 
that I had forgotten. 277 

By quoting this narration Margoliouth intends to 
deduce that if the Prophet � can forget one verse at any 
time, it may possibly happen with other verses as well. 
Probably he also wants to indicate that the Quran did not 
exist in writing otherwise the Prophet ii would not have 
forgotten that verse. But this objection is so absurd and 
baseless that even a man with ordinary intelligence will 
not accept it. Sometimes it does happen that man does 
remember something yet due to a prolonged dissociation 
with it he does not have it fresh. in his memory but as 

276: Margoliouth. D.S. En!=ydclopaedia of Religion and Elhics p543. 
277: �al;lil;l Bukhari Fatjail al Quran v2. p.753 & �al;li� Muslim vi, 

p267. 
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soon as someone mentions it, it becomes fresh in memory 
again. Actually this is not forgetfulness but only a 
temporary dissociation of thought. The same happened 
with the Holy Prophet �- Terming it forgetfulness on the 
basis of such an incident is the height of travesty which is 
nothing but sheer bigotry. On the contrary had Mr. 
Margoliouth viewed it with insight and justice he would 
have realised that this incident actually proves that Allah 
has safeguarded the Quran in such an extraordinary 
manner that no possibility exists for any part of it to 
become lost. The incident simply proves the reality that 
every single  verse of the Qu ran was made to be 
memorised by so many people that if ever a verse did not 
remain fresh in the memory of the Prophet � for the time 
being there was no possibility of its getting lost. 

The objection that this incident denotes that the Quran, 
at that time, did not exist in written for� is even more 
unfounded and ridiculous: We have already pointed out that 
the only thing this incident says is that a verse was revived 
in the memory of the Holy Prophet � by its recitation by a 
Companion. It does not prove that the Quran was not found 
in written form. Does Mr. Margoliouth think that a thing 
once written can never become obscure from a person's 
mind for a short while? Further, the whole world knows 
that the Holy Prophet � did not know reading or writing. 
So. there was no connection between his remembrance of 
the Quran and its transcription. hence inference that the 
Quran did not exist in written form can be drawn from this 
incident only by a person who has closed, the doors of 
justice and wisdom on himself. 
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THIRD OBJECTION: 

REFERENCE OF SURAH AL-AN' AM IN 

SURAH AN-NISA' 

Margoliouth has advanced another very strange 
argument about his contention that the Quran was not 
written. He points out that the Quran states in Surah

An-Nisa': 

,e l I ,_ , 

f 
, • .J , ' , ,,. ,,. 
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o ............• .:c. ..;..;..G'� - .. , 

And (0 Believers!) He has indeed (already) revealed to 
you in the Book that when you hear the revelations of 
Allah being disbelieved in and mocked at, sit not with 
them. (who do this) until they indulge in a discourse 
o):her than that.... (An-Nisa. 4: 140) 

This verse is Mad.inian and the Makkan verse referred 
to in it is ·as under: 

, ' 
0 • . • .. . . ,· >.• ,............. � �...l>, . ,J ,.,:, .:,;._, 

,�· � ..... � J-- ..T .. 

(0 Prophet)' when you see those who meddle with our 
revelations, you withdra\¢ from them till they meddle 
with somi other discourse. (Al-An'am, 6:68). ' 
The first verse refe'rs to 'fiie second verse but their 

wordings are different.· Margolioµth inf�'rs from this that 
the Quran did not exist in written form, because if it were 
written down, the first verse mus.t have used the very same 
words as the second verse. The difference in the wordings 
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means that the words of the second verse were not 
preserved when the first verse was revealed.278 

This argument of Margoliouth is so palpalbly unsound 
that one feels abashed even co refute it. The question here 
arises, "If the words of the above mentioned verse of 
Su rah Al-An 'am were not preserved at the time of 
revelation of Surah A11-Nisa' how were they written in the 
Quran later on'?" If the original words of Surah Al-An 'am

wen: not preserved. logically rhe later scribes would have 
written there exactly the same words as in Surah

An-Nisa '. The difference in words in fact denotes that the 
words of both the verses were fully preserved and 
unchanged, and there was no element of conjecture or 
guess. If the t ranscription of the Qu ra11 ha{! b een 
guess-work there should have been no difference in the 
wordings of these two verses. 

The fact is that in every language there are two ways of 
making reference to a preceding subject. s·om'etimes the 
exact words of the previous narration. are repeated. which 
form of speech is known in English as Qirec.t Narration: 
while sometimes the same words are not repeated hut the 
basic meanings are described i� different w';rds, known as 
{ndirect Narration. Of these. the former form is not 
commonly adopted. generally it is the latter form that is 
resorted to in literary phraseology. This latter form is the 
one adopted in Surah An-Nisa ·. Another reason for this is 
that many a time every S11rah of the Quran has a different 
style in relation to the formation of its sentences. Hence if a 
sentence from another Surah is added in between its own 
phrases the sequence of the verse would hreak and the flow 
of these sentences would not he maintained. Anybody 
having the slightest literary taste can see that reproduction 
of the exact words of the Sumh AI-A11 'ri111 in the verse of 

:?78: Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethic� v IO. p542. 
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Su rah An-Nisa' would break the sequence and flow of the 
phrase. Further. it should be noted that the entire Surah

Al-An 'am about which Marguliouth says that it was not 
written. was revealed in om:: instance and it contains the 
following verse also: 279 

$ 
, ... . ., , , �� -,:_; ;_s;lJ1 0:G.::. �;� �Uy! yl:.f I.LI>:, 

And this (Quran) is the blessed Book which We have 

revealed confirming that which was (revealed) before it. 
(AI-A11'a111. 6:92) 

In the verse the word 'Book' has been used for the' 
Quran. If the Quran was not being written uptil the 
revelation of Surah Al-An '0111 it could not be called a 
"Book" which word implies only to written materials. In 
short. this objection of, Margoliouth. too. turns out to be 
unfounded, absurd and a product of animus and prejudice. 

FOURTH OBJECTION: 

SLANDER OF MARGOLIOUTH AGAINST 

IMAM BUKHARI 

Raising his fourth objection on the preservation of the 
Quran Margoliouth says that Bukhari has stated that the 
sentence: 

(Except that you respect 1he relation that exists between 

me and you). 

was a divine revelation through Waf1y. but the commentators 
say that this sentence does not exist in the Quran. Hence they 
consider this sentence as an explanatory note to the Quranic 
verse 23 of Surah Ash-Sliur<1, 42. that is: 

279: Tafseer lbn Kath Tr v I. p 122. 
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..... but (I seek ro guide you) in respect of love of 
kinship .... 280 

231 

But we wish to state with full sense of resp·onsibility 
that with these words an Orientalist of the reputation of 
Margoliouth has made such a slanderous statement which 
cannot be termed as anything other than a dishonest and 
prejudiced bias or at the least a lamentable ignorance. With 
lhis, Mr.Margoliouth has tried to create an impre.ssion that 
Imam Bukhari considered a sentence as· part of the Quran 
which is not found in the Quran at present. Any unbiased 
and honest person may turn the pages of $a/Jib Bukhari and 
find that he has copied the verse in exactly the same words 
as they exist in the Quran and the sentence .:,1�1 

.................. ,µ) has been written as its explanation. The 
complete text of Imam Bukhari's statement is as under: 

.y- .... J� J ..i.....,.... 1.:L� .s,.,ill ,.} o.) r-11 ':JI .J j y\.i 

J � Jw .s,.,ill ,.} o.) r-11 ':JI .J j .y- J.:... 4.il :3-Y- JI 

J�Y' JI Jw r-1--J 9&- ..iJ1 J--" ..i.....,.... JI .s,} ""'.m:,,

'y\ ,.r!} ,y J2! � � r-1--J 9&- ..iJ, J--" �I 01 ,� 

-�1.,.-JI ,y � J .fa. L. 1_,J....:,; 01 ':JI Jw �I} .J 0� 

•'->J'-:JI c,:i ) �I�� 1l [ ,V'1"' ..,r •..;-,s- � �;,..... ·� �l.;S" ,:S;!.At �) 

(' \! 1 \ ;,y ..r', .,$;UII -� J AC, t oV./ 

CHAPTER, The statement of Allah "Except in respect 
of love of kinship (42:23) Narrator Mul1am111ad bin 
Bashshar ..... from lbn 'Abbas. that he was asked 
(regarding) "but (I seek to guide you) in respect of love 

280. Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethic.:s. v I. p543. 
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of kinship" (42:23). Sa'Td bin Jubayr said: "It means 
here (to show what is due for) the relatives of 
Mul1ammad �-" On that lbn ·Abbas said: You have 
hurried in giving the answer! There was no branch of 
the tribe of Quraysh but the Prophet had relatives 
therein. The Prophet � said "I do not want anything 
from (you) except to be kind to me from my kinship 
with you. "281 

It is quite clear now that under the heading of the verse 
Imam Bukhari has wri�en exactly the same sentence of the 
verse that occurs in the Quran. Then as an explanation to it 
Sayyidina lbn 'Abbas * was asked to comment on the 
verse .r,.,.il' .} o.) ..,.i, ';/1 and he said ,y � J ..r-- 1.- ,µ .:i, ':II 
4-11_,.il1 but Mr.Margoliouth has the effrontery to state that 
Imam Bukhari believes this sentence as part of Quranic 
revelation. One can easily understand how deep and abiding 
is the prejudice which animates these so called pioneers of 
research and truth due to their prejudice against the Quran, 
and how tightly the malice and grudge against Islam has 
trapped them. 

w.; UJ1 �;,I)>} �'.,li :.J
In their hea1ts is a disease. so Allah has increased their 

disease. (AI-Daqarnh. 2: I 0) 

281: �a�i� Bukhfri. Kitab Tafseer. sumh lfa111ee111 'Ayn. S111, Qof.
v2, p71_3 primed al Karachi Fat� ul BarT v8. p457. ·um-datul 
QarTvl9 pl57. 
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FIFTH OBJECTION: 

SOME VERSES WERE LOST BY SA YYIDAH 
'AISHAH lf.S Jw .ii, i..r" J 

233 

The fifth objection raised by Margoliouth is that 
according to a narration of Musnad A).lmad some verses 
were Jost282 by Sayyidah 'Ayshah � Jw ..111..r" J . The 
narration referred to by Margoliouth is as under, 

�r �)I ..u.1 .::..lu � J "#..iii� �',cJj �� .y

.} .r-r' ..::..:,.; � J J .} c..i \5:.; i _r=.s, _r.$JI ..:., L....;, J) r-"° )I

o ;4 lli L!.; � ) "# <lJI � .JJI Jy; �I L..L; c.r-1

- 4,:lS"I; u �y ..:..J.,.:..) )

Sayyida 'Aishah � Jw .iii, ..r" J stated that verses about 
stoning and ten 'Rid'at of older people were revealed. 
These verses were written on a paper that was kept under 
the bed. When the Prophet � suffered from the agony of 
death we got busy in looking after him. Our pet animal 
came and ate that paper. 283 

The fact is that the verses mentioned in this narration 
were the ones that were abrogated for recital. Sayyidah 
'Aishah � Jw �' ..r" J herself believes on the abrogation 
of those verses. If she had kept them written in a paper it 
does not mean anything other than the preservation of a 
relic. She, however, remembered them and if she knew 
them to be a part of the Quran she would have got them 
transcribed in the copies of the Quran. but she never 
made any attempt all her life. It is clear that she herself 
considered them no more thai1 an academic momento. 

282: Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics v 10. p543. 
283: Musnad Al)mad: Zaw'id, Masnada1 'Aishah v6, p269. Beirut. 
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This inci dent does not cause any reproach to the 
preservation of the Q1:1ran. 

SIXTH OBJECTION: 

NUMBER OF MEMORISERS OF THE QUR' AN 

IN THE DAYS OF THE PROPHET 

Some people have douhted the preservation of the 
Quran on the basis of a tradition of Sayyidina Qatadah ... 
This tradition is quoted by Bukhari in the following words. 

J... .:i1_;11 �.; � Jw ..iii t.?) d)L, ..:r- __,...;1 -:.JL 

, ) .... , .. ;')'\ .:.r" � �;I Ju ·rL J ..,,is. ..iii � �1 ...l¥ 

-�j y.l J ��J-4j J�
J. 

,)1.,.,. J� J. u!l

"I asked Sayyidina Anas bin Malik as to who collected 
1he Quran in the days of the Prophet ;i. He said. Four 
persons. all from among the Ansars. Ubayy bin Ka'b, 
Mu'az bin Jabal. Zayd bin Thabit and Abu Zayd." 
On the basis of this Jfadith some people think that in 

the days of the Prophet � there were only four persons 
who had memorised the Quran by heart. In fact this is 
not true. We have already gi.ven the na'!les of those who 
had memorised the Quran during the days of the Prophet 
�- Hence the narration of Sayyidina Anas bin Malik 

· certainly does not mean that there were no more than
these four memorisers of the Quran in the entire group
of the Companions. But in the tradition under reference
the phrase "who collected the Quran" has been used, and
the correct interpretation of this is '"Who wrote the
Quran"? Sayyidina Anas � in fact meant that these
were the four persons who had with them the complete
manuscript 'of the Quran during the very days of the
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Prophet�, 
Further, l;lafiz lbn �£ajar � Alli to,. J has written the 

full sorry of the narration of Sayyidina Anas � with 
reference to a narration from TabarT as follows "Once the 
tribes of Aws and Khazraj each claimed supremacy over 
the other and boasted feats of their members." 

The .people of Aws enumerated the names of their 
tribesmen who had gained a special status in Islam. In 
reply to this the people of Klrnzraj (including Sayyidina 
Anas) said that there were four persons in their tribe who 
had collected the entire Quran. Hence his narration could 
also mean that there were only these four persons in both 
the tribes who had collected the Quran.284

SEVENTH OBJECTION: 

'ABDULLAH BIN MAS'UD AND MU'AWW ADHATAYN 

(THE LAST TWO SURAHS) 

Some people make the most of the narration of Musnad 
Ahmad which states that Sayyidina 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud 
did not consider the last two Surah.1· of the Quran (Al-Falaq

and An-Nos) as part of the Quran.2115 
This is a fals� allegation. In fact 'Abdullah bin 

Mas'ud, like the entire U111mah considered these two 
Surahs as part of the Quran, and the traditions which are 
against it are not correct. It is proved from the fact tha, 
the uninterrupted recitals from him contain these Surahs.

Of the ten recitals the one from 'Asim is quoted by Abu 
Abdur RalJman SulmT, Zirr ibn l:{ubaysh and Abu 
Amr-al-Shayhani. and all of them have reported it from 
Sayyidina 'Ahclullah hin Mas'u<l.211" Similarly. the recital

284: For details see Fat\1-ul-Bari v9. pp41.42. 
2$5: Wan: W. Momgomery: Bell's lmrncluction 10 1he Quran p46. 
286: An-Na�hr fil Qir'at al 'Ashr. Hm ul JazarT. vi. pl 56. 
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of Hamzah is quoted by · Alqamah. Aswad, lbn Wahb, 
Masruq. A�im bin J;)amrah and Harith and all of them 
have reported it from 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud.287 Further,
the recitals of KisaT and Khalaf are also traced back to 
'Abdullah bin Mas'ud because Kisai learnt it from 
Hamzah, and Khalaf was a student of his student. 

Since there is a consensus on the fact that all the reports 
of "The ten recitals" are the most convincing and authentic 
reports and are being transmitted un interruptedly from 
generation to generation288 hence. isolated report against 
these must be rejected and cannot he accepted. 

It is on this basis that most scholars of Hadith and 
researchers have termed as weak. invented or at least 
unacceptable reports that attribute the false belief towards 
'Abdullah bin Mas'ud. These scholars include 'Allamah 
Nawawf. · Allamah lbn Hazm. Imam Razi. Qac,li Abu Bakr 
bin ·Arabi. ·Allamah Ba�r-ul-'Ulum. and of the latest era, 
the renowned research scholar 'Allamah Zahid Kautharf 
(..Ui�J).289

One may think that since 1:latii lbn l:lajar and 
• Allamah Nuruddin Hayrhmi (..U1 � J) have asserted that
all the narrators of these reports were reliable people;90
how can these reports be termed as incorrect? But the
people who have a knowlet;lge of the science of IJadith

know it well that reliability of the narrators alone is not
sufficient for a tradition to be correct, but it is also
necessary that it should have no element of flaw and

287: lhid pl 66. 
288: Faid ul-Bari v I, p262. 
289: See· in sequential order Al-ltqan v2. p.81. AI-Mul.1alla. lbn l;lazm 

v I. p 13. FawatiJ:l ur Ral)mut. Sherah Musllmuth Thubut by 
Ba!Jrul 'Ulum v2. pl2. Mucf;ilat ul KawtharT. pl6. My own 
Article in Al-B�lagh. Sh'ahan I 393. Sayyidina · Abdullah bin 
Mas.-ud and Muwadhatayn.

290: Fat� al Bari v8. p3, Majmu·:iz Zawii}l. HuythmT v7. pl 49. 
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irregularity in it. All scholars of f:ladith have defined 
"Correct Tradition" as devold of any defect or irregularity 
and if a tradition contains these elements, it would not be 
regarded as correct despite the reliability of its narrators. In 
his preface ijafi� Ibn-us-Sallah writes as under. 

"Hence Hadith Mu'allal (Motivated Tradition) is that 
wherein some defect may be suspected even though 
apparently it may seem to be correct. And this defect may 
be found even in its precedent wherein also the narrators 
are reliable men and in which all the conditions of 
authenticity seem to be present. The defect is comprehended 
by those having deep insight in the science of l;ladith

through several means e.g. by finding the narrator as an 
isolated one, or sometimes due to his opposition to some 
other narrator coupled with some other indications. ''291

Similarly, there is a kind of Tradition called "Shaz" 
(Rare). In it the ·narrators are reliable but because they 
oppose other narrators more reliable than themselves their 
report is not accepted. Hence, • Allamah NawaW1 :md lbn 
J:Iazm regard as unacceptable those l;iadith that allege that 
'Abdullah bin Mas'ud did not consider the last Surahs as 
part of the Quran although their narrators are reliable men. 
They have the following reasons for their stand: 
l: These repor.ts are defective because they are against 

such recitals of 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud as have been 
reported uninterruptedly. 

2: The narration of Musnad A)Jmad that describes the 
saying of Ibn Mas'ud ... .:»1 yl:S" .y W l.o..&i' (These two 
are not part of the Book of Allah) is reported only by 
'Abdur Rahman bin YazTd Nakh'T. Nobody else has 
reported this sentence from him as such.292 Also it is

291 :: Fatl}:ul-Mulhim v I, p54. 
292: Majma' Zaw id, HaythrnT v7. pl49. and Jlath ur Rabbani vl8, 

pp35J-352. 
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nm an uninterrupted narration. hence it is cl.assed as 
"Rare". According to the principles established by 
Scholars of ljadilh "Ran� reports" are not acceptable. 

3: Even if these reports are taken as correct they shall 
remain "Isolated News", and the U111111ah has 
consensus that any Isolated news that does not conform 
to the rule of continuity is unacceptable. The recitals of 
Sayyidina 'Abdullah bin Mas·ud * are proved 
through uninterrupted narrations and are doubtless 
authentic. Hence these isolated news against those 
narrations are unacceptable. 

The question now remains that if these narrations 
are not correct then why the reliable narrators reported 
such a baseless thing'! The answer to this question is 
that although he believed them to he part of the Quran, 
· Abdullah bin Mas'ud � may nm have written them
in his manuscript for some reason. And reporter of this 
fact may have deduced from it that lbn Mas'ud did not
consider them to be Quranic revelations although it
was a fact that he had not written them down in spite
of believing them to be part of Quran. There could be
many reasons for not writing them in his manuscript.
For example, · Alla mah Zahid KawthrT has stated that
he had not written them down because there was no
fear of their being forgotten. Every Muslim remembers
them by heart. 293 

This argument is supported by the fact that · Abdullah 
bin Mas'ud � did not even write down the Surah

Al-Fati�w in his manuscript. Imam Abu Bakr AI-AmbarT 
has reported that Ibn 'Abbas was asked about it and he 
replied that if he had to write Surah Al-Fa1iba he would 
have written it with every Surah. Imam Abu Bakr says 
that this meant that· since the Sumll is recited with every 

293: Maqalal ul-KawLhari, pl 6. 
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Surah during Sa/ah he had omitted it and relied on the 
memory of Muslims.294

Any how, there can be several explanations why 
· Abdullah bin Mas'ud had not written surah. Al-Fatiba and 
these two Surahs in his manuscript. It cannot he concluded 
from it that he did not consider them to be part of the 
Quran, while the entire Quran has been reported
uninterruptedly rrom him including these Sura/is.

EIGHTH OBJECTION: 

COLLECTION OF THE QURAN DURING THE 
TIME OF SA YYIDINA ABU BAKR ,*1 

We have already mentioned in detail about the 
accomplishment of the collection of the Holy Quran 
during the time of Sayyidina Abu Bakr • Some 
Orientalists have outright refused to accept this fact. They 
maintain that no attempt was officially made to collect and 
compile the Quran at that time and it was only Sayyidina 
'Uthman � who first performed this task. They further 
claim that the transcription of Sayyida f;laf�ah ( .u..11 .? ; 
\t',&-) which 'Uthman • used was her personal copy and 
not the officially compiled Quran. To support this claim 
they have raised certain objections to the tradition quoted 
by Bukhari that has been reported from Zayd bin Thabit 
• and which has described the incident of collection and 
compilation of the Quran at the time of Abu Bakr
�iddiq. 295 All these objections have been summerised by
Montgomery Watt. 296 It is unnecessary to mention all
th�se objections in these pages and give an answer to
them because most of them are such that anybody with 

294: TafsTr AI-QurtabT vi. ppl 14, 115. 
295: This report has bee11 described in the preceding pages. 
296: Wan:Bell's lniroduction to tllP. Quran 40, 42. Edingburgh 1970. 
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common sense can easjly answer them. However, some 
important objections are answered below. 

One of their objections is raised on a /:ladith in Bukhari 
that Sayyidina Abu Bakr � was motivated to write down 
the Quran on observing that many martyrs the Battle of 
Yamamah were the l;lufta� (those who had memorised the 
Quran). They state that the number of ijuffa� martyred in 
this battle was negligible because most of the martyrs were 
recently converted Muslims. This objection is not only 
unfounded but also absurd. It was ftrst raised by Fredrich 
Schwally and subsequently other Orientalists blindly 
followed him,297 and none of them bothered to have gone 
through the list of martyrs and see how far this objection is 
true? The fact is that the number of partcipants in the battle 
of Yamamah was there hundred and sixty MuhajirTn 
(Immigrants) and An�ars (Helpers) of Madinah and three 
hundered MuhajirTn (Immigrants) from other parts around 
Madinah. 298 Evidently the names of all the 660 persons
could not be preserved. However, fifty eight names have 
been me.ntioned by Ibo Katlur.299 

Of the these 58 persons one was Salim Mawla Abi 
ijuzayfah • who held the most distinguished position 
among the Companions by virture of being a l;iafii and Qari 
(Recitor). He was one of the four Companions who were 
specifically named by the Prophet ii from whom the Quran 
may be learnt. He was the Imam (that is, he used to lead the 
Salah) at the mosque of Quba before the Hijrah and 'Umar · 
• also used to offer Salah behind him. He often used to
lead the Salah during journeys because he was regarded as
the greatest scholar of the Quran.300

297: Watt: Bell's Introduction to the Quran. pl92. 
298: Tartlch-al-TabarI v2, p516. 
299: Al-bidayah wan-Nihayah v6, p340. 
300: AI-IsiT'yab, Ibn 'Abdul Barr, v2, pp28,29. 
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The other eminent person was Abu l;Juzayfah � and 
he was the forty-fourth Muslim in history of Islam. 301 

His eminent place regarding the knowledge of Quran can 
w ell be imagined from his  close connection with 
Sayyidina Salim apart from his long association with the 
Holy Prophet ti.

The third eminent person was Zayd bin Kha\\ab •• the 
elder brother of Sayyidina ·umar � who had accepted 
Islam in its earliest days. Sayyidina ·umar • used to say 
about him that every gust of wind brought the memory of 
Zayd to him.302

The fourth of them was Sayyidina Thabit bin Qays bin 
Shammas • who was one of the scribes of Quranic 
revelationsJOJ and his special relation co the Quran is 
well-known. 

Another person was · Abbad bin Bishar � who was 
present in the battle of Badr. Sayyida 'Ayshah Jw ..111 �J 
� has stated that three Ansar Companions were superior 
to other Companions by virtue of their knowledge and 
wisdom, and one of them was 'Abbad bin Bishar. 3o4 

Also, Sayyidina Jufayl bin 'Amr ad-DausT • was 
martyred in the Battle of Yamamah. He was a distinguished 
Companion who had learnt the Quran from Ubayy bin Ka'b 
•. who was known to be the greatest scholar of Qir at. 305 

Also included in the list are brother of Zayd bin Thabit, 
YazTd bin Thabit, 

Uncle of Bara' bin 'Azib, Qays bin Jjarith, brother of. 
Sayyidina Mu'az, 'Aiz bin Ma'iz. brother of Zubayr S�ib 
bin 'A wwam and the son of Sayyidina 'Uthman bin 

301: Al-l�abah by Ibn Hajr v4, p43. 
302: AI-Bidayah wan-Ni.hayah. by lbn KathTr v6, p336. 
303: Z ad-ul-Ma'ad. lbn Qayyim vi. p30. Mu·Tniyah Egypt. 
304: Al-l�abah v2, p255 and Al lst'iyab 'Ala Hamish as SaJJaba v2, 

p444-446 
305: Al-J�a�ah. v2. p217. 
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Mafun Sa'id bin 'Uthman. 
In addition to the above named there were 18 from 

among the immigrants, and about 20 from the Helpe,rs 
(An�ar) who had accepted Islam before the battle of Badr. 
There were another 10 who were present in the battle of 
Ul�ud .. 306 This list of the martyrs at Yamamah includes 
only names such as could he preserved in the history. 
How many more J:Iufra� (recitors who had memorised the 
Quran) were among the unnamed martyrs is very difficult 
to estimate. But Fredrick Schwally. George Bell and 
Montgomery Watt see no recitor among them. And not 
only that. they want to impress the world of their research 
by calling them the recent converts and deny the 
authenticity of the tradition of Bukhari on the basis of this 
assumption. This is the height of treachery with the 
principles of learning and research, and an extremely 
deceitful technique to undermine justice and honesty. In 
fact, it was not just in the case of battle of Yamamah 
where all the l:lufra� Companions were martyred but this 
battle was just one in the long chain of battles that were to 
ensue, and there was a large number of learned 
Companions who were keen to sacrifice their lives i n  
battles more fierce than this. If under these conditions, 
Sayyidina Umar • got the idea to collect the Quran how 
can it be !"llade a basis for rejecting a strongly authentic 
tradition of Sahih Bukhari? 

Another objection raised by Watt on this tradition is 
that if Sayyidina Abu Bakr • had prepared an official 
transciption of the Quran, it would have served as a 
precedent (a definite argument) but we do not find any 
evidence to that effect in the traditions of that time. The 
absurdity of this objection is also quite evident. That this 

306: Al-kamil-Al-Jazar·i v2, pl40, and Al-Bidayah wan Nihayah, v6, 
p340. 
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11 anscription was a precedent and there can be no greater 
p1 oof of this than the fact when Sayyidina · Uthman • 
tlccided to pi epare the copies of the Quran he sent for the 
a111e transcription from Sayyidah �laf�ah � Jw "111 �) that 

was prepared by Sayyidina Abu Bakr •. 
Watt has also raised the objeciton that if this was an 

llfficial transcription then after the death of Sayyidina 
'Umar • why did it remain in the custody of Sayyidah 
l,laf�ah � Jw -.1)1 �) instead of his successor Caliph. The 
unswer to this objection is obvious that after _the martyrdom 
of Sayyidina 'Umar • there was no successor for 
sometime and all his belongings, including this 
transcription, were transferred to his daughter Sayyidah 
�[af�ah � Jw '111 �) . No sensible person would make this 
a basis for rejecting such an authentic tradition. 

NINTH OBJECTION: 

COMPLETE QURAN WAS NOT WRITTEN 
UPTO THE TIME OF SA YYIDINA ABU 
BAKR'S CALIPHATE 

It has been described earlier that whenever any verse 
was reveal�d to the Prophet � he used to send for the · 
scribes and dictate it to them. In .this way the entire 
Quran had been written down before the death of the 
Prophet � but it was not compiled in a book form. 
Different verses were written on different things. 
Sayyidina Abu Bakr • got all of them collected and 
transcribed into various folios. 

Confrary to this, Noldeke and Arthur Jeffery etc . 
. have claimed that the Quran was not completely written 
down during the days of the Prophet �. but only some 
portions of it were written. They have based their claim 
on the tradition of �ai)i!J Bukhari that Sayyidina 'Umar 
• advised for collection of the Quran after the battle of
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Yamamah and the reason he advanced was that he feared 
loss of many portions of the Quran if. the }:luffa� 
(memorisers) got martyred as they were in that Battle. 
Arthur Jeffery has written that the cause of fear was the 
killings of those "J:luffa�" who had memorised the 
Quran. He argues that there was no cause for such a 
fear if the entire Quran had already been written during 
the lifetime of the Prophet �.Jo7

But it is extremely sad and surprising that like some 
other Orientalists Arthur Jeffery has also refused to 
accept the tradition of Bukhari which denotes that 
Sayyidina Abu Bakr • had got prepared an official 
copy of the Quran.308 One wonders in which square to
fit this double standard. On the .one hand Jeffery 
considers all such events incorrect and suggests that 
preservation of the Quran was officially written during 
the days of Abu Bakr •• yet, on the other hand, he has 
based his argument on the wordings of Sayyidina 'Umar 
• which 1s a part of the same tradition from Zayd bin
Thabit •. On the one hand, he calls the entire tradition
as "fictition" but on the other hand he also quotes the
same tradition for proving his claim that Quran was not
written down. Still they have the audacity to claim that
justice, fairplay and impartiality of the Orientalists was
quite obvious and that it is evident from their books that
they want nothing else but to unveil the reality!

Anyway, if the method adopted for collection of the 
Quran during the Caliphate of Sayyidina Abu Bakr Siddiq 
•· as described in the preceding chapter is kept in view, 
the argument of Jeffery automatically becomes void. To

307: 'ArabicMuqaddamah. Kitab-ul-Ma�a[1if -Abi Daud. Rahmania 
Press Er.ypt 1355 A.H. by Arthur Jeffery p5. 

308: Arihur Jeffery: Materials for the History of the Text of 
0

the 
Quranl937 p6. 
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remind once again, the method adopted for this purpose 
was based collecively on memory and manuscripts at the 
same time. No verse was put to wirting until its being a 
part of the Quran was proved by all available means. Such 
a guarded system could become possible <.inly because apart 
from the Quranic verses being secure in writing,a large 
number of such persons were available who knew them by 
heart. Such 'persons were called l:lufta?, (plural of l:lafi?,) 
and if they had not been available in such a large number 
the feat of collection of the Quran could not have been 
accomplished so scrupulously as it deserved. 

In addition to that, an uninterrupted chain of 
transmission was needed for proof of the Quran and just 
one or two copies could not fulfil this requirement. Hence a 
substantial number of J:{uffa?, was inevitable for the 
collection of the Quran. That was why Sayyidina 'Umar • 
feared that if the martyrdom of l;lul'ta?, continued like that 
and the collection of the Quran was delayed, the chain of 
transmission could break or at least become weak, and it 
would not be possible to confirm the written verse from the 
uninterrupted memories l>f the Companions. Hence. it is 
quite false to use Sayyidina 'Umar's � caution to conclude 
that the Quran did not exist in written form. 

TENTH OBJECTION. 

DOUBTS ABOUT THE ORIGIN OF DIFFERENT 

RECITALS 

The reality of diferent recitals has been discussed in 
detail in the preceding pages. But a large group of 
Orientalists have presented another misleading view about 
it. Noldeke, Goldzehar and Jeffery etc have written that the 
difference in the recitals was not auditory in nature but the 
actual reason was that transcriptions that Sayyidina 
'llthman � got prepared did not have dots and diacritical 
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marks. and he�ce, it c�uld be read in different ways. 
Everybody read it according to his own interpretation and 
that became his recital. 309 

The gist of the claim of Orientalists is that the popular 
recitals of the Quran do not have any proof of origin from 
the Prophet � but have come up  from the different 
manners of reading the transcription of Sayyidina 'Uthman 
• that was without dots and diatrical marks. In fact these
transcriptions were kept free of dots and diacritical marks
intentionally so that all the recitals that had their origin
from the Prophet � could be incorporated in the script and
theirclaim of the orientalists is. therefore baseless. 

We have already described that in every age three 
conditions have been laid down for any recital to be 
acceptable as original. These three conditions are, 
I: There should be room for it in the 'Ut hmani 

transcriptions. 
2: 1t must conform to the rules of Arabic Grammar. 
3: It should have authentic proof of uninterrupted 

transmission from the Prophet�. 
Consequently, no recital was accepted to be correct 

until authentic proof was available for its origin from the 

. Prophet �. If the recitals had come into being simply due
to 'Uthmani Script, each and every recital that could be 
incorporated in it would have been taken as correct, and the 
third condition would not have been introduced. Whoever 
will think over the different recitals of the Quran will 
clearly see that at various occasions there was scope for 
reading a word in several ways but since they did not have 
proof of originating from the Prophet � they were not 
adopted. This will be clear from the following two 

309: Arthur Jeffrey Kitab-ul-Masahif p7. Rah mania Press Egypt 1355

A.H. Madhahib ul TafsTr j I lslamT. Gold:tehar Abrabic tr: Docwr 
Aboul HaiTm Najjar p8. Al Kha1tji Press Cairo 1374 AH. 
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examples. In surah Al-Baqarah it has been stated: ��'J 
.:i J.rA'! �'J., J� � ..t,:. y. 'J., �\A.:, In one recital the underlined 
word is read as � 'J (Tci yuqbalu) and in another recital it 
is read as � 'J (La tuqbalu); but a similar verse occurs in 
!fiirah Al-Baqarah with the words .:., J.,-A'! �'JJ �w � 'JJ 

Here the only recital is � 'J (LA tan 'fa 'uha) and there is 
no alternate recital as � 'J (La yan 'fa 'uha) although it can 
be incorporated in  'Uthmani script because in that 
transcription it was written as � 'J and thus it could be 
read in both ways. But because the other recital has no 
proof of its origin from the Prophet �. none of the recitors 
adopted it. 

Similary, in !fiirah Ya-s7n it occurs .:,1 L:.,..!, '')' 1,;1 0.1"1 w, 
.:i N .:)' <I.I Jfa. According to one recital. the underlined word 
is read as�.:, H fa 'yakunu and in another recital it is read as 
tN (fa yakuna), but a similar verse in Surah Al-'lmran,

".:iNJ<llJfa.Wl.11.1"1�1,;1 ·h as only one recital a s  
(jayakunu) and the other recital has not bee'n adopted by 
any one despite its scope in the 'Uthmani Script. JIO 

There are many other examples like these which clearly 
indicate t.hat the recitals did not come into being due to the 
script but because they had authentic uninterrupted link 
with the Prophet ;i and in. order to preserve them 
Sayyidina 'Uthman � kept his transcription free of dots 
and diacritical marks. 

That is why only one person (Abu Bakr bin Muqsim311)

can be named in the entire U111111alt who had adopted the 
view that recitals could be invented from 'Uthmani 
transcriptions according to one's own interpretations and it 
was not necessary for them to have their origin from the 

310: Both these examples have been taken from TnrTkh-ul-Quran 
pp 128, 129 by ·AIJarnah Tahir Kurcli. 

311: His full name is Muhammad bin Hasan hin Yaqub lbn Muqsim.
Bom 265 AH. Died 357 AH. 
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Prophet �- But when he pronounced his misleading view, 
he was severely reprimanded by the entire Muslim world. 
and the Caliph called him before a council of the "Recitors' 
and "Jurists" and demanded from him to repent which he 
did. and gave a written proclamation of his turning back 
from this veiw.312 

This incident clearly denotes that to innovate recitals 
from 'Uthmani transcriptions according to one's own 
interpretation has always been regarded as an aberration in 
the Muslim world. There has always been a consensus that 
only such recitals of the Quran would be taken as reliable 
as are originated authentically from the Prophet � If the 
recitals had come into being simply due to difference of 
interpretation in reading the 'Uthmani script. lbn Muqsim 
would not have been reprimanded like that. Hence, the 
claim of the Orientalists that the recitals came into being 
due to absence of dots and diacritical marks in 'Uthmani 
transcriptions is baseless and unfounded. On the contrary. 
the truth is that these recitals are proved through 
uninterrupted chain from the Prophet � and it was to 
preserve them that 'Uthman � had kept his transcriptions 
devoid of dots and diacritical marks so that all the accepted 
recitals could be incorporated in their script. 

ELEVENTH OBJECTION: 

RARE RECITALS OF THE QURAN 

Some Orientalists are making a mountain out of a 
molehill through false assumptions on the basis of rare 
recitals of the Quran. Particularly Goldzehar and Jeffery 

312: TarTkh Baghadad aJ KhatTb v2 p206-208 printed Beirut It is also 
wriuen in this book that Abu Ahmad Al-Fanti "# .ii, 4"> J saw 
him after his death in his dream that he offered Sa/ah turning his 
back to the Qiblah. He interpreted it as a rcsuh of his opposition 
to the scholars in Recital. 
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hnve quoted several examples of these recitals and have 
drawn self-conceived inferences from them.313 In these
pages it is not possible 10 present all those examples and 
expose the reality about them. For this task a whole book 
will b� required.314 Also we feel that this would be 
unnecessary. However. we wish to mention some 
fundamental facts about the rar.e recitals, and we do hope 
that with these in view the readers will understand the 
rejection of the false assumptions of these Orientalists that 
they have made on the basis of rare recitals. 

We have stated earlier that Muslims are united on their 
understanding that only such recitals of the Quran are 
reliable that fulfil three conditions, namely 
I: The particular recital can he inco1 po rated in · Uthmani 

script. 
2: It should conform to the rules of Arabic Garammar. 
3: lt must have proof o f  authentic uninterr upted 

transmission from the Holy Prophet �. or a_t least it 
must be popular among the scholars of Recitals. 

Any recital lacking even one of the these three 
conditions is ·termed as "Rare Recital" and no one in the 
entire Ummah took it as reliable. A close look on "Rare 
Recitals" reveals that one or more of the following defects 
are present in them. 
I: Sometimes that recital is totally innovated, just as the 

recitals of Abu! Fa�II Mutiammad bin Fa'far Khuza'i 
that he has attributed to Imam Abu �lanTfah. DaraqutnT 
and all other scholars have exposed them and declared 
that they are all innovated.JIS 

313: Madhahib tafsTr-al-lslami by Goldezchar. and Arthur Jeffery, 
Ma1erials for the History of the text of the Quran Leiden 1936. 
P.6. Arabic transla1ion by Dr. Abdul HnlTm Najjar. 

314: Dr. Abdul HalTm Najjar has provided marginal notes in his 
translation of Madhahib TafsTr ul-lslam b)' Guldezehar. 

315: Al-Nashr ti Qira•at,·Ashr. lbn al Jaz.1ri vJ. pl6 Al-ltqan vi. 
pp78.79. 1l 
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2: Sometimes they have very weak precedents, just as the 
recitals of Ibn-us-SamTfa' and Abus-Samal or many of 
those recitals which Abu Dawood has attributed to 
different Companions and their fol lowers in his 
Ritab-ul-Ma\ialJ.if. 316 

3: Sometimes the precedent is correct but in fact it is not 
the recital of the Quran, but a companion or his 
follower added one or more words during ordinary 
discourse as an explanation to some word of the 
Quran. Since the Quran in its entire substance was 
uninterrupted and thousands of };Iuffa+ were present in 
every period of time, there was no danger of actual 
addition in the original text due to the addition of 
explanatory words.317 Hence, such explanations were 
nc,t considered objectiona.ble. For example, it is 
reported that Sa'ad bin Waqqas read �{ .:.r' �, J1 t' ;JJ . 
In this the underlined words (�j .:.r') were an explanatory 
addition. S imilarly, it is reported that Sayyidina 
'Uthman • read a verse like this. J'vr�;...1�faJ 
\'"&!\...<,I Lo _)s .111 I'.>� J µ1 .:.r' IJ *-) J J�4 I'.> J..,.4J _r-"JI 

.IJ _,,...LW1 � .!).;� h 
In this, the underlined phrase �l..<>' Lo Js .111 .:,� J is 

indeed exegesic addition, because if it has been part of the 
Quran in his recital, it must have been present in the 
transcriptions compiled by him. But this phrase does not 
occur in any of his seven transcriptions. 318 

There are many such examples found in Rare Recitals. 
4: Sometimes it happened that certain recitals were 

abrogated in the last days of the Prophet's � life but 

316: An Nashr: vi. pl6. 
317: An Nashr: Ibn JazarT v. p 31, 32. Al-Itqan vi p 79 22,23. 

Sharh al Mawana. Zarqani v I p 225. 
318: Kanzul�mmal by Ali MuttaqT vi. p286. ,ef 'Abd bin HamTd wa 

lhn JarTr. 
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the Companion who had already memorised it 
remained unaware of this fact. hence he continued to 
recite it as he had learnt.319 Becau�e the other 
Companions knew that this had been abrogated they 
did not recite it nor did they consider it to be a correct 
recital any more. 

5: It appears from some of the Rare Recitals that probably 
some followers of Companions made a mistake in the 
recitation of the Quran quite unintentionally (as 
sometimes happens even with eminent ijufta�) and a 
listener reported it as he had heard.320 

Whatever Rare Recitals of the Quran have been 
reported mostly come under one of the abo ve five 
situations. Obviously, no question arises for accepting 
these recitals as reliable·. Consequently, the Ummah neve_r 
relied on them in any age. That is why these recitals could 
not even become popular, nothing to say of their being 
uninterrupted. Hence the inferences drawn by the 
Orientalists on the basis of Rare Recitals that (God forbid) 
differences exist in the text of the Quran, is such an 
unfounded and absurd idea that i t  deserves n o  
consideration at all from scientific and research point of 
view. And Allah knows best. 

3 I 9: Mushkil-ul-Alhar at Tal)avi v4. p 196 lO 202. 
320: An-Nashr by lbn-ul-Jazari v I. p I 6.and AI-Maa.ani fin-Nazmul 

Ma'sni Muqad-da-mat f'f 'Ulum ul Qur"an pl 70. AI-Khanji Press. 





CHAPTER-7 

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE QURAN 

The Holy Quran is the last Book of Allah and He 
has put such a gripping effect in it that leaving apart 
obduracy and malice, anybody who studies it with 
sincerity and an open mind will readily admit that 
verily it is the word of Allah. lt makes its impact both 
on intellect and emotions together and its truthfulness 
penetrates deep into the heart. An attempt to prove the 
truthfulness of the Quran is like trying to prove that 
the Sun is luminous. But in the following lines we are 
presenting certain facts which, if given due attention, 
will make it easier even for a non-Muslim to arrive at 
the truthfulness of the Quran. 

MESSENGERSHIP OF SA YYIDINA 

MUHAMMAD� 

First of all the readers must refresh in their minds our 
discussion on the "Need for Waby" in chapter one. It has 
been made obvious that "Wa�iy (Divine Revelation)" is a 
natural requirement of mankind without which it is 
impossible for a man to lead a righteous life. Jt is of no 
use to talk about WaQy and Prophethood, to those who 
deny the very existence of Allah on this subject. They 
must be addressed, first, on the existence of God. But 
anyone believing in the existence of Allah cannot deny the 
"Wafly". T'1e Being who created man and for him created 
this. universe cannot be expected to leave him helpless in a 
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world so full of mischief and turbulence and send him no 
code of life to guide him. 

It is this chain of guidance that is called "Wai)y" 
(Divine Revelation) and Messengership, and it did not start 
with Sayyid.ina Mul)arnmad i!lJ$ but was perfected on him. 
Thousands of Prophets and Messengers r,w, � had come 
to this world before him and almost every one of them gave 
the tidings that in the last era a Messenger will be sent on 
whom the chain of Prophethood and Messengership will be 
perfected. Some of the Prophets r':/...J'� had described 
many of his signs already and some had even told his 
name. Although a good deal of interpolation has taken place 
in the scriptures of the previous Prophets yet many of the 
tidings of the advent of Sayyidina Mul)ammad � are still 
found in them. 

TIDINGS ABOUT PROPHET MUHAMMAD :i 
IN THE DIVINE SCRIPTURES 

In the Book of Deutronomy, Prophet Musa� (Moses) 
has been addressed: 

"And the Lord said unto me, they have well 
spoken that which they have spoken. I will raise 
them a Prophet from among their brethren like 
unto thee., and will put My words in his mouth, 
and he shall speak unto them all that I shall 
command him. And it shall come to pass, that 
whosoever will not hearken unto My words which 
he shall speak in My name. I will require it of 
him. But the Prophet � who shall presume to 
speak a word in My name which I have not 
commanded him to speak in the name of other 
gods, even that Prophet shall die. And if thou say 
in thine heart; How shall we know the word which 
the Lord had not spoken? When a Prophet 
speaketh in the name of the Lord if the thing 
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follow not, nor come to pass, that is the thing 
which the Lord hath not spoken, but the Prophet 
hath spoken it presumptuously thou shall not be 
afraid of him. 

(Bible Deutronomy, 18:17-22)". 

255 

During the a ddress to Bani Isra'il it has been 
clarified that the Prophet who has been prophisised here 
is not from among them, but would appear among their 
brothers, that is, Bani Jsma'il. Also the New Testament 
contains the following address of Allah to Prophet 
Sha'ya �. 

"Behold My servant whom I uphold, Mine elect, 
in whom My soul deligateth, I have put My spirit 
upon him, he shall bring forth judgement to the 
Gentiles. He shall not cry, nor lift up, nor cause 
his voice to be heard in the street, A bruised reed 
shall he not break, and the smoking flax shall he 
not quench; he shall bring forth judgement unto 
truth. He shall not fail nor be discouraged, till he 
has set judgement in the earth, and isles shall 
wait for his law .. .I, the Lord have thee in the 
righteousness, and will hold thine hand, and will 
keep thee, and give thee for a covenant of the 
people, for a light of the Gentiles. To open the 
blind eyes, to bring out the prisoners from the 
prison, and them that sit in darkness out of the 
prison house. 1 am the Lord: That is My name; 
and My glory will I not give to another, neither 
My praise to graver images .... Sing unto the Lord 
a new song, and His praise from the end of the 
earth ye that go down to the sea, and all that is 
therein, the isles and the inhabitants thereof. Let 
the wilderness and the cities thereof lift up their 
voice, the villages that Qaydar doth inhabit; Jet 
the inhabitants of the rock Safa sing, let them 
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shout from the top of the mountains. 321 Let them
give their glory unto the Lord. and declare His 
praise into the islands. The Lord shall go forth as 
a mighty man, He shall site up jealously like a 
man of war; He shall cry. Yell. roar; He shall 
prevail against His enemies ... They shall be 
turned back. They shall be greately ashamed. that 
trust in graven images, that say to the molten 
images: Ye are our gods. 

(Bible 42: 1-17) 
In the above passage also it has been clarified that the 

Prophet � whose tidings are being given shall be from the 
progeny of Sayyidina Isma'il � because Qaydar (Kedar) 
is the name of his son and people of Sala: (the popular 
mountains of Madinah) will rejoice on his arrival. His main 
combat will be with the idolaters and he will destory 
idolatry within his sphere of influence. He will also face 
wars against several nations and ultimately he will triumph 
over and establish justice among them. 

In the Old Testament there are many more similar 
tidings and it was on account of them that upto the arrival 
of Sayyidina Isa (Jesus) � it was popularly known to the 
peopel that apart from him another great Prophet will be 

321: Every word of this tidings points lo 1he Propbel Mul)ammad �
I have explained in the marginal note. 10 Bible-se- Quran tak v3, 
p28 l. Let it suffice to say here lhat Qaydar is the name of U1c 
son of Sayyidina lsma'il � according w lhe Bible itself 
{tawarTkh: 1-3) His dcsccndents inhabited the wilderness of 
Arabia as is clear from lhe Bible (Sha'ya 21: 13-17). Thus by 
naming Qaydar this text gives U1e tiding of a Prophet from the 
descendents of lsma'Tl �. who will be sent to the Arabs .... This 
text also calls upon the people of Sala' to sing. Sa/a· is the 
famous mountain of Madinah and Thaniyat al-wada' is situated 
here. The children of Madinah had stood over il and sang. (ell' 
� J.i.,11 the full moom has risen towards us) and welcomed him 
when the Prophet ;i had come here. 
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rnrning in this world. Thus, it is mentioned in the Bible of 
Yul1anna that when Sayyidina Ya]:iya (John) � came the 
people asked him whether be was the Prophet whose tidings 
had been given by the earlier Prophets. He denied it. The 
Bible of Yul)anna bas described it thus: 

"And the witness of Yul)anna is: when the Jews sent 
to him sooth-sayers from Jerusalem to ask him who 
he was? Then he affirmed and he did not deny. But

he affirmed that he was not Messiah. Then they 
asked him: Who then are you? Are you Eiliah? He 
said. No, I am not. .. Are you "That Prophet"? He 
said: No... (Bible of Ytuhann I: 19-26) 

It is evident from this that even during the days of 
Sayyidina Ya]:iya (John) � people were waiting for a 
Prophet other than Sayyidina 'Isa iel. and that Prophet was 
so popu larly known to them that people thought it 
unnecessary to call him by his name and only the phrase 
"That Prophet" was sufficient. 

And then Sayyidina Isa {Jesus) � came and he also 
gave glad tidings of the advent of Sayyidina Mul)ammad � 
by name. In the Bible Yul)anna he has been reported to 
ti.ave said, 

"I speak the truth to you that my departure is 
useful for you, because if I do not depart then he 
the pirclotui322 will not come to you, but if I _go, I
will send him to you; and he will then blame the 
world in respect of sins and truthfulness and 
justice." (Yuhanni 16:7)

Keeping the above prophesies in mind just imagine the 
times when Sayyidina Mul)ammad � came to this world. It 

322: In the Greek editions of the Bible this word is pirclotus which 
means Mu!µmmad. We have reproduced here only a few tidings 
but a detailed discourse may be found in Bible se Quran Tak v3, 
{chapter 6). Matabah Daro! 'ulum. 
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was the time when the world had been without a Prophet 

since several centuries. The teachings of the previous 

Prophets were fading away. Interpolations and alterations in 

the Scriptures had distorted the earlier doctrines. 

Polytheism had become almost an epidemic all over the 

world. Oppression and barbarism was the order of the day. 

Those who had the knowledge of previous Divine 

Scriptures were anxiously waiting for the coming of the last 

Prophet. It was in such an environment' that Sayyidina 

Mu):iammad ci was born in Makkah. He lived in that 

township for forty years in a manner that every living soul 

testified to his truthfulness, honesty, trustworthiness, justice 

and nobility. M akkah at that time was not a big city, but it 

was a dwelling where every person living in it was like an 

open book before the others. He spent forty years in that 

place and the people of Makkah had closely observed his 

childhood and youth and in all that period nobody could 

raise a finger on his personal character. On the contrary he 

became popularly known with the titles of "Truthful" and 

"Trustworthy". It was not that he had spent his life in 

seclusion, but was an active participant as a sagacious and 

prudent individual of the nation. He had trade relations with 

them, worked on wages settled their mutual disputes, 

travelled with them, had been living as a family man. In 

short, he had passed through all the stages of life, as it was 

in those days, and the whole nation confessed the nobility 

of his character in all those stages. 

Then, in all those forty years he was not educated in 

any school of learning, had no links with the scholars of 

the people of the Book, did not learn reading and 

writing, did not compose any poetic verses, unlike Arabs 

in general, nor had any interest in poetic congregations, 

nor ever he mixed with the company of sooth sayers, 

magicians or fortune-tellers. And all of a sudden he 
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111rts speaking in such a superbly suhlime language that 
1111 the greatest and the most prominent scholars and 
pot:ts of the day, bow to its excellence and superiority, 
ll'IIS us of such scientific and knowledgeable realities 
thnt the philosophers of the whole world bow their heads 
hcfore them, discloses such future events that could 
never be even imagined by any fortune teller or diviner 
und all these come true exactly as foretold. Such 
miracles happen from him that baffled the greatest 
NOrcerers of the time. Then within a short span of twenty 
1hree years he brought about such an amazing revolution 
in the entire Arabian peninsula that the savage, illiterate 
nnd uncouth Arabs became the torch-bearers of light and 
learning and wisdom and morality throughout the world. 
Those who were cutting each other's throat were united 
like brothers. Where murder, terror were the order of 
the d ay, there love and peace reigned supreme. 
Oppression and barbarism were replaced with justice and 
fairplay, and the Bedouins of Arabia. who were held in 
contempt throughout the world for their ignorance 
ultimately became the heirs of great Persian and Roman 
Empires and the whole world was compelled to pay 
tribute to their justice, compassion and nobility. 

Anyone looking at these events dispassionately and 
impartially cannot but reach the conclusion that Sayyidina 
Mu�amrnad � was the true Messenger of Allah. He was 
"The promised Prophet" whose tidings were being given 
since several centuries and who was awaited by the 
humanity. Hence, his claim that "The Quran is the words 
of Allah" is an absolute truth which cannot be questioned. 

MIRACLE OF THE QURAN 

Another convincing proof of truth of the Quran is its 
miraculous nature. It is a book the like of which is beyond 
human power to produce. That is why it is called the greatest 
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miracle of the Holy Prophet �. We would like to mention 
here brietly the sources of the miracle of Quran a security of 
which makes it clear that undoubtedy the Quran is the Word 
of Allah and that human intellect has no say in it. 

Before proceeding any further two things must be borne 
in mind. First the eloquence and rhetoric, and the 
penetrating effect of an oration is a quality that pertains to 
perceptive and cognitive faculty, and it is not possible to 
describe its full reality and actual nature in words. We can 
only fix the rules of eloquence and rhetoric through 
elaborate search, investigation and reasoning, but these 
principles and rules are not the decisive factors. The merits 
and demerits of a composition are ultimately decided by 
instincitve and intuitive abilities. Just as there can be no 
comprehensive and meaningful description of a beautiful 
face, or just as the grace and relicacy of a colourful flower 
cannot be confined within words, or just as the fragrance· of 
musk cannot be imparted through words, or just as the 
flavour and taste of a delicious fruit cannot be described in 
words, similarly it is just not possible to describe in full 
measure the eloquence and rhetoric of a composition. But 
listening to it, a cultivated person will atonce realise its 
beauty and elegance. 

Secondly, in the matter of eloquence and rhetoric of 
a language the taste and cognition of .only those people 
would be reliable whose mother tongue it happens to be. 
But no other person, howsoever proficient in a foreign 
language, can equal in appreciating its finer qualities the 
man whose mother tongue it is. 

Now, imagine the people of Arabia in the Days of 
Ignorance when oratory happened to be the most dominant 
passion in the society. Each and every person in the society 
had a natural taste for literature and poetry. 

Eloquence ana rhetoric were their life blood. The 
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liveliness that marked their gatherings, the gaity of their fairs 
and the virtues on which they boasted themselves so much all 
found their expression through poetry and literature. They 
were so proud indeed of their literary accomplishments that 
they contemptuously dubbed all the other peoples of the 
world as "Ajam" The Dumb. It was in this atmosphere ·that 
there appeared on the score an unlettered person Mul}ammad 
�- He presented before them an oration. and declared it to 
be the Word of Allah, because, 

�\'.)j1 1J.! � 1:.,;'t 0f � �.k, �p1 :- :-.:�, � 
o(·.L :.�·1·"···::il.S'"·'i· ..f..,·Jlu 

� � r+-""! yJ , .. : .,, -
If mankind and the Jinn were Lo gather together to 

produce the like of this Quran, they could never produce 
the like thereof even if lhey backed up one another. 

(Al-lsra, 17:88) 

Such a proclamation was no ordinary thing. It came 
from a person who had never learned anything from the 
renowned poets .and scholars of the time, had never recited 
even a single piece of poetry in their poetic congregations, 
had never attended the company of soothsayers. And far 
from composing any poetry himself, he did not even 
remember the verses of other poets. Such. indeed, was the 
man whom these masters in the art of eloquence used to 
call the founder of a new religion. If this claim were to be 
established as the truth. the entire structure of their 
ancestral faith would crumble and the age - old customs and 
traditions would be doomed for ever. This proclamation 
was therefore the greatest challenge to their literary 
prowess, as also a fatal blow to their creed and beliefs. 
This was also a call for combat against their national 
honour and personal pride that the haughty Arabs could 
never let go unchallenged. A hush fell over the whole 
galaxy of these stirring orators and fiery poets. Not a soul 
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stepped forward to accept this challenge. After sometimes 
the Quran proclaimed once again: 

•. • o'. , 1· t Ll..u 11� t]•.'. c.:. .__:- . j • .'.'.< 0:i'J if .J� )' , . � y ,. -) <,;,, r--
.. ,., i. , l""'.'. • 

o �?c.., � ::it �, �j� ::r. ;.s-�c� 1:;.�1J �

And if you are in doubt concerning that which We have 
revealed to our servant (Mul)tmm1ad) then bring a surah 
like thereof, and call your helpers besides Allah. if you 
are truthful. But if you do it not - and you can never 
do it - then fear the Fire whose fuel is mankind and 
stones. It is kept prepared for the unbelievers. 

(AI-Baqarah, 2:23-24) 

Their silence remained unbroken as before. None of 
them was able to compose even a few sentences to match 
the Quranic verses. Just think that they were a people who 
according to 'Allamah Jurjani,323 could never resist
ridiculing the idea in their poetry if they heard that there 
was someone at the other end of the globe who prided 
himself on his eloquence and rhetorical s peech. It is 
unthinkable that they could keep quiet even after such 
repeated challenges and dare not come forward. There can 
be no other explanation of this except that these stalwarts of 
eloquence and rhetoric were helpless in meeting the 
challenge of the Quran. They had left no stone unturned for 
persecuting the Prophet �- They tortured him, called him 
insane, sorcerer, poet and sooth-sayer, but failed utterly in 
composing even a few sentences like the Quranic verses. 

323: Ar-Risalah Ash Shafiyah: Abdul Qahir al-.lurjani. Rasail Fi 
'Aijaz ul-Quran Dar ul-Ma'arif pl 09. Egypt. 
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It was not only that these fiery and powerful poets and 
orators were incapable of holding out against the Quran but 
many of them frankly acknowledged its amazing and 
magical effect. Imam Hakim and Bayhaqi have quoted the 
following words of Wa!Td bin Mughirah about the Quran: 

<l.i\J . .. o J")\.bj � .JIJ o J"j.,. J� tS..i.JI .J _,iJ 01 ..1JIJ 

-�l,.Jl_,L..:l

By God! The words which he speaks are extremely 
sweet and elegant. This speech shall overwhelm and 
cannot be suppressed.324 

This Wa!Td bin Mughirah was the nephew of Abu Jahl. 
When Abu Jahl came to know that his nephew was getting 
impressed with these words he went to him to admonish 
him. Walid retorted "By God! None of you knows the 
beauty or ugliness of a poetry better than I do. By God! 
what MulJammad says has nothing to do with poetry. 325

Concerning this same person lbn 'Abbas • says that 
after the advent of the Holy Prophet �. when time of l;lajj 
came close Wa!Td bin Mughirah gathered all the Quraysh 
together and said to them that the months of I;Jajj were 
approaching and different tribes from all over Arabia would 
come, hence they should. decide their strategy about 
Mul)ammad so that no differences cropped up. The Quraysh 
proposed that they would say that MuI:iammad was a 
sooth-sayer. Wa!Td said, "By God! His words are not the 
words of sooth-sayers". The Quraysh then said that they 
would say he was insane. Wa!Td said, ''There is not even a 
trace of insanity in him. "Quraysh then said that they would 

324: Al-Kha�a'i�-al-Kubra by Suyuti vi. I, p 113 & AJ-ltqan v2, 
pl 17!! 

325: Hakim and Bayhaqi from lbn 'Abbas (Al-Khasais al-Kubra v I, 
pl3.) 

. ' 
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call him a poet. Waffd replied, "I am fully conversant with 
all the various forms of poetry. What he says is definitely 
not poetry." The Quraysh then said, "We would say he is 
sorcerer". Initially, Waff d rejected this idea as well, but 
finally agreed to it, pleading that his words do have magical 
powers and they cause separation between father and son, 
and between one brother and another. 326

Similarly, there was 'Utbah bin Rabi'ah, a prominent 
leader of Quraysh who went to Mu.lJammad � to negotiate 
a treaty with him. Mul)ammad :i recited the opening 
verses of Surah !ta Mlm Sajdah before him. He heard them 
with rapt attention until the Prophet ;i went into 
prostration on the verse of prostration when he· got up and 
in a state of bewilderment went home. People came to him 
to know the result of his talk with Mul;tammad. He said, · 
·'By God! Mul)ammad has recited such words before me 
that the like of which I have never heard before. I did not 
know what to say. "327

There are many other instances preserved in the 
pages of history which denote that great and renowned 
scholars and poets not only failed to accept the challenge 
of the Quran but were actually forced to acknowledge 
the deep penetrating effect of the Quran through their 
words or actions. 

Some non-Muslim writers have expressed the idea that 
may be someone had responded to the challenge and 
composed something on the pattern of Quranic verses but 
possibly they did not reach us. Abu Sulaiman Khagabi 
(died 388 AH) who was the leading scholar in lexicon 
and literature, apart from being a renowned scholar in 

326: BayhaqT and lbn ls�aq (AI-Kha�ai� al K�b r.lv I, p 113). 
327: Bay-haqT and lbn Jshaq from Mu�ammad bin Ka'b (AI-Khasais al 

Kubra. vi, pl 15) and Abu Ya'la from Jabir (Jam'a AI-Fawaid 
(v2, p26) 
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1/adith commenting on this view has made a cogent 
ubservation in the following words. 

"This is an absolutely false conception because it 
has been always customary with the high and the 
low alike to maintain a record of important 
events for the benefit of posterity, specially of 
the events on which the attention of the people is 
particularly focussed. This matter (t'Qe challenge 
of the Quran) had attained the widest possible 
publicity at that time, and it is impossible that if 
anything was brought forth against the Quran 
would not have reached us. But if this is  
considered possible then i t  may be possible, too, 
that there may have been another or s;veral other 
Prophets advented at that time and divine 
Scriptures may have been sent to them and these 
even t s  d id  not r each  u s. Wh en th i s  i s  
inconceivable, no less so is the idea that Quran's 
challenge was met. "328 

However, some buffoons did compose a few ridiculous 
things which are still preserved in the pages of history and 
the Arabs have laughed at them. For example, someone 
composed the following sentences on the style of Surah

"Al-Qari'ah" and Surah "Al-fit": 

Somebody else had composed the following phrases: 

328: Thalath Rasa'il ti 1�azi I Quran p5. Darul-Ma'arif Egypt. 
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Musaylimah Kazza b  had claimed the following 
sentences as "WaJ:ly" revealed to him: 329 

,y.p .);l}l 'JJ,Y.J.£.; .,.w, ':J �rS' � t. ...lA...<> Lt 

Then again, long after the revelation of the Quran a 
renowned Arabic man of letters and essayist and translator 
of Kalilah wo D inmah ·Abdullah bin Muqafra (D.142 AH)

intended to write a rejoinder to the Quran but just then he 
heard a child reciting the verse ... 

(H:,,...,�f :L�) p�(.. �I �:A J..Jj

and at once he declared "I testify that it is impossible to 
echo these words and veri l y  i t  i s  not a human 
composition. "330 

MIRACULOUS ATTRIBUTES OF THE QURAN 

It will now be pr.oper to describe those important 
attributes on account of which the words of the Quran are 
regarded as miraculous. Obviously it is beyond human 
power to encompass them all. However, within the scope of 

'limited insight of man these can be divided into four 
headings. (1) Miracle of words (2) Miracle of syntax (3) 
Miracle of style, and (4) Miracle of system. 

MIRACLE OF WORDS 

No poet or scholar of any language, no matter how 
consummate in his art, can claim that he has never used any 
unpolished word in his writings because sometime one is 
compelled to use such words in order to express one's 
thoughts. But, it is a miracle of the Quran that from the 
first to the last word (from Surah Fati{iah to An-Nas) there 

329: Bayan )'jaz il-Quran. Kha\t,abi- Thalasa Rasa'il fil-Quran 
p.50.51

330: l'jaz ul-Quran. Baqil-lani. v. I. p .. 50. Al-llqan.
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is not a single word that is inelegant. Not only that but the 
placing of every word is such that replacing it with another 
word wi'th the same eloquence and rhetoric effect is 
impossible. Arabic is an extremely vast language and one of 
the richest languages of the world in relation to its stock of 
words. Hence it contains numerous words with minor 
differences to express one meaning. Out of this treasure of 
words the Quran uses only that word which is the most 
suitable in respect of its context, expression of meaning and 
the flow of style. This thing can be clarified by a few 
examples. 

l: In the pre-prophetic era several words were in use 
to express the meaning of Death (Maut) e.g.331 

S No Arabic English 

I .;.,.,.. Death 
2 .!)')I.A 

3 .w 

4 .j.:r 

5 y _,..:, 

6 rt-
7 ;,;r' 

8 rL.. 
9 ..,,...li 

10 t?4" 
11 .b.,.; 

12 �_,; 

13 ;1.u.. 

14 jY:" 

15 � 

331: lbn S-idah Andlusi has enumerated all these words and given 

examples from the poetry of the Arabs (Al-Mukha����. lbn 
S-idah v6, pl 15) 
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16 iJ� 

17 Jl,� 
18 ill,� 

19 Jy 
20 r1.i 

21 .::..JiS" 

22 t'�

23 o;j-
24 �t.,:. 

But most of these words reflected the ancient faith of 
Arabs that due to death the components of a man were 
destroyed for ever, with no possibility of a resurrection. 
This was because they did not believe in Resurrection, 
Hereafter and Reckoning. That is why all the words which 
they used for "Death" had a reflection of this view. If the 
Quran had remained contented with erroneous impression 
of its conformity with these ancient interpretation of the 
Arabs, an erroneous impression of its conformity with 
these false notions about Death might have been created. 
Hence wherever the Quran describes the reality of Death, 
it uses a new word in preference to the two dozen words 
named above and, thus, it has given to the Arabic 
language such a beautiful, short, concise and eloquent 
word ·that clearly depicts the reality of Death. The word is 
'.}.J (Tawaffi) the literal meaning of which is "to receive 
something wholly." The word also clarifies that Death 
does not mean eternal extinction but it is returning of the 
soul to Allah, and thus whenever He would like He can 
reassemble all the components together and return the soul 
to it. This word was never used for Death before it 
occurred in the Quran. And thus it is that while using 
other words for 'death' in "Al Mukha1�·af', lbn Siclah 
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has quoted examples from couplets of Arab poets but for 
"Tawaffi" he has quoted only the Quran. 332 

2: In every language there are words which. in their 
phonetic effect, are not regarded as eloquent and 
welcome, but because other words do not exist to express 
!heir meanings people are forced to use them. But on such
occasions the Quran has used such elegant styles that they
create feelings of ecstasy in any person with a literary
taste. For example, all the various words that are used for
baked bricks for building construction are considered to
be crude, degraded and offensive to good taste viz f-'
(Ajurrun) :i.;.; (Qarmadun) and'...,,'}, (Toob). Now, it was
intended to say in the Quran that Fir'awn (Pharoah)
ordered his minister Haman to bake the bricks for
constructing a lofty palace for him. In order to describe it
the use of the word brick was unavoidable, but the Quran
has described· it in such a miraculous manner that it
conveyed the meaning splendidly without suffering the
burden of, the unwanted words. It says:

· .-. JI ·. • · <'1 � r. !rJ, ,-.�fG ::,·, · · 'l\j' 
<$r-- • : ,y r-"' - � - r A u J

• , • , 
f: 

�·' • I 1:'.....u . 'L.ll l�- '· (.u,(; • I :u• u .rP � � u:- � .) - i.,.s:. ,J 
And Fir'aun said, "O chiefs! l know not that you bave 
any god other than me. so kindle for me. 0 Haman, a 
fire upon the clay, and make for me a lofty tower. "333 

(Al-Qasas, 28:38) 

3: There are some words in Arabic that are soft and 
eloquent in their singular form but their plurals are 
regarded unchaste. For instance, the word JP J' (Earth) is a 
delightful word. It has two plural forms in use .:i � J' and 
IS""'J' and both of them are regarded as inelegant and their 

332: AI-Baya.n Ii Mushkilat i.l Qura.n, Shaikh. Bfoori p56 . 
. 333: Ref Al-Mith! As-Sa'ir, lbn Ath1r p71. 
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use affects the smoothness and flow of the language. But 
where the use of plural is unavoidable the scholars of 
Arabia were compelled to use these words. Contrary to 
this. the Quran has used at many places the word ..:..01.,:..... 
(skies) as plural and in conjunction with it the word ..;, )' 
as singular and not used its plural anywhere. However, at 
one place "Seven earths" were to be mentioned and plural 
form had to be used. But the Quran avoided it in a 
miraculous manner and yet adopted a style that the sense 
has been conveyed thoroughly, and not only that no 
burden was put on the language but its beauty had only 
increased. It says: 

' I 

�. '.1: • · • Ll\ '. , ..::.,I' C..:., ' ., -;,�. • .ill ili1
�':/'J t/-J, J C::""�'-?-

Allah is He who created seven heavens, and of the earth 
their lil.e. (A1-Talaq. 65; 12) 

Just see! The plural of �i....... (heaven) has been used here 
but the plural of ..;, J' (earth) has been beautifully avoided 
and if one ponders over the mysteries and subtleness in it a 
stream of miraculous rhetoric could be seep flowing with 
grandeur and elegance. 

4. Some unbelievers have objected to some words of
the Quran as being harsh. for example the word .sr, but 
they forget that allhough some words may be harsh in 
themselves but a writer or an orator uses them with such 
skill that they cannot be replaced with other word. For 
example, one of the neck veins is called t ..b'-1 (akhda'). Two 
Arab poets have used it in their poetry but there is a world 
of defference in the use of both of them. One poet Abu 
Tarnrnarn has said: 
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�\ 

In this verse this word appears t6 be very harsh and 
heavy. But another poet • Abdullah bin Sammah of l;lamasah 
has used it thus. 

t,, i 

�I 
, , 

,'.'." �l; �J.>..J � � 

\s...t:,.:..lj ' . 
�lA....:,'!/1 

' . 

� ,:.r ..:..i>.- J 

Here the same word has been used with such a flow and 
elegance that it does not hurt one's aesthetic sense in the 
least. Rather, on the whole it fits in most beautifully in the 
tender texture of the couplet. 

- l T 

In the Quran the word .s� (J?1za) has also been used 
with such matchless beauty that no other word, no matter 
how elegant it may be, can replace it. 

.. ,, • ,. , ., � ) 'f 
o •.· · � 1.:i1 �o '··u1 �r '<.l.11 '<'11tS� , • , ls' J r r

What, are for you the males and for Him lhe females? 
This indeed is an unjust division. (An-Najm. 53:21-22) 

If we loo){ at the words by themselves, the Arabic 4-i 
o }� or Wlli, 4-i seem more appropriate than :.S � . But the
style in which it is used in the Quran .s j,,,J' is apt and (i }�)
or (Wlli,) would mar the flow of the language.334

334: All these four examples are from Yatimah Al Bayan by Maulana 
Muhammad Yusuf Banon. This book is a prelude to Mushkilat ul 
Qurao by 'Allamah Anwar Shah Kashmiri. He has cited the 
examples from Mushkilat ul Quran and al-Malhi us Sa'ir fi Adab 
al .K'itib. )'Ya Shair by Allama lbn AthTr.
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MIRACLE OF SYNTAX 

Having discussed the miracle of words let us consider 
the structure of sentences, their harmony and placement. 
Here also we find the miracle of the Quran at its supreme 
perfection. There is such a grandeur, lucidity and sweetness 
in the arrangement of its sentences that nothing equal to it 
can be produced. Here, only one example may suffice. 
Extracting blood money from a murderer was regarded as a 
virtuous act among the people of Arabia, and several 
proverbial phrases were popular to express its advantages, 
� �1.,:>-1 J:,ill (killing is collective life), J:ill �, J:.il' (killing 
checks killing). These phrases were so; popular that 
they were commonly used and were regarded as eloquent. 
The Quran has also expressed the same sense but with what 
stunning effect! It says, 

�r:;.. WI . . <'.'I' 
. � , � r--J 

And in (the law of) equitable retribution there is life for 

you. (AJ-Baqarah. 2: 179) 

From whatever angle you look at the sw�ep, brevity 
lucidity, grandeur and import of this sentences. It appears 
to be a masterpiece of eloquence, and all the other afore 
mentioned sentences appear to be clumsy before it. 

MIRACLE OF STYLE 

The most brilliant exposition of miracle of Quran is 
noticeable in its style and this can be perceived by anyone. 
The following are its striking miraculous attributes: 

In spite of the fact that the prose of Quran does not 
follow the rules and regulations of poetry, it is infinitely, 
more rythmic and appealing than any poetry. This is 
explained by the fact that a man's aesthetic sense does not 
get the same pleasure from prose that it .gets through 
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prn::try. Looking for its n:ascm (lllt: linds that the secret lies 
in the arrange111t:nr of words thac creaws a particular sonic 
rhythm. In the ancient Arabic. Per�ian and Urtlu poetry this 
1� produced hy the prefixed n1eter� ot the lint:s and verses. 
One's aesthetic rasce gets a thrill when one hear� the words 
of the same measure again and again. and when rhyming 
words are added to this mt:asure the thrill is scill nwn: 
magnifietl. But rhe rules of meter anti rhy111es are not tht! 
samt! in every region and la11guagt!. The people of every 
languagt: fix different rult:s according to their own taste and 
temperament. The Arabs. for example have kept their 
poetry contined to such moulds of 111eter ,111d rhymes that 
were designed by Khalil hin Al.unatl and others. In the 
Persian poetry the scope of 111c;1sures was furtht!r expanded 
and new meters were adoptt:d hut more strict conditions 
were imposetl in the bounds of rhy111ing words and their 
placements. Thus, in Arabic pnetry ;r.l (Qahoor) and 
(Kabir) are considered to he �hyming with each other. If 
·Qaboor' in one couplet is followed hy ·Kabir' in tht: next it
is not considered to he a flaw. But this is nor allowed in
Persian poetry. Similarly. if half tht: phrase occurs in one
line and the other half in the following line of a verse it is
not considered improper in Arabic poetry but it is highly so
in Persian poetry; in fact such a vcrsc is not regarded as a
verse at all. Also, there occur so many omissions in Arabic 
poetry that someti1nt:s the;: actual mete;:r becomes quite
disrorted. hut this does nut occur in Persian poetry.
Similarly, there is no concept of ......i/,) J (RadTt)335 in Arabic 
poetry but a .J}- (Ghazal)3J6 is regarded as insipid without 

335: Radtf is tht! word or wnnl� that occur as 1hc end-phrase of a 
verse and is repeated as such in .:very verse. 

336: Ghazal: Special kind of poem whnsi: every vcrsi: is separate in 
subjec1 mauer but has 1he �ame me1cr. rigidly rhymed and ends 

on RadTF. 
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RadTf in Persian poetry. Also. in the original Arabic poetry 
many kinds of the poem did not exist that are quite 
common in Persian poetry. 

Despite such differences in Arabic and Persian 
poetry there exist a great deal of unanimity in the 
meters. But ancient Hindi poetry is still different. Here 
the:: weighting of words is done:: w.ith the number of 
alphabets each word colllains. If two· words have t·he 
�ame number of alphabets they arc:: considered in balance 
even if their motions and diacritical sounds may be 
different. Sometimes one finds a wide divergence in the 
meters or rhymes in Hindi couplets and even in the 
i1Umber of alphabets yet they are recited and sung with 
great gusto and the effect they produce is undeniable. 

In this context the trend of English poetry is perhaps 
more liberal than all the others. In it line may have 
variable proportions in its metric length and there may be 
no consideration of rhyming, but a specific rhythm is 
produced by the syllabic pronunciation of words, and it is 
this rhythm that imparts pleasure to the people of that 
language. 

It becomes clear from this discussion that there is no 
universal standard for the fixed rules of meters and rhymes 
for producing pleasure and symphony in the poetry. That is 
why such rules keep on changing in different languages and 
regions. But there is one thing which is common among all 
the languages and nations, and that is a "Balanced Sonic 
Rhythm", which means to arrange the words in a manner 
that their pronunciation and audibility are delightful to a 
man's aesthetic perceptions. But since man is powerless to 
liberate this common value from the established moulds of 
meters and rhymes, he feels bound to adhere to the rules 
and regulations framed within his own setting whenever he 
wants to create the pleasures of poetry. The miracle of 
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Quran is that it did not chose any of the rules of poetry 
prevalent in different regions of the world, but only adopted 
the common value of the .. Balanced Sonic rhythm" which is 
the ultimate aim of all these rules and regulations. That is 
why the Quran, despite being a prose composition. carries 
an inherent grandeur and elegance of poetry, and not only 
the Arabs but people all over the world experience. an 
extraordinary thrill and impact when they hear it. 

This explains very well why some of the idolaters of 
Arabia had termed the Quran a poetry'? Evidently. the 
popular definition of poetry does not apply in the case of 
the Quran. and the idolaters of Arahia, despite all their 
faults did have enough sense to distinguish between 
prose and poetry. They were not unaware that for a 
poetic composition meters and rhymes were essential and 
that the Quran was independent of them. Yet they called 
it poetry because they felt greater pleasure and effect 
than poetry in its style and symphony; and they knew 
that even without conforming to the restrictions of 
meters and rhymes it carries in full measure the aesthetic 
beauty to meet the demands of ecstatic feelings and 
poetic taste that cannot be obtained even with a rigid 
conformity to meters and rhymes. 

What new principles have been adopted by the Quran 
to create the effect of thi� permanent sonic rhythm? It is 
beyond human power to describe it because words and 
phrases cannot adequately translate the true effect that 
pervades the style of the Quran. However, anybody 
having a literary taste and aesthetic perceptions can 
verify for himself the truth of our statement while 
reciting the Quran. 337 

337: This discussion is adopted from al-Fauzul Kab Tr by Shah 
Waliullah explanatory note. Details may be seen there in section 
2 chapter). 
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2: Thi:: scholars M tht: scit:nci:: of rheroric have laid 
down three categories of .. style"': (I) Orarorical (2) Literary 
and (3) Scientific. All uf them have their own separate 
sphen:s, distinct qualities and difti::rent occasions. and it is 
nm possible to combim: all tht: thret: of them in one single 
piect: llf writing. When nrnKing a speech you have 
particular style: wht:n writing <1n academic treatise. you 
adnpl a diffen:nt style. and when writing litereary prose 
your styk differs from hoth nf them. But tht: miracle of tht: 
Quran is that it combines all tht: thrt:t: stylt:s togetl11::r. In it 
the fnr<.:e of oratory the elegan<.:e:: of literature and tht: 
soberity of an a<.:ademi<.: picct: all go together and none of 
them loses its for<.:e and quality. 

3: All at thl! same timl! the Quran's addresses happen 
to he rustic, villagers, educated pt!rsons, learned s<.:holars 
and experts in sciences and its style impresses all of thl!m 
l!qually. On one side. an illiterate person finds simple 
realitil!s in it and he feels that tht: Quran has bl!en revealed 
exclusively for his own benefit. while on tilt! other side, 
learned scholars and researchers discover such scientific 
truths when they study it clost:ly, that they ft:el that this 
hook is full of such deeper knowlt!dge about the scil!nces 
am! the arts that a man nf ordinary understanding just 
cannot grasp them. 

For a man of average mind the style of Quranic 
reasoning is very simple and mostly based on arguments 
drawn from direct observation. It proves the complex 
philosophical concepts of Unity of Allah, Prophethood and 
Messengership, the Hereafter. Creation of life and 
Existence of God with arguments based on the direct 
observation of man; and drawing a ttl!ntion to Natural 
phenomena it has descrihed such realities as may be easily 
understood by a man of average illlellect. But if you go 
deeper into the same simple realities you will also find 
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purely intellectual and logic.:al argumc.:nrs which sa[isty also 
those fond of philosophical hair-split1i11g ahmn t'Verything. 
Qui[e in passing it has also re�1,lwd the c.:0111plex problems 
of philosophy and scienc.:e the solu1in11 of which has always 
eludeJ eminent and renowneJ philo�nphcrs. 

4: If the same thing is repeated over and over again 
the listeners get fed up after a certain stage. no maHer 
how distinguisht:d may ht' tht' place J1cld b the speaker in 
litt:rature. The force of speech is Jost am! its impact is 
very much n:duced. But with Quran it is Jiffert:111. In it 
the �ame [hing has sn111e1imes been repeated sc.:ores of 
timt:s and the same evcm has been described several times 
yet everytimt: one gets nut of 1t a new pleasure. a new 
feeling and a new impact. 

5: Elegance in a speech and it� appealing sweetness ;irt: 
two contradictory qu;ilirics. Different style has to he 
adopted for each of them. It is beyond human power to 
combine both of them in one single piece. It is a miracle of 
Quranic style alone that hoth tht:sc qua I ities are to he found 
blended together in most perfect sy11tht'sis. 

6: The Quran has treated with !ht: ht'ight of eloquence 
those topics to which human mind could nm give literary 
beauty whatever he may do w achieve it. ror example. 
the .. Law of Inheritance .. is such a dry and intractable 
subject that even all the scholar� and poets or the world 
cannot create any literary beaury while dealing with it. hut 
then just go through the verses of Sura// A11-Nisri

bt:g.inning with di �>'iJ'..} iii,� f!. and ynu cannot help 
exclaiming. that this is an extrnordi1rnry composition. All 
these verses have descrihed ··The L,w or Inheritance·· hut 
in such a beautiful and elegam manner that deeply moves 
one· s aeschet ic sense. 

7: Every poet and scholar has hi� own particular field 
and any.departure from it makl'S his work colourless. In 
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Arah1c Imra-ul-Qays is the patriarch of Ghazal. Nahighah 
is famous for portraying tt:ar and horror, A 'asha for 
beauty of aspiration and attributt:s and Zuhair for hope 
and dt:sire. The same is d1t: case with every language, but 
the Quran has dealt with so many diverse subjects that it 
is very difficult to encompass them all. But whether there 
be i11centivt:: or admonition. promise or reprimand. advice 
and preaching or stories and examples. matters of faith or 
injunctions. everywhere it shows the highest standard of 
eloqut:nce and bt:auty. 

8: Brevity is the exclusive attribute of Quranic style 
and its miraculous excellence in this respt:ct is quite 
marked. Since the Quran has het:n sent as a guide for all 
timt:s tO come. till the Last Day. it deab. 111 a pithy 
manner, with such a vast number of topics that one can get 
guidance from it in every age. Despite the passage of 
fourteen hundred years its suhjects have not hecome out 
date<l. Human life has suffered great many vicissitudes 
many a great revolution have taken place, but the Glorious 
Quran has remained eternally fresh and it shall remain. h is 
not a hook of history yet it is the most autht:ntic s11urce of 
history: it is not a hnnk of law an<l politics yet in short 
sentence it has <lescriht:<l such principlt:s of start:aaft and 
global conquest that will guide mankind for all times ro 
corne: it is not a book nf :-.cit:nce am.l philosophy hut it has 
unravelle<l many mysteries of philosophy and science: it is 
not a hook �)f economics an<l sociology yet it has given such 
concise gui<lelines in hoth these subjects that it is only now 
that all the sciences an<l arts of the world art: _approaching 
nearer to it after faltering for centuries. 

MIRACLE OF SYSTEM 

A miracle of the Qur:in lies in the mutual link and 
CllOr<lination. and arrnngemem and system of its verses. If 
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you recite the Quran in a cursory manner it would 
apparently seem that every verse deals with an 
independent topic and there is no link among them. That 
is why the commentators of the Quran stand divided into 
two groups. One group holds the view that the Quran was 
revealed piecemeal over a period of twenty-three years 
therefore there is no need to look for any illlt:r-connecting 
link between its verses and that eat:11 verse deals with an 
exclusive subject. Contrary to this. tht' ntht'r group 
mainrains that as a book the Quran is an organic whole 
and it is interlinked from the hegi1111ing to tht: end. and it 
must he studied from this angle. This second group 
contends that inconsistency in a book is a sign of its 
defect and the word of Allah is most certainly fret' from 
it. In response to this tlie ti rst group argues that just as 
there is no order and arrangement in natural sct:nerit:s. hut 
actually their beauty lies in their dissimilarity that 
somewhere there are meandering rivers. somewhere 
rugged mountains and somewhere valleys high and low. 
similarly the beauty and grace of the Quran I ies rather in 
this fixed structure. The topic of each and every couplet 
of a ghazal is different and nobody takes it amiss likewist: 
dissimilar arrangement in the Quran is no dt:fect. 13ut the 
fact remains that thert: is an t:xcet:ding graceful link 
between the various verses of the Quran that cannot be 
denied. If an orderly arrangclllelll was nnt imended for the 
Quran there was no net:d to folio\\' a different order for 
writing it dC>wn from its chninological order. The Quran 
might have been recorded in the same order in which it 
was revealed. A different order fixed by the llnly Prophet 
�� is a clear proof of the fact that the Quranic verses are 
interlinked. IJut. of course. it is a rather delicate link and 
it ncetls a lot of deep thinking antl insight to get to it. 

In this way the individual vt:n,c remains intact and the 
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generalisation of its word i� nrn lost. 
In addition to thi�. !hl' gcneral style of speech and 

pt>etr�' among the Arabs at that time was ,ilso the same that 
the �uhject matter therein had a distinct place rather than 
being hound and intt:rlinked tn each other. Hence. the 
Quranic style was in conformity with tlw literary raste of 
th,ll time . Thu� at a cursory glance every verse would 
appear io ht: independem hut a clo�e look will reveal that 
tht: hon!- is one continuous and 1n1erl inkt:d whole. 

The style ador>Ced by thl:! Quran in its <1rrangement and 
syst em is. therefore. i ts most �uhtlc.: mirm:le. and c1 
reproduction the like of ii 1� heyond human power. Many 
scholars have written exclusive.: book� 10 explain the system 
of Quranic arra11g:cme111 cln<l St>lllc commcmawrs have made 
�pecial references to it in their writings. Imam Razi·s TafsTr 
KahTr is prohahly the most com111endclble work in this 
connection. I-le had a divine gift for t:lahorating the system of 
the Quran. After him Qa<JT Abus Sa·ud has also made 
special e::tlorts to describe the attributes of the Quranic 
systt:m. Subsequent commentators have mostly heen the 
gleaners from the above two. 

A glimpse of the System of the Quran can he seen in 
the following t:xample. In Slirafl Al-1.fijr it is stated 

·,--•./1·.o .A '.f"\$- v _, 
"; l1 ,,'.�i, \j:; • :; •,,,·- • <':� .r )Y,., ...I (?:'� :5-' 

o :.:iu, :....,,i;j, 
\ -. 

. 

(0 Prophc1!) lnfnrm My scrva111s 1ha1 I am 1hc 
Forgiving. lhc Mercil'ul. and 1h;11 My chastisi.:1111.:m is the 
painful chastisc111c111. 

. ' 

o�r;! � > ;.·.·�;-J
And inform them nf lhc guests nr lhr'iihTm. (Al-ltijr: 15:51) 
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After this. the well known evem ,if the angels coming 
to Sayyidina lhrahTm � has heen descrihed. Apparently 
there seems to be no connection between the two things. 
Bur a closer attention nrnke� it ckar that the incident of 
Sayyidina lhrahTm � is i11 fact supporting the first 
,ent.ence. hecause the angels who came to him did two 
thrng.s. First. they gave the glad tiJings of a virtuous son, 
lsl_iaq to Sayyidina lhrah1111. and secondly the same angels 
haJ hrought destruction of the tlwell111g wwn of Sayyidina 
Lut -@. The tirst one was a nrnnitestation of �)i ��1 ui 
(I am the Forgiving.. the Menful). anti the second was the 
manifestation of �ih :.,,u . ..J, ; :s-,� (My chastisement is a 
paintul chastisemem). Thus the 1wo �entences are closely 
connected hut when looketl at separately they ,llso hold an 
independem place of their mvn. JJII 

PROPHESIES OF THE QUR•AN 

Whenever Allah sends a Mes�enger and reveals His 
words to him. He lets him know some of the future events 
so that he may prove the words as from Allah. Although 
predictions are also mat.le hy astrologers. they are never 
certain. and even the gn.:atest astrnlnp.cr coultl never claim 
that all his pn:dictions come true and no mistake is ever 
made. Morevcr. it has heen the traditinn with Allah that the 
prophesies made hy a false pretender of Prnphethcmd are 
never allowed anti nm e\'ell the hiuen:st enemies of Islam 
can deny them. In these pages it is not possihle tn descrihe 
all of them in detail. but a few importalll events are heing 
given as examples. 

:nx: For details sec "Bible sc Qur:in 1;1k" hy Kiranwi p357. v2. We 
hav.: deal! wi1h lhi� suhjcc1 hridly. Further r.:ading: Bi hit: so.: 
Qur:in 1ak�• _ Maulana R.il,1111a1 ullah Kiranwi cdi1cd by th.: author 
ol' 1his hook v2. p357. Also l',i:iz-cl-Q11r:in hy 'All:imah ShahhTr 
A�mad lhhrnani. 
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VICTORY OF ROMANS 

While the Prophet � was still in Makkah after 
having been commissioned to Prnphethood and was 
being subjected to all sons of persecutions hy the 
idolaters of Makkah exactly al the same time the two 
great powers of Rome and Persia were repeatedly beaten 
and vanquished. and suffering. a lrnrriblc loss in men and 
material. the Roman gove rn111t:n1 w a� so  utterly 
exhausted that. far from being in a position lO launch a 
counter-attack. it could not even take a firm stand 
anywhere. This situation was a matter of juhi la ti on for 
the pagans of Arabia. as they identified Iranians. for 
their being fire-worshippers with themselves and the 
Romans. as the people of the Book. with Muslims. The 
dominance of Iranians. in their eyes. presaged their own 
victory and defeat of Muslims. In this war the Persian 
armies were constantly winning against the Romans who 
were losing on al I fronts and 1he Persian armies, 
subjec ting important cities of Syria to fire and 
destruction. were advancing ahead at a terrific speed. 

It was under these circumstances ·that these initial verses 
of Si'irali ar Rti111 revealed: 

� ;� ;. �-., ..}>·;GI j�l JO (·.,) . - :!� 0 t'
� " .. ' 

; f'� .. • 

�(·. - '1·, -., .. ··u, ..u -.� .:..::... • · o ":J"j_1._--,,
. ,X., J"' '-'• .,.. - , � --- \... : � -' 

, , , •;-, ; ' . ' ' •. i 'I � 0 . ..J. ' '. •, '. i1 ' .. - ......Y'J ,...:...,: : � '.'-LI ,�. �r" Cfi :�Y-J 

j5-t �) �J.?) JJ, � .\J �I J.?J Q �) �)\ 

0 ":JJ:1:� \J cf'UI 
Alif-La111. MT111. The Romans h:t\'e hcc11 defeated. in the 
land close by and after (1his) Llcfc:11 of theirs. they will 
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soon be vlctorious within a Few years. To Allah helongs 
the command before and after and on 1ha1 day the 
Believers will rejoice in Allah's help. He helps whom 
He will. and He is the Mighty the Merciful. this is 
Allah's promise. Allah fails not in Hi� promise but most 
onnankind know not. (i\r-Ru111. 30: t-61 
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For those who were aware of the military situation 
concerning the Romans and Persians this prediction was 
absolutely incredible. Hence a chieftain of tht: Quraysh 
Ubbay bin Khalaf had a het with Sayyidina Ahu Bakr � 
that he would give him ten camels if the Romans emerged 
victorious within three years. otherwise Abu Bakr � 
would give him an equal numher of camels. Betting at that 
time was not yet prohibited so Sayyidina Ahu Bakr � 
agreed. When Sayyidina Abu Bakr 4f,, told the Prophet� 
of this bet he said that the Quran had used the word � 
.;;,:-, (few years) and in Arabic the word � applies to a 
number between three and nine. hence he should extend the 
time limit to nine years and increase the number of camels. 
Consequently, Abu Bakr � had tht: bet increased to nine 
years for a hundred camels instead of ten even though there 
were 110 apparent signs of the ful tilrncnt of this predictison. 
In fact, even that the Persians kept marching forwards, until 
they  reached  the city wal ls o f  Roman capi tal, 
Constantionople. The renowned historian Edward Gibbon 
has commented on this pretlictinn thus: 

When this prophesy was made 110 pretliction could 
he more unhelievahle hecause the initial twelve 
years of Heraclius were evidently declaring an end 
to the Roman Empire. (Fall of Roman Empire). 

(\'.5 p.7-'-741 

But exactly seven years after his first defeat the Roman 
Emperor sallied forth from the capital and inflicted crushing 
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defeats on Persians at several place),. ancJ after that the 
Roman armies were victoriou� everywhere. 

Meanwhile a large numher of Musi ims had migrated to 
Madinah and their wars with the idolaters of Makkah had 
already hegun. and the day nn which 313 ill equipped 
Muslims wen: beating hack at the hatrlefil!ld of Badr one 
thousand heavily armed warriors of Makkans. came the 
new� that the Romans had defeated the Persians. and it was 
then realised that the Quranic verse: 

JJ, � J f-' _;..JI C .r1- .G .Ji. 

On that day the Believers will rejl1icc in Allah's help 

was meant to denote the twin happiness of the Roman 
victory as well as their own victory at Badr. 

NEWS ABOUT THE CONQUEST OF MAKKAH 

When the Prophet � left Makkah for migration as a 
result of the persecutions of idolaters. and after three days 
of stay at the cave of Thaur came across the road to 
Makkah near Jal}fah while on his way Lo Madinah quite 
naturally he had nostalgic feelings about his hirth place and 
felt aggrieved at parting with it for ever. On this occasion 
the following verse was revealed to him. 

I , I I J .. .. ; 

;� Jt !):',\) ::Jl';.ll � �) �;i.ll ��
Surely He who has nrdaincd the Qur:i'n for you (0 
Prophet), will bring you hack.339 (AI-Qu�:i�. 2R:85J 

At that time he had left Makkah in a stale of privation ;ind 
in view of this apparently there wa� no chance of this prophecy 
heing fulfilled. But only within a few years he emered the city 
of Makkah as a conqueror and the prnphecy was fultilled. 

339: fama· ul Fawaid v3. pl07 Sal.1ilJ Bukh;i°rT. 
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WISHING FOR DEATH BY THE JEWS 

During the times of the Prophet � the Jews used to say 
that success and prospt:rity in the Hereafter was destined 
for the Jews alone and that they would certainly go to the 
Paradise. The Quran has replit!d: 

" , ! • ' L• I "' .,. ., I
.:i J� -.;. �1.,:. �' � .-�u, �cu, � ::..;LS' ::,! )i

,�1 �� j, o ��G, � ::ii :.:.-:;J, ,;.; ...,....u, 
. j 

.. 

O '.'. lu:.JL.'"" ·1� �I'.' '.Lt:.:_.:.� (S
� : r-:-- J �- - ; 

Say (0 Prophet): If the ahode of the Hereafter with 

Allah is exclusively yours and not for others of 

mankind (as you assen). then long for death if you are 

truthful. And they will never long for it, heeause of 

what their own hands have forwarded. And Allah is 

Knower of the evildoers. (AI-Oa,1arah 2:94-95) 

This challenge and prediction was made in Madinah in 
an atmosphere where there were numerous dwellings of the 
Jews in and around and the Muslims were constantly 
engaged in debates and argumt!nts with them. If this 
challt!nge had not heen given through Divine revelation the 
Jews. who were not prepared to lose any chance of 
falsifying the Prophet �. would have easily come forward 
and wished for death openly. In this way the debates that 
had been going on day and night would have been settled in 
a moment. But they  were all struck dumb after the 
revelation of this verse and not one of them came forward 
to accept this challenge. 

Whatever may be the opinion of non-Muslims about 
the Prophethood and Messengership of Mul}ammad � 
even his enemies never denied the fact that in sagacity 
and wis dom and in intellectu a l  capabiliti e s  and 
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statesmanship he stood at tht: summit. Even a man with 
an ordinary understanding cannot be expected. without 
having the fullest confidence, to throw a challenge or 
make a prophesy, that may be negated by his opponents 
in a moment. It was never possible for a man as great as 
the Holy Prophet  � in s agac i ty. w isdo m  and 
statesmanship to throw this challenge without the Divine 
guidance. 

SAFETY OF THE QURAN 

Allah made no promise to preserve the Divine 
Scriptures revealed to different Prophets r')I...J1 � before 
the Holy Quran. Hence they could not exist in their 
original forms. Muslims believe that the books called Torah

Zubur, or lnjeel are not the same heavenly Scriptures as 
they were sent down but there havebeen a lot of 
interpolations and changes in them. 340 Even the People of
the Book themselves admit it and the most staunch Jew or 
Christian cannot claim that every word of these Scriptures 
is Divine and no interpolation in the original text has been 
made. Contrary to this the Quran had already predicted 
about it that. 

Surely We have revealed the Admonition (Quran) and 

surely We are its Guardian. (AI-Bijr. 15:9) 

This challenge has stood the test of time and during 
the fourteen long centuries not even a dot or an iota of its 
words could be destroyed nor any attempt at interpolation 
in its text succeeded. Islam has always been under attack 
of hostile forces which spared no effo�ts to subdue it, but 

340: For a detailed discussion see Bible -se Quran Lak by Mawlana 
Ral,unatullah IGranavi and edited by 1he uuthor. 
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none of them could succeed in destroying the Quran or 
making interpolations in it even in those times when its 
transcriptions were limited in numhers and the means of 
publilcity and printing were scarce. Look at Tor(1// how 
Bukht Na$-ar. the ruler of Bab ii (Babylon) and according 
to the traditions of Bani lsra'il nobody except 'Uzair 
(Ezra) knew Torah by heart. hence he got it rewritten 
through his memory after all its copies were destroyed.341 

According to reports from Banu lsra' ii themselves, the 
ruler of Rome, Anitos Apifonis got every single copy of 
Torah burnt. Until no copy of it was left. 342

The same happened to Bible (New Testament) so the 
original transcriptions became extinct as a result of the 
attacks of Titus of Rome. Emperor Nero. Domician, 
Deuclacian. But so far as the Quran is concerned it had to 
face hundreds of marauderrs. on many occasions there 
was a general massacre of Muslims, their libraries were 
burnt and huge collections of their ancient books were 
thrown in the river, the entire Islamic world, was 
subjected to the onslaughts of Karmathians who did 
everything in their power to interpolate in the Quran. But 
as promised by Allah, this Book has not only remained 
safe without any change but its propagation and 
circulation keeps on increasing in East and West alike . 
Supposedly. if all the written copies of the Quran were to 
disappear even now there are hundreds of thousands of 
Muslims who are holding it as a sacred trust within their 
hearts. If anyone tried to change a single word in it even 
small children would find it out. 

Furthermore, not only the words but also the meanings 
of the Quran have been safeguarded in a manner that in 
itself has a history of its own. With the passage of time 

341 : Encyclopaedia Britanicca v3, pSO I. 1950. Bible.

342: Bible Nox version. Macmillan, London 1963. 
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meanings of words of every language keep on changing. 
Thus it was that languages like Hebrew. Kaladani in which 
previous Divine scriptures wen:: revealed, either tl>tally 
disappeared or such drastic changes occurred in them that 
they were transformed into entirely new languages. 

But Allah has conferred the distinction on the language 
of the Quran notwithstanding tht: thousands of changes and 
rt:volutions in the world it rt:rnains fully preserved. If 
anyone wa111s to know in what sense a certain word of the 
Quran was used in those times he could easily find i1. 

We can guage from this incident how Arabic was 
preserved. There were two mountains by the name of 
Akkad over the city Zaraih i11 Yemen. Thl! inhahitatns of 
the moun tain had vowed that they would have no 
relationship with outside people. They would not marry 
any outsider, have no friendship with them and will not 
travel beyond their mountains. If anyonl! travels 10 their 
place. he will not he allowed to stay more than three 
days. They placed these rl!strictions to prevent a 
corruption of their Arabic language. Historians have said 
that they are the only people whose Arabic languag1: is in 
its original form and has, undergone not the slghtest 
change whatsoever. 343 

In short, the truth of Allah's promist:: is becoming 
increasingly manifest with the passage of time.that this 
Bo ok will ever remain safe anti He Himself woul<l 
safeguard it. This prior communication has provt:d to be 
perfectly corrt:ct. 

We do not intend here to dl!scrihe all the propheciei; of 
the Quran but only a few of them. Even these few 
examples clearly denote that prophecies made by the Quran 

343: Mu'ajjam AI-Buldan. Yaqui Al-l;lamawi v4. p.143. Pan.14. Dar
SadTr. Beirut 1376 AH. Unckr roo1 word �u,� and Taj-ul-Urus 
ZebaydT under rooi word .£.s.. 
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11,t\lc been fulfilled in such a miraculous manner that no 
l111111an effort was involved in them. 

l>ISCLOSURES OF THE QURAN

Apart from the prophecies. the Quran has also pointed
out many scientific and historical facts which were not only 
unknown at that time but could not even be imagined. It 
will form an exclusive book if all such verses of the Quran 
are collected together and explained in detail. In these pages 
ll 1s not possible co compile them all. but a few examples 
nre being given below. 
I: The Quran has stated that as Fir'aun (Pharaoh) was 

drowning in the sea he confessed Faith orally just to 
save his life. In response Allah said 

What! Now! And indeed before this you did rebel. and 

were of the corrupters! So this day We shall rescue you 

with your body that you may be a sign to those who 

come after you. (Surah Yunus 10:91-92) 

At the time of revelation of this verst. and even 
centuries afterwards, nobody knew that the body of Fir'aun 
is still preserved, but it has been discovered only recently 
and is preserved in the museum of Cairo. 
2: The Qu·ran has stated 

0 ':J'/;-i; � �j) � :� J5' �:,

And of everything We havt created pairs that you may 

be admonished. (Az-Zariyat. 51 :49) 

When this verse was revealed the general conception 

was that male and female pairs existed only among human 
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beings and animals or in some vegetations. But with the 
advancement of science the Quranic reality is becoming 
manifest that male and female pairs exist in everything. It is 
a different matter that somewhere they are termed as male 
and female and somewhere as positive and negative or as 
electron and proton, or neutron and positron. In another 
verse the Quran has also clarified that the occurrence in 
pairs in many other things is still not known to people. It 
says, 

.x., J>-.,G, � t:... I#' c 'J)G1 � �), ;;� 

o 'S/. i:l U �J r !- :'.1
Glorified be He Who creaced pairs of all things which 

the earth grows and of themselves. and of that which 

they know not. 

(Suah Yasin, 36:36) 

TRUTH OF THE QURAN AND NON-MUSLIM 
AUTHORS OF THE WEST 

There was a t ime when the Western authors, 
motivated by deep Christian bigotry used to say openly 
that the Quran was authored by Mu!Jammad� himself 
and that his claim of Messengership was self-conceived. 
But now the non-Muslim Western authors themselves 
admit that this claim by the earlier Westerners was based 
on prejudice and not supported by any proofs or 
arguments, and the whole life of the Prophet� belied 
their accusations. The renowned Orientalist of the present 
times Montgomery Watts has written that this was a 
common conception in medieval Europe that Sayyidina 
Mu]Jammad� (God forbid) was an imposter, who falsely 
proclaimed that he received revelations from Allah, but 
these concepts of the medieval ages were a sort of war 
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propaganda and are now gradually fading away from the 
minds of the Europeans and Christian world. 344 

Professor Watt is perfectly right in saying that the false 
accusation against the Prophet was not based on any 
academic argument but in fact it was a part of propaganda 
which was considered necessary in the fight against the 
Muslims. He has refuted in detail those earlier Europeans 
who used to accuse the Prophet � of making false claims 
or of being afflicted with insanity or some disease, and says 
that in view of clear proofs the present day scholars do not 

·endorse these accusations. Summing up, he writes that this 
misconception about Mul)ammad should now be dropped
from the topic of discussion, and Mul;lammad should be
considered as a man who proclaimed with full sincerity
and honesty the Messages about whom he believed that
those were sent to him from God. 345 

After this admissi on, justice demanded that the
Prophethood and Messengership of Sayyidina MulJammad
� should have been accepted, but the centuries old
misconceptions are not easily erased from the mind. Hence
Watt and other authors of the present time admit on the one
side that the Prophet � was sincere in his claim of
Messengt;rship, but on the other side it i s  difficult for them
to give up their own religion openly and accept Islam.
Hence, in order to find a midway they have invented a very
strange explanation of Prophet Sayyidina Mul}ammad's �
claim for Prophethood.

They say that the revelations received by him were 
not anything extraneous but (God forbid) it was a state 
within himself which had resulted from a prolonged 
thinking and observations and to which �e sincerely 
believed to be the voice of Allah or an angel. He was 

344: Watt: BeUs Introduction to the Quran Ch.2p-17. 
345: Watt. Bells Introduction 10 the Quran Ch. 2, p I 8. 
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disgusted with the beliefs and customs of his people from 

the earliest days of his life. and that is why he used to 

meditate in isolation rather than follow their w9.Y of 

worship. For this purpose he started to spend several 
days at a time in the cave of l:lira and as a resul t  of 
prolonged meditation his belief in the Unity of Allah 
became firm, and also the urge to invite his people to his 
belief and rid them of idolatry. In secluded atmosphere of 
the cave with no one to talk to this idea was so deeply 
ingrained on his mind that he began to feel his own inner 
voice as an extraneous voice. and taking it as the voice of 

Allah or an angel he very sincerely and honestly 
proclaimed himself to be the Prophet. 

This is the explanation about the Prophet's claim to 
Messengership that is now popular among "Western 
Intellectuals". Not one or two but scores of "Researc)lers" 

among the Orientalists believe in it. so much so that even 
some of those who profess to be Muslims seem to be 
impressed with this view. But a little thought over it will 

make it clear that their motivation behind this explanation 

is nothing but the fact that these "intellectuals" !lave 

already decided that they will not affirm MessengershiP of 

the Holy  Prophet Mul)ammad � n o  matter how 

convincing may be the proofs for it. and no matter how 

far-fetched. absurd and impossible explanations they may 
have to advance to refute it. The fact is that the 
explana iton of the Wa{1y recvealed on Sayyidina  
Mul)ammad � given by Professor Watt and other 

Orientalists in the present age is such that one feels sllY of 

treating it worthy of an academic and intellectual reply· 

However, the following facts may be kept in view. 
1: Can it be conceived that the Prophet, about whom tlley 

themselves admit that he was endowed with the highest 

intellectual and practical abilities, could have mist9.ken 
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his own subjective state as a voice from an angel for 
twentythree years and could never understand the 
reality of this extraordinary phenomenon·> Woby did 
not come to him only once or twice. but it continued 

for hundreds or probably thousands of times during 
these 23 years. Did he suffer from this delusion 

throughout this whole period'! 
2: Moreover,  if he exper ienc ed this  $0-c alle d  

"Subjective Stare" on account of the deplorable state 
of his people, condemnation of their heresies and 

assertion of the belief in oneness of God ought to 
have been the first things to have been done as a 
result of this experience. But we find that the first 

revelation neither refuted dishelief and idolatry nor 
preached Unity of Allah. nor did it contain any of his 
basic teachings. On the contrary, the revelation was: 

Read in the Name of your Lord Who crcall!d. Created 

man from a blood-clot. Read: and your Lord is the Most 

Bountiful Who taught by the pen. taught man that which 
he knew not. (Al·· Alaq. 96: 1·5/ 

3: It is inexplicable that after coming into play only once 

this "'Subjective State" is extinguished and for three 
years he hears nothings of it. During this period he 

remains anxious due to the disconnection of Wa�1y. 

Then, after three years, •· Waby"' is revealed again but 
still it carries no categorical refutation of idolatry nor 
does it mention anything about the misdeeds of the 

Arabs. The question arises that if this state had 
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occurred due to his meditation about the heretical life 
of his people and his being filled with the concept of 
Unity of Allah why these "'delusions" find no mention 
in the very early stages of Wa�1y and why did the 
predominant influence of this state convey him no 
message for three years? 

4: If it was a "Subjective State" it should have been in 
full conformity with the thoughts of the Prophet � 
hut at many places in the Quran advice has been 
given against his personal views, and at some places 
his personal views have actually been refuted 
alongwith a mild admonition for example: 

'!I ,. ., I ,,. t• ,,. , 
• > - .,, 'I._ ,'le. - • - • I •. - • U\. '< ii - 'I
r-f!� ., � yr- ., <.J-' !' if, ...!,u u-,' 

h i$ none or your concern (0 Prophet) in the mauer. 

whether He relents towards them ur chastises them. 

(Al-'lmran. 3: 128) 

1• • ! , ,.. , .. 1- , .. 
::-'°';UI .) � ._j>- lS;,I :;,J J·� 01 � J\5' (. 

h is nut for a Prophet to have captives unless he lrns 

given (the enemy) a sound thrashing in the land. 

(AI-Ant'iil. 8:67) 

Allah forgive you (0 Prophet) why did you permit them 

(lO stay hehind) till it had become dear to you which of 

them spoke the truth and you had known the liars. 

(At-Tawhah: 9:43) 

5: Even if it is conceded that the over-powering grip of an 
idea is felt like an "Extraneous voice", how is it that 
the prophesies made by this Extraneous Voice always 
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came true, whatever commands given it gave ultimately 
proved to be correcc and whatever words it spoke 
should prove to be the ultimate truths which all the 
scholars and orators of the world could not contest, 
until it brings about a sweeping revolution in the 
Arabian peninsula the like of which the world has 
never seen. 

o: If it is accepted that the '"voice" resulting from a 
gripping imagination has some reality then obviously it 
must be a reflection of the knowledge and thoughts of 
the person who hears it and anything that is not already 
in his knowledge and thoughts cannot be known to him 
through this "Voice· But just turn the pages of the 
Quran and you will come to know that there are 
innumerable things in it of whic.:h tht! Prophet � had 
no previous knowledge. and it was "Wa[1y" that 
imparted this knowledge to him for the first time, for 
t!xample the following verst!. 

, V ' ; 

Li;i4 :x ;\:!..; :;. � �:4-i 

You knew not what the Bonk w,1s. nor the Failh, but We 
have made this (Quran) a Light whereby We guide 
whom We will of Our servants. (Ash-Shura. 42:52) 

7: Particularly, there art! the events concerning the ancient 
peoples about whom the Quran has clari fied and 
factually also it is undeniable that before the coming 
down of Wat,y tht! Prophet � was not aware of them. 
The Quran imparted this knowledge to him for the first 
time. For example. aftt!r describing the incident about 
Sayyidina NulJ � in Surah Hud the Quran says. 

�l 1&'•1:;_ d c. �! �·; ,. :�i, :--c;:1 �� � 
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That is ut the tidings of the:: unse en which We reveal lO 
you (0 Prophet) you did 1101 know ii. nor Cknewl your 
people before this. 

And also, 

1Surah Hui.I. 11 :49) 

. , ., . , .. . ,........ ..,

�! r-f-:U � Lo J �! � y �I .�i '.:r.- ��

0 'J/� r>J r>;.l �f 
That 1s of the tidings of the unseen that We reveal 10 
you (0 Mu hammad). You were 1101 with them when they 
(Yusuf's brothers) agreed upon their plan. while they 
were devising (Surah Yusuf. 12: 101) 

Montgomery Watt and his like-minded admit that 
Prophet Muhammad � newr t<>ld a lie, and '·Not a finger 
can he raised on the integerity and character of 
Mul.rnmmad. "346

Hence, even according to them no mis-statement was 
possible in any verse of the Quran. The question now 
arises that if this "Wa{1y .. was not an extraneous source of 
knowledge how did he know the facts ahout earlier 
Prophets �')\...]1 � of which he had no prior knowledge? 
8: Here we have mentioned only those things which 

even an ordinary person can easily understand and 
which become clear even with a cursory reading of 
the Quran. If the Traditions that describe the state of 
descent of ·· Wa{1y" and its earlier incidents are also 
kept in view, the purely imaginary interpretations of 
Watt and others stand automatically nullified. Some 
of those traditions have heen clescrihed under the 
caption of "History of de seem of Wc1[1y. '' 

346: Wall: Bell's ln1roduc1ion 111 1he Quran i.:h:2 p25. 
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HOLY PROPHET � AND THE 

PEOPLE OF THE BOOK 
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In order to prove that the "Wa{ly" (Divine Revelation) 
received by the Holy Prophet Mubammad � was in fact 
his own ''Intrinsic state" create d as a resul t  of 
predominance of imagination some Western authors have 
stressed that he was aware of the affairs of the earlier 
peoples and the same events were related by him in his 
"Specific State". 

They say that he had heard the facts about previous 
nations from the Jews and Christians of Arabia. In this 
connection two hermits Bu\1aira an<l Nas!Jira are specifically 
named.347 The Prophet's � meeting with them during his
journey to Syria is mentioned in different books of 
biography and history. Some western authors have 
expressed the view that these hermits belonged to Aryusi 
sect who were Unitarians. and (God forbid) he imbibed the 
concept of Unity of God from them, and also acquired 
from them the knowledge of previous books and the affairs 
of earlier nations. 

Even a man with ordinary understanding possessing an 
iota of respect for justice and fairplay, will not hel ieve that 
in the short and accidental meeting with the Prophet during 
his journey to Syria these hermits would have poured out 
before him all the knowledge they had within their hearts, 
and that, he absorbed it all overnight and through it 
founded a revolutionary Faith and religion. To begin with, 
the very assertion that Buhaira and Nastura belonged to 
Aryusi is utterly baseless and false. This is not supported 
even by the weakest records. And no wonder. Because 
Aryusis were declared innovators an<l heretic as early as the 
fourth century C. E. and even any mention of this Aryusi 

347: Rodwell's English transla1ion or the Quran. preface p.8. London 
1953. 
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was declared to be a punishable offence. 
Athanasius and his followers had left no storte unturned 

to stamp out this sect. How would this unfortunate clan 
survive till the 7th century C.E. Could their remnants. 
supposing any of them were left, be in a position to become 
the head of a monastery in a city like Ba�ra'? 

Secondly, the same reports which mention that during 
his Syrian Journey the Prophet � met these hermits also 
say that it was a very short, fleeting and off chance 
meeting in which there could be no room for any learning 
or education. It is really strange that the people who can 
believe in such absurdities find it difficult ro accept the 
fac1 of the descent of Wa�1y (Divine Revelation) on the 
Prophet�. 

Below we produce the most detailed report on the 
Prophet's meeting with Bol�erra. that would clarify the 
reality behind this meeting. 

Abu Musa Ash'arT has been reported in Jam_'e TirmizT 
to have stated that once Abu Talib (uncle of the Prophet) 
went to Syria with some other chiefs of Quraysh. There 
was a hermit living at the place where they stayed in Syria. 
They used to pass by even before but he had never paid any 
heed to them. but against his wont this time he came out of 
his hermitage and looked at each of them in a searching 
manner until he held the hand of Mul.iammad �. and said . 

.....,_
J 

�I�, i:r-JWI Y; J
J-'

; 1.L,. ,�WI � 1:.C.,, 

_ i:r-JWJI 

He it is who is 1he leader or all the worlds. he it is who 
is the Messenger or the Lord of all 1he worlds. whom 
Allah will send as a Mercy fur all the worlds. 

The chieftains of Quraysh asked him how did he know 
that? The hermit said that there was not a tree or rock that 
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did not prostrate before him when they had come out of the 
valley, and trees and rocks prostrate only before a 
Messenger of Allah. He further said that the Prophet was 
also bearing the apple-shaped seal of Prophethood under his 
shoulder and with that also he recognised him. 

The hermit then went back and arranged food for 
the entire caravan. When all were seated for the feast, 
Mutiammad � was not among them. The hermit asked 
where was he? He was told that he had taken the 
camels for grazing. A man was sent for him and when 
he came a cloud was casting its shadow on him. When 
he joined his people all of them had already taken seats 
under the shade of a tree and no shady spot was left. 
He sat down on one side and instantly the shadow of 
the tree hovered over him. The hermit exclaimed. 
"Look! How the tree's shadow has bent over him". He 
then stood up and said to the Quraysh, "Do not take 
him towards Rome. If the Romans saw him they will 
know him by his qualities and signs and kill him". 
While the hermit was talking he saw seven Romans 
coming towards him as if searching for some one. The 
hermit asked them what they were upto. The Romans 
said they were looking for the Prophet (whose tidings 
are present in Torah and In}Tl) and who was about to 
come out on a journey in the same month as it was, 
and that the Romans are looking for him everywhere. 
The hermit then asked them if it was possible for 
anybody to stop anytl1ing destined by God. They said, 
"No" Then these vowed before the hermit Bah-ira that 
they would no longer pursue the Prophet, and stayed 
with him. The hermit then asked the Quraysh on oath 
as to who was the custodian of Mul)ammad? People 
told him that it was Abu Talib. The hermit then 
persistently implored Abu Talib to send Mul;lammad 
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back until he did so. 348 Some of the Ulama have 
questioned the authenticity of this report. 349 But even 
if it i s  co rrect, one d o es n ot find. even wi th  
microscopic view, any clue that the Prophet could have 
learnt anything from Boh-ira. It was a very short 
meeting which did not extend to more than a few hours 
and then it cook place a time when his age was just 
twelve or thirteen years�so Can .anybody in his proper 
senses believe that at this tender age a meeting lasting 
only for a few hours would have imparted co the 
Prophet :it such a deep knowledge of the affairs of 
earlier nations that would enable him to cha I lerige the 
people of the Book and expose the interpolations in 
their Books and point out mistakes in them? 

The description of the Prophet's meeting with hermit 
Nas�ra is even more sketchy than that with Bah-ira. And if 
anybody says on this basis that the:: Prophet had acquired 
knowledge for the people of the Book. it cannot be explained 
as anything bigotry and animus against Islam. 

But the point to ponder is that if the Holy Prophet � 
had learnt about these events from some people of the 
Book, why the idolaters of Makkah, who would go to 
extremes of exaggeration to refute him, remained silent on 
this matter? Why did they not charge that he was taught 
these things by so and so persons. It is the limit that the 
idolaters widely publicised that a certain blacksmith of 
Makkah was the teacher of MulJammad � and just because 
the Holy Prophet � used to stop at his place for a few 
moments. 

348: Tirmizi. Abwab al-Manaqib v2. p225 Quran Mal)al Karachi. 
349: l;lafi� Zahbi among 1hem bu1 Halir, lbn J;lajar and oihers have 

termed it an aulhenlic 1radi1ion. 
350: TI1ere are three versions. One places his age ai 9 years another a1 

13 but the mosl agreed one ai 12 years. 
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• .ij\ '· Ll .1, •-,' �,. i:� �I �/ r � � , I'..; �-J (,?, u , r. . . J'.T• \"" r-
0 •. • "" : ,. jLl ,:J.• : ' • f .:Ji :,· W 

..r-;-i..si./ . J�--: J, . 
And certainly We know rhal Lhey° say ''Only a mortal 

Leaches him". The speech of him whom they allude to is 

foreign. and Lhis (Quran) is speech Arabic, manifest. 
(An-Nahl. 16:103) 
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But none of them ever raised the objection that he had 
gained all that knowledge from Bah�ira, Nas!ura or 
Waraqah bin Naufal. It makes it clear that this is an absurd 
objection that even the bitterest contemporary opponents of 
tht: Prophet did not like to even mention it. 





SOME OBJECTIONS ON THE QUR�N 

Some Orientalists have raised objections on certain facts 
mentioned by the Quran and have tried to impress that the 
Prophet � had heard about chem from some scholars 
belonging to the People of the Book and erred while 
describing them. For example: 

THE NAME OF MARYAM'S (MARY'S) FATHER 

Encyclopaedia Britannica has raised an objection 
that Maryam was the name of Sayyidina Musa's � 
sister and also of the mother of Sayyidina Isa �. The 
former was the daughter of ·1111ran and the Quran (God 
forbid) confusing the two of them described the latter 
also as "Daughter of lmran" .351 It is too disgraceful 
that even such a universally hailed authority as the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica should have no qualms in 
giving place in it to such an utterly baseless objection. 
Had the author been able to establish through some 
definite proof that 'lmran was not the name of 
Maryam's father, there might have been some weight 
in the objection. But the fact is that if they were asked, 
"What else was the name of the father of Maryam 
other than '!mran?" they would have nothing to say. 
And what beats it all is the fact that even the Bible 
does not  mention her father's name. Even in the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, under the chapter Maryam it 
has been admitted that "there does not exist any record 
in the historical documents of the first century C.E. 

351: Encyclopaedia Britannica vl3. p483 (Quran). 
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about the parents of Maryam··. 352 How strange it is 

that on one side is the ignorance and on the other side 

is the claim that Maryam's name mentioned in the 

Quran was fallacious. Do the authors of Britannica 

think that if one man is named 'Im ran. all rights get 

reserved for that particular person and no one else by 

that name would come into be111g in future'! In fact this 

only serves as a proof of the Truth of the Quran that 
openly unveils those historical facts which were not 

known to people for seven hundred years. The Quran 

has done it with such a bold and confident style that 

even its most bitter enemies could 1101 dare to prove it 

wrong for fourteen hundred years. 

Further, it is not confined to the name of the father of 

Maryam but all "authentic" Christian sources are silent on 

the topics of her birth, upbringing. childhood and early 

Ii fe, so much so that there is no mention about these 

things in any of the four versions of the Bibles. It was the 

Quran that for the first time, revealed these facts to all 

people. In the beginning the Christian world objected to 
these "disclosures" too but now those ancient books on 

Christanity are being discovered in which the incidents are 

mentioned as they exist in the Quran. 353 How surprising 

it is that despite such manifest disclosures of the Quran 

these "Intellectuals" raised objections on the Quran that 

the name of the Maryam's father is not found in any 

Christian sources? 

352: Britannica vl4. p999 (Maryam). 
353: Dictionary of lhe Bible by Hastings v�p288. 
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HAMAN, TIIE MINISTER OF 

FIR'AUN (PHAROAH) 
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In the article "Quran" of Encyclopat:dia Britannica 
another objection has been raist:d that the Quran has 
mentioned Haman as the name of one of the ministers of 
Fir'aun (Pharoah) while no minister by that name occurs in 
the Old Testament of the Bible. The author has expressed 
the view that in fact Haman was the minister of Ki11g 
Esvirus whose name is mentioned in the Bible. and 
Muhammad confused him with the minister of Fir'aun.354 

This is also a thing with no head and tail and is based 
OD the childish assumption that no two persons of one name 
can exist in the world. Further. the fact is that the story of 
so-called minister of Esvirus mentioned by the writer of 
this article in Britannica exists only in a doubtful book 
Apocryphal Book of Bible Esther of the Old Testament. 
This book is not regarded as reliable by the Protestants and 
hence it does not occur in the existing Protestant Bibles. 
However, the Catholics regard it as authentic as Haman or 
Aman355 was not the minister of king Esvirus hut his chief 
courtier356 and the story written in that book does not have 
even a distant relation with that of the Quran. The Quran 
states that Fir'aun had ordered Haman to build a high 
palace for him so that he could peep into Sayyidina Musa's 
� God. The Quran further states that Haman remained 
the arrogant minister of Fir'aun till the end and was 
ultimately drowned with him. Contrary to this, there is no 
such story attributed to Haman (or Aman) in the Book 
Esther. Haman of this book belongs to the time of the 

354: Britannica vl3 p.483 (Quran). 
355: In some of the books his name is wriuen as Haman. and in other 

as Xmans. 
356: Esther. 3: I. 
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incident of Bukht Na�-ar, and the story only is that due to 
an accidental situation he gained proximity to King Esvirus 
but shortly afterward he ordered mass killing of the Jews. 
The Jewish wife of the King became his enemy and 
ultimately he was hanged by the King and in his place a 
Jew caller Murdeke was nominated. 357 

Anybody who has studied the book of Esther even in a 
cursory marmer can fully realise that the story of this book 
does not have even a distant relation to the Quranic story. 
If the Prophet � had confused Haman of the Quran with 
Haman of Esther there should have been some resemblance 
somewhere between the two stories. The story as described 
by the Quran does not occur in Esther or any other book of 
the Bible, and the story of Esther not only does not exist 
anywhere in the Quran but is also not found in several 
hundred thousands of traditions to indicate that this had 
ever come to his knowledge. It is all the more surprising 
that it is only the Quran that the present day Christian and 
Jew Orientalists accuse of confusing two people bearing the 
same name. They are never concerned with hundreds of 
such cases found in the Bible. 

· 357: See Esther 3:1; 8 and 8: and 7:6, 10 and 8:12 (Nox version 

Macmillan Press London, 196�). 
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SUBJECTS OF THE QURAN358 

When we pay a close attention to the subjects of the 
Quran we find that they are divided under four major 
headings, and every verse of the Quran can be placed under 
any one of the four headings. 
I: Beliefs. 
2: Commandments. 
3: Stories. 
4: Examples or Parables. 

BELIBFS (ASSENTING ASPECT) 

In the Quran, three fundamental beliefs have been 
brought out: Oneness, Messengership and Hereafter. 

Tawhid or Oneness means that man should believe that 
every particle of this universe is the creation of One Being 
He �hould worship the same Being, Jove Him fear Him 
beseech Hirn and have firm faith that every particle of the 
universe is His possession and nobody else can alter it 
without Divine guidance. 

Belief in Messengership means that man should accept 
Prophet Mul)ammad ;ti and the prophets r')I...J1 � before 
him as true Messengers of Allah, He should confirm 

358: The author had wriuen this article in 1383 AH. eleven years 
before this book was published. It was also published then in 
Bayyinat (the monthly journal). It is now included here with 
some changes and additions. 
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whatever the Prophets say. 
Belief in the Hereafter means that man should believe in 

such a life after death that will be eternal, and in it everyone 
will be rewarded against the deeds done in the worldly lite. If 
he had done good he will deserve the blissful blessings of 
Parad.ise, and if he had wasted his worldly life in evil deeds 
he would be destined for eternal doom of the Hell. 

In order to prove these three beliefs the Quran has given 
different kinds of arguments. By way of reasoning there are 
four kinds of arguments. To prove a thing a man either cites an 
authority that his opponent also respects. This is known as 
Recorded argument. Or he tries to prove it in a logical manner 
and this is known as Logical argument. Or he shows such 
evidences as persuade his opponent to draw the same 
conclusion as he has drawn himself and this is known as 
Observational argument. Or, he invites attention towards 
previous happenings to prove his point of view and show that 
people succeeded or failed depending on whether they heeded 
the advice or not. This type of argument is known as 
Experimental or Empirical argument. Or, he invites attention 
towards previous happenings to prove his point of view and 
show that people succeeded or failed depending on whether 
they heeded the advice or nor .This type of argument is known 
as Experimental or Empirical argument 

In the Quran each of these arguments is present and in 
this way the three fundamental beliefs are fully supported 
with arguments. Examples of these are given below; 
RECORDED ARGUMENTS 

. _ To prove the Messengership of Sayyidina Mul)ammad
� Allah has stated: 

o -. ·1• G, "· • .;1 �r
,fi.) .I-) � ,) "And surely it is (mentiofied) in the scriptures of the 

anciencs�. (Ash-Shu'ara, 26: 196)

In this verse Allah has addressed the disbelievers saying 
that while they reject the Messenger of Allah, their Books 
(Torah and Injeel) although they are interpolated still 
contain tidings of Prophet MulJammad �-

This is a reference to the prophecies and tidings about 
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him in the previous divine scriptures. For example it occurs 
in Bible. 

"He came from Sinai. and rose on them from 
Sha'ir359 and shone his lights from the mountain 
of Farin. He came with ten thousand pious 
persons and in his right hand was a fiery code of 
life for them.'' (Deu1ro11omy. Chapt�r 33) 

Obviously, n o  Prophet other than Say yidi na  
Mu!Jamm ad � coming af ter  those who followed 
Sayyidina Musa ii4I appeared from the mountains of 
Farin and Sha'ir and ten tousand pious men360 appear to 
be his Companions because their number at the time of 
conquerst of Makkah was the same. 

Sayyidi,na Isa� is quoted in the lnjTI to have said: 
But when he, the spirit of truth, is come, he 
will guide you in all truth: for he shall not 
speak of himself; but whatever he shall hear 
(from God) that shall he spt!ak: and he will 
show you things to come. (John l!:15> 

LOGICAL ARGUMENTS 

There are many kinds of Logical arguments and almost 
each of them is present in the Quran. The first and most 
widely accepted kind is that conventionally known as Qiyas 
lqtiran7 . A rule is generally described and logical 
conclusion drawn from that premise. The Quran contains 
many such examples. In Surah TiiH;; it is stated that 
Sayyidina Musa � felt some fear· when he saw the ropes 
and sticks of the magicians turn into moving snakes. Allah 
comforted him with the following words: 

359: The name or a moumain near Mmlinah. and Faran is a famous 
mountain of Makkah it is now known as Jahal-Nur. 

360: In the 1958 Edition of Bible the words "ten thousand" have been 

changed to "hundred of thousands".
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h ' • ,, " ; $ 
o ·, • -- • u, :.._u: u· .i. c.. � r '.· r....;,<..S � ?. c--:--: ., -:- • .,....,,, : 

They have only wrought the guile of a sorcerer and a 

sorcerer prospers not wheresoever he comes from. 

(Ta Ha. 20:69) 

This is an example of Promiximal Hypothesis. The 
conclusion is drawn from a minor premise and a major 
premise. It tells as that (I) a sorcerer will not prosper and 
(2) from wherever he comes.

Besides there are a large number of such examples in
the Quran in which one component is dropped. For 
example, the unbelievers used to say how was it possible 
for a person to be brought back to life on the Day of 
Judgement when his bones had turned into ash after his 
death. Allah states that this is definitely possible because 

0 t� ;/,J '.:Jf � J.!;l\j � 
Yea We are are able Lo restore his very fingertipes. 

(AI-Qiyamah. 75:4) 

a) While there is, in this example. a minor premise, no
major premise is presented and the final conclusion is
not mentioned. It means that He who can restore even
the phalanges of fingers. will logically restore decayed
bones as well. Restoration of the fingers is much more
difficult hecause the marks and lines on them are an
amazing example of Allah's power and wisdom, the
lines on one person's fingers do not match with any
other person's. We may see a trillion examples. That is 
why the finger impressions have been regarded as an
alternative to the signature of a person since ancient
times. and even today the rule is held in all courts of
Law and governmental procedures. Hence the Being
Who can restore the complex and delicate can bring the
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bones back to life. Therefore it is wrong to deny the 
Day of Resurrection. 

b) The second kind of Logical argument is "Exceptional
Hypothesis". This argument is presented generally to
negate something. It has two components. That which 
is to be negated is the first form and is dependent on 
something else. In the second form that which is
negated is placed. For example. if l want to prove that
it is not daytime I would say. "If it was daytime. the
sun should have been there. but since the sun is not
there. it is not d ay time". There are many such
arguments in the Quran. For example. to deny
polytheism and affirm Unity, it states

I 
;_ <I ' , ,. 

Y; �\ ::,� \[1' -., :.ii, UJ '-+l' � :JlS' '.,l

0 '0) �-a1 l.:.;, ._;. -;j1 

If there were in them (the heaven and the earth) other 

Gods besides Allah. certainly they would both go to 

ruin.361 (AI-Anbiya. 21 :22) 

Here too the hint is there hut the conclusion is  
understood without being stated. that is "but the two of  
them were not discorded." Thus we know that there is no 
God other tl1an Allah in the earth and the heavens. 
c) The third kind of L ogical argument is known as

"As-Sabr war-Taqs7111" (Probing) through which the
opponen t's claim can be disproved. In this the
opponent is told that his claim can be proved only if 
any of the several possibilities is found. and since none
is present his claim is wrong. For example, the
opponent claims that Mr. X is a member of Pakistan

361: If there were gods beside� One Allnh. they would have differed 
in their decisions. 
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Assembly. He would then be told that co be called a 
member of Pakiscan Assembly it is necessary that he 
should be a member of National Assembly or of one of 
the Provincial Assemblies and since he is not a 
member of any of them he cannot be called a member 
of Pakistan Assembly. 

Very clear example of this type of argument is present 
in the Quran. The pagans sometirrn:s used to prohibit male 
animals and sometimes female animals ro themselves 
aldmugh they were permissible, Allah has refuted them by 
asking them the cause of their action. There could only be 
four n:asons of prohibitiun. due to their being males, or 
due co being females. or due to �omething in the womb 
where they were created. that makes it prohibitory, or just 
hecause Allal1 has forbidden it. But all these four things are 
not applicable. because they did not prohibit only males but 
sometimes females as well, so neither the male nor the 
female can he the cause. The womb can also not be taken 
as cause. because in that case both males and females 
should have been forbidden together but they forbade only 
male or female at a time. They also did not forbid it in 
submission co the will of Allah because Allah did not give 
any such command. Allah said. 

,.... HJ .. , I• ; ; ; ., .. ; .... ,. 
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"And of the camels (He has created) a twain. and of the 

cows a twain. Say (0 Prophet)." Is it the two males He 

has forbidden or the 1wo females? Or whar the womb of 
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two females contain? Were you witnesses when Allah 
enjoined you with this?" tAI-An·am. 6: 144) 

Here Almighty Allah has refuted their evil theory 'as 
$abr wat-Taqs7m'. 

The fourth important subdivision of Logical Argument 
is the "Acceptance" approach .. Here. it is argued with the 
opponent that his claim w ould not hold even if his 
conditions are accepted. The pagans used to say why an 
angel was not sent as a Messenger instead of a human 
being? This has been replied in the Quran in several 
ways. for example, 

And had We made an angel (our Messenger). We would 
surely have made him as a man. (AI-Anam. 6:9) 

That is, in the first place it is not necessary for the 
�essenger to be an angel. rather it is better that the 
Messenger should be a man. If we did send an angel for 
this purpose your object would not have been served 
because you cannot stand the sight of an angel in his 
original shape. Hence he would have to be sent in the shape 
of a human being, and you would have rejected him. 
e) "Diversion" is another form of logical argument. In a

logical debate it sometimes happens that the debater
brings forward an argument but his opponent raises an
objection to it. Then, he gives another argument rather 
than reply to the objection. This does not mean that his
first argument was wrong. hut that the objection is
based on stupidity and. therefore. another argument is 
being given. This method is known as "Diversion." 

In the Quran. there is an example of it in the incident
of Sayyidina lbrahTm �- He had to convince Nimrud 
and advanced an argument for the:: existence of Allah and 
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Assembly. He would then be told that to be called a 
member of Pakistan Assembly it is necessary that he 
should be a member of National Assembly or of one of 
the Provincial Assemblies and since he is not a 
member of any of them he cannot he called a member 
of Pakistan Assembly. 

Very clear example of this type of argument is present 
in the Quran. The pagans sometimes used to prohibit male 
animals and sometimes female animals w themselves 
although they were permissible, Allah has refuted them by 
asking them the cause of their action. There could only be 
four reasons of prohibition. due to their being males, or 
due to being females. or due to something in the womb 
where they were created. that makes it prohibitory, or just 
because Allah has forbidden it. But all these four things are 
not applicable. because they did not prohibit only males but 
sometimes females as well. so neither the male nor the 
female can be the cause. The womb can also not be taken 
as cause. because in that case both males and females 

should have been forbidden cogether but they forbade only 
male or female at a time. They also did not forbid it in 
submission to the will of Allah because Allah did not give 
any such command. Allah said. 

"And of the camels (He has created) a twain. and of the 

cows a twain. Say (0 Prophet)." ls it the two males He 

has forbidden or the 1wo females? Or what the womb of 
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two females contain? Were you witnesses when Allah 

enjoined you with this?" · tAI-An ·am. 6: 144) 

J/3 

Here Almighty Allah has refuted their evi I theory 'as 
$abr wat-Taqs1111: 

The fourth important subdivision of Logical Argument 
is the "Acceptance" approach .. Here, it is argued with the 
opponent that his claim would not hold even if his 
conditions are accepted. The pagans used to say why an 
angel was not sent as a Messenger instead of a human 
being ? This has been replied in the Quran in several 
ways, for example, 

�- �u;;J lS'.i. �� · 1·
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And had We made an angel (our Messenger), We would 
surely have made him as a man. (AI-Anam. 6:9J 

That is, in the first place it is not necessary for the 
Messenger to be an angel. rather it is better that the 
Messenger should be a man. If we did send an angel for 
this purpose your object would not have been served 
because you cannot stand the sight of an angel in his 
original shape. Hence he would have to be sent in the shape 
of a human being, and you would have rejected him. 
e) "Diversion" is another form of logical argument. In a

logical debate it sometimes happens that the dt!l.iacer
brings forward an argument but his opponent raises an
objection to it. Then, he gives another argument rather 
than reply to the objection. This does not mean that his 
first argument was wrong, hut that the objection is 
based on stupidity an<l. therefore. another argument is 
being given. This method is known as "Diversion."

In the Quran, there is an example of it in the incident
of Sayyidina lbrahTm �- He ha<l to convince Nimrud 
and· advanced an argument for the existence of Allah and 
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His Unity 

·-. ,,, .. ,. jj\ .. --�)�LS. d,J 
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My Lord is One who gives life and causes death". 

On this Nimrud got hold of an innocent person and had 
him killed. Then, he released a person who was sentenced 
to death, and said 

I also give life and cause death. (AI-Baqarah. 2:258) 

Sayyidina Ibrahim� understood that the stupid person 
did not understand the actual meaning of giving life and 
causing death, hence he immediately presenced another 
argument which silenced Nimrud. He said, 

._, :,. i1 '. (' •. ..;..,li . •,' i1 •. •. { 11., ' -l; ,J)\ �\j .. : iX � , ':' :""' .:/- -;-- ; 1$ - ; 
Surely. Allah brings the sun from the east so you bring 

it from the west. C AI-Baq»rah. 2:2581 

This was a "Diversion" which silenced Nimrud. 

<< . .ill 
._ ,:
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Thereupon he. who di�believed wa� confounded. 

(AI-Baqarah. 2:258) 

OBSERVATIONAL ARGUMENTS 

This kind of argument pertains to "Observation". The 
Quran has used this type of argument more than the others 
because logical and philosophical argument may silence a 
person but sometimes it does not appeal to the heart. and does 
not offer a cure to the sufferer of doubts. The Quran does not 
intend to silence anyone but it aims at letting the truth penetrate 
into the heart. Also. logical. ar guments are useful for a 
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particular group of people, and every illiterate and ignorant 

person cannot benefit from them. But "Observation" is so

evident that even an illiterate villager cannot resist saying, 

Cl..r- 1 ..::.,\.) �\.._j .r.,-11 i)s- )':JIJ �I i)s- Jx o�I 

_ �I �I Js, Jx ':I 4 [. \.;,,j ..:.,I.> if h

When the excreta on the wayside point to a camel and 

the foot print to wayfarers. why the sky of domes and 

the earth of caves cannot poim to the Subtle and 

All-Knowing Creator. 

Allah has presented most of the Observational 

arguments each time with a new grandeur and style. Here is 

an example where arguments for Unity of Allah have been 

advanced 
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Or. who has created the heavens and the earth. and 

sends down water for you from the heaven? So. with it 
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We cause to grow orchards of delight - it is not 

possible for you to cause the trees w grow thereof. Is 

there a God with Allah'! Nay. they are a people who 

deviate (from the right path!). Or who had made the 

earth a fixed abode. and placed rivers in its midst, and 

placed thereon firm mountains and placed a barrier 

between two seas? Is there a God with Allah? Nay. 

most of the them know not! Or who answers the 

distressed one when he calls upon Him and relieves his 

suffering. and makes you 10 be successors in the earth? 

ls there a god with Allah? (But) litrle you are 

admonished. Or. who guides you through the depths of 

darkness on land and sea. and who sends the wind as 

heralds of glad tidings. before His mercy? Is there a 

god with Allah? Exalted be Allah above what they 

associate (with Him). (An-Naml. 27:60-63) 

The Being Who is doing such important works and 

there is none else who can do them must be the One worthy 

of worship, and associating anyone else with Him will be 

utmost stupidity. Just think that the Being Who can alone 

do such great works, why should He be in need of an 

associate for minor works? These verses tel I us that the 

Being Who does these important things which none else can 

do is surely entitled to be worshipped. To associate any 

other with 1-(im is the worst form of absurdity. We must 

also ask ourselves how can He Who does all this need a 

partner to do minor things?362 

It is also stated in support of the Hereafter. 

362: The unbeblieves of Arabia knew that Allah has created the earth 

and heaven and does all the rhings <kscribed in the above verses 

bur they supposed rhai He has appointed rhe kings of the world 
as His helpers in the administration of these tasks. 
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Have they noc beheld the heaven above fhem. how We 
have built it, and adorned it. and ii has no cracks? And 
the earth, We have spread i1 our and case on ic fir.m 
mountains. and We caused to grow therein of every lovely 
kind (of vegetation). for an insighc and an admonition to 
every penitent servant. And We send down from che 
heaven blessed water, then We cause 10 grow !hereby 
gardens and grain of harvesc. and tall dace-palms having 
ranged cluster, a sustenance for the servants. and thereby 
We revive a dead land. Thus, will be che coming forth 
(from the earth). (Surah Qaf. 50:5-J I) 

3/7 

In the Quran tl'lings described in connection with human 
body and soul, realities of the universe, astronomy, 
vegetation and geophysics, mostly follow this line of 
arguments. And where the emphasis is on pondering over 
the universe the intention is that the man should thereby 
develop an understanding and conception of the limitless 
power of its Creator. He may prostrate himself before Him 
alone. Accordingly, the Quran has unveiled many scientific 
realities. But all such things must be seen in the whole 
context of the Quran otherwise to think of it as a book of 
Science will c�eate many misunderstandings. 
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EXPERIMENTAL ARGUMENTS 

The Quran has invited attention to the experiences of 
the previous nations. Hence it has stated at various places. 

$ '  , ., , • .,. t• , ,
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"Have they not travelled in the land and seen how was 
the end of those before them? They were stronger than 
these in might, and they filled the land and built upon it 
more than these have built. And their Messengers came 
to them with clear proofs (of Allah's. sovereignty). So it 
was not Allah Who wronged them, but they used to 
wrong themselves." 
and 

(Ar-Rum. 30:9) 
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And how many a township have We destroyed, that exulted 
in its (easy) way of living! So those are their dwelling 
places: they have not been inhabited after them except a 
little. And We are ever the Inheritors!" (Al·�llli• 28:58) 

The purpose of narrating these experiences is to sound a 
note of caution that those people who had fashioned their 
lives on a wrong footing turning away from the light of 
guidance were ever pushed by Allah into deep caverns 
from where they could never come out. 
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BELIEFS (NEGATING ASPECT) 

In addition to proving the above mentioned beliefs, the 
QuraP has negated many of the wrong beliefs and actions, 
and given satisfactocy answers to different doubts harboured 
by poeple. In the terminoiogy of the principles of TafsTr the 
VerseS of the Quran that treat this subject are called Ayat 
Muldia�amah (The Negating verses) 

In this type of verses four kinds of astray poeple have 
been opposed and negated: 
l. polytheist idolaters
3. Jews 

2. 

4. 

POLYTHtISTIDOLATERS 

Christians 
Hypocrites. 

TJ1e heathen Arabs were involved in any of the five 
wrong ways 

1. Associating others with Allah. They used to ascribe
partnership of idols with Allah in certain· of His specific 
Excellences. Their belief was that although Allah was the 
Creator of everything yet, like the emperors of this world 
who entrust other poeple with administration, He too has 
delegated Certain powers to others. He keeps control of the 
Universe but He has entrusted matters of subsistence etc. to 
the idols, and does not interfere in their affairs. Hence, 
request relating to these departments should be made to the 
idols. The idols should be worshipped to gain their pleasure 
that they recommend their worshippers to Allah. The Quran 
has described their belief in the follwing words: 

I • $ ., ., " :i: ., 
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We worship them only that they may bring us nearer to

Allah. (Az-Zumar:3) 

Idol worship under this pretext was originated by a man 
named Amt bin Luhayy and it spread day by day, so they 
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were worshipping 360 idols at the time of Prophet 
Mul:Jammad �- The Quran has rejected their behaviour in 
different manners. Sometimes it has asked them to support 
their blind conduct with proof. It has proved that Allah has 
authority over everything. He brings into existence merely 
by intending to do so. Then. why should He need the 
assistance of others in the administration of His Kingdom. 
The verse quoted above denotes this very fact. Sometimes, 
He draws their attention to the stone that lay under the 
footsteps but suddenly becomes a god after being beaten 
and carved out by chisel and hammer. Just by being given 
the names Lat or Huba! they cannot become the cherisher 
or sustainer of people. 

� ., .- , y \. hf ,., , ... '""" ... :, 
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These are naught but names which you have named, you 
and your fathers: Allah has sent no authority concerning 
them. (An-Najm. 53:23) 

2: Similitude: The second wrong the idolaters indulged in 
was their comparison of Allah to themselves. Henc'e 
they said that He had a body and family and they 
described the angels as His daughters. The Quran has 
refuted it in two ways. First, by a clear denial that 
Allah has children. 

0 :J· ' '. \' � ' I 
Y-r-) -·('"' 

He begets not. nor was He begouen. (AI-Ikhla\ 112:3)

Secondly, by denying in particular that He has 
daughters. They were told that they should think over it 
that while they consider it a shame and ignominy for 
themselves to have daughters, they assert that the Being 
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who is Authority over the universe has daughters for 
Himself. 

Or, has He daughters while you have sons? 
(At-'fur. 52:39) 

What is the matter with you? How do you judge? 
(AI-Qalam, 68:36) 

3: Interpolation: This was the third kind of wrong that they 
practised. While they regarded themselves as followers 
of the religion of Sayyidina IbrahTm � and said that 
they were exactly on his creed, yet they had innovated 
many subsidiary laws and orders for themselves. They 
circumambulated the Ka'bah in a naked state, whistled 
and clapped instead of offering $alah, and altered the 
order of the months. If the prohibited month came 
during a war they extended if for another month, and so 
on. Allah has exposed their absurdities and instructed 
the Muslims to refrain from such behaviour. 
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1$1 
0 childr"n of Adam! Take (goodly apparel for) your 
adornment at every place of worship. (Al-A'raf, 7:31) 

- .... y,... $ • • J.; ... 
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And their prayer at the (sacred) House is nothing but a 
whistling and a clapping of hands. (Al-Antal, 8:35) 

., • -- � � $ . �l ·i} o:,�! �:ril �� 
The shifting of the sacred month is only an addition into 
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disbelief. (At-Taw-hah. 9:37) 

4: The fourth form of wrong they committed was that 
they did not accept Muhammad � as the Messenger of 
Allah. They argued as to how a person who walked 
around and ate and drank like them could be a 
Messenger? The Quran has spoken against this attitude 
frequently and explained that there is nothing wrong in 
a human being receiving Messengers hi p  and 
Messengers of Allah had always been human beings. 

, ,., .:. , ;. ; ,. ,,. / 
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And We sent not before you (any Messengers) but men. 

from the poeple(of the town9, to whom we sent 

revelation... (Surah Yu�uf. 12: 109) 

5: Their fifth wrong was "Rejection of Hereafter" and 
they thought that resurrection after death was not 
possible. The Quran has censored their stand in 
different verses: 

Do they not see that Allah who created the heaven and 

the earth, and was not wearied by their creation is Able 

co give life to the dead. (AI-Ah'4af 46:33) 

THE JEWS 

The Quran has also refuted the Jews. These people 
were wayward beyond limits and practised all sort of vices 
that the ido laters had in them (except denial of the 
Hereafter). They called themselves the followers of Torah 
but in fact they did not follow it. Rather, Torah, so to say, 
was at their mercy, and they made whatever alterations they 
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liked in it. Their alterations in Torah were of three kinds: 
I: Alteration in words. whereby they presented wrong 

translation to the verses of Torah. 
2: Alteration in meaning, whereby they read their own 

meanings in the verses and invited the people to obey 
them. For example: 
"It has remained well known to the people of every 

Prophet that an unbeliever and a transgressor are not 
alike, they are different and their fate are also different. 
An unbeliever is one who does not believe in the 
fundamontal truths of the natural religion such as Unity, 
Prophethood and Hereafter. Such a person deserves Hell 
forever. The transgressor, on the other hand, is one who 
does beleive in these fundamentals yet does not obey the 
tenets of religion in respect of his deeds and character, 
and pursues that which is severely prohibited. Such a 
person will not suffer eternal torment but wi II enter 
Paradise after undergoing his sentence in Hell. The same 
fact was mentioned in the Torah that a person who 
believed in Sayyidina Musa � deserves Paradise, and if 
he does go to Hell it would be a temporary affair. This 
only. meant that anybody who believed in the Messenger 
of his time in confonnity with the fundamental concepts 
of natural religion will be subject to this procedure. The 
Jews interpreted it in the sense that believing only in 
Sayyidina Musa � was sufficient for their salvation and, 
thus it was not necessary for them to believe in Sayyidina 
Mul)ammad �-

�'.:.)� �� Uj �UI ,�· ·• � :) IJltiJ 
And they say 11the Fire shall nor touch us but for a

number of days." (AI-Ba4arah. 2:80) 

The Quran has clearly negated it. It says 
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Yea! Whoever earns evil and his sins have encompassed 
him, so those are the Companions of the Fire, they shall 
abide therein. (AI-Baqarah, 2:81) 

3: The third thing was that they used to conceal from the 
poeple many verses of the Torah. They did this so that 
they could retain their esteem in the society. They 
feared that people will become averse to them if they 
found out that their learned scholars did not obey those 
commandments, and thus they will loose the honour 
and dignity they were enjoying . 

Thus, they had concealed the verses that predicted the 
advent of Sayyidina Mu(Jammad :!Jls and the verses about the 
stoning of an adulterer and they used to instruct each other 
not to disclose them to the Muslims. The Quran has 
unveiled it to inform the Prophet ;i that this is what they 
talk to each other 

' 
. 
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Do you speak to them of what Allah has disclosed to 
you, so that they may the.reby contend with you before 
your Lord. (AI-Baqarah, 2:76) 

THE CHRISTIANS 

They called th.emselves the followers of Sayyidina 'Isa 
(Jesus)�. 

Their first wrongdoing was their "Belief in Trinity". It 
implies that God has three components that are blended 
together in some other respects, and separated in some 
other respects. The first part is "Father", the second is 
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"Son" and the third is ''Holy Ghost". The "Son" part of 
llim came to this world as Sayyidina 'Isa (Jesus) �: 

Allah has negated this silly, ignorant concept through 
the light of knowledge, and at many places in the Quran He 
has emphasised that this was an unreasonable concept from 
which 'Isa (Jesus)� himself sought refuge. 
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And (recall) when Allah will say: "O ·1sa, son of 
Maryam! Did you say to mankind 'Take me and my 
mother for two gods besides Allah?' ·1sa will say: "Be 
Thou glorified! lt is not mine to say that to which I have 
no righr. If I had said it, thou wouldst indeed have known 
it. Thou Knowesr what i s  in my mind. and I know not 
what is in Thy mind. Surely Thou and only Thou art the 
knower of the Unseen. I spoke to them naught but as 
Thou commandest me. "Worship Allah, my Lord and 
your Lord." And I was a witness over them while l dwelt 
among them, but when Thou dids1 inkc me. Thou wast the 
Watcher over them. And Thou an witness over 
everything. If Thou chastisest them. surely they are Thy 
slaves, and if Thou forgivest them. Thou are the Mighty, 
tJ1e Wise. (Al-Ma'idah. 5: 116-118) 
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Like the idolaters, they also rejected the Messenger and 
drew examples for Allah and interpolated in the Book. 

HYPOCRITES 

The hypocrites were mischievous. ill mam1ered, coward 
and people of low moral courage. In their hearts, revered 
the same deities as were worshipped by other disbelievers, 
but they did not have the courage m proclaim thier beliefs 
openly. Hence, with their tongues they affirmed Unity, 
Messengership and the Hereafter but, in secret, they 
conspired against the Muslims. 

Some of them proclaimed Islam merely to further their 
conspiracy and treachery against it. Their hearts. however, 
were full of the evils of disbelief and polytheism. There 
were some others who confessed Islam because their elders 
did so. For them the real thing was to follow their elders, 
hence if the elders had remained unbelievers they would 
also have remained unbelievers and if they had embraced 
[slam, these people made an outward demonstration of it. 

Since these hypocrities did not have any fixed beliefs 
and they professed Islam orally, obviously a negation of 
their beliefs was out of question. However, the Quran has 
unveiled their evil designs and conspiring nature at many 
places and exposed their baseness. Examples of this can be 
seen in Stirah At-Tawbah and AI-A11fol. 

COMMANDMENTS 

The next subject of the Quran is "Commandments". 
These can be divided into three kinds. 
I. Laws and Commands pertaining exclusively to the

rights of Allah. We call this worship. These include
Purification, $ala//. Zak7ih, Fasting of RamaQan.
Sacrifice and commands about ffajj. The Quran has
given basic guidelines about these matters.
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2. Laws and Commands pertaining exclusively to the
rights of people which are called Mutual Dealings, for
example, trade, justice, witness, trust, pawning, eating
of slaughtered animals, use of different drinks, bequest
and i.1heritance etc. The rules relating to these matters
are laid down in the Quran itself.

3. Laws and Commands which are acts of worship in
some respects and mutual dealings in other respects. In
treating them the Quran has described rules and
instructions about Marriage and Divorce, Criminal
Laws, Honesty, Torts, Wars (Jihad), Belief, Oaths and
Partnership.

The Quran wants to give to the world such a clean way
of life that may allow man to live in peace and tranquility. 
That is why it implemented its orders in a gradual process. 
Any command was not given abruptly, but people were first 
mentally prepared for it and then it was implemented. An 
example of this is the prohibition of intoxicant drinks. The 
Arabs were so addicted to it that they had two hundred and 
fifty names for it in their language. To rid tlmn of this evil 
habit is a miracle of the Quran alone. When in the begining 
the Holy Prophet � was asked about the permissibility of 
intoxicants, he did not at once say that it was forbidden but 
the Quran said: 

• ... • ... • � , "' ,,. • ,.,, J 
,-. --�: ·. ''<l 1'. '.'. :\' \.:J.J '·1..:.: •. <. '\ ,-.. •;"I, 
-y:-- � .r.' ..._-:J ;f' - CJ ) r-:: r-': � c.r

Say: In both is a grievous sin and some benefits for 
people but the sin in them is more grievous 1han their 
benefits. (AI-Baqarah: 2:2t9) 

Good natured people understood thereby that it was 
be t t e r  to give it u p. Then after someti me, t h e  
commandment was sent: 
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LS)C �t, ��\ 1;.); \J 
Draw not near �alah while you are intoxicated. 

(An-Nisa. 4:43) 

This brought about a general disliking for wine. Hence, 
after sometime again the command was: 

wine and gambling (game of chance) and (sacrificing) to 
idols. and divining arrows are an abomination of Satan's 
handiwork, so abstain from it. (AI-M:i'idah. 5:90) 

BACKGROUND OF REVELATION 

The Commandments in the Quran were revealed in one 
of the two ways: 

When Allah wished to change an evil custom among the 
Muslims or Disbelievers. 
I. A verse or verses were revealed. For example, Sayyidah

'Ayshah � Jw "311 ..r"; states that it was customary with
the Arabs that they used to take as their wives, female
orphans under their custody, for the sake of their wealth
or beauty. But, they did not pay them a dower similar to
the one they paid on marrying any other woman.
Sayyidina lbn 'Abbas � has stated that some Arabs
used to marry upto ten women at the same time, and 
when they could not support them they used to 
appropriate the property of orphans under their care.
'Ikramah � has said that the Arabs married upto ten
wives but did not treat them with justice and equality.
All such customs and deeds were wrong and needed to
be changed in an Islamic society. So Allah revealed a
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comprehenstv� verse which eradicated all these evils. 

· 2, ylk � 1·, <\; 1 81 · 1· i.. ·:� UI • �- · 0.rJr Y"-;" l.S" - � .Y""-:-"' � 

,)� ui � 0� t ��J �ill') � tw, .x

' -
o�I�

And if you fear that you will noc deal fairly with the 

orphans (under your wardship), then marry such other 

women as seem good to you, two three or four; and if 

you fear that you will not act justly (towards them), 

then (marry) only one. (An-Nisa, 4:3) 

Those who were not giving full rights to the orphan 
women under their care and taken as their wives were 
advised through this verse that it was not proper to marry 
these orphan women when Allah allowed them to marry 
upto four wives from among the other women. 

This also set a limit of four wives for those who 
married upto ten women and then were unjust and unfair 
to them. It also emphasised that this permission was 
subject to strict justice and equality to all the four. If they 
feared that they would be unjust and unfair then they 
should be content with only one wife. 

Thus a single verse put an end to several evils at the 
same time. 
2: The other cause of the revelation of commands was an 

enquiry by the companions about any particular 
subject. Examples have been given in chapter 2 under 
the heading "Causes of Revelation". 





STORIES· 

The third and important subject of the Quran is Stories 
and Happenings. These can be divided in two parts (I): 
Events of the past, and (2):Future events. 

EVENTS OF THE PAST 

Of the past events. Allah has mostly described the 
events related to Prophets and Messengers r')(....)1 � . He 
has also related account of pious men and disobedient 
nations. 

The Quran has described the events in the lives of 
twenty seven Prophets � whose names in chronological 
order are as under: 

Adam, Nul;l, ldrTs. Hud. $alip. lbrahTm, lsma'TJ, 
l sl)aq Lu\, Ya'qub, Yusuf. Shu'ayb, Musa, 
Harun, Yusha', Hizqil, Yunus, llyas. Af-Yasa,' 
Shamu'il Dawood, Sulayman, Zul-kitl, 'Uzayr, 
Zakariyya, Ya�yii and 'fsa r')(....)1 �. 

In addition to the above Prophets the following ten 
persons and nations have also been mentioned in the Quran. 

A�IJab-ul-Jannah (Companions of the Garden), 
A�]:iab-ul-Qaryah (People of a township). 
Luqman, A��abus Sabt (People of Saturday), 
A��1abu r-Ras s  (Comp a n i o n s  of Ra s s ), 
Zulqarnayn, A�l;lab-ul-Khaf (cave-sleepers) and 
Raqim. Qaurn-e-Saba (People of Sheba), 
A�J;tab-ul -Ukhdud (People of Ukhdud), 
A�J;tab-ul-FTI (Lords of Elephants). 

The aim of the Quran in describing these stories is not 
to recall history but by recalling them, moral lessons and 
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advice for the Muslims. It tells us too that the happenings 
of the previous nations were being recited by one who 
was unlettered and had never been in company of anyone 
who could teach him or impart that knowledge to him. 
Hence indeed he was being informed by Allah, and the 
source of the words he was reciting was not any human 
being but Allah Himself. 

Further, there are treasures of knowledge in these 
narrations and every verse of the Quran provides guidance 
to mankind in countless issues. 

WHY REPETITION OF EVENTS? 

Sometimes the same story is repeated in the Quran 
several times. The events related to Sayyidina Musa � for 
instance have been described seventy two times. Why it is 
so? One might feel that it would have been easier and 
simpler for the people if an event were narrated only once 
and relevant tenets described instea�. Many differences 
would have been eliminated thereby. 

In fact, there are several expedient reasons for such 
repetitions. 
I: The Quran was not revealed all at once but it was 

revealed gradually and it was sent to those people 
who had to face immense hardships and ever new 
trials in their early days. In fact it would not be 
wrong to say that their entire life was spent in 
warfares, sacrifices and hard work, paricularly in 
the stage of their progress. They could have become 
disheartened if solace was offered to  them 
repeatedly. That is why we find that the Quran has 
described the events related to previous Prophets 
r'.>'--J1 � w h e  n M u s I i 111 s we re fac e d  w i t h 
difficulties. and they were repeatedly told that they 
were not the only ones facing these trials but every 
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people charged with the duty to invite to 
righteousness had passed trials and hardships but 
ultimately they gained success and victory. 
For the same reason sometimes all the events of a 

Prophet do not occur in tile Quran at one place but different 
parts of the same event have been described at different 
places in relevance to the subject under discussion. 
2: It becomes clear from the repetition of these 

stories that the purpose of the Quran is not to give 
the details of various commands but it describes 
only the principles underlying them. The basic 
purpose of the Quran is to reform the beliefs, 
exhort to moral behaviour and character-building. 
As for the details of the laws, they were taught and 
explanined by the Prophet � through non-Quranic 
revelations. 

This approach of the Quran is very convincing proof 
for the authority of Prophetic Traditions (lfadith). If the 
Quran alone was meant to be the final argument in 
Islamic law, and ljadith had no such authority the Quran 
would have described the Commandments instead of 
repeating the stories which would have been left to 
non-Quranic revelations. Obviously, the purpose of 
narrating the stories would have been served in that 
way. But adopting the approach as ·has been done the 
Quran has emphasised that its purpose is to impart to 
mankind correct belief and build their character. It 
describes only the underlying principles. About the 
details it says: 

• ! . , :•- ,, '• l:.'..i_: �· , ("·: � . _;_ '0. '. ,,, lJ �, I.ii("' � � - � '-" �y. . .JJ 
, " , '.,,J , 

0 i::r..,.; 1•.'. I' � �-., (,; � �-- • "I• . \' � U., .,--:.J - . ? � � J ; -

But no, by your Lord! they will not believe until they make 
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you .co Prophet) the Judge of what is in dispute between 
them. then find no vexation in their hcans over what you 
decide, and submit with full submission. (An-Nisa. 4:65) 

3: The third wisdom in repetition of stories is that it 
reflects on the miraculous nature of the Quran. It is 
human psychology that listening to the same thing over 
and over again tires th� ears. Even an interesting story 
loses its charm. But the Quranic narrations are such 
that every time the reader or listener gains a f resh 
interest and insight into it and one cannot resist 
concluding that Quranic discourse cannot be the 
product of human mind. 

FUTURE EVENTS 

The Quran has also made predictions and prophecies. 
These include the signs of the Doomsday, events of the Day 
of Judgement and the scene of that Day, torments of Hell, 
and the  charms and pleasures of Paradise. Hence 
appearance of a strange animal on earth, coming of Gog 
and Magog, the Trumpet of angel Israfil �. Reckoning 
Mutual Conversation among the dwellers of Hell find 
mention in the Quran frequently. 

PARABLES 

The Quran uses two kinds of parables. The first kind 
are used as examples to explain things. eg . 

., •-; ,,._ 

,. , .,, ., , , . � ... 
:::_.:;I ;G.. I•'-< .J.l\ 1• '. • . '_'.I\'" { 0

° 

•. ! '. • ..iJ\ , I•'. 
. . . r - Y'; � �.,... � .:r-. ..r 

G- �c. .��- •1::-- • · ·1.G - ,,
• . • . u-' � u:. C7"'

The similitude of those who expend their riches in the 
way of Allah is as the similitude of a grain that grows 
seven ears, in every car a hundred grains. 

(AI-Ba4arah. 2:261) 
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Such examples have been used to state that the 
reward in the Hereafter wi ll  he seven hundred times 
what one s pends in the way of Allah in this life. 
Someti mes, it i s  more t h an th at. Man cannot 
under stand it easily so Allah explains it th rough an 
example that just as a grain can grow seven hundred 
grains on the earth so the reward will be seven hundred 
times in the next world. 

Secondly, the examples known as "Proverbs" have been 
used in the Quran in two ways. There are some which 
gained coinage after the revelation of the Quran. In other 
words, the Quran invented them, for example. 

• a • � 

O 0t.:..;..U1 UI .)t.:..;..UI '\'·' • 1-.. 
; :, ; •?t.r 

ls the recompense of goodness anything but goodness? 

(Ar-Rahman. 55:60) 

And that you should forgo is nearer to piety. 

(AI-Baqarah, 2:237) 

The second type of proverbs are those that are not 
proverbs actuall y but the meaning of the verse points to the 
one already in use. There are several such examples in the 
Quran. For example there is a popular Arabic proverb 

04-S-UI LS' �1 � 

or in Persian 

pL 

(Hearing is not like witnessing) 

This is the same as "Seeing is Believing" in English. 
This is used in the followin g verse of the Quran. when 
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Prophet Sayyictina lbrahTm /W said to Allah, "Show me 
how you give life to the dead". On this Allah said, "Do you 
not beleive'..Sayyidina IbrahTm � then said: 

.... ... . � ' .Ii •. ,'. L.'I '. <'.\i' 11: 
._,.- � rJ:" J 1.$"' 

Yea, but that my heart, may rest al ease. (Al-Baqarah, 2:60) 

Similarly, a popular proverb runs: 

�:;. � ::r.-:x;,.11 t_ � U
, ,

A Muslim cannot be bitten twice (by snake) through the 

same hole." 

This is reflected in a verse of Surah Al-Yusuf. The 
brothers of Sayyictina Yusuf�. who had cast him down in 
a well earlier, requested Sayyid ina Ya' qub /W to send 
Binyamin with them. He said, 

�t J;, �f � u! � �1 � 
Should I entrust him to you but as I entrus'ted his brother

to you before? (Surah Yusuf, 12:64) 
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CHAPTER-I 

THE SCIENCE OF EXEGESIS 
(T AFSIR) AND ITS SOURCES 

lNTRODUCTION 

The word "TafsTr" is derived from "Fasr" which means 
"to open". Since the meanings of the Quran are openly 
described, this science is known as the "Science of TafsTr" 
or Exegesis. In the beginning this word was applied 
exclusively to the explanation of the Quran. 1 During the era
of the Prophet � the sciences were not yet grown muchJ so
there were not many branches of the sciences. But when it 
acquired the shape of an organised knowledge and received 
attention from different angles, it became a very vast and 
developed science, and kept on expanding according to 
needs of the time. The techincal interpretation of  
'llm-ut-TafsTr (Science of  exegesis ... ) The science of TafsTr 
is that branch of knowledge that deals with the method of 
the delivery of the words of Quran, their interpretation, 
their individual and composite forms and expediencies. It 
includes the meanings derived from them in their composite 
state. In the summation of meanings due consideration is 

I: 'Allamah ZarkashT has defined Tafsir in brief as: �"' J ft�" 
J ... ,..�' 1::.'.,..,....'' ",)IA,, .:,lo! J rL, 4,)s .i,, � ,4,v ..,,_; J.s, J_;:..!1 .i,lyl£ 
-"� {The knowledge through which one gains understanding of  
the Qur' an and comprehension of  its commandments and 
wisdom.} (Al-Burhin. vi, p.13) 
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allowed to the background of revelation, the abrogator and 
the abrogated and equivocal stories.2

In the light of this definition the science of TafsTr has 
the following components. 
I: Methods of delivery of the words of Quran, that is 

how the words of the Quran may be read. Early 
Arabic commentators used to mention in detail the 
various recitals of every verse in their exegesis and 
for this purpose a separate science by the nam.e of 
"Qira 'al" (Recitals) also exists. This has been dealt 
with briefly in the preceding pages. 

2: Interpretation of the words of Quran, that is, the 
lexical meanings of the words. For this it is essential to 
be thoroughly conversant with the science of lexicons. 
That is why we find numerous references to the 
scholars of lexicons and to Arabic literature in the 
books of exegesis. 

3: Individual Forms of the words. This implies a 
knowledge of every word as to form, its root, how did 
it acquire its present form, its conjugation, and the 
meanings and attributes that go with that conjugation 
form. For this the knowledge of etymology is needed. 

4: Rules regarding compound words. This is to know the 
meaning it conveys when it combines with other 
words? What is its grammatical analysis? Why the 
diacritical marks so placed and to what meaning they 
point at? For.this, the science of Syntax and Meanings 
is essential. 

5: The ultimate meaning of the compound phrase. It is 
to know what meaning a particular verse conveys in 
reference to its context? Depending on the subjects of 
the verse, help is taken from various sciences. Apart 
from these, sometimes one has to look at it from the 

2: Ruh ul-Ma'ani, Aalusi, V. I, p. 4. 
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point of language and literature. }jadith and principles 
of jurisprudence are also considered. 

6: Summation of the meanings. Due consideration is 
given to the background of verses and details of short 
and concise expressions of the Quran. For this purpose 
mostly the A/Jadith are relied upon. But this is such a 
vast subject that the knowledge of almost every art and 
science of the world can be incorponed in it because 
sometimes in a very short sentence the Q uran 
expresses an endless world of realities and secrets. For 
examples. the Quran says ... 

J ,,.,,.,,._. , , ... .,.., ';.i' '- llil • C �:l ' ., 
)� � y!) 

And also in your own selves - do you not see? 
(Az-Zariya1. 51:21) 

Just see that the entire subjects of physiology and 
psychology can be encompassed in the explanation of this 
short sentence, yet it may not be said with certainty that it 
explains fully the secrets of Allah's infinite Wisdom in 
creation as contained in this phrase. Hence through 
intellect, thinking, experiments and ohservation, different 
subjects become part of the science of TafsTr (Exegesis). 

TAFSTR AND TA'WlL 

In the early period another word "Ta 'w7l" was also used 
for "TafsTr" and even the Quran itself has used the former 
for its TafsTr e.g. 

�I \JI � t; � 1:.: (; . -) r"" ) 

But none knows its interpretation except Allah. 
(Al-'lmran, 3:7) 

Thereafter the scholars began to argue whether the two 
words were interchangeable and synonymous or different 
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from each other? 
Imam Abu Ubayd and some others think they are 

synonymous, while some other scholars have tried to point 
out differences in the two words. but so many different 
opinions have been expressed to denote these differences 
that it is very difficult to enumerate all of them. Some of 
these opinions are.3 
I: "Tafs7 r" is the name of explanation of individual words 

exclusively, and "Ta'wrl" is explanation of a sentence 
or sentences. 

2: "Ta,ffr r" means the description of appan:nt meaning of 
words but "Ta'wTI" means to explain the inherent 
meaning. 

3: "Tafs7 r" is an interpretation of a verse which is not 
open to any other interpretation while Ta,wTl is to 
choose one interpretation out of the several possible in 
explaining a verse. 

4: "TafsTr" is an unquestionable explanation while 
"T((wrl" may be challenged with another explanation. 

5: "Tafs7r" is the name of explaining the words, and "Ta'iv71" 

is meant to expound the lessons derived from chem. 
And there are other differences too. 

6: In fact, the opinion of Abu · Ubayd appears to be 
correct that there is no real difference in the use of 
these two words. Those who hold the two words as 
different have not given us a definite and unanimous 
verdict through their ,divergent arguments. It seems that 
some scholars did try to give the two words different 
meanings but tht:y could not give a convincing 
argument and gain universal acceptability. That is why 
the commentators even from the earliest times are 
using thern as synonyms and one word is used for the 
other hence it is futile co waste time in this discussion. 

3: Al-lrqan. Suyuii. v2. pl 73. 
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SOURCES OF TAFSIR (EXEGESIS) 

After this brief introduction to the Science of Tafs7 r. the 
most important thing to know is the sources of "Tafsir" of 
the Quran. 

What are the available means .through which Taf�7r 
(exegesis) of a verse can be determined'? The answer to this 
question calls for some details which are given below. 

First of all it should be understood that the Quranic 
verses are of two types. Some verses are so clear and 
evident that any one who knows the language can easily 
understand their meaning that is why the question of any 
difference of opinion in the exegesis of these verses does 
not arise. The source of exegesis of such verses is "Arabic 
lexicon". Except for an expert view of Arabic language and 
common sense, nothing is needed to understand them.4

The  o t h e r  type c omp rise s verses that a r e  
comprehensive in meaning and in which there is some 
ambiguity or difficul ty in explanation or, in order to 
gra sp thier m eaning. it is necessary to study the 
background in which they were n::vealed. Or. they deal 
with delicate legal questions or deep unknown facts and 
knowledge. Only a knowledge of A rabic language is not 
sufficient to c omprehend such ve r s es. but other 
information is  needed to derive their proper exegesis. 
In the following lines the exegesic sources of these type 

4: tl'· ... .jJ,:., � l, ""', .... J-:1' .),-.jJ,:., l,""' ,,...i:l• .-i,-.:,1 .;,J1 J 

AI-Burhan, ZarkashT. v2. pl 71. chapter 41. and Al-llqan . v2. 
pl 83. chapter 78. 
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of verses are described. 
Keeping this in view, there are six sources of the 

exegesis or TafsTr of the Quran. They are, the 
I: Qufan itself. 
2: Prophetic Traditions, 
3: Sayings of the Companions � Jw .iii,� J,

4: Sayings of the followers of Companions. 
5: Arabic Lexicon and 
6'. Common sense. 
Here, we present some details of each of these sources 

and their position in the science of TafsTr.

FIRST SOURCE: 

THE QUR1AN ITSELF 

l: The first source of exegesis of the Qura'n is the Quran 
itself, that is. sometimes its verses explain each other. 
Something is left unsaid in a verse but said in detail in 
another verse. For example, it is said in AI-Fatil�ah: 

.. .... ,s .. .. • ., .. 

·_.·1" �i -.·...i.J1 .1,r o �·.-· �Ii .1,r•-,1 u.u1 
� <J-, r,P r-:-- r- , ; 

Guide us Thou lo !he straight way. the way· of !hose 

whom Thou hast blessed. (AI-Fa1ilJ11h. 1 :6-7) 

It is not clear in this verse as to who are the blessed 
people? But at another place it is stated: 

� .. !. .... � � , .. 

��\) �I ,y i• ��le. �I �i :J.fli � � _,u 
o -. · -'Cal1' :f�Jr.� ) ,/ 

They are with those whom Allah has blessed - of rhe 

Prophe1s. and the 1ru1hful. and the martyrs, and the 

righteous. (An-Nisa. 4:69J 

Similarly, it is stated in a verse: 
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.,. "'"' , I i.,/, 

_.,,_ , '-' ,- ,,..- .-, • ,, I ;;1 •• � y..:. p� }!J .x ('" �

Then Adam received certain words (of revelatoin) from 

his Lord, and He relented towards him.(Al-Baqarah, 2:37) 

345 

It is not rev.ealed what those words were? They have 

been identified in another verse: 

• �. c:, ,: ... :, .�. · .:: ·. i · - -- '·t ,-·.fo /� u·,;JY.:., � .I) I,.;., � {'"' .:i!J l..:.:.Jj . . c.:..i1 u

o ::i.cWI �

They (Adam and l;lawwa) said: We have wronged 

ourselves, and if Thou forgivest us not, and hath not mercy 

on us, we shall surely be among the losers. (Al-"Araf. 7:23) 

Further, at another place it is stated: 

, I J " J $ I I .:; ,., ... 0 '. •-.>w.ll , ' 1• ·' <' all I ·-1 I ·' -.•. DI C\G 
�- C: y.,... ) .JA' _,_. J., '-1r.' " 

0 you who have believed! Fear Allah. and be with the 

truthful ones. (At-Tawhah. 9: 119) 

This verse does not tell us who the truthful people are. 

They are identified in another verse: 
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It is not virtue d1at you turn your faces to the Easr and 
to the Wes[, but true virtue is of him who believes in 
Allah. and the Last Day, and the angels and the Book 
(Divine revelations), and the Prophets, and gives his 
wealth, for love of Him to the kinderd. and to orphans, 
and the needy, and the wayfarer, and to those who ask 
and to set slaves free, and (of him who) establishes the 
�alah and pays the Zakah, and of those who fulfil their 
covenant when they covenant one. and are persevering in 
distress and affliction, and in the time:: of conflict. Those 
are they who are the truthful, and those-they are the 
God-fearing. (AI-Baqarah. 2: J 77\ 

This verse has made it clear that by "Truthful people" 
are meam those who possess the foregoing virtues. 

There are several other examples in the Quran but the 
three mentioned here may suffice. 
1: The Quran is explained from the Quran itself through 

another recital that clarifies what is not clear from the 

first recital. 
For example, in the verse describing the method of 

ablution, according to one recital it is read. 

• c-�·' ' 1• 1 �.� o�I J,1 ,:. � l�I \0 '.-i -. 0..UI ,-.:(� i--y.-) r,- , : � '. r" J-, '"1'< -
J-, · ci!...· f' • c · " I° �rJ . �1- - i1 J-1 • 2:�f-

• i--=-) ) � )� J! .T - - o..,;; /"" • �- - ) 

.i.�I 

Wash your faces. and your hands up to the elbows and 
wipe your heads, and (wash) your feet up to the 
ankles ... (Al-Ma· idah. 5:6) 

According to Arabic grammar, it may also be translated 
wash your faces, and your hands up lo the elbows and wipe 

your heads and your feet up to the ankles. 
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But in another recital the word �} (Arjulakum) !'las 
been used instead of � J' (Arjulikum) which can only 
mean "and wash your feet". Hence the second recital 
clarifies that the same is meant in the first recital as well 
and it cannot mean to wipe the feet. 

Thus an exegesis of the Quran based on uninterrupted 
recitals shall be reliable and certain. Although authentic 
recitals do not provide a knowledge chat is certain yet they 
have a great importance in exegesis. but opinions about 
the rare recitals are divided. Some commentators attach 
no importance to them while some accept them as related 
by an individual alone in exegesis. This question is dealt 
with in detail in the Books of Fiqh.

3: Another form of "Exegesis of the Quran by the Quran, 
is to take into consideration the context of the verse 
under study. In chis way the complex verse is 
sometimes explained. For example. in Surah Al-Abiab
the Prophet's wives are addressed in these words: 

,. • ' , ... ,,. ; > ,,, 

'I' UI ;Q..WI - --. - ' --. U' "5.;' " ' · ':.J' --15) - ·-- . [_.r' .:ft" .r' ) ..:. ,,r-1 � �) 

And stay in your houses. and displtiy nor your 
adornment like the displaying of the (rime ol) former 
pagansim. (AI-Al.1zTh. 33:33) 

Seeing that this is addressed to the wives of the 
Prophet� those who are ignorant of the principles of 
Shari 'ah have claimed that the commandment for J:lijab 
(Veil) was applicable exclusively to the wives of the 
Prophet �. and that it did not apply to other women in 
general. But the context of the Quran belies this claim. 
There are many other commadments addressed to the wives 
of the Prophet � in the verses that precede and follow. For 
example the commands are: do not be complaisant of 
speech, speak of virtue. establish �alah, pay Zakah. and 
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obey Allah and His Messenger �-
No sane person can say that any of these commands is 

exclusively meant for the wives of the Prophet ;I and other 
women are not obliged to obey them. Hence to pick out just 
one sentence out of the text that gives so many commands 
and to assert that it does not apply to other women, is 
contrary to the contents of the other verses and Al:iadith. 
The fact is that all these commands have a general 
application for all women. The specific mention of the 
wives of the Prophet � is meant only to reflect their 
greater responsibility and to express that they are under 
greater obligation to obey the Commands of Allah. 

Similarly, it is stated in another verse: 

� ,,. ... J1 ' ' ,,. ,.f.., , �� �r;-:, � �'.,JC..u 1s-s ��i:.. 1.)f, 
And when you ask them (the wives of the Prophet) of any 
good, ask them from behind a curtain. (Al·A�iiih. 33:53} 

Some ignorant people have said about this verse too, 
that it applies exclusively to the wives of the Prophet � 

although the next phrase of this same verse clarifies that 
this command has a general application for all women. It 
says: 

This is purer for your hearts and their hearts. 

(AI-Al,1zah. 33:53} 

Obviously, to gain purity of heart is. not limited to the 
w'ives of the Holy Prophet � alone but all Muslim women 
should gain it. Hence, the command given in this verse 
cannot be regarded as exclusive for some particular 
women.5

5: TI1ere are many more explicit reasons supporting the contention 
that the command of l;lijab is universal bu1 we have limited 
ourselves here to the coniext of the verse. 
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Similarly, there is another verse of Surah Al-Al_iiab, 
that states: 

, i � 

J �-j J,,I �)I � �� �\ �;. W! 

o 1��_861 ;J-�
Allah only desires to rake away f rom you all 
abomination, 0 people of the household (of MulJammad) 
and to purify you with a thorough purifying. 

(AI-Al.1ziib, 33:33) 

Some people conclude from this verse that the. people of 
the household includes the children etc of the Prophet ill/$ 
and not his wives. But the context of the Quran clearly 
refutes this idea, because the verses preceding and 
following this verse throughout address the wives of the 
Prophet�. Then how may they be excluded from the term 
people of the household? The next verse particularly states: 

�:_;. :) � (. 0'.}'�IJ 
And remember that which is recited (by rhe Prophet) in 
your houses..... (Al-Al)zab, 33:34) 
The word ..:., .r.l (houses) in this verse signifies that 

people of the household includes the holy wives primarily 
and they cannot be separated from the meaning of the 
verse. 

These are only a few examples. If we ponder over the 
Quran we will learn that many of the exegetical issues are 
solved through a reference to the verses of the Quran. 
Sometimes an exposition of a verse in this mjlfil)er makes it 
so clear that a reasonable person will not refute it. Such an 
exegesis is final and certain. Sometimes, however, an ' 
exegesis .made through a reference to the context is not so 

. certain. Hence the commentators and other scholars may 
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differ on it. 
This was a short introduction to the "Exegesis of the 

Quran by the Quran." Some exegetics have expounded the 
entire Quran in this manner in which every verse has been 
explained with the help of some other verse of the Quran. 
One such exegesis is by 'Allamah lbn JauzT and 'Allamah 
SuyutT has mentioned it in his book AI-Itqan.6 

Another valuable contribution of the same pattern is the 
recent effort of a scholar of Madinah, Sheikh Mul,lammad 
Amin bin Mul)ammad Mukhtar ShanqTfT. The book is 
named Apwa-ul-bayan fi 1<;1$-i .1-Quran bil Quran. In the 
Foreword of this book he has given the various forms of 
"Exegesis of the Quran" with great clarity and details. 7 
SECOND SOURCE: 
TRADITIONS OF THE HOLY PROPHET � 

The second source of exegesis of the Quran are the 
traditions of the Holy Prophet Mul)ammad �- The Quran 
has clarified at many places that the real purpose of sending 
him in this world was for him to explain the Qurani� verses 
through his words and deeds: 

... , $ , • 1 ., ,.,,,,. .f 
0 ' .• ·11 ,,• .. L- \..:..lJ '. ''-I '< .lll w, LI'··' ('"T""• I...Jj' :.f' - � .r . . j') .. .,. ., , 

And We have now revealed 10 you (0 ?
°
rophet) the 

Admonition 1hat you may make clear 10 mankind what 
has been revealed unto 1he111. (An-NaJ:ll. 16:44) 
In this verse Allah has made it clear that the purpose of 

his advent was to explain the Quran. It further says: 
• • u*·, , • •. ., ,., ·., - • ·:;:.i· ·, �

--
.• .,. � ........,  � .) •...:.,O ..., J J 1· :-- . 

� ...,.,, 
.. • f f , >• , • .,.

;__,�, ". '. r:.� • .• '<'-'' <lid ;. � ·_1c. r ,.�. • ··t
. - �) r--- j/.) ,_. . .,..... � 

6: AI-Itqan v2, p.175. 
7: vi. pp7-37. Printed at Darul IsphahanT, Jaddah, 1378 AH. 
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Certainly Allah has conferred a favour on the Believers 

when He s ent among them a Messenger from 

themselves, who recites to them His revelattnns, and 

purifies them, and teaches them the Book and the 

wisdom. though before that they were certainly in 

manifest error. (Al-Tmran. 3: 164\ 

Further, it has been stated in Surah An-Nisa. 

!.Id"� 81 -. " - 2� :, ._,_ iL, :...,�, w, "w-T ... �, ) . ..J" <.f-1 � <.Y"-' . . , - • j' • ,,. ,, .. .. ,.. 

ojJ, 

Surely We have revealed the Book to you (0 Prophet) 

with truth, so that you may judge between people by 

means of what Allah has shown you. (Au-Nisii, 4:105) 

J I 
.. � - "" O 0�� l� C�/J «s� J

And We have not revealed the Book to you except that 

you may make clear to them that wherein they differ. 

and as a guidance anl:I mercy to a people who believe. 

(An-NatJI, 16:64) 
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In these verses the Quran makes itself clear that the 
purpose of sending the Prophet :I in this world was only 
that he may teach the people the guidance of the Quran and 
its deep knowledge and thereby guide them how to live 
properly. Hence it is proved from the Quran itself that the 
Prophet's 11 teachings are a significant source of exegesis 
of the Qur;i'n. 

Even otherwise it does not call for a lengthy reasoning 
to stress that the correct meanings of the Book may best be 
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explained by the one on whom it has been revealed. There 
can be no one more stupid than the one who claims, that 
the. exegesis is better known to him than the Prophet � to 
whom the Quran was revealed. 

Some people try to create a confusion that the 
importance of the Prophet's � sayings cannot be denied 
but we cannot rely upon them as they have not reached us 
through authentic sources. 

But this type of thinking casts aspersion on Allah that 
on the one hand He has sent the Prophet � as the Teacher 
of the. Quran that every Muslim was obliged to follow till 
the Last Day, but on the other hand, He made no 
arrangement to preserve his teachings and explanations. 
Can such a thing be said by one who believes in the eternal 
wisdom and supreme authority of Allah, and who has read 
the following verse of the Quran? 

. � • , ! ,... , 

�'., UJ W ill\ � U 

Allah does not charge a soul save Lo its capacity. 
(AI-Baqarah. 2:286) 

Some people go to the extent of saying that the 
Prophet ;i was the Teacher of the Quran as long as he 
lived but in our times his teachings are not needed. (I seek 
forgiveness of Allah for narrating it). This is to say that 
the Companions � "111 <S"' J needed a Prophet to teach 
them the Quran although Arabic was their mother tongue, 
they were aware of the nuance and idiomatic use of the 
wo rds, and they not only knew the revelationary 
background but in fact passe� through i t  and they 
witnessed the causes of revelation of each verse. As 
against that people of our times whose mother tongue is 
not Arabic who do not go through the environment of 
revelation and the revelationary background claim that 
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1hcy do not need the guidance of a Prophet to learn the 
exegesis of the Quran. Can any n::asonable and just man 
swallow such absurd notions? 

How reliable are the means through which the 
1cachings of the Prophet � have reached us is a very 
detailed subject of study. Libraries have vast collections 
of literature on the subject of l;ladich and Asma'ur'Rijal 
(the names and character of men). It is a different matter, 
to hunt for excuses to satisfy personal bents hut if these 
subjects are studied with a sincere motive and unhiased 
mind one cannot resist drawing the conclusion that Allah 
has not made the teachings of the Prophet � obligatory 
without ensuring its preservation in a manner that is 
beyond human imagination. Leaving aside the other 
branches of the science of }jadith. if we just go through 
the subject of Asma-ur-Rija/8 an achievement of the 
people of which they may feel proud we will see that it 
has no parallel among any other people. Every ljadith

from the· times of the Prophet � till today is well 
recorded in relevant Books with full information of its 
analysis and the narrator. It includes details on his birth, 
his education and lessons on ljadith which of the narrators 
he had met, his general character, the state of his 
memory, the cautions he exercised in narrating a l;ladith

and the opinion in which he was held by his contemporary 
scholars and those after that time? These books exist even 
today and if anybody desires to find answers to these 
questions, he may go throgh the pages of these books and 
the answer will be there. 

We do not intend to initiate a detailed discussion' on the 
preservation of ljadith because a vast literature on this 

8: The term literally means "Names of the people" hut in religious 
terminology of Islam it is applied for "Names and characters of 
the narrators of Fjadith." 
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subject already exists and can he consulted for this purpose. 
However. we wish to pmm out that there is no logic in 
denying the use of the Traditions of the Prophet � for an 
exegesis of the Quran whether viewed through the Quran, 
common sense and historical events or through any other 
rightful method. 

However. it is true that in today's vast collection of 
Traditions we find authentic as well as unsound narrations. 
Therefore, hefore caking a decision on the basis of a 
narration found iinywhere. one must thoroughly verify the 
narration on the basis of relevant principles. The scrutiny of 
those narrations found in the hooks of exegesis is 
particularly essential because mos1 of the commentators 
have just collected all sorts of traditions in their hook 
withouc bringing their research and investigation into 
discussion in the Traditional manner. Hence only such 
persons can benefit from them who hold an expert view on 
the Science of lfadith and its related subjects and who 
know the principles of picking out the authentic from _the 
unsound narrations. 

THIRD SOURCE: 

SAYINGS OF THE COMPANlONS .:.l,, 

It is the Companions of the Holy Prophet � who learnt 
the Quran directly from him. Some of them had devoted 
their entire lives to learn the Quran. its exegesis and related 
knowledge directly from the sayings and deeds of the 
Prophet�- Their language was Arahic, and they were fully 
aware of the enviroment of revelation of the Quran. Rather 
than rely on their linguistic excellence they learnt the Quran 
verse by verse from the Prophet�. Imam Abu 'Abdur 

. Ral�man SulmT a renowned Tabi'T (epigone) scholar said: 



.,,, llpproac/1 ((I the Q11ra11ic scie11t:e.< 

.:..r- .JJ1 � J .:.,w- .:..r- .:.,1....!,.S' .:.,t . .,A11.:, J � A 1_,;LS' .,:r-.i.l1 8..l>

J � .Jll ..).,, �\ ..:r' I _,...Lu bl I _,;IS' � I � _d:, J ., .,,.._.,. 

r1JI ..:r" 4J \... l_,.....l,..! ? L>. Jj )� r-1 v\.i I ,rs- rL

(VAty•Yc•IV1 ._.. ,.:,l.i,,'I) j...,JIJ 

Those (of the Co mpanions) who used to teach the 
Quran. such as Sayyidina 'Uthman bin ·Affan � and 
Sayyidina 'Abdullah bin Mas·ud � ,ind others told us 
that they did not proceed further with their lessons 
until they had learnt ten verses from the Prophet � 
and until they had received all knowledge and practical 
applications related to it.9 
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This is why Sayyidina Anas � has been reported in 
Musnad Ahmad to have said: 

41,.} � .:,1_,-JI Jo .AJI i) \.)\ J,,-)1 .:,LS' 
(VA t y , Y C , I V 1 ..,,. ,.:,U.,'1) 

When some one had learnt Stirah AI-Baqarah and 
Siirah Al- 'Imran he was regarded very highly in our eyes. LO 

And it is narrated in Mu'-atta Imam Malik that: ,. 
(VAtf ''[

. m ..,..,.,U;'I•) ,:_r.;-,, .:,Lo; o�I J:......,.. Js, _,- 01' rul 

'Abdullah bin 'Umar took eight years to memorise 
Surah AI-Baqarah. 11 

Obviously Sayyidina · Abdullah bin 'Umar � �1..s""; did 
not have such a weak memory as to take eight years just to 
memorise the words of this Su rah. le took him so long 
actually to learn the interpretation and other relevant 
knowledge alongwith memorising the words. 

9: Al-ltqan. v2, pl 76 Chapter 78 
lO: Al-ltqan v2�p 176 Chapter 78 
11: Al-ltqan v2.,pl76, Chapter 78 
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And Sayyidina ·Abdullah bin Mas'ud has said: 

� �1 Lil J 'ii .JJ1 .._,.,LS .:r �1 ..;J; L. o � .J1 'i ..s.l.JIJ 

.J\.:.i '5" ..iii .._,.,L::S:, �\ \�\ �\ .,lJ ..:J; J.'J ..:Jj 

By the Being except whom there is none worthy of 
worship. no verse of the Quran is revealed about which 
I do not know where and for whom it was revealed. And 
if I hear of anyone who knows the Book of Allah more 
than me and the means of transpon is available to me I

would certainly go to him.12

Hence, after the traditions of the Holy Prophet � the 
third source of exegesis of the Quran are the statements of 
the Companions who had devoted time and effort to learn 
it. But even here certain factors must be kept in view. 
1: Even in the exegetic sayings of the Companions .111 � J 

� we come across authentic as well as unsound 
narrations. Hence, they too must be scrutinised on the 
principles of ffadith before placing any reliance on them. 

2: Sayings of the Companions � would be cited only 
when an explicit commentary of a verse by the Holy 
Prophet :i is not available through authentic means. If

such an explanation is found in the authentic traditions, 
the statements of the Compnanions � .i»1 �J will 
only have a supportive value, but if any of these 
statements differ from the Prophetic tradition. it shall 
not be acceptable. 

3: \/hen there is no expianation available from the .Holy 
Prophet ;i and there exists no difference in the various 
explanations · of the Companions • their view would 

12: TafsTr Jbn Kathir, v 1. p3. 
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he adopted. 
4: When there are differences in the various exegesis 

given by the Companions amt if harmony can be 
brought about among them then ir would be adopted. 
But if it is not possible to lrnrmonise rhem we then 
shall adopt an exegsis which an adept scholar deduces 
from them through established reasoning. IJ 

FOURTH SOURCE: 

SAYINGS OF TABl'T (SUCCESSORS OF THE 
COMPANIONS'*' .i.•· _,;,,) 

Scholars differ whether the sayings tlf a Tabi'T can he a 
conclusive argumen1 in exegesis or not'! lhn KathTr has 
seated that if a Tabi'T has reported an exegesis from a 
Companion it will have the same status .is that of a 
Companion. But if he gives his own interpretation then it 
will be seen whether another Tahi·T differs from him. If 
thal is so. his interpretation will 1101 he acceptable and 
conclusion will he drawn on the basis of mher sources of 
exegesis. If no difference exisis c1mo11g the Tabi·Tn their 
opinion will he acceptable withoui doubt. 

FIFTH SOURCE: 

ARABIC LANGUAGE 

It has been asserted earlier that 1he only source for 
interpretation of a Quranic verse will he the Arabic 
language if its meaning is clear. and no ambiguity. doubt or 
confusion exists, nor any historical background is required 
to understand it. But when one is faced with ambiguity or 
deeper sense or religious laws arc being drawn from the 
verse, interpretarion may not he made hy means of Arabic 

13: This principle in sun11nariscd l°rfllll AI-Burh:in v.!. p 172. and 
Al-ltq>in v'.!. ppl76-178. 
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Lexicon alone. In such a situation che basic source� of 
exegesis would be the Quran itsel I. Prophetic Traditions 
and statements of the Compa�1ions � Jw .ii• �; and the 
TahrTn. Only after that will recour:-e he had to the Arabic 
language because Arahit: 1s a ver) vast language and its 
words are used in several 1111!an1ng:,. and a single sentence 
may he mterpreted in several way:,. Hence any inference 
drawn on the basis of language also may result in 
confusion. That is why some authorities reject language 
alone as a source of exegesi�. Imam Mul.iammad � .iii• 4..-; 
i:- reported in have said thal he considers an exegesis 
through lexicon to he umkr:-irahle. Bur · Alla111ah ZarkashT 
states 1ha1 Imam Mul_1ammad did not mean 111 ignore the 
role of lexicon in the Science of Exegesis altogether. hut he 
meant that it is not permined lo dH1ose vague meanings in 
preference to the mos1 uppart!nt a1H.l appropriate 
interpertations. Evidemly, tht! Quran has been revealed on 
the idiom of the language or the Arabs. Hence whenever 
the Quran and f:/aditll or sayings of the Companions k1�; 
� do not offer an interpretation of a verse. it would be 
inlerprt!ted in the ligh1 of the idiom of the language, choice 
of vague meanings derived from Anihic poetry hut not used 
in ordinary conversation is totally wrong. although found in 
dictionaries. 1-' 

This may he understood through an example. 
The Quran states that when Banu lsra'TI asked 

Sayyidina Musa �I: for �a1er, Allah gave him the order: 

<' · .. »1 ;,..;Ji � G..; :._,., �I Lili 
And strike with your �,arr 1hc rod,. 

If this sentence is .spoken he fore ;111y A rnhic knowing 
person he would clearly understand from it that it is a 

14: At-Burh:in. v2. pl6. 
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command co strike the staff agains1 thi:: stnni::. and it would 
he a valid interpretatio1, of this si::111ence. But, Sir Syed 
/\l.1111ad Khan has claimed on the hasis of vague usages of 
the language that this sentence means. "Walk on this rock 
with the support of your staff." ts Here the meaning of the 
word � _,..;,1 (strike) has been takeo as walk instead of strike 
and that of _r,J1 (stone nr rock). This meaning is imposed 
because even if a vague reterencc is available in the hooks 
of language the normal ussagc reject!', it altogerher. 16 Imam
Ahmad has  said that it i!> forbidden lO draw such 
interpretations on linguistic grounds. No sane person can 
�uhscrihe to it. either. 

SIXTH SOURCE: 

COMMON SENSE 

In fact. common sense is needed for every thing in this 
world, and, obviously. it is required to draw interpretation 
from the above mentioned five sources also. But we wish to 
point it out as a constant sources of exegesis. The Quran is 
an endless ocean of deer mystic meanings. By means of the 
abo ve five sources its subje cts can. of cour se. be 
understood to the extent required hur as far as its mysreries 
and commands are concerm:d. it can never be said that a 
climax has heen reachetl anti there is no room for any 
further deliberation. On the contrary. the <.Joor to ponder 
ovt::r and <.leliberate on its inner meanings shall remain open 
Li II che Last Day. And whoever has been blt::ssed with 
insight and tear of Almighty Allah may <.lis<.:over ever new 

15: T�rsTr ul Qurnn, Sir Syed AIJmad Khan. vi. plJJ. L:,hort:. 
16: We have quoted him hcrt: hy \\'ay nr example alone 01hcrwisc his 

explanation does no1 find suppon in language 1<>0. There are 
some errors on that pninl abu Ill J"nr example when used 10 imply 
walk ..., .r" is foltowe<l hy .} <..i" 1)11 ..s' :o-'!.r" ,:,,J) which is 1101 foun<l 
here. 
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realities. This is why the commentators in i::very age have 
made additions lO this chapter a ccor ding to their 
undersanding. This is exactly what the Prophet � meant 
when he prayed for Sayyidina 'Abdullah lbn 'Abbas� in 
these words: 

0 Allah! Bestow on him the Sciences of Exegesis and 

Comprehension of religion.17

But it should be remembered in this connection that 
only such realities and deeper meanings drawn through 
n::asoning shall be reliablt: as do not clash with orher 
religious principles and th e foregoing fivi:: sources. If 
anything is deduced by disregerding the rules of exegesis. it 
will have no standing in religion. 

17: Al-Burhanv.2pl61. 



CHAPTER-2 

UNRELIABLE SOURCES OF EXEGESIS 

After getting acquainted with authentic and reliable 
sources of the Science of Exegesis it seems essential to 
point out the unreliable sources. These have led many a 
people to grave misunderstandings and they have cited them 
as the basis of their commentaries. These sources are: 

1) ISRA'ILIYYAT OR JUDAICA

These are narratives that have reached us through Jews
and Christians. Some of these have been taken directly 
from Bible or Talmud and some from Mishnah 18 and their 
commentaries some are the words of mouth which were 
being transferred from one to another of the people of the 
Book, and were popular among the Jews and Christians of 
Arabia. A vast many of such stories are yet found in the 
existing books of exegesis. The renowned researcher and 
commentator lbn KathTr has stated that there are three kinds 
of such narrations. and each kind has to be dealt with in a 
different way. 
i) lsra 'Tliyats that have been verified as true by other

authentic sources. For example, the drowning of
Fir'aun (Pharoah). the contest of Sayyiuina Musa �
with the magicians and his ascent on the Mount Sinai

18: A collection of precepts and customs embodying Jewish oral law. 
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e tc. are reliable narrations because they are 
authenticated by the Quran and ljadith.

ii) Isra'Tliyats that have been proved to be false by other
arguments, for instance. the story that Sayyidina
Sulayman ii':8 had become an apostate in his later years
(God forbid) .19 This narration is ab solutely false
because the Quian explicity refuted it. Similarly is the 
blatant lie about Say yidina Dawood � that he
committed adultery with the wife of his general
Uriah.20 

iii) lsraT'lyats which are neither proved to be correct nor
false through arguments. Such as the injunction nf 
Torah. and so on. About them the Prophet� has said: 

Neither confirm 1hem nor falsify them. 
It is permissible to mention such narrations. but neither 

a religious tenet can be based on them nor can they be 
confirmed or refuted. II is of no benefit to cite these
narrations either. J:{afi� Ibn Kath Tr 21 � k1 � ) has stated 
that the Quran itself teaches us how to deal with such 
narrations. It says: 

�3G i- ,:.:_ 'J}�J � �I� �Lt 'J}� 
'I� • ','i< . < I? C s i· �-- �l,( �- • '/i<
u � � J . yy4.J ,. . ; . ) � 

u.1 �-: 1c-J w •h; u1 ;:6 '.1;.� c. • ·\,., '1'cl--: �
.. _ •• , U07 : • � • ; r- ._/-J

19: Bible. Book of the kings I I :2-13.

20: Ibid. Samuel 13: 14. 
21: TafsTr lbn Ka1hTr. Muqnddama vi. p4 and Usul uc TafsTr. lbn 

Taymiyyah p33. 
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{Some) will say, They were thn::e. · 1.he fourth of them 

was their dog and (some) say. • Five the sixth of them 
was their dog. conjecruring ahout rhe unseen. And (some 

others) said. "Seven. and the eighrh of 1.hem was their 

dog. Say "'My Lord know� best their nu111bcr - none 
knows 1.hem but a few. so con1eml not concerning the111 
but with an outward conremion: and ·ask any of rhe111 for 
a pronouncement on che111. ·· I Al-Ka hf, I l!:'.!21 

363 

In this verse Allah ha:. mentioned different lsra'Tlite 
versions current among the people of the Book about the 
number of the Cave Dwellers. I-le has also laid down these 
principles: 
1: Describing the lsra'Tli narrations and their differences 

are permissible. 
2: Those of the narrations that have been proved false 

must be rejected as has been tlone by Allah refuting the 
first cwo hy saying ...,..,.Jti L..>:-J (conjecturing about the 
unseen). 

3: Nothing should be said about the version which is not 
proved false. Allah has done so about the third 
narration. 

4: Our belief about the truth or falsehood of these versions 
should be that the real knowledge rests with Allah. 

5: We must refrain from engaging in unneassary dehate 
on these narrations. 

6: It is not proper to probe into the veracity of these 
narrations because it wil l be a futile exercise. One 
does not stand to gain anything in this world or the 
m:x1. 

Some narrations are evidemly l�r'ailite hut it is not so 
apparent ahout the others. and it is so determind through 
other evidences. Most of Lhe narrations reported by Ka'h 
al-Al)bar and Wahb hin MunabhTh and mentioned in the 
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books of exegesis belong to this category. Hence it seems 
appropriate to know about something of these persons. 

KA'B AL-AHBAR 

His full name was Ka·b bin Mati· al l;limyari but was 
popularly known by the title of Ka·b-al-Al.1bar or Ka·b 
ul-1:libr. He belonged to Yemen and had a high place among 
the Jewish Scholars. He live::d in the pre-prophetic dark era as 
well as the Prophetic days but could not embrace Islam 
during the life-time of the Prophet�- In the Year 12 A.H., 
during the caliphate of Sayyidina ·umar � he came to 
Madinah and embraced Islam. It has been reported in 
Tabaqat lbn Sa'd that Sayyidina lbn . Abbas ,.t;. asked him. 
'Why did he not embrace lsalm in the days of the Prophet?" 
He replied, "My father had given a manuscript of Torah and 
advised me to follow it. He had sealed all other books so that 
I may not read them, and also took a pledge from me on the 
plea of paternity that I would nm hreak those seals. But when 
Islam began to spread all over tht: world I thought my father 
might have tried to conceal some i mponant knowledge from 
me. and I broke the seals and studied those hooks. In chem I 
found the mention of Mu!Jammad and his people. and 
accepted Islam. "22 

Ka·h al-AIJbar 4# k1 � J has gem:rally been regarded 
as reliable but · Allamah MulJammad Zahid al-KawtharT bas 
expressed doubts on the basis of some of his narrations. 
For instance. when Sayyidina ·umar � intended to build 
the Masjid AI-Aqsa. he sought tht: opinion of the people 
whether it should be built in fro111 of the Sakhrah Baitul 
Maqdis or behind it? K11·b-al-Al_1bar advist:d him t o  
construct it behind the Mosque Sakhrnh. On this S:-iyyidina 
· Umar � said. "Son of a Jew woman. tht: influence of

22: .s;.,s:J1Jli {Al-KawLharT has cummc111cd 0111hc au1hc111ici1y or this 
narration.} Maqalal AI-Kaw1h:1rT p:12. 
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Judaism has still not worn out over you. I shall construct it 
in front of Sakhrah so that Sakhrah is not faced by Muslims 
during Salah ." Zahid AI-KawtharT has written that Ka'b 
al-Al.1bar kept grudge against Sayyidina 'Umar � after this 
incident. so much so. that ht: was seen in company with 
those people who killed Sayyidina ·umar �- Before the 
incident he had warned Sayyidina 'Umar � with reference 
to some inscriptions in the books of Jews and Christians 
that he ('Umar) would be killed. After quoting all such 
evidences. · Allamah al-Kawthari has written: 

"On looking at these separate events, it becomes 
evident that Sayyidina • Umar •. Abu Zarr 
lbn-'Abbas. Awf bin Malik and Mu'awiyah did 
not fully trust Ka'b al-Al)bar. .. 23 

There may be grounds for a difference with 'Allamah 
al-KawtharT when he casts doubts on Ka'h al-A\1bar 
especially when we see them in the light of the sayings of 
the Companions,24 but one thing is certain that most of 
Ka'b's narrations are Isra'ilites and they cannot be relied 
upon unless confirmed through other sources. 

WAHB BIN MUNABBIH 

He also came from Sana in Yemen and was Persian by 
origin. He is also one of those to whom many Israiliyats 
are attributed. He has been reported to have been born 
during the Caliphate of Sayyidina 'Uthman •. 25 His
father, had embraced Islam during the days of the Prophet 
;i. Wahb bin Munabbih was a pious Tabi'T and he was an 
ascetic. He has reported from Abu Hurayrah, Abu Sa'Td 

23: Maqalat al-KawtharT pp33-34, article on Ka'b al-A�bar and 
Jsrailities. 

24: The Research scholar of Egypt Doctor Ranizi Na'na' has rejected 
these doubts. (Al-Jsrailiyyat\Uil-atharuha fit Tafs Tr. pp. J 72-183, 
Beirut 1970). 

25: Tazkira? al-huft'ai. vi, plOI
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Khudri. "Abdullah bin ·Umar, lbn 'Ahhas and Jabir 11.r")
� _)W. He had a vast knowledge. gaineu from the 
�cholars of the people of the Book. their books and 
narrarions. He considered himself ro be equal in knowledge 
to 'Abdullah bin Salam and Ka'h al-Al_1bar together. 
According to Imam Ibn Sa·d he had also published a book 
named A{1adith ul-Anbiya containing all those narrations. 26

al-Mas·udi has mentioned that Wahb had written a book 
named AI-Mabda.27

It is perhaps this very book that l;lajT Klrn!Tfah has 
reterred to as Kirab ul !.1Ta '1liyy{lf in his Kash.fit'{. ?w1"ii11. 28

Yaqut al l;lamawT and Ibn Khallikan have credited him with 
another book named Zikrul Muluk-al-Mnftul1al, Min 

f:li111ynr-wa-Akhbarullu111 wagllair Znlik. lbn Khallikan had 
seen the book. 29 

The Traditionalists and research scholars have not 
questioned his trustworthiness. 1:lafi?, ZahabT � .ii, 4") 

says, "He was reliable and truthful, but reported a great 
deal from lsra'ilite books." Imam Abu Zar'ah and Imam 
Nasa'T have c_alled him as "Reliable". Imam 'Ij!T has said, 
"Wahb was a reliable Tabi 'T." Only Tmam Amr bin Ali 
al-Falas has considered him as "weak" not because he 
doubted Wahb's truthfulness and trustworthiness but the 
reason was that in the early period Wahb was inclined 
towards the Qaclriyyah beliefs. Imam Almiad has stated that 
Wahb had later repented from his misgivings. Abu Sinan 
has quoted Wahb himself that he had subscribed to Qadri 
beliefs but later relented. 30 

26: Tabqat Ibn Sa'd v7, p97. 
27: Murnwwaj az-Zahabi v5. pl'.!7. 
28: Dr 'Abdul AzTz ad-Dawri Bchath fi Nashati '11mm TarTkh 

pl 14. 
29: Mua 'jam al-Udaba', l;lamawT v6. p.222 and wafyat ,11 'Ayan. Ibn 

Khallikan. v2, pl 80. 
30: TahzTu ul TahzTb vll. pl 68. 
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It is obvious from this discussion thac none of the 
scholars of /f(l{ftth has ever douhced his truthfulness. 
trustworthiness and reliability. It was on this basis that both 
Bukhari and Muslim have included his narrations in their 
books. Hence rhe narrations which he has anributed to the 
Prophet � shall be accepted if precedences conform to the 
principles of the Science of ljadith. However. his stories of 
the past and predictions about the future described without 
authentic reten:nces are mostly lsra'ilices which we have been 
direcred neither to confirm nor to deny. Some authors of the 
present time. for instance. Sayyid Rasheed Raza have 
regarded him as a "weak" narralOr on the basis of his strange 
Isra' ilite naJTations. But the fact is that just mentioning the 
Judaic is no crime. It is. however. a different matter that 
Islamic dogma and commands cannot be based on them.31

'ABDULLAH BIN 'AMR .:t� 

Ka·b al-Al)bar and Wahb bin Munabbih are among the 
Tabi'Tn and most of the Isra'ilite narrations have been 
reported by them. Among the Companions probably most 
of lsra'iliyats have been reported by 'Abdullah bin 'Amr.' 
The reason is that he had thoroughly learnt the Syrian 
language32 and at that time many of the books of Jews and 
Christians could be had ii1 the Syrian. language. After the 
battle of Yarmuk he got such a large number of those 
books which formed two camel loads. He has reported 
several traditions from the Holy Prophet � too but they 
have no connection with Isra'iliyat. In fact, if they stand the 
test of authentic narrations they should be accepted just as 
the Al:iadith of other Companions. However, the narrations 
cited by him from Judaica shall neither be confirmed nor 

31: The view of Sayyid Rasheed Raza and 01hers is duly rcjecied by 
Dr. RamzT Na'na'in lsrailiyyac wa A1haruhii lit TafsTr. pl88. 

32: Tabaqac lbn Sa'd v4 p261. 
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denied. Similarly, the narrations reported as his own adages 
seem to be 1sra'iliyats and cannot form the basis of Islamic 
beliefs. An Egyptan rejector of [fadith. Abu Raiyyah has 
levelled a baseless accussation on · Abdullah bin · Amr in his 
book Aqwa.J 'Alas Sunnat it Mu{iammadiyah that he  
sometimes attributed Isra' i lite narrations towards Prophet 
Mul]ammad ;I. This allegation is absolutely wrong and 
exposes the dishonest intentions of Abu Raiyyah. He has 
based his allegation on the following phrase of l;lafi� Ibn 
l:lajar from his book Fath-ul-Bari: 

jii,I � ,y .r-1-U y\..,:,I ..u 0\5' Jr-"' J. .ii, � 01

�) � .ii, � �\ .Y, J'l:.ll 4eJ.r- 0\5' J y\£ll

'}" .J J� 0\5' J ..r-1\.:JI WI .y _r-'S° = .l,:. '}I � 

'Abdullah Bin 'Amr had obtained two camel loads of 
books of the l'eople of 1he Book. He used to narrare 10 

people from these books by auriburing them rowards rhe 

Prophet ;i. That is why many of the labi'T scholars 
avoided citing him and people used to say to him not 10 
relate to them anything of the two camel loads ... 33

In this phrase the underlined sentence in italics is not 
found in Ibn Hajar's Fatp-ul-BarT. Abu Raiyyah has 
inserted this sentence on his own and attributed it to Ibn 
I:Iajar. One can easily see through the rejectors of A!)adith 
western-minded authors. 34 

33: Fath-ul-Bari v 1, pl 66. 
34: An outrighl rejection of the stand of Abu Raiyyah may be 

observed in al Sunnatal Jabi deen Doctor 'A.ijaj al-khateeb and 
al-lsrailiyyat wa-thir-ha fi kitabit TafsTr Dr Ramzi Na'na'ah. 
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2. EXEGESIS OF THE SUFTS (MYSTICS)

Certain words of the honourablt: sutls about the verse
of the Quran which may seem to he an exegesis but those 
words contradict the obvious meanings. For instance. the 
Quran says. 

Fight those of the disbelievers whc, gird an1und you. 
(Al-Tawhuh. 9: 123) 

About it some Sutis have said 

''Fight your soul because it is nearest to man." 

S o m e  p e o p l e  have taken such s e n tences  as 
interpretations of the Quran. but in fact they are not so. 
The SufTs never meant that these represent the actual 
intentions of the Quran and not the meanings that are 
apparent. Rather they have full faith in the apparent 
meanings proved from its original sources and admit this to 
be the true interpretation of the Quran, but alongwith it 
they also gi\ie vent to the ecstatic feelings they sense during 
the recital of the verse. Hence, the Sutis do not say that the 
foregoing verse does not advocate jihad against the 
unbelievers. What they mean to express is that while the 
verse in fact calls on us to fight the unbelievers, at the same 
time it tells us that nearest enemy is his own soul that 
repeatedly prompts him to commit evil. Hence, he must 
engage in Jihad with it also at the same time as he is bound 
to wage Jihad with the disbelievers. 

We find a large number of such intuitive interpretations 
of the SufTs in the Exegesis of renowned commentator 
'Allamah Mal_imud Alusi. He has explained the views of 
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the SufTs in the followmg words: 
"The deliherations repnned from the Sulis in connection 
with the Quran in fact poilll lO thnse deep and fine 
disclosures that they read 111 it. These disclt1sures are 
truly based on the apparem meaning. The SuJis do 1101 
believe thar rhe appan:111 meanings arc to be ignored 
againsr 1111ui1ive meanings hccausl' this is the belief of 
the B01i11iyyah apostates who have mloptt!d it as stepping 
�lOnc 111 negate rhc Laws 111' Islam Our mystics have 
1ll>1hing w do with rhi� hcl icl'. and II cannot he, hecause 
they insist that the apparent meanings of the Qu,in must 
he adopted first. .. 3s 

But. the following considerations must he kept in mind 
in regard ro such deliberations of the mystics. 
I: These deliberations should not he regarded as exegesis 

of the Quran. we should believe that the true exegesis 
of the Quran is the one that is apparent from its real 
source. and these deliberations are just intuitive 
deductions which cannot be regarded as exegesi� 
without going astray. Imam 'Abdur RalJman Sulmi 
� ,1114,, J had written a book. l;laqa'iqut TafrTr which 
consisted of such deliberations. Imam WalJidT .\i1 4'-J 
� has said about it that, "whoever believes that this is 
TafsTr would become an apostate: 036 

2: Of all such deliberations only those may be taken as 
correct which do not negate the apparent meanings of 
a verse or an established principle of Islamic Law. If 
the established rules and regulations of religion are 
defied under the guise of intuitive deliberations it is 

35: Ruh-ul-Ma·ani vl
.,

p7 Introduction. 'Allamah Suyuii has 
reproduced the same material from Shaikh Tajuddin bin 
'Ataullah. (Al-ltqan. v2,pl85). 

36: Al-hqan. v2
.,

pl84. 
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open apostasy. 
3: lmuitions of this kind woulcJ he rnliahle only so long as 

they do not interpolate the words of Quran. If anything 
is connoted by diswrting the word of the Quran then 
that is also apostasy and a wavering from the path. For 
instance, take the verse. F- .s..iJ1 IJ J (Who is he that 
shall intercede). Someone said ahout it that it is 
actually F-.SJ JJ .r where .SJ means "soul" giving the 
phrase the meaning. "Whoever �hall disgrace the soul 
shall he cured. Rememher it." When "Allamah 
SirajucJdin BaqillanT was asked ;ihour it he said. ''Such 
a person is a heretic. "37

4: In the earlier times. there wa� a group of heritics 
named ·Ba[iniyyat,· They claimccJ that in fact Allah did 
not mean what is understood in the Quran on the face 
of it, hut every word points to an intrinsic meaning 
which is its true interpretation. Such a helief is 
unanimously regarded apostasy hy the U111111ah. Hence. 
it will amount to suhscrihing to the misconceived ideas 
of. 'Bafiniyyat' if we attrihute such a belief to the 
deliberations of the Su tis. 

The deliberations of the mystics (Sufi's) can he studied 
with due regard co these four cautionary notes. Indeed. 
some people having an ideal bent of mind have henefitted 
from these deliberations. That is why 'Allamah AlusT has 
devoted an entire chapter named Bab-ul-ls/wrah jil Ayat 
in his TafsTr Ru�ul Ma'anT in which he has mentioned 
such intuitions. 

To sum up. the intuitive deliberations made by the Sufi's 
are not against the Quran or Su11rwh. ancJ to blame them for 
Bafiniyah is not justified. In spite of that, we cannot resist 
quoting lbn-us ,Salah: 

37: ltqan v2. p 184. 
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"Despite this. how I wish these people had not been so 
careless in delving upon these delihertions because there 
is mut:h po ssibility of creating misunderstanding and 
doubt through them.38 

3. SELF-CONCEIVED INTERPRETATIONS

The Holy Prophet� has said.

tb:.1 ..I.ii yL.,:,u ·-/
1, 

.:i1_,il1 t_} � .:/' 

Whoever commenc� on the Quran on the basis of his 
own opinion and even if his opinion, is correct still he 
committed a mistake. 

· Alla mah MawardT 4.,,1.- ..111 � J has stated that some
people with a mischievous bent of mind assert that this 
traditio.n makes it unlawful to say anything about the 
Quran on the basis of one's opinion and thinking. They go 
to the extent in saying that even meanings cannot be 
derived at in accordance with the principles of Shari 'ah.

But this is a misconception because the Quran itself has 
described deliberations and deductions a praiseworthy 
effort. If restrictions are imposed on the thinking and 
deliberation, the door to deduce laws and regulations from 
the Quran and Sunnah will be closed for ever. Hence this 
tradition does not intend to' restrict every kind of 
self-conceived opinion. 39 

There is a consensus among the scholars that, in the 
light of the Quran and Fjadith, this tradition does not 

38: AI-Itqan v2. pl 84.

39: Adopted from al-llqan, v2. p 180. 
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disallow one to think, deliberate and reason in studying the 
Quran. But an exegesis arrived at only by personal opinion 
and ignoring the established principles of exegesis of the 
Quran. shall be unlawful. and any person drawing 
conclusions in this manner shall be committing a sin even if 

his conclusions are corn::ct because he took a wrong 
approach. There can be several ways in which a person 
may ignore the principles of exegesis. These are: 
I: Anyone who is not competent to talk about the exegesis 

of tht: Quran may inlt:rpre1 it through his own 
deliberations. 

2: Anyone may ignore an explanation of a verse explicilly 
proved from the Prophet � ,>r his Companions and 
their followers (Tabi'1n). and forward his own opinion 
as final. 

3: Someone may make an interpretation ignoring usage, 
literature and lexicon when an explicit interpretation 
from the companions and Tabi '111 is not reported. 

4: Someone may extract rulings from the Quran although 
he is not competent to do so directly from the Quran 
and lfadi1'1. 

5: Someone may infer from the verses of the Quran the 
meanings of which the Quran itself states that these are 
known w none but Allah alom: and then stands by his 
inference. 

6: He may draw an interpretation of the verses of the 
Quran which clash with other established belid' and 
tenets of Islam. 

7: Where  personal deliberation and deduction is 
permissible one may declare his own unsubstantiated 
opinion as conclu sive and at the same time firmly 
negate the deliheratious of nther scholars. 

These are the possibilities of an exegesis on personal 
opinion which the foregoing lfadi1fl declares illegal. All 
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these possihilies are summed up in another saying of the 
Prophet�. 

;L:.li �-- o..i......v i� � � .::1;J1.} Ju y 

"Whoever says anything ahoua 1111.: Quran wihaouc 
knowledge. lea him make hi� pl.11:t: in ahc Fire {of 
Hell) 

H11w1:ver. if an ur1nH111 i� exprei;sed which is nor 
a�a I nsc the Qu ran and (lorlith and con forms ro the 
principles ol exegesis and esr,1hlishl'.d rules and regulations 
of Islam. it cloes not attract the wrath of this ffaditlt. But it 
must be urn.lersood that sw.:h dcliherauons themselves are 
not possible without a deep knowledge of the Quran and 
(laditlt and experience in Islamic Sciences. The scholars 
have laid down certain principles for this purpose. which 
form part of the principles of Islamic Jurisprudei1ce and 
principles of exegesis. A very ust!ful summary of these 
principles has heen given hy 'Allamah Badruddin ZarkashT 
in his hook A/./mrlt(l11-Ji-11!ti111-il-Q11r(I/I. in the 41st edition 
particularly under 'kinds of TafsTr·. 1p1, 164·170) 

This emire discussion is Vt!ry useful hut one cannot 
hendit from it without a sound knowledge of Arahic and 
its sciences. Hence. we <lo not see any advantage in 
presenting irs translation hen::. 
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CAUSES OF INACCURACIES IN 

EXEGESIS 

375 

While II is respectful and hotuiurahlc [() pursue. the 
�c1ew.:e ,>f exegesis (TafsTr) ,11 i� also dangerours to seep 
into it The reason for Lhat is that if anyone makes a 
wrong imerpretauon he wnultl aurihute wwartls Allah a 
th111g which He has not �aid. and there can he no greater 
deviation th;in that. Those who expound the Quran 
without being properly qualified fall imo the wrong path 
in spite of labouring 111uch in the exercise. Hence, it is 
essential to have a view of the causes that mislead a man 
in the matter of exegesis of the Quran. 

FIRST CAUSE: INCOMPETENCE 

The first and the:: mos1 tlang.erous cause of erring off 
1..he path while engaging in the exegesis of the:: Quriin is to 
impose one·s opinion without assessing one's competence 
and ability. Lately. it is seen that this habit has assumed 
ep idemic p r o po rtions.  11 has beome a common 
misconception that by be::ing ablo.: rn read Arahic one 
becomes a scholar on the Quran anti can interpret the 
Quran as he understands it. It is worth observing. that 
while there is no art or science in the world wlu:!rein a 
person becomes an expert only hy virtue of his linguistic 
knowledge and ability yet this is ignored when dealing 
with the Quran. No sensible man would claim to have 
become a physician or surgeon simply bt:cause he has a 
full command on English language and play with the lives 
of his patiems. Mere::ly n:atling a hook 011 me::dical science 
will not make anyone a doctor. Simih1rly. a person cannot 
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claim to be an Engineer simply hy reading books on 
Engineering. or lawyer merely hy reading hooks on Law. 
If anybody claims to be a professional on this basis he 
will be termed a quack and an idiot hecaust! t!veryone 
knows that the arts and scit!nces cannot be achieved 
simply by being acquainted with tht! language and by self 
study. It needs years of hard work and tuition under 
expert teachers in the field leading through several 
t!xamination conducted hy institutions of learning. It is 
followed by practical experienct! under supt!rvision and 
company ot specialists. Only then om: would ht! entitled to 
he called a beginner in the science. 

If this is the case with learning these ans and sciences 
how can anyone hope to hecomt! an expert in tht! science of 
exegesis of the Quran simply hy knowing Arabic language? 
1 n the preceding pages, w e  ha Vt! set!n what vast a 
knowledge is required to he able to t!ntt!r the domain of the 
science of Exegesis. The Quran is not a continuous hook 
like other ordinary books wht!rt! everything about one 
subjt!Ct may he found at one place. Unlike all other books it 
has a unique and distinguisht!d style. Hence. in order to 
fully understand the meaning of a verse it is nect!ssary to 
keep in view its different recitals, other verses on the same 
subject and their related information. the revelationary 
background. It is also necessary to know the sayings of the 
Propht!t je; on which dt!pends the interpretation of many 
verses. Wt! shall have to find out if there is a deed or 
saying of the Prophet � that explains the verse, and if it 
stands the test of authenticity. A )so one should know how 
the Companions understood this verst!. and whether there 
was a consensus on it or a difference of opinion existed 
among them. In case of a ditforcnct! of opinion how may 
that be solved'! Further. Aarabic is a rich language, its 
words have many meanings and several synonyms. 
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It is also essential to he familar with the idiom of that 
era to understand the meaning of the verse. Besides, the 
meaning of a verse. it is not sufficient to have a knowledge 
of only the literal meaning of a word because in Arabic 
language the meanings change with the change in  
grammatical composition and diactrical marks. Without due 
proficiency in Arabic literature and language, this 
knowledge cannot be acquired and the composition nearest 
co the language of that day cannot he determined. Lastly, it 
must be thoroughly understood that the Quran is Word of 
Allah. and Allah does not disclose the secrets and mysteries 
of Hi5 words to those who are disobedient to Him. Hence. 
obedience to Allah. close attachment with Him. piety and 
righteousness an: essential qualities in nrnn before he sets to 
interpreting the Quran. This discussion makes it clear that 
mere familiarity with Arabic is not enough to explain the 
Quran. One must study the principles governing TafsTr, 
science of Ffadith principles governing Ffadith and 
jurisprudence, knowledge of syntax, grammar. etymology, 
literature and rhetoric. Coupled with purity of heart. mind 
and body and deep devotion to Allah (Taqwa). 

To adopt the path of exegesis without meeting these 
conditions is to mislead oneself and qualify oneself as one 
of whom the Prophet � had said, 

Whosoever says anything about the Quran without 

knowledge let him make his place in the Fire (of Hell). 

SOME MISUNDERSTANDINGS 

In this connection some misunderstandings must be 
removed. 
I: Some people say that the Quran has itself stated: 
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Ccnainly We made 1hc Quran easy for admonition but is 
there anyone who would he acl1110111,hcc.J. 

1Al-()a111a1. 54: 17) 

Su when the Quran is an easy hook there is no need for 
help trom arts and sciences m imerpret 11.. Evt:ry nne should 
bt:: able to underscanc.l it by reading it� text. 

This argument is a grave misundersran<.ling which is 
based on lack of intellect and on superfici;d viewpoint. 
The fact is that the Quranic verses are of two types. 
Firstly, those which offrr comnwn advice. didactic 
events. and subjects that deal with raking warning and 
acting on sound advice. For instance there are verses 
that speak of morality of the world. account of Paradise 
and Hell. verses that inspire fear of God. concern for 
the Hereafter and other plain facts of life. Verses of this 
type are no doubt easy and anyone knowing Arabic 
language can benefit from them. 

In fact this purpose can be achieved to some extent even 
after going through the recognised translations of the 
Quran. The verse under reference has pointed out to this 
very fact, which is apparent from the word .f' .W (for the 
sake of admonition). 

Contrary to this. there are verses which consist of 
injunctions. regulations. beliefs and scholastic subjects. 
It is not possible for just anyone to understand them and 
deduce and draw tenets from them unless a deep insight 
in the Islamic learnings is attained first. That is why the 
Companions of the Prophet � used to spend long 
periods of time regularly in le.irning. the Quran from 
him even though their mother tongue was Arabic and 
they did not have to go anywhere to get training in 
Arabic. Suyu!i has quoted · Ahdur Ral_1man Sul aniT that 
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he was told by the Companions such as Sayyidina 
·Uthman bin ·Affan aml ·Ahdullah Bin Mas·ud $,, who
had regularly learm the Quran from lhe Prophet � thal
they would not proceed heyond ten verses unlil they had
obtai ned all the relevant knowledge and practical
application of these verses. They used to say:

We have learnt the Quran. knowledge and action all 
in one. 
It is narrated in Mu iatta of Imam Malik that 'Abdullah 

ibn · Umar' to�k eight years to memorise and learn Sumi, 
AI-Baqamll alone. and in Musnad Al)mad. Sayyidina Anas 
� has stated that the one among them wlio had learnt 
Sumi, AI-Baqarah ... and Al- ·1111rll11 enjoyed high esteem 
and status. 40

IL is worth observing that these Companions used to 
take such a long time as eight years to learn and 
memorise jusl one Surali though their mother tongue was 
Arabic. They had the highest degree of expertise in poetry 
am! literature and could commit to memory lenglhy odes 
with only a little effort. The trnly reason (was) that a 
proficiency in Arabic language was not enough for 
learning the Quran and its sciences. hut they had to seek 
the benefit of the company and teachings of the Holy 
Prophet �- When such was the state of affairs with the 
Companions who had expertise in Arabic language and 
were direct witnesses to revelation. how then could some 
one claim to he a commentator of the Quran with a 
cursory kno wledge of Arabit· or just hy reading 
translations of the Quran. Such a claim is indeed 
audacious and a pitiable jest with the Quran. Such people 

40: Al-ltqiin. v2. p 176. 
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should remember the Prophet's � saying: 

L:.JI ' o...l.J<.i. i . · I •. le. · c>I :I\ . Jli . 
J ,.s' � ' r--l r' ,.s' .y 

Whosoever says anything about the Quran without 
knowledge41 let him nrnkc his abode in the Fire (of 
Hell). 

THE 'ULAMA AND MONOPOLY 

IN THE FIELD 

2: Some people raise the objection that since the Quran is 
guidance for all mankind, hence every one has a right 
t o  der ive  bene fit f rom i t  accordi<f\g to hi s 
understanding. Its explanations and imerpretations 
cannot be monopolised by the scholars and learned 
ones. 

But this. too is a very superficial and sentimental 
objection that has nothing to do with re;ility. No doubt the 
Quran is the source of guidance for the entire humanity 
but how does it mean that even an illiterate person may 
formulate intricate laws and rulings from it. and that no 
competency is essential for this. This can be understood 
with the help of an example: Suppose an expert lawyer or 
philosopher or doctor writes a hook on his subject, 
obvioulsly it is meant to be of use to the entire mankind. 
If, now, a beginner unaware of the basics of these arts and 
sciences objects that since those hooks were written for the 
benefit of all mankind. why have the experts monopolised 
it. We can only feel sorry for the man. If defining basic 
qualifications for competency tn benefit from a hook is 10 
monopolise the field then no art or science can remain safe 
from the hold of the illiterate and inept. In facr every book 

41: Abu Daud, as referred 10 in Al-llqii'n v2. pl 79. 
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nf art or science is written for the benefit of mankind, but 
!here are only two ways in which a man may gain the
,tdvantage. He may either learn the art or science from
specialises in these fields and devote time and effort to it. 
or if he cannot do so, he may rely on the explanations and 
interpretations of thost: who have spent their lives in
attaining proficiency in them . Anyone who takes a third 
course at the expense of these two is actually unjust to 
himself and to the science or art too. The same applies to
Quran and Sunnah which are a fountain source of guidance
to all mankind. The same two approaches are possible to
gain advantage from them, either one acquires the
knowledge himself through the proper process under
teachers and by devoting time to it, or rely on expl,,mations
and interpretations of those who have given their time for
the sake of this science. This is the principle of learning
applied all over the world. and to call it a Monopoly is
nothing but to ridicule the · Ula ma in a sentimental
outburst. Of all the learnings in the world. are the Quran
and Sunnah alone, an unclaimed field of enquiry, that need
no competence in order to interpret them and anyone who

likes may pass opinions in this matter?

THE 'ULAMA AND THE PAPAL SYSTEM 

3: The same objection is raised by some people in a 
different manner. They say that Papalism is alien to 
Islam. It is a peculiarity of the Christian faith that 
interpretation of the Bible is the exclusive right of the 
Pope and no one else can object to it. Islam has done 
away with the papal system. How then could the rights 
of exegesis of the Quran be reserved for a particular 
section of the people, the 'Ulama? 

This objection is the result of a misconception about 
both the Papalism and scholars of Islam. the 'Ulama. The 
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'Ulama is not a namt: of any particular or specific group 
of people based on colour and cret:d. wealth and propt:rty 
or status and position. nor i� it a regular organisation the 
memhnship of which may he t:sst:ntial to he callt:d a 
rt:ligious scholar. On the contrary. every one having 
specific knowledgt:. wisdom. character and piety is a 
religious scholar irrespt:ctivt: of the place he belongs to. 
the language he speaks and his family background. In this 
way the following clear characteristics distinguish the 
scholars of Islam and Popes of Christianity. 
i) Papalism is the namt: nf a complex religious system 

which is bound to a fixed imernacional organisation. 
It has a large number of offices and posts and the
number of incumbents is limi1ed. Appointment of a
person to every offict: or post is made by a group of 
specified persons and they assign various duties and 
powers to appointees. No one may obtain an
appointment merely. on the basis of his ability.
knowledge. piety or character. Nomination by the
higher authorities is the only way to assume office. 
Unless he has attained an office in the organisation,
he will have no say in any religious matter. however. 
highly placed he may be in religious learning. piety 
and character. The rt:sult is rhar a person who has
attaineed the highest degree of proficiency in religious
sciences cannot challenge the strong hierarchy of the
Church through reasoning and argument. Even if a
selected group of people revolt against their divine
books, their Prophets and their ancestors, nobody
outside the organisation can raise a finger on them.
In  contrast to this. there has never been an

international organisation of '"The Scholars of Islam", 
the 'Ulama. There is no such organisation which 
prohibits expression of veiws to those outside it. and 
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limits authority of its officers and appropriates tO itself 
the right of appointments. Rarher. t!Vt:ry �uch person 
gains fame and becomes entirlt:d tu be called a religious 
scholar an 'Alim, on the basis nf his knowledge. piety, 
devotion and chliracrer. Tl1t: authorities of the Church 
prevail upon their flock with their opinions by virtue of 
tht!ir official status hut a Muslim scholar attains his 
positwn through his knowledge. piety and character. The 
enforced laws of the Church him.I man ro follow them 
hut among rhe Muslims the real decisive force is the 
collective ct>nscience of the U111111oll. The number of 
officers of the Church is limited and once that is attained 
no one is entitled to differ from the decisions of the 
Church. no matter how great a scholar he may be. The 
"Religious Scholars of Is lam". che ·Ulama. have no 
fixed number. Every one can become a scholar once he 
has gone through the process of religious learnings. 
ii) In Papalism the powers of interpretation and exegesis

of religious tenets rest with a single person who is
called the Pope. He is elected by only seventy cardinals
out of millions of followers of that religion. The Pope
is the sole vicegerant of St. Peter, the final authority in
all religious matters. and his interpretations are binding
on every Christian. His word is the Law and even the
greatest scholar has no right to differ from him. His
powers have been defined in Encyclopaedia Britannica
in the following words:
"Hence. in matters of belief and concepts the
Pope, in the capacity of supreme authority enjoys
the same authority and the same infallibility as
the entire Church. In the capacity .of legislator
and judge he enjoys all those powers which the
whole Church has. "42 

42: Encyclopaedia Britannica. Article on Pope vi 8. p222,223. 
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Tum the pages of Islamic history and you will not find 
a single instance of a religious scholar making claim to 
such an absolute authority. 
iii) According to Christian beliefs the Pope is innocent and

infallible when he proclaims ideological rulings. The
Britannica says:
"Hence, the Pope has two distinctive attributes.
One, that whenever, he makes a proclamation
about beliefs, he is infallible and free from errors;
and two he has a sovereign jurisdiction over all the
followers of religion. These two prerogatives that
the Popes have claimed and used since centuries,
have been given a clear constitutional shape in the
Vatican Council of July 1870. "43

As opposed to this. the scholars of Islam are all agreed
that nobody except the Prophets r"j....)1 � can be infallible 
and innocent. Everyone else may err. Hence, the scholars 
of Islam have been commenting on each other with full 
freedom of expression, and this is in practice since the time · 
of the Companions. The result is that even if the greatest 
scholar of Islam errs in interpreting the Quran and Sunnah,

the other 'Ulama censure him and save the Ummah from 
the evil repurcussions. 
iv) Further, the seventy Cardinals that select the Pope and

advise him are all nominated by the Pope himself.
According to Encyclopaedia Britannica:
"Now-a-days the nomination of the Cardinals is
the job of Pope alone. The job is regarded as
complete on the publication of the names selected
by the Pope in secrecy, and it does not require any
other formaJity .... similarly it is not essential for it 

43: Encyclopaedia Britannica v 18, p223 also see the article on 

Infallibility. 
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to be voted or approved by the Sacred College. "44 

Then again these authorities of the Church are not 

appointed only by virture of their ability but several 

regional prejudices prevail in different regions. The 

Encyclopaedia Britannica says: 
"In the United States of America, the Church is 

composed of different groups of every nation in 
the world. But the English speaking nations are in 
majority. Till the middle of 19th century Irish and 

German nations had the maximum quota .... In 
addition, Eastern Catholic nations (i.e. Greek, 

Syrians and Ar menians,) are p resent in a 

considerable ratio. "45 

After this brief introduction if we compare Papalism 

with Islamic scholars we find a world of difference between 

the two. There is no established Organisation of the 

Scholars of Islam, no single person is the superrne authority 
in religious matters, nobody does claim to be innocent and 

infallible, a number is not limited for them to prevent their 

increase in the numbers of the 'Utama, none of the 'Ulama 

is above criticism by the others, no approval required from 

a "Single Person" to attain the scholar status, there is no 

restriction of caste, creed, colour or place for it. In fact the 

history of Islam shows that mostly the Arabs led in the 

political domain but religious scholars were generally from 

non-Arabs and even from the slaves, whom the entire 

Islamic world had acknowledged for their learning, 

knowledge, piety and devotion. Thus it is inost unjust to 
blame the 'Ulama for adopting the Papal system when they 

assert that insight and experience is necessary for speaking 

on the Quran and Sunnah. 
46 

44: Encyclopaedia Britannica v4, p855 on Cardinal. 

45: Ibid vl9, p421 (Roman Catholic Church) 
46: (See on next Page) 
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In fact the religious scil!nce is like the other sciences. 
Just as the verdict of a person on any other art or science 
will not be accepted unless he has attained the concerned 
knowledge from experts in that field and has also gained 
practical experience in it. the interpretation and exegesis of 
the Quran would not be acceptable from a person who has 
not attained knowledge from expert teachers and practised it 
under their supervision. If this is Papalism, then every art 
or science of the world is Papal ism. coo. 

SECOND CAUSE: 

SUBJECTING THE QURAN TO 

ONE'S OWN VIEWS 

The second grave aberrance in connection with the 
exegesis of the Quran is that a person first conceives 
certain ideas in his mind and then attempts to interpret the 
Quran according to those ideas. This has been pointed out 
by Allamah Ibn Taymiyyah. 47 

Irreligious people and those impressed  by the 
philosophy of their time, have from earlier ti';1es, adopted 
the same misleading method for exegesis of the Quran, 
and tried to interpolate the words of the Quran to suit 
their own views. This behaviour does not conform to any 
standard of justice and righteousness in any matter, and ·it 
is cruel to adopt it in connection with the Quran such as 

(Foo1 no1e of Previous page.) 
46: Here we only intend LO poim out the differences between the 

scholars of Islam and Popes. To deal with 1 he merits and 
demcri1s of Papalism is outside the scope of our subject. In fac1. 
the p ropaganda of the Protestants has pointed out to actual 
defects of Papalism they have also made certain unfounded 
allegations only Lo defame the system. But we are not concmed 
with that discussion at this point. (Muhammad TaqT) 

47: Usu! ut TafsTr, Tbn Taymiyyah Maktaba 'llmiyah- Lahore. 
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nothing could be more cruel than this. The Quran has 
declared itself frequencly a honk of "Guidance". 
''Guidance" means "To show the way to a person who has 
lost his descination." Hence. in order to get Guidance 
lrom the Quran it is essential that one should keep his 
mind o p en like the one who d oes not kn ow his 
destination, and his mind is blank. Thereafter, he should 
have faith that the way shown by the Qurii'n will be the 
way for reform and prosperity for him even 1r his limited 
mind cannot reason it. I-le may Lt::11 himsi::lf if he were 
capable he would nor have turned Hi the Quran in the first 
place. When anyone turns towards it with this belief and 
fulfils the required conditions and etiquette necessary for 
getting the "Guidance" of the Quran. he will surely get it 
and achieve his goal. 

Contrary to this. if somebody has predetermined 
concepts in his mind based on lus personal whims and then 
goes through the Quran with this frame of mind it would 
mean that he is not reading the sacred Book of Allah to get 
guidance but only to find support for his personal views. 
Obviously one who relies on his own intellect and does not 
subject it to the Quran hut ! God forbid) suppresses the 
Quran to his intellect. the Qur'iin is not under obligation to 
t.tuide him. Such a person would not get any guidance from 
1he Quran and rather than reach his destination would be 
caught in the labyrinth or waywartlness. IL is for these 
people that the Quran has said: 

I';¥ f: �k'J I';#' � � 
Allah sends many astray thereby; and He guides many 

ll1ereby. (AI-Ba4arah. :?:76) 

Hence the correct methotl of gaining guidance from the 
Quran is to turn towards it like a seeker of Truth after 
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foreeing one's mind of bias and prejudices. One should 
acquire the knowledge required to understand it and then 
seek to interpret it. Then believe like a true believer in 
whatever he learns of the TafsTr. As for the one who cannot 
afford to undergo this process or does not have confidence 
on his personal views, he should rely on the interpretations 
of those who have spent their lives on this study and whose 
insight, piety and character are unquestioned in his eyes. 

THIRD CAUSE 

Being impressed with prevailing Philosophy 

The third great wrong approach in the exegesis of the 
Quran is to turn towards the Quran after being overawed 
by the philosophical and intellectual concepts of the times 
setting them as standard for right and wrong and 
accordingly explaining the Quran. This aberrance is 
actually part of the second cause but we give it  a separate 
classification because in the current era, Western influence 
is playing havoc with our social conduct. 

Jn the history of Islam there have always been some 
people who have felt impressed by the philosophy of their 
times without first acquiring proficiency in the science of 
Quran and Sunnah. The philosophy impressed them to such 
an extent that they became deprived of the ability to think 
independently. When they turned towards the Quran with 
this mind they found much against their ideal philosophy 
and they started interpreting the Quran in that light rather 
than negate their own concepts. They tried to after the 
words of Quran to fit their views. 

The same thing happened when the Greek philosophy 
became popular among Muslims. They studied it without 
first studying the science of the Quran and Sunnah.

Some people who had been overawed by that philosophy 
started to distort the Quranic concepts to accommodate 
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1he Greek Philosophy. Some of them did it sincerely, 
,Ind truly believed that the Greek philosophy could not 
he contradicted and the inherited interpretations of the 
Quran would not be able to face the intellectual 
revolution brought about by the Greek Philosophy. So 
they hoped to accommodate the TafsTr of the Quran to 
Greek ideas, But this was a disfavour to Islam and only 
created an ideological confusion rather than do any real 
service to Islam. It created new sects, such as Mu 'tazilah 

and Jahmiyyah. The result was that the Mu'tazillah 

scholars of Islam who were never impressed by any 
system or new concept brought against Islam. had to 
devote their time to cont radict such people at the 
expense of the religious service. They pointed out to the 
intellectual drawbacks of the Greek Philosophy and thus 
contradicted, with detailed arguments, the deliberations 
of those who were interpolating the meanings of the 
Quran under the influence of this philosophy. Thus. 
debates, discussions and litera ry writings became 
everyday affair, and book-loads of libraries came up 
supporting one view or the other. 

The authentic scholars held that the Quran was not any 
human product hut it comprised the words of the Creator of 
this Universe Who was Aware of the minurest occurences 
in this world. and no one else could be better informed than 
Him about the changing circumstances ol

° 

this world. 
Hence, the teachings of the Quran and the facts it reveals 
are universal, eternal and unchangeahle. As for the laws, 
injunctions and ideologies Lhat may change with the times. 
the Quran has laid down comprehensive principles about 
them to be applicable at all times, and guidance may he 
obtained from them in every environment. But the things 
that are explicitly described by 1he Quran or explicitly 
interpreted by the Holy Prophet � are not affected hy the 
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diangmg time::s. 
Hisrory of science and philosophy testifies that their 

the::ories most of which are not haseu on definite observation 
keep changing i11 different llllles. The:: prevailing theories so 
e::nraptured minds that people were not prepared to listen t() 
anything against those theories. 13ut when fresh findings 
di�proved them they were disgraced and regarded 
outmoded. The same happcned to new concepts that 
replaced the older ones and the successive concepts. This 
has conrinut:d in tht: intellectual history of man and it will 
go on until the search for reality brings him face ro fact: 
with absolute ohservation. Contrary to this. the realities 
towards whil:h the Quran has e.xplicitly guided are 
prt!sented by a Being who sees the entire universe and the 
happenings in it. Therefore. the temporary theories of 
science and philosophy cannot hold against the:: guidance of 
the Quran. If one is impressed by a concept of the moment 
and then tries to mould the Quran according to it. the same 
concept may turn out to he a relic or the days of ignorance, 
and one would feel ashamed to mention it even. 

This resolute stand taken by the determined scholars 
came out to be true. Advancements in Science and 
Philosophy have shattered the theories of the Greak 
Philosophy. Not only many of its natural. basic and 
astronomical concepts lrnve heen proved wrong hut the 
slrucrure of melaphysical concepts raised on their has is has 
also fallen to the ground. Those people whn had been 
impressed by it and tried to mould the Quran and Sunnah 
according to it. if they had heen alive today. would have 
been ashamed and abashed. 

However. it is very surprising thal those who always 
take a narrow approach try. even today. to explain the 
Quran and Swmah, in the frame of th·• weslern mind rather 
than learn from history. They are hent on ignoring the 
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established and accepted principles of exegesis. They strive 
to adopt only one principle and Lha1 1i. to eke our meanings 
in the words of Allah thaL fit the western mind. They do 
not care whose words they are interpolating? They do nm 
give a thought how durable the ideologies are for whose 
sake they play with the words of Allah. 

They do  not worry what  would happen to their 
interpolations once fresh ideas overrun them. 

THE QUESTION OF MIRACLES 

A famous western philosopher disclosed the law of 
Absorption in seventeenth century. a theory about the 
Universe and everything in ir gained Universal popularity. 
This was known as Mechanical Concept nf Lift:. In plain 
language it can be summarised in the words that the entire 
universe is so hound together in the system of Cause and 
Effect that it cannot deviate even a hair's breadth from it. 
For example, the nature of fire is t1, hum. and it is not 
possible to separate this nature from the tire. Hence it can 
never happen that while fire is raging yet it does not burn 
things which it should because of its nature. 

When this view was acknowledge the world over the 
western thinkers began to ridicule every such incident that 
did not follow this rule and came to be called Super 
Natural. and went against their theory of Cause and Effect. 
So they declared as 'Superstition· every thing that did not 
observe natural process. More than the theory the ridicule 
with which they held the Super Natural overawed the 
Revivalists of Islam. When they found that most of tht: 
miracles of the Prophets f)l....l1 � mentioned in the Quran 
do not conform with these theories they began to twist the 
words of the Quran in a manner that these miracles may be 
said to follow natural phenomena rather be irregular and 
deem to be 'Super Natural'. IL would then not attract 
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western ridicule. For instance. it is the nature of Fire 
according to the "Cause and Effect" theory, to burn but the 
Quran asserts that the Fire was cooled <lown when Prophet 
Ibrahim � was thrown into it. Confronted with this 
assertion, some Revivalists of Islam have just denied the 
occurrence of the incident. They played with the words of 
Quran in such a manner that they completely changed the 
meanings of the Quran which no scholar of the Quran and 
Sunnnh could imagine for the last thirteen centuries. Thus. 
Sir Syed Al)mad Khan violated the established consensus of 
the Muslim Ummah and tried to find excuses for his 
interpolation. He writes: 

"In their times (that is the times of earlier 
s cholars of Islam) 'Natural Senses' had not 
developed. There was nothing to tell them of the 
Law of Nature and stop them from erring." 
Hence these causes and similar other causes were 
such that they (the scholars) could not pay due 
attention to these words of the Quran. For 
instance .... there is no conclusive evidence about 
the story of Sayyidina Ibrahim � that he was 
actually thrown into the fire. but they did not 
observe it.48

J3ut the fact is that apart from Prophetic Traditions and 
narrations. the words of the Quran ahout this incident are: 

, �i.; w o -. ·, ... � · ��< ::,, · 2:-. ,i , .. , '.,- �· �-- ,· l\j
) . � r- . � J.,,-a., J �? .,. 

I� f; I'.,)()'., 0 �\? � (.U.:.,) I)°; :J_j 

0 ·. • ' • · UI "G;.;.j
J..: r-"' 

They said "Burn him and help your gods if you must do 
anything." We said: "O Fire! Be you coolness and safety 

48: Muqaddamah TafsTr Quran. Sir Syed Al)rned Khan vi. pl7. 
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for Ibrahim." And they intended a guile against him, but 

We made them the worse losers. (AI-Anhiya. 21: 68-70) 

I� 
,, • '•t' • • ,, J J , 

t 1:,�1;u o �1 .j �·�u u� .J 1�1 1_,Ju 

o :;.µ:.G, ��
They said, "Build for him a building. then cast him into 

Hell-fire.· "So they sought a plan against him, but We 

made them low". (As-i{iina1. 37:97-98) 
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The clear and explicit words of the Quran were 
interpolated only to accommodate Sayyidina Ibrahim's� 
safe emergence from the fire to the prevalent "Natural 
Sense" of the West. Hence for the sake of this "Natural 
Sense", Sir Syed Ahmad Khan and his henchmen not only 
violated all principles of Exegesis of tl1e Quran and gave 
imaginary meanings to their words but also damaged the 
fundamental belief of the bodily resurrection of man, 
declared the realities of Devils, Jinns and Angels as 
superstition and rejected all the miracles of Prophets � 
f'>'-ll. For this purpose. they turned the Quran into a 
collection of poetic allegories and parables. On reading 
their interpretations it seems that instead of narrating the 
incident i n  the lives of the Prophets r'>'-l1 � in its 
simple style, the Quran has presented them in allegoric 
puzzles which were disclosed to the devotees of the West 
for the first time after thirteen hundred years. To clothe 
the explicit words of the Quran with meanings that suit 
them seems to be a sport for them. Countless examples of 
this are found in their exegesis and the purpose of tht:ir 
effort and struggle in this direction in the words of Sir 
Syed A�iamd Khan is as follows. 

"When miracles are considered tO be superhuman 
or 'supernatural' we deny them and consider their 
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occurence as impossible. It is like to betray an oral 
committment and openly declare that there is no 
proof of the occur-ence of such an incidem which 
is supernatural and which is called a Miracle. 
Then, even if we do accept them as within the 
powers of God, it will serve no purpose. 49 

Contrary to this, the view of the scholars of Islam is 
that the occurence of Miracles is not unreasonable. They 
are, of course, uncommon and not regular happenings. 
When Allah wishes to expose the Truth or any of His 
Messengers before the common and illiterate men He 
makes such amazing and uncommon things happen at their 
hands that every one realises that the Messenger is truly 
from Allah. But, because the legal tender in the west is the 
coin of "Natural Sense", Sir Syed felt shy of admitting it as
did his henchmen. 

It was about that time that the authority of Allah was 
manifesting itself. Earlier theories were being proved 
wrong in the light of new researches and Einstein had laid 
the foundation of his Theory of Relativity which had turned 
the tables on the previous scientific theories. The drums of 
Atomic science were beaten loud and clear on the basis of 
this theory in the twentieth century and the Laws of Gravity 
and Cause and Effect were rejected which in turn put an 
end to the discussion on the difference between Natural and 
Supernatural. A great and widely acclaimed scientist of the 
present time, Sir Arthur Eddington writes: 

Scientific researches do not· indicate an intrinsic 
constituent and inseparable quality or suhstance 
and nature of things. so

49: TafsTr ul Qurani Sir Syed AIJmcd Khan v I. p I 0. 
50: Eddington: The Nature of Physical world. p303. Adopted from 

Mazhab and Science by Mawlana · Abdul BarT Nadwi p86. 
Lahore 1976. 
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In Lhis way an important rt:sult nf t:limination of Law of 

MoLiviLy in the extrinsic world is that there is no more an 

apparent distinction heLween natural and supt:rnaturnl. 

How this great revolution occurred in tht: scientific 

rules'? The answer is provided in the writings of a 

renowned scientist of modern times Sir Jame� Jeans: 

The great seventeenth century achievement o f  

Galileo and Newton was n:cognised that change. 

alteration or creation of every subsequent thing is 

the inevitable result of its past state so much so 
that the history of the entire expanse of narurc, 

upto its end point is the essential and inevitable 

rt:sult of its beginning as it was on the first uay. 

The essential consequence of this conct:ption was 

the movement which understood the emire matt:rial 

world as a machine. This state nf affairs co11tinut:d 

rill the end of the nineteenth century, and 1he solt: 

objective of natural scienc� came to convert and 

transform the universe into mechanics. 

It was in the last momhs l)f the ninetet:nth cemury 

that Max Plank of Berlin laid the foundation of 

Quantum Tht:ory which ,.kvelopc::d inw a univc::rsal 

principle of modern physics. and later on initimed a 

new era replacing The Mechanical era ot' Science. 

Initially. tht: theory of Plank dill 1101 reveal that in 

the Universe of Nature the process of continuity 

ext_�ts. But in 1917 Einstein asserted that Plank's 

theory  in fac1 he ars great revolu t ionary 

consequences and in rhe words of James Jenns: 

This theory will replace the law of Caust: and 

Effect which wa� consi dered thui. far as  a 

Universal guiding principle. It was a determined 

and unshaken theory of scit:nce until now that 

Nature cannot take a single step out of tile laws of 
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cause and effect�- Afrer the cause 'A'. the effect of 
'B' should inevitably follow. But now the  
discoveries 111 science suggest rhar although there 
are several possible effect� of 'A' in the form of 
'B', 'C' or 'D', yet it is also true that the 
possibility of 'B' following 'A' is greater than of 
'C' or 'D' appearing after 'A'. 

James Jeans theorarised that except for this probability 
or 5trong assumption. occurence of any so-called effect 
after a so-called cause can neither be established with 
certainty nor be predicted: 

Rather This is a mauer which lies on the knees of gods 
whatever gods there may he.51

In short. the science that devolped in the light of atomic 
resarches completely replaced the older notions that 
attributes can never be separated from the things of this 
universe. for instance the quality or nature of tire to burn 
other things. To day. science states that while fire does 
burn things and there is a strong prnbability that it will heat 
and hum, yet if ever it happens otherwise it would neither 
be against intellect nor the scientific rules, Hence, the 
scientists of today can at the most plead ignorance about 
miracles but cannot deny them as impossible in principle. 
This is perhaps why western people are turning towards 
things which they used to call Superstition by considering 
them Supernatural. The trend has gone to the extent that 
regular faculties for learning magic are being established in 
some universities of the West. 

It has always been with tht: modernists that thi:y 
promptly conform their opinion in line with the general 
thinking of the times, and build thereof a whole structure of 

51: "Mysterious Universe" hy James kans pp27 to32 adopted from 
'M;izhab and Science hy Mawl.111:1 ·Ahul Bari Nadwi pp83-85. · 
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ideas and thoughts without investigating the matter 
thoroughly. The same has happened in connection with the 
Miracles that at a time when Sir Syyed Al.unad Khan and 
his henchmen were declaring them as impossible although 
the general western attitude was to reject them, yet all 
scholars of science and philosophy had not toed in with 
Hume and Huxley in rejecting them. There were a large 
number of renowned scientists who believed in the 
Miracles. notably Newton, Freud. Simpson. Kelon and 
Lister. The famous German scientist Lotze has written 
several articles in support of Miracles and proved that 
miracles are in no way against common sense or science.52 

The extracts of scientists quoted in the preceding lines 
have not been presented in support of the truthfulness of the' 
Quran because the Truth of Quran is independent of such 
support. It was True when the scief!tists were making fun of 
the supernatural events and it is True even today when the 
scientists themselves admit the possibility of supernaturals. 
If the scientific concepts change again tomorrow, its Truth 
will remain unaltered. We have presented these quotations 
only to emph asize how weak and undurable was the 
foundation of those who had tried to fashion the exegesis of 
the Quran in line with prevailing concepts. They had tried 
to measure i n  the temporary scale a discourse the 
knowledge of which encompasses all fields of past and 
future and before which every human effort is no more than 
a child's play. 

52: Encylopaedia Britannica pp587. 588. 1950, Arcicle on Miracles 
The writer Alfred E Garvie has discussed exhauscively chc need 
and possibility of miracles. He has asserted that miracles in no 
way defy intellecc or science. The following books on this subject 
are worLh reading: (I) Siratun Nabi v3pl 17 ecc. 'Abdul Bari 
Nadwi. (2) Mauqaful • Aql wai'nm wal 'Aalam. Shaikh Mustafa 
$abri Bek. (3) Islam aur Mu'jizar. Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad 
'Uthmani ,Js. .ii, a-;, 
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Hence, instead of subjecting the Quran to our own 
concepts, we must seek true guidance from it. It should be 
read as it was read by the Prophet � and his Companions 
� Jw ..111 �J rather than through the spectacles of 
current concepts. Instead of being overawed by the 
prevalent thoughts, we must use those principles in 
interpreting the Quran on natural and re asonable 
principles of exegesis. We must present to the world with 
complete Faith and self confidence whatever is established 
conclus ively instead of being shy and hesitant. T he 
prevailing concepts may he altogether against it. yet the 
Quran is Ture and if prosperity is the fate of humanity it 
will ultimately reach this Truth even after a thousand 
stumbling steps. 

AGAINST REASON OR OBSERVATION 

In this connection. a mental confusion may arise if we 
follow rhe established principles and continue co attribute to 
the Quran is against clear observation. If we insist on the 
existing interpretation of the Quran. it would amount to 
attributing to Allah that which have heen disproved by 
absolute and unfailing observation. 

rt should be understood that the exegesis on originating 
from the Prophet � or consensus of the Companions has 
never been proved Lo be against intellect or sound 
observation. Scientific research and discoveries have gone 
through hundreds of changes over the last fourteen 
centuries but no authentically proved exegesis of the Quran 
ever went against observation. Since Quran is word of 
Allah and the Prophet Muliammad � was sent tO interpret 
it through his words and deeds, every interpretation given 
by him is in accordance with the guidance of Allah. and 
hence it can never go against sound reason and clear 
observation. 
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However. there are two ways of committing an error 
in this matter. 
I: Those people who are impressed easily by prevailing 

concepts make haste in declaring a thing as ·Against 
reason'. This is an established fact that every thing 
that is astonishing cannot be against reason, nor can 
every such thing be called impossible the causes of 
which have not been understood. Such a thing may be 
caJled improbable, extraordinary or astonishing, but 
to call it impossible is itself unreasonable. lt is 
beyo�d comprehension of a man who is unfamiliar 
with science or technology, how a wireless set carries 
the voice of a person thousands of miles away. A 
villager may refuse to accept this fact if he is told of 
it. But this does not make hearing that sound against 
reason or impossible. Some commentators do not 
keep this in view when writing an exegesis of the 
Qur'an, and term every such thing against reason or 
impossible as may just be astonishing or at the most 
against habit or improbable, while confirmation of 
such things in the Quran should not be surprising. 
We have explained in the beginning of this book that 
Wat,y (Divine Revelation) towards the Prophets 
begins at the point where intellectual power fails. The 
real purpose of Wa?1y and Prophethood is to tell man 
that which he could not fathom merely by his 
intellect. Hence. without the agency of Wat,y and 
Prophethood, human reasoning and intellect could 
never have perceived the realities of Resurrection and 
the Hereafter, accountability and reckoning, Paradise 
and Hell. Angels and so on. If on the other hand, 
these things could have been known by intellect alone 
there was no need to send Prophetsr'.)I...J1 � and 
divine revelations and scriptures to them. Hence, if 
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we believe in Wa[iy and Prophethood, we shall also 
have to be! ieve that through them we would know 
many such things as could not be known through 
intellect and reason alone. 

When it is agreed that confirmation of such facts in the 
Quran and l;ladith is essential in relevance to their subject, 
we cannot reject an established interpretation merely 
because it is astonishing unless it is factually against reason 
and impossible. But no such thing has yet been traced in the 
established interpretations o f  the Quran as may be 
impossible or against reason, nor would it happen until the· 
Last Day. Further details in this connection will be 
discussed in the next chapter on "Principles of Exegesis." 
2: The othtr error sometimes made is that although an 

existing interpretation of the Qur'an is not certain 
either in the context of the Quran or from an authentic 
saying of the Prophet � or from a consensus of the 
Ummah y'et such an exegesis becomes so popular 
among the people that they regard it as certain and 
final interpretation. When such an interpretation is later 
proved wrong through sound reasoning or observation 
some ignorant people continue to insist on them, and 
some others suppose that likewise, the Quran itself or 
its established interpratation may also be wrong. 
Hence, on such occasions we must see to what degree 
such an interpretation belongs and we must not 
consider it as final only on the basis of its general 
popularity. 

The subject has been further discussed in detail under 
the "Principles of Exegesis" as to what should be the 
correct way to be adopted when it is an apparent 
contradiction between the reasoned and recorded 
arguments? 
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FOURTH CAUSE: 

MISUNDERSTANDIG THE QURANIC SUBJECT 

The fourth wrong committed in the exegesis of the 
Qur'an is that the subject of the Quran is not correctly 
understood. People try to find such subjects in it as are 
outside its narrations. For instance, some people tax their 
brain to prove all scientific and physical realities and laws 
from the Quran. They think that Quran will be defective if 
these scientific realities could not be proved from it. So 
they sit down sincerely to prove scientific facts from the 
Quran and to this end do not hesitate to attribute wrong 
mean.ings to the words of the Quran. The fact is that 
science is not the real subject of the Quran. Mention of 
realities of this universe, whenever found in the Quran, has 
come up as a secondary subject. Thus, if we find a 
scientific fact mentioned in the Quran, we must believe in 
it. But, to try to deduce a scientific fact or rule from it is 
akin to finding details of Jaw in books of medicine. 

The Quran is not vague or ambiguous on its purpose 
but it has clarified in many verses the purpose of its 
revelation. For instance, the following verses need attention 
in this context, 

!, , .,. ) � ' � , 
· ' :Jli .., • " 0 '. • • �\5" '• · ..UI •. ' • <; \;. '..liif ,. <$� � . , J J>' , if r . 

' . . 

, �J I 
, 

J1 ,, 11- 11 , • ·,, ·.,, u:_i1 ,,,,__ ·�r ·. , -:1
: . p \4.l.,l2J if r-P-" �J r ..r.- .... r ! C:,' 

0 '.:• L .l,\' Ji • • •" ...;11.., • :I\ 
� • ff � ��) ,, ;� !r' 

Indeed there has come to you from Allah a Light 

and Book manifest, whereby Allah guides those who 

follow His good pleasure into che ways of peace, 

and brings them out from the depths of darkness 
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into light by His decree, and guides them to the 

straight way. (Al-Ma'idah, 5: 15-161

� ��\ Ji,f� 
,')';£; 01 �) 

0 People of the Book! Now there has come to you Our 

Messenger, making things clear to you, after an interval 

(of cessation) of the Messengers lest you should say 

"There has not come to us any bearer of glad tidings, 

nor any warner." Indeed there has come to you now a 

bearer of glad tidings and a warner. (AI-M:i'idah. 5:19)

, ,,.. ,, k,J J ''6 .. 
o-::,· �1-_,__, w ". -·< L.., • Cl!� 

� .. .... r-- ·�

And We have revealed to you (0 Prophet) the Book with 

the truth, confirming that which was before it of the 

Book. and a guardian thereof. So judge between them 

according to what Allah has revealed and follow not 

1heir caprices by forsaking the truth that has come to 

you. To every (people) We have appointed a law and a 

way (of ritual). And if Allah had willed, He would have 

surely made you all a single community; but (He willed 
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otherwise) that He migh1 try you in what He gave you. 

So outstrip one another in virtuou s deeds. To Allah is 

the return of all of you. so He will then inform you of 

that wherein you used to differ. (AI-Ma'idah. 5:48)

O -. • '.- 'i1 '1· -. ·,_; =· :r ..:.,GUI J a:'. �k-� .r.-' ...r-:- •. .) . • , ). . . 

And thus do We explain the revelations in detail. that 

the way of the sinners may be shown up clearly. 

(AI-An .. iim. 6:55) 

• -- �):.G • · • <· w WI '\ .:1 :..,� (.? � .J"1. •• <J)' • ' 

o -. '. '•'. it •<.)' � r-'- tS .r , ., 

This is a Book revealed to you (0 Prophet) let there be 

no impediment in your heart therefr om - that you may 

warn thereby (the disheli evcrs). and this is an 

admonition to the Believers. (AI-A'raf. 7: I) 

J • J '""' ,,. J ; � :;. �? ;,s-;� ::it �Jt 
0 ':)' ' ' • � • <��,- \' ':�:,- . <'' .21 r->" .r �J .,......,_Jr;, ., 

Do you wonder that admonition should come to you 

from your Lord through a man from among you. that he 

may warn you. and that you may fear (Allah) and that 

you may be shown mercy? (AI-A'raf'. 7:63) 

0 ":J'A'y. 
These are verses (ayat) of rhe Wisc Book. A guidance 
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and a mercy for the good-doers. who establish the �alah 

and pay the Zakah. and of the Hereafter they are 

convinced. (Lu4111a11. 31:1-4) 

S, ,,. ,,.. .. , ,, , ' • ... • ..i.; •. • • ' \j{ L,o t' - . ..i..:.:;J �- •. • -:_ I\ , ' ' I', �\' ·' \
!- ..:..r- r-"' .,, ), . .) .x ...,- Y' ..r- ? 

, � , -
O 0' '.·' ._ '.1:1 � '."' · .,� r,-- , . .x 

The revelation of the Book. therein is no doubt, is from 

the Lord of the worlds. or do they say, .. He has forged 

it?" Nay. it is the Truth from your Lord (0 Prophet) that 

you may warn a people to whom no warner came before 

you, that they may be guided. (As-Sajdah. 32: 1-3) 

,.. """ ,L ., ,.. ,,., , • ., 
• ,,,

'' · • "•G1 , .1;1 t. t· - , .d o . • I\ ·' ::.11 ·1� ··•
� r-"'., . ), .,, ), - F" .J' !r c.Y-!' 

0 �:,4\i-
(This Quran) is a revelation of the Mighty, the Merciful, 

that you may warn a people whose fathers were not 

warned, so they are heedless. (Ya-sTn. 36:5-6) 

:; • l , • , • ,,. ,.,_ ... .J:; 

0 ', '�I � � .JJI .W.u • .:_ IL, ��\ WI LJ'.·f \.iiJ. - , . ...,.....,_ . , -• )' • - - , 

Surely We have revealed to you (0 Prophet) the Book 

with truth, so worship Allah, keeping your faith 

sincerely to Him. (Az-Zumar. 39:2) 

, . - ' ,,. . '
I 
' , ...... - I' 

•. -- , :11 ·, -B i:,-- Li· • w, G-.' r w£..:..r-., cS r r J, -:.r J' . � • ., - .,
•• � .•.. .w �- u , .. I � �J' ,., . -J p1 rY- );;:, iJ .,;

o !�:· I\ J �;:,
And thus We have revealed ta you an Arabic Quran that 
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you may warn the mother-town. and those around it. and 
that you may warn of the Day of Gathering, whereof !here 
is no doubt. (when) a pany will be in the Garden, and a 
party in the blazing Fire. (Ash-Shum. 42:7) 

, ' .... ., <# ; � 

0 '0' .-•. ' ;\ .:..;.- - :.v: W '•c.....; 
.P.fl r.,..., ) ) .s ) ..r . .r. .

. -

Then We established you (0 Prophet) on a Shariah 
(Open way) of (Our) Command; so follow ii. and follow 
1101 the caprices of those who know not. Surely they 
cannot avail you of anything against Allah. and surely 
the evildoers are friends of one another: and Allah is the 
Friend of the G od-fearing. This (Qufan) is an 
enlightenment for mankind. and a guidance and a mercy 
for people who are convinced. CAI-Jmhiyah. 45: 18-20) 

,• 

,, , ,,. .. , . . :, , J�\. ,,._,.- .,,._,� ·.·,, .. ···- ..... - - '.ill"-'�
- r-i-!.,..,) I"""'.) Y" � r-' r-i-!) J � ,j!., .) Y" ' ' 

, ... :., 
,. I "' • 

11· :..: ' "�·� ' ' - .Jj\ . ,.::.u,, �-.) \1J1 <�,.r,-< .:.r J • - .:.r to! (,?� - '-" - J"' -

0 ;1-:.. :X � Lo.i :Ji,

AUah has (now) sent down the most excellent discourse, a 
Book alike throughout. oft-repeating (its teachings.) 
whereat shiver the skins of those who fear their Lord, 
then their skins and their hearts soften to Allah's 
remembrance. This is Allah's guidance He guides with it 
whomsoever He will. And he whom Allah sends astray, 
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there is no guide for him. 1Az.-Zu11wr. 39:23) 

These are just a few examples. and if one ponders over 
them it wiJI be clear that the real purpose of the Quran is to 
exhort man to prepare for the Hereafter. and to teach him 
to pass this life in accordance witl1 the will of Allah. Then 
whatever it narrates of the historical facts or references of 
the Universe and galaxies are all meant to support and 
affirm the same basic theme. Hence. if we do not find a 
p<ipular scientific fact in it. it should neither surprise us nor 
is anything wrong in it because that is not the theme of the 
Quran. Similarly. if there be no mention of a past or future 
event. there should be no objection because it is not a book 
of history. However the Quran describes here and there 
some incidents by way of lesson and admonition. This 
answers the objection of those non-Muslims who ask why 

the Quran does not refer to the arcs and sciences through 
which material advancement has been attained by the 
Western countries? It also removes the misunderstanding of 

those who ·�y to somehow prove scientific theories or laws 
from the Quran to cope with these objections. Such an 
attempt is like looking into a Law Book for a formula to 
make an atom bomb and an attempt by some other people 
to extract the theory of atom by distorting the legal 
phraseology of the book. Obviously. these other people are 
foolish if they attempt to discover the theory in a Law 
book. Similarly, if some one objects to the absence of 
scientific and engineering theories. it is foolish to distort 
the words of the Quran to somehow extract those theories 
or laws from it. The correct answer to the objection is that 
the Quran is neither a book of science or engineering nor 

material advancement is its theme. because a man can find 
that out through his intellect. wisdom, experiments and 
observations. That is why Allah has left it to man to 
investigate about these things. The Quran has as its theme 
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only what cannot be conceived through intellect and 
reasoning alone, but Divine guidance in the form of Wa?1y 
is essential for them. Thus, man has attained heights in the 
field of Science and Technology through his intellect. 
thinking, experiments and observations. But he could not 
progress in Faith and Belief, purity of heart and soul. 
goodness of character and deeds, devotion in worship and 
preparedness for the Hereafter. These things are not 
possible without the Wa(iy fr9m Allah and are therefore. 
subjects of the Quran. Man cannot attain them in spite of 
his excellences of intellect and thinking, nor can they be 
attained unless guidance from the Quran is sought with 
sincerity. 

We do not mean to say it is wrong to deduce a scientific 
fact from the Quran. We also admit that there is a mention 
of scientific realities in the Quran as a passing reference, 
hence, if we find any explicit scientific fact in the Quran, 
there is nothing wrong in narrating it. But one must avoid 
the following errors in this connection: 
I: Any scientific reality mentioned in the Quran is only in 

passing. Its real object is to reflect on the supreme 
authority of Allah and to strengthen the Faith. Hence, 
it is totally wrong to consider the Quran as a source of 
information on science. 

2: Where no information of a scientific subject is found it 
would be wrong to distort the words of the Quran to 
accommodate scientific facts into it. This is well 
understood by means of the following example: 

When the scientists said that the Earth was stationary 
ancl other planets were revolving round it, some people 
tried to prove this theory from the Quran, and cited the 
following verse: 
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Who made this earth a fixed abode. (An-Naml. 27:61)

Those people pleaded that the word (fixed abode) 
denoted that the Earth was stationary. However. Quran only 
recalls the blessing of Allah that man lives on this earth 

restfully rather than be unstable on it. and has no trouble in 

sitting or lying down or moving about on it. Obviously, 
this blessing of Allah has nothing to do with the movement 
or not of the Earth. But. in fact. the blessing is bestowed 
on man irrespective of whether the earth is stationary or 

moving. Hence trying to prove from this verse that the 
Earth is stationary is uncalled for and an unnecessary 

introduction of new meaning into it. 

Later on, when science advanced the theory of Rotation 
of Earth as opposed to its being stationary. some people 
again occupied themselves in finding proof for that in the 

Qurian, and the following verse was presented as an 
argument: 

,. � , ., ,. ; . ., ..__,G.:.j\., .,_ - • •  :i...G.- ,-.·- �' -,w, ---
-. .r" r-' 1$') - . -.-,-. u ·; cS ,J') 

And you shall see the mountains - you think them 

firmly fixed - passing away as the passing a)',lay of the 

clouds.... (An-Naml. 27:88) 

These people translated the word (.,.;) as referring to 

earth (feminine noun in Arabic) while it refers to mountains 

(and is the female singular of the plural noun mountains). 

On this basis they advocated that this verse described 
the movement of the Earth because the movement of 
mountains in fact means the movement of Earth. The 
context of the verse shows clearly that it pertains to the 

happenings of the Last Day. The verse simply means that 

the seemingly unmoving mountains shall (on the Last Day) 
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be floating in the atmosphere like the clouds. 
The fact is that the Quran is silent on the subject of 

rotation of Earth and there is no mention of it in the entire 
Quran, because this is not part of its theme. We cannot 
prove or disprove movement of the earth from the Quran. 

Hence, whichever view is adopted in the light of scientific 
arguments, the Quran does not interfere; it poses no danger 
to Faith and Religion either way. 

It should be noted here that often sincere attempts are 
made to show that the Quran narrates scientific facts and 
the intention generally is to convince the non-Muslims that 
the discoveries which they had made after hundreds of 
years have already been foretold in the Quran. But if this is 
done by violating the principle of exegesis, it is not being 
friendly to the Quran. When they were trying to prove 
through the Quran that Earth is stationary they considered 
it a great service to the Quran, but if it was universally 
accepted that the Quran speaks of a stationary Earth, what 
effect this would have had when science changed its views 
and said the earth rotates? Hence, only those things about 
science can be attributed to the Quran which are explicitly 
proved in it; but those not clearly mentioned in the Quran 
cannot be attributed to it. It was wrong to do so in the past, 
and it is wrong even today. 53 

53: See also al lntibahat al-Muridah and Hallul lntibahat. fourth 
intibah. v2. pp 27-46. by Mawlana Ashraf Ali Thanvi printed at 
Delhi. 





CHAPTER-3 

SOME IMPORTANT PRINCIPLES 

OF EXEGESIS 

As has been stated already, exegesis of tht: Quran and 
deduction of laws and commands from it form part of a 
very vast subject. Jn order to fully understand.its principles 
a knowledge of Arabic language and literature, its grammar 
and composition, lfadith and Jurisprudence are essential. 
All these principles cannot be discusst:d in this hook. The 
science of Principles of Jurisprudence comprises mostly the 
principles of deducing the Laws and Commands from the 
Quran. It is essential for anybody wishing to acquire a 
detailed knowledge of this science, to learn it from the 
experts in this field. In these pages. however we wish to 
mention some of the broad principles of the exegesis of the 

Quran that can be understood without a thorough 
proficiency in the science of principles of jurisprudence. 
These are  the principles which if ignored, cause 
misunderstandings and sometimes a divergence into the 
wrong. These are not all the principles of exegesis of the 
Quran but are some selected discussions on this subject 

according to the need of the present times. 
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1: THE NOBLE QURAN AND 

ALLEGORIC MEANINGS 

Sometimes a word is used not in its literal sense but in 
allegorical sense. For example. the real meaning of the word 
"lion'' is "a wild carnivorous animal" but sometimes it is 
also used in the meaning of "a brave man". For instance, 
"Richard, the lion-hearted" does not mean that Richard had 
the heart of lion in his body, but that Richard was a brave 
person. Similarly, many other words are used in a certain 
context where the literal meanings do not apply but a 
proverbial reference is made. This style is employed in the 
Quran too. This does not mean however, that everyone is at 
liberty to give to a Quranic word a literal meaning or an 
allegorical meaning as he chooses. The scholars of Islam 
have framed an appropriate rule on which then: is a general 
consensus. We must understand the rule here. The rule is 

that in the first place the literal meaning of a word of the 
Quran would apply, and the proverbial or allegoric meaning 
would be adopted only when the literal meaning cannot be 
adopted due to a sound reason. Where there is no such 
reason, the proverbial meaning shall not apply. Following are 

the situations which serve as sound reasons for this purpose. 
I: Reason or unfailing observation may show that the 

literal meaning does not tit. A detailed discussion will 
follow when the next principle on Reason and the 
Quran is discussed. 

2: The literal meanings of a sentence may have become 
obsolete from proverbial or allegoric point of view. 
For instance. it has been said about the unbelievers 

So little is that they believe. (Al-8a4arah. 2:88) 

The literal meaning of the wo, d J:li is small, little or 
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not big, but in this sentence in a proverbial use it does not 
mean "they believe but only a little", but it means "they 
do not believe at all" and in this way the word J.,li is 
proverbially used in the negative sense. The English word 
'few' or 'little' has the same implication. 
3: The style of the Quranic phrase may not allow for the 

literal meaning to be read. For instance, the Quran 
says, 

'. .,, """ ... .,..... 
., 

� �(:.. :;.) �� �l:1 ::;..; 
So let him who wills believe, and let him who will, 

disbelieve. (AI-Khaf. 18:29) 

The exact literal meanings of these words would be that 
(God forbid) this is a permission from Allah to man to 
believe or disbelieve as he chooses. But further on it is said 

, � ., ., , ,.,; 

I' L; -. • -llklJ L;:0-1 L;i 
) i..r-:-';. , • 

Surely we have prepared for the evildoers a lire ... 
(AI-Kahf. 18:29) 

These words make it obvious that the verse does not 
permit man to choose belief or disbelief at his will, but that 
after having known the consequences of either path, man is 
at liberty to remain in the state of disbelief or adopt the 
way of belief. In the former instance he would face the 
torment of Hell and in the later case he will receive the 
pleasure of Allah. 54 

Except for the above situations it will not be correct to 
interpret any word in its proverbial sense in preference to 
its literal sense. This is an accepted principle and it is 

54: In order to avoid a detailed discourse in the meanings, we have 
used simple words to outline the principle, A detailed discourse 
may be seen in the Books of fiqh notably Bayc;tawis "UsµI aur us 
Ki sharah and 'Abdul ·Azfa Af-Najari's." Kashf al-Asrar. 
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unquestionable that it is reasonable too. If a free hand is 
allowed to choose proverbial sense in the words of Allah, 
no verse of the Quran will escape interpolation in its 
m e a n i n g s ,  a n d  e v e r y  b o d y  wou l d  i m p o s e  h i s  
self-conceived ideas o n  the Quran o n  che plea that 
proverbial meanings of the words or phrases apply. 

The matter is not limited only to literal and proverbial 
meanings. Sometimes tht!re may be more than one literal 
meaning of a word or a sentence. In such a situation the 
rule is that the meanings which are nearest. more explicit 
and readily understood shall be adopted. Distant or hidden 
meanings shall not be adopted unless any of the above 
mentioned stituation exists in rejecting the nearest 
meanings, or these other meanings are known to have beeu 
applied by the Prophet �-

Thus • Allamah Badruddin Zarkashi � .111 �; has said: 

Js- J.-:-JI � <_r'-\11 .y �\ w..1.>-\.:; � JI L..,...1,-\ 

J:,,JI .:; y �\ Y' .>1_,.JI 0\ Js- J:l.> t � .)I °'y\ _,,,.LkJI 

(The likelihood of more than one meaning of che text 
of the Quran is) first, when one meaning is more clear 
than the other so only such clear meanings will be 
applied except there be a reason to prefer the rare 
meaning to the apparent. In the latter case. the rare 
meaning will be chosen.ss 

This principle is so self-evident and reasonable that one 
cannot ignore it even in the common human discourses, to 
say nothing of the words of Allah. If this is ignored, it will 
not be possible to understand the other person's speech in its 

55: Al-Burhan Ii 'Uloom ul Quran v2, pl 67. 
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true perspective. Suppose a man reaches the Railway station 
and asks his servant "Go and buy the ticket." If now this 
servant goes and brings the Postage stamp instead of a 
Railway Ticket, he would be called a stupid person although 
both possibilities existed in the word "Ticket". 56 But it was 
the stupidity of the servant that instead of adopting the 
nearest and more apparent meanings he adopted the distant 
and inevident meanings. Similarly, if the ruler of a town 
orders an engineer to have a canal dug up at a particular 
place so that the surrounding area may be fertile, but the 
engineer builds a school claiming that the ruler meant so and 
in support of his view presents references from great writers 
and poets that they have used the word "canal" (/) 
allegorically in the meaning of "education institution". what 
would people say of such an engineer? He will be considered 
an insane person because his interpretation can only be 
correct if there exists a valid argument against the use of its 
literal meaning which does not exist here. 

Some people have fallen a prey to grave aberrances in 
the exegesis of Quran ignoring this principle. In olden 
times a group of renegades existed by the name of 
Qaramitah or Ba�iniyyah. They had built the entire 
structure of their religion in that they gave strange and 
rather funny meanings to every word of the Quran. Thus 
they claimed that in the ·Quran '$alah' means 'submission 
to the leader' (Bafini leader), 'I;lajj' means 'visit to their 
leader and service to him', $aum (Fasting) means 'To 
abstain from disclosing the secrets of their leader' 
'Fornication' means 'disclosing a secrect of the Batini
People'57 The 'Staff of Musa' means 'Victory of Musa' �nd 

56: Actually Ibis example is given in Urdu and the word iicket is 
used in Urdu for postage stamp also. 

57: Al-Farq baynel firq�Abdul Qahir al-B:ighdadi al-Asfaraine, p296. 
Curo. 
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the 'Shade of clouds' means 'Establishing their Rule.'58

In the present time also there have been several authors 
who have defied this rule and dangerously stumbled in the 
path of exegesis. For instance, on the basis of a cursory 
knowledge of western philosdophy in the beginning of 
nineteenth century some Modernists rejected all such things 
out of Islamic beliefs that were described by the Westerners 
as "Superstitions." To ·achieve that they made. such 
interpolations in the Quran that one shudders at  the 
thought. In this way they have labelled about half the 
Quranic verses as allegorical, metaphors and parables .. For 
instance, the Qurao has described, at several places, the 
creation of Sayyidina Adam �. the prostration of angels 
before him, and the transgression of Iblis. But since at that 
time Darwin's theory of Evolution was becoming· very 
popular in the West, and some incomplete information 
about it were being received in India also, those Modernists 
claimed that the story of Sayyidina Adam � angels, and 
Iblis described in the Quran is simply a parable, otherwis,. 
they have never really existed. Hence Sir Sayyed Ahmad 
Khan has written; 

"By the word Adam is not meant the particular 
being whom the people and the Mullahs of the 
mosque call Father Adam, but by it is meant the 
mankind. "59

He further writes: 
Four parties are named in this incident, Firstly 
Gods60 secondly the Angels (that is, angelic traits), 
thirdly Iblis or Satan (that is, beastlly traits), 
fourthly Adam (that is, mankind which is a 

58: AI-Milal wan Na!)!, Shabristani, v I, p334. 
59: TafsTr-ul-Qurin by Sir Sayyed Al;uned Khan v I, p48. 
60: It is consoling that he has not given an allegorical meaning 10 

God as he has done to the other three names (in brackets). 
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composite of .all these traits and includes men and 
women both.) The purpose of the story is to 
describe human nature by means of h�man facultr 
of expression." 

417 

The question arose that the Quran has stated about the 
angels that they remain busy 

1
in praising and glorifying 

Allah. How is it so? In reply Sir Sayyed writes. 
J I 

"Whatever traits describe the task to keep on 
doing the same task, and this is their praise and, 
glorification. The fa.culties of sleep, speech, 
burning, flowing, freezing cannot do anything 
other than inducing sleep, speech, burning, 
flowing and freezing respectively.'' 

The question then arose what was meant by Adam's 
abode in Paradise, eating from the forbidden tree, and his 
descent from there to the earth? Note the jugglery of 
"Allegory and Parable" in reply to this question: 

"Right from the beginning we do not consider 
this story of Adam and Jb!Ts as a real story, but 
just an expression of human nature in its own 
language. Hence, the stay of man in Paradise is 
an expression of a sta�e of his nature when he 
was not bound to any Do's and Don'ts .... And 
his going near the Forbidden Tree and eating its 
fruit denotes the state of his nature when he 
became bound from that boundless state. The use 
of the word Descent is nor specific for change of 
place alone. "61 

The question still arose that lbl is refused to go in 
prostration because he was created out of fire and Adam 
out of dust, what could it mean? 

"Describing the be�stly traits as creation from fire 
is exac tly an expression of their nature of 

61: TafsTr ul-Quran, Sir Sayyed Atunad Khan.vi, pSJ. 
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originating from internal and external heat." 
In the words of Sir Sayyed the whole incident is 

summarized as under: 
''This Trait of mankind has been described by God 
in the metaphor of Garden, hence the entire nature 
has qeen described in the same metaphor of 
Garden. 'Tree' means reaching the age of 
maturity, eating the fruit is cognition of good and 
bad. covering the body with tree leaves is man's 
concealing his evils. But mankind was not allowed 
to reach the fruit from the Tree of Paradise, which 
proved that his is a mortal existence and not an 
eternal existence. "62

We do not feel the necessity of any scholastic review on 
these excerpts. 63

Just go through the story of Adam and Iblis in the 
Quran and try to collaborate it with these interpolations and 
it will become quite clear what absurdities have been 
attributed to the Quran just by ignoring the established 
principles about discriminating the real from the allegoric. 

Similarly, the Quran is full of descriptions about the 
blessings of Paradise. The picturesque gardens, green and 
colourful atmosphere. flowing rivers, elegant houses, 
beautiful and pure companions, delicious foods and fruits 

62: TafsTr ul-Quran. Sir Sayyed Al.unad Khan. v l. pl59. 
63: However. it has just reminded us of a famous leader of 

Ba\iniyyh. named Ubaidullah bin Al-Hasan AI-Qirwani who had 
written to one of his followers, • I make lhe bequest that you cast 
doubts and suspicions in the minds of people about the Quran. 
Torah, Zabur and InjTI. invi1e them towards rescission of all 
religious laws. and erase the concept of Hereafter. Resurrection 
and Doomsday. Angels in the sky and Jinns on the earth. I 
further will !hat you invite people to the belief that there had 
been many a mankind that existed even before Adam. because 
this will help you to prove this world as immortal." 
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have been mentioned in countless verses. But according to 
Sir Sayyed Al)mad Khan all this is allego ric and 
metaphoric. The main purpose is to describe a 'high grade 
of bliss and comfort', These things have been described 
only to lure the illiterate people to dedicate themselves to 
worship. He writes: 

"A trained mind thinks that the promises and 
warnings, Hell and Paradise do not exactly mean 
the self-same objects, but the extreme degree of 
happiness and comfort, in similitude. compatible 
_to human understanding. This creates an ecstatic 
sense of blessings of Paradise and an urge to obey 
the Commands and abstain from the forbidden. 
The stupid Mullahs or lustful devotees think that 
they would get innumerable beautiful women 
(Ifurs), drink wine, eat fruit. take bath in the 
rivers of milk and honey. and shall have all the 
luxuries they would wish. And due to these stupid 
and frivolous thoughts they keep himself busy day 
and night in obeying the commands and· abstaining 
from the forbidden.''64

The truth is that if the principle about the Obvious 
and Allegoric, is set aside, there is not the worst of 
superstition and the meansest of action that might not be 
attributed to the Quran. The mqiniyyah had used the 
same tool to prove Zoroasteric belief from the Quran, 
and even today there are many Christian priests who are 
using the distant and irrelevant interpretations of 
Quranic verse to prove that it supports Christian faith. 
Hence, it is ironic that about half the Quran becomes 
comprised of allegories and metaphors. If the growth of 
trees is termed as 'angels', the rivers stand for power of 
'movement', fire is an expression for power of heat, 

64: TafsTr ul•Quran. Sir Sayyed Ahmad Khan v I. p35. 
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Adam.means 'mankind', Iblis is the word to denote 'evil 
forces', then Hell could mean 1 wor,ldly afflictions, 
Paradise would stand· for worldly comforts and.even for 
"1qod" �t may be_ said tbac it! is not, the name of a 
constant existant Being but it represents the reality of 
th is universe, that is, matter or energy, anp the 
conception of God, given by the Quran has been 
described by Mul)ammad � to frighten the Beduins of 
Arabia and call them towards righ(eous deeds. In this 
way the weapon ot, · Allegory and Metaphor'· totally 
eradiCl;ltes belief aqd religion, and even a belief in the 
existence of God does not remain necessary to practise 
the teachings of .the Quran. This is not our hypothesis 
but the Bafiniyyahs had actually made such claims 
through unchecked freedom in the use of allegories and 
metaphors. 

'Allamah 'Abdul Qahir Baghdadi �.ill,,-.J writes:' 
"The fa mous ·l ea der of Bafini yyah sect,  
'Ubaidullah bin Al-�asan QirwanT has written in 
his book that 'reward and punishment of 
Hereafter are absurdities. By 'Paradise' is in fact 
meant the comforts and luxuries of this world, 
and 'Torment' represents the religious devotees 
remaining trapped in the whirlwind of �alah, 
Fasting, .l;lajj and Jenad ... 6s

Hence, if one wants to benefit from the Quran in its 
capacity of the Book of Guidance from Allah, it would be 
extremely irrational, frivolous and risky that if there is 
anything in the Quran against one's own views one may 
open the door of self-invented interpretations and claim 
that distant and allegoric meanings are to be adopted in 
preference to obvious and straightforward meanings. The 
present day authors who have used their pen for the 

65: Al-l•m1_ 
bayn-al-firaq p259.
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exegesis of the Quran without fulfilling the basic 
requirements of the science of exegesis have very often 
made this fundamental error in their writings. If the above 
mentioned principle is kept in view while reading the 
works of these authors. most of �hese errors  would 
become easily manifest. 

2: 'JlHE NOBLE QURAN AND HUMAN 
RATIONALE 

S·ome writers of the present era sometimes apply 
distant meanings to the texts of the Quran and lf adith on 
the plea that their obvious meanings are against common 
sense and reason. Hence. they must be interpreted in a 
way that is not against reason. Since a great' deal of errors 
are being made in this matter. a detailed discussion on the 
subject is being presented. 

First of all, it should be understood that henceforth we 
shall call as 'Recorded arguments' those things that are 
proved from the Quran and fJadith and as 'Human rationale' 
or 'logic' those things that we find through reason. 

The main reason why misunderstandings arise in this 
connection is explained here. Our scholars have laid down 
in their books the rule that logic will be adopted if 
Recorded Arguments are against them. If the latter are not 
authentic;illy documented they would be regarded as 
incorrect, and if their authenticity is unciuestionable it 
would be said that their obvious meanings are not intended. 
and if another meaning can be infonnally adopted that will 
be taken as the intended meaning. I f  an info rmal 
explanation is not conceived it would be said that the true 
meanings have not been understood by us, and the reality is 
best known to Allah. It is this kind of Recorded Arguments 
that is termed as 'Murashabilia,· (Doutful).66 

66: Imam Razi hook Asas TaqdTs fi ·1111ial kalam p72-73, Chapter 
32. Mustafa al-Babi, Egypt 1354 All.
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The above mentioned rule is well known to scholars but 
due to a lack of true understanding some writers have 
adopted the practice of declaring evt:ry such thing as against 
reason which goes against their self-conceived opinion 
while it has been fully explained by those who have framed 
this rule. Let us thoroughly understand this explanation. 
Mawlana Ashraf Ali Thanvi � .&, 4>-J has described this 
rule very well in his journal 'Ai-lmi ba hat-ul-Muftdah .. : 
We sh all first mention this rule in his own words 
(translated) as below: 

.. There are f our possible ·differences in the 
Recor ded argument and Logic or H uman 
Rationale. Firstly: Both may be  certain and 
decisive. This does not exist nor it can exist 
because opposition among Truths is impossible. 
Secondly: Both may be presumptive wherein 
although a combination is possible through 
obvious meanings only, hut according to the rule 
of the language weight of the actual words will 
be put on Lhe obvious. Recorded arguments will 
be subjected to the obvious, and logic will not be 
taken as conclusive. 
Thirdly: Recorded argument may be certain and 
human rationale may be presumptive. fn this 
situation undoubtedly the former will be preferred. 
Fourthly: Logic may be certain and the recorded 
arguments be presumptivt::. proof-w ise or 
reason-wise. Here the former will be preferred and 
the latter will be subject to interpretation. Hence 
this is the only situation where reason may have 
precedence over narration, and thus it canoe be 
used or claimed at every place. ·•67 

In order to understand this rule it should first be kept in 

67: AJ-lntaba-hal ul Mutidah nm' Hallil-lntihahat v I. 1>66.74. Delhi. 
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mind that human rationale or 'Reason' may be of three kinds: 

(1) CONCLUSIVE REASON

These are such logical arguments that are absolutely
conclusive and accepted by all people without the least 
demur. It is absolutely certain that there cannot be 
anything against them. For instance. two and two make 
four, is a conclusive logical· argument which can never be 
refuted. Two and two can never be three or five just as it 
is impossible that a man may be present at a place and 
absent too at the same time. 

(2) PRESUMPTIVE REASON

These are such logical statements that may not be
absolutely certain but in view of reason and experience 
their truth may be highly probable. All intellectuals do not 
always come together to accept the truth of these 
statements, but differences in viewpoints have arisen in 
these matters due to different times and regions. For 
instance. Newton's Theory of Gravity. Einstein's Theory 
of Relativity, Darwin's Theory of Evolution, etc. 
Obviously, none of these were ahsolutely conclusive but 
these philosophers had formed an opinion on the basis of 
their intellect and experience which they corsidered to be 
more correct in view of the state of knowledge and 
environment of that period. But this view cannot be taken 
as  abso lutely correct. That is why many other 
philosophers differed from it. Some particular viewpoint 
captured their minds at a certain period of time but at 
another time the same view was rejected. 

(3) CONJECTURAL HUMAN RATIONALE

These are those arguments that are based on conjecture
or imagination rather than certainty or prohability. For 
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instance, until recently scientists thought that there was !ife 
on Mars. This was not based on any conclusive or 
presumptive reasons but on imaginary speculations. 

' Similarly, Recorded Arguments may also be di'vided 
into three kinds. 

(1) CONCLUSIVE RECORDED ARGUMENTS

These are the arguments which an: absolutely
conclusive. Subjectw ise their wotds are clear and 
explicit and their proof is also absolutely reliabl'e. For 
instance, the Quranic injunction \J _;r, iy.)J � (Do not go 
even near adultery). This is a certain and conclusive 
argument that adultery is forbidden in Islam, because 
Musl ims do not doubt that the Quran is the word of 
Allah. and this verse conclusively proves that the Quran 
prohibits adultery. Similarly. the matters that are proved 
from uninterrupted Prophetic Narrations1111 or absolute 
consensus are of the same kind. 

(2) PRESUMPTIVE RECORDED ARGUMENTS

These are arguments that are not so conclusive as the
first kind but whatever is deduced from them is correct in 
all probabilities. For instance, such traditions as are not 
uninterrupted but conform to the Principles of l;ladith.

'Although it is' incumbent to follow them in practice and 

(>8: Un-interrupted or ·Mu1awa1ir' 1radi1ions are those sayings of the 
Prophet � which had been reponed by so many people al every 
period of 1ime that ii would be impossible 10 consider them all as 
liars. With regard 10 transmission such traditions are regarded as 
certain and conclusive. Bui 1he traditions whose reporters had 
been reduced to one. 1wo or three at a certain period i.e. 
Akhbar-e-Ahad' are regarded as Presumptive. 1ha1 is. their proof 
is nol so certain as 1ha1 of unin1errup1cd reports. However. if 
tl1ey fulfil 1he conditions of Principles of f;laditlr 01os1 p(obably 
they are correct. hence there is a consensus of 1he entire Ummalr 
that it is obligatory to adopt 1he111. 
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I I .  l 

they should not be opposed. yet they are placed in the 
second grade because their transmission is not as certain 
and conclusive as the Quran and uninterrupted traditions. 
Hence, if such a tradition goes against the Quran and 
uninterrupted traditions, it would be interpreted in 
conformity with the Quran or uninterrupted traditions. If 
such interpretation is not possible, it would be forsaken. 

(3) CONJECT:URAL RECORDED ARGUMENTS

These are such recorded arguments whose correctness,
is not even probable but are based on imagination and 
speculation. for instance those traditions that do not 
conform to the principles of lfadith.

Of the above six kinds, two (conjectural rationaJcand 
conjectural recorded arguments) are not reliable at all. 
Hence, we need not discuss them. Keeping the other four in 
view four possibilities of differences may occur in the 
logical and Recorded arguments. 
i) The first Possibility is that both (Recorded and Logical

arg4ments) may be conclusive. This is only a
hypothesis. Practically it has never happened so far. It
is possible that a conclusive r.ecorded argument may
contradict a conclusive· human rationale. If at all it
appears to be so, then the recorded argument would be
conclusive only as f<1r as  its transmission and
precedent. But the argument would not be conclusive.
And if the argument is conclusive the transmission and
precedent would not be conclusive. It has never
happened and shall never happen that � recorded
argument be conclusive in all senses and yet be against
conclusive logical argument; i.e. human rationale.

ii) The second possibility is that the recorded argui;nent
be presumptive and human rationale be conclusive
and the two may clash with each other. This is the
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situation about which scholars and intellectuals have 
sa id  that rel iance will be placed on Logica l  
argument (or human rationale) and reason. and the 
recorded argument will be interpreted in a manner 
that it will be in conformity with the conclusive 
logical argument. For instance. the Quran says: 

ar-Rahman (Allah) straightened on 1he Throne. 

This is a Quranic verse. hence it is conclusive but the 
translation is not conclusive because the word :.,_,...., can 
have several meanings in idiomatic Arabic. and the meaning 
adopted here is not conclusive. Hence, this is an example of 
that recorded argument which is presumptive on argumental 
basis. On the other side, the meaning that is obvious (that 
is. straightening on the Throne) is against logical argument 
because "straightening .

. 
is a quality of body. and the 

conclusive arguments of intellect denote that Allah is not a 
'body'. In this way the presumptive Recorded Argument is 
contradictory to Conclusive Logical Argument. Hence the 
exegetists of the Ummah unanimously adopted the latter, 
and all the scholars agreed that in this verse its obvious 
meanings are not intended. Then, some of them called it an 
allegory and said that it signifies power and authority etc., 
and some of them said that this verse is one of those 
"mutas(zabihat" (doubtful) about whom Allah has said ...... 

:Ji, ui �Ji; � c.:,

But none knows its in1erpreia1inn excepl Allah. 
(A1-·1mran, 3:7) 

Similarly, in connection with the story of Zulqarnayn, 
the Quran states 
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, • "' • ; , , 1 

� ,?-:} yfa G,,�J �I:.,_,�� 1:,1 .)> 
Until, when he reached the setting-place of the sun. he 
found it selling in a miry spring. (AI-K,thf. 18:86} 
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This is also a verse of the Quran. hence undoubtedly, 
the word of Allah. But the obvious meaning of this sentence 
creates an impression that the sun was actually setting in a 
muddy spring, but this is not correct in view of conclusive 
arguments of intellect and observation. because it is a 
reality that the sun and earth are separate spheres which do 
nor meet each other ar any point. Hence. this obvious 
meaning cannot be adopted. It would mean that the place 
whre Zulqarnayn reached at that time was not inhabited 
beycmd and it was all quagmire as far as the eye could see. 
Hence a viewer on that spot would feel that sun was setting 
in that quagmire. Although this interpretation is not as 
obvious from the words of this phrase as the previous one 
but since there is room for it in those words this verse is 
presumptive on the first meaning. and when it is placed 
before the  conclusive arguments of intellect  and 
observation. they are acceptable am.I the explanation of the 
verse is unanimously adopted which is in conformity with 
these conclusive arguments. 

The third situation may be that the Recorded argument 
be conclusive and the logical argument or human rationale 
be presumptive. Jn this case. obviously the Recorded argument 
will be preferred because here the Presumptive Argument 
cannot supercede conclusive argument. For instance, 
Darwin claimed in his Theory of Evolution that the human 
race did not come into existence by itself. but animals 
passed throuih a chain of evolution with the passage of 
time and as a result they went through many stages until the 
last before transfomrntion into human shape was monkeys 
or apes which ultimate1y env1>lv1::d into. human heings. 
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Obviously, Darwin's Theory was an Imaginative view, 
and th� arguments advanced•by him (if they can be' called 
as 'arguments') wer� at the most presumptive arguments. 
But against it the Quran makes an explicit statement: ' 

I I 

, I 

• " > , .. , � J J,; � , .. � 
o�l•J " •. • • (' :I..:: • .ill '<'�- \" ··1 ' WI ,-.�G', - � iY r--- <$. rJ � <.T' """ •

;i:...;_ .• 
J 
(·-<· ui.;.. ,-_'.�- �- ,·.:._: ·· ,-.�. -_,:.,_.
r-:-' . J ----e--::- .J 'ti-'!'"")) -- ,.,....... J 

0 mankind Fear your Lord, Who created you fron� a 
single pe'rson, and from him He created his mate, a�d 
from the twain He spread abroad many men !Ind women. 

(An-N isa. 4: I) 

and further stated: 

And (recall) when your Lord said to the angels. 'Surely 
1 am creating a mortal our of a ringing clay of mud 
moulded. So When I have shaped him. and breathed into' . ' 
him of My spirit, fall you down before him prostrnting 
- so the angels prostrated themselves all together.

(Al-Hijr. 1,5:28-30) 

These and similar other verses explicitly prove that 
the origin of mankind was from a single person Sayyidna 
Adam � whom Allah created from mud. ffhese 
arguments of Quran are conclusive. Hence, they 
absolutely refute the theory of Darwin, and to set aside 
the explicit statements of the Quran ih preference to this 
theory (which could be only Presumptive at the most), 
or seek distant explanations of the Quranic verses cannot 
be correct. 
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The fourth situation may 'be that the R'ecorde'd 
Argument' is' presumptive and Logical Argument may 
also· be presumptive. Here• a:lso the scholars and 
intellectuals are unanimous' that the 'Recorded Arguments 
would i be preferred•, and until the reason is suppo'tted by 
conclusive observation, it would not be proper to read in 
the Quran and ]Jadith anythi�g but the ap parent 
meaning. The reason is the same -as has. been described 
in detail under the heading "The Quran and Allegory". 
Not pnly • in the Quran but in· any discourse anywhere, 
the rule is that the real and not, the proverbial meaning iS"

adopted 1,1nless there is a compulsion. If a conclusive 
Logical Argument is. aga�nst the obv�ous meanip.g the 
compulsion is obvious and in this situation adoption of 
Proverbial meaning is understandable. But if the Logical 
Argument is presumptive, adoption of proverbial or 
distant meanings do not fotm any compulsion, because 
the Presumptive Logical Arguments are never universal 
or eternal. One person may accept it and another may 
reject it. It may be commonly accepted at one time but 
may be called aberrance at another time. The history of 
philosophy and Science is full of many views of this 
kind. A philosopher at one time believes in a particular 
view !iDd considers his presumptive arguments · superior 
to all other a�guments, yet another philosopher exactly 
at the same time considers an antagonistic view as 
correct and pleads the arguments related to it. As time 
passes on, . it is foµnd that the argµments of the earlier 
philosophers were all ba6eless and wrong. It is difficult 
to estimate how many such Presumptive Logical 
Arguments were subsequently rejected on the basis of 
Conclusive Logical Arguments or explicit observation. 
But in the fourteen hundred years, we will find only one 
or two cases of presumptive Recorded Arguments 
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contradicted by Conclusive Logical Arguments. Hence if 
the door of interpretations in the Recorded Arguments is 
opened on the basis of every Presumptive Argument of 
Intellect, the result will be nothing but to turn the Quran 
and l;ladith into plaything. Mawlana I;iifzur-Ral].man 
SiyuharvT has written an excellent note as under. 

urn fa�t Islam teaches that for such scientific discussions 
wherein the subject has reached the stage of certainty 
and observation, and Quranic Sciences and Divine 
revelations do not contradict them (because the Quran 
never contradicts Observation and the obvious) they 
should be accepted without hesitation because denial of 
such realities would be nothing but prejudice and 
short-sightedness. And the subjects that have not yet 
reached such limit of certainty and resolution as to be 
called observation and self evident they should not be 
given allegorical meanings in the Quran, and attempts to 
mould them according to the latesc Researchers are not 
lawful. One should wait· for the time till those subjects 
expose their realities in a manner lhac their denial would 
mean the denial of observation and self evident, because 
this is an undeniable fact thal the scientific observations 
had to be given up a number of times but the Sciences of 

- 69 Quran have never had to change." 

Hence the fundamental principle is that in case of a 
contradiction in the Presumptive arguments of Reason and 
Records, preference will be for the Recorded Presumptive . 
Arguments, and it will be incorrect to seek uncommon 
explanation for the Recorded Arguments on the basis of 
Intellectual Presumptive Arguments. However, we must 
remember Presumptive Arguments by themselves are not 

69: Qasas-ul-Quran vi, p49. lhe story of Adam�. 
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all alike, but they lie in different grades. Accordingly some 
presumptive arguments are more forceful than others. For 
instance. it is presumptive that the earth revolves and it is 
also presumptive that a creation .. Neanderthal" 76 existed in 
this earth before mankind. Obviously. the force attained by 
the former is not attainable by the latter. Also, take the 
example of a Presumptive Recorded Argument quoted in 
�atii� Bukhari, �aj'liQ Muslim and all other books of l;{adTth 
and an argument that is recorded with authentic narrations 
and precedents but not quoted in the popular books of 
Hadith. Obviously, the former will have a greater force 
than the latter. Similarly, there may be different grades in 
the presumptive arguments. 

Now, if there is an Intellectual Presumptive Argument 
of first grade and a Recorded Presumptive Argument of 
second or third grade a scholar may prefer the former to 
the latter and interpret the Recorded Argument in a manner 
that though it may sound uncommon in reflection to 
obvious meanings of the words yet in conformity with 
Logical argument. However, this interpretation should not 
be described in a conclusive and established manner until 
that Logical Argument is proved by Observation or 
certainties. Rather it should be said that it is cited as an 
explanation which is more reasonable in view of Logical 
Arguments. 

But since it is difficult to bring these' grades of 
Presumptive Arguments within the framework of 
established laws it is not for everyone to decide which 
presumptive argument is in what grade. Such a decision can 
be made only by a person having full grip on the Recorded 
and Logical Arguments, and a deep insight in the Sciences 
of the Quran and HadTth. In this matter, sometimes the 
opinions of scholars also differ. 

70: Encyclopaedia Britannica 1950. vl4. p764, Topic 'Man'. 
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This will be better understood by an example, The 
Quran states that when Zulqamayn constructed the wall to 
stop Gog and Magog, he said: 

, Yt, 4" � , ,. " ., , I JlS'J �lS'� � 'J) �) ;� b� �� -.; a::..;.) \� 
� 

0 u;. �� �J 
wthis (wall) is a mercy from my Lord, but when the 
promise of' my L�d comes to �a�s. 'He sh;II· m.ake it

I I I ' rt 
into powder, and the promise of my Lord is ever true. 

1 ' (Al-Kahl'.' 18:98) ' 
. . 

In interpreting this verse most commentators )lave 
said that by ·"promise of my Lord" is meant' th� Last 
Day and the phrase means that the wall will break when 
the Last Day is near and Gog and Magog will come out. 
Although the Quran has mentioned the words "promise 
of my Lord" and not explained it further but since this 
phrase has been used in the Quran at many places in the 
meaning of "Last Day", the commentators have adopted 
the same meaning here. So, this interpretation is not 
conclusive but presumptive. 

On the other hand, geographical and historical 
researches indicate that the waJI of Zulqarnayn has broken 
down long ago. Even this research is presumptive 'because 
the exact, conclusive and certain location of this wall. is 
very difficult. 

However. a person who is dexterous enough to 
compare Logical and Recorded Argument and also has a 
true insight in these matters may conclude that these 
historical and geographical findings are grade one 
presumptive, and the above interpretation of the verse is 
grade two presumptive, Hence, in view of these findings 
there is no harm in concluding that "Promise of the Lord" 
in this verse may also apply to the time when the wall was 
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predestined by Allah to break. Anwar Shah Kashmiri has 
expressed his inclination towards the same interpretation 
that Zulqarnayn did not mean to point to a sign of the end 
of the world, but it was a general statement that the wall 
would break when the Lord would like, and the coming 
out of Gog and Magog towards the approach of the Last 
Day mentioned in the Quran has nothing to do with the 
breaking of this wall. 71 

But, as stated above, this grading of the Presumptive 
Arguments is very delicate and it needs due and relevant 
proficiency and insight in the Logical and Recorded 
knowledge. Hence a great deal of caution, understanding 
and fear of God is needed, and a hasty decision through 
glitter of a prevalent theory often leads a man astray. 

This has been the correct approach in recognizing 
logical and Recorded Argument that the 'ulama have 
adopted. There has never been an objection on it. 

3: INJUNCTIONS OF- SHARI' AH AND 

REASONING 

A very unfortunate use of reason and intellect in the 
exegesis of the Quran is to deny a religious injunction 
proven in clear and explicit words simply because we 
cannot understand the underlying wisdom behind it. The 
preponderance of western thoughts these days has led 
people to resort to self interpretation even in the explicit 
Quran and lfadith commands on which the Muslim Ummah 

has had a consensus over the last 1400 years, simply 
because these are against their temperament. They advance 
the reason that the religious laws are no longer expedient 
for our times. For instance, the Quran has explicitly 

71: 'AqTdat ul-lslam fi l;layat Isa r'lW•.,i. , Mawlana Anwar Shah 
Kashmiri, pl97. Nafhar ul-Anber. Mawlana Mu\µunmad Yousuf 
Binori, pl58, Qisas ul Quran. 
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proclaimed tht:: punishment for theft as under. 

And (as for) lhe thief. man or w1>ma11. cut nff the hands 

of both... (Al-Ma.idah. 5:38) 

The Western writers have heen raising objections over 
this and other punish ments proclaimed by Islam, and 

amputation of hands of the thieves is being termed a� very 
severe, rather beastly. Hence the Modernist); in the Islamic 

world who are ever apologetic co Westerner's objections are 
anxious to  find ways of amending those Islamic 
punishments to please tht:m. Hence they have been 

constantly trying to distort the meaning of the above verse. 
One of our contemporary writers has gone to the extent of 
writing in one of his articles that in this verse 'thief' means 
·capitalists' and amputation of hands means 'to seize their 
factories.' According to him the verse does not describe the
punishment for the thief but advocates that all the industries
owned by capitalists must the nationalized!

The same applies to those people who are anxious to 

allow usury, gambling and intoxicants etc in some form or 
the other. Their argument is that the prohibition of these 

things in the present time is unreasonable. 

Hence, as a matter of principle we must understand 

what the relation between the religious injunctions and 

reason is. What is the scope of reason and intellect in 
religious injunctions and what are its limitations? 

The fact is that all the command8,of .. .the Quran and 
f;{adith are in conformity with commonsense, and each of 

them can be shown with irrefutable arguments that there 
is no better way to  reform and pro5perity for men. 
However. since there are many misunderstandings in this 

matter. this discussion will have to be divided into several 
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points. Here. are a few intrm.luctory remarks and only 
after a full understanding thereof can a correct result he 
achieved. But those who really want -a satisfactory 
research in this thatter are requested that they should not 
make a hasty decision after reading just one part of this 
discussion. but they must once read the entire discussion 
with full attention and a cool mind. 

(I) UNCHECKED REASONING VERSUS

GUIDANCE AND ABERRANCE

As has been stated ahove. no doctrine of the Quran
and /jadith is against commonsense. But we find that the 
intellectual level of every person is different from the 
other. So. which of them should discriminate good from 
bad? If decision of the matters of the world and Jaw 
making is done by unchecked reasoning which is free 
from all kinds of religious restrictions. the world would 
face an anarchy leading to total destruction of humanity. 
The reason is that if human mind is freed from all sorts 
of limitations and restrictions, it would also he unable to 
prove those moral realities which even a child of noble 
character recognises. For instance. having illicit 
relations with one's real sister is such a repulsive crime 
that no religion or people would tolerate it so much so 
that even the worst of the apostates regared it  as 
deplorable. But if you set to prove this act to be 
unlawful on the basis .of free and unchecked reasoning, 
it would not be possible to do so. On the basis of pure 
intellectual reasoning the question that whenever a sister 
does every thing to give comfort to her brother, 
including cooking meals for him, preparing his bed, 
sewing his clothes, nursing him in sickness she is' looked 
upon with praise and honour in the society. But if the 
same sister offers herself to her brother to satisfy his 
sexual lust, she receives the curses and abusC!s of the 
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whole world. If the matter is left LO be decided on the 
basis of pure and unchecked mental reasoning she can 
rightly ask why sexual comfort 1s denied co her brother 
when he can receive other comforts from her? Within 
the limitations of moral and social values this question 
appears co be alarming, rather repulsive but a mind that 
does not bind itself to any limitations cannot be satisfied 
simply by telling it that this act �s morally very 
repulsive. The question is what is wrong about it purely 
from intellectual point of view? You may say that it 
might lead to the problem of racial intermixing. But in 
the modern days of birth control this problem would not 
arise, and supposedly racial intermixing does occur you 
have to prove on purely intellectual grounds that this is 
a bad thing. A free thinker may say that there is 
nothing against racial intermixing and it is only a 
religious and moral taboo. 

One might say that this is an extreme degree of 
shamelessness. But pure and free intellect would say that 
these concepts of modesty and shamelessness have been 
invented by religion, morals or society. From the 
intellectual point of view it is strange that if a woman 
marries a stranger and submits herself to him she is 
considered modest, but if she submits herself to a person 
with whom she has spent her childhood and youth, she 
would be charged with obscenity? You might say that 
human nature is against this act, but a free mind would 
say that there is no intellectual argument for it to be 
unnatµral. In fact this appears unnatural because society 
has condemned it for many centuries. If these social 
bonds are broken and purely intellectual thought is 
applied there would be nothing bad in it. In short, if you 
want to solve this problem on purely intellectual 
grounds, it will never be solved. 
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And this is not just an hypothesis. Now-a-days this free 
thinking has already raised several such questions. In olden 
days also whenever anybody tried to solve social problems 
through pure intellect and free thinking he got lost in the 
labyrinth of intellectual questions and answers. A study of 

the Ba{iniyyah sect is a living example. A famous leader of 
this sect 'Ubaidullah bin Al-1:-lasan Al-QirwanT has written 
in his book' As-Siyiisalll wal-balagh-lll-Aktd wan Na.mus 
al-A '?alll. 

"Who can be more surprising than those 
people who claim to possess intellect yet they 
act foolishly. They have a beautiful sister or 
daughter but hold it unlawful for themselves to 
have sex with her and hand her over to a 
stranger. If th ese fools  had used their 
intelligence they would havt! realized that they 
themselves more deserved their sistt!r or 
daughter than a stranger did. In fact the reason 
for ignorant behaviour is that their teachers 
and guides have prohibited them the pleasures 
of this world.72" 
No matter how many curses you may hurl on this 

base and repulsive idea, yet you will not be able to give 
a convincing argument to refute it purely on the basis of 
intellect. The fact is that all those intellectuals of the 
world who plead for free thinking even together cannot 
give a satisfactory intellectual argument against this 
view .. 

The disgusting fact hert! is that this 'Ubaidullah 
Qirwani was not an open rejector of the Quran. but like 

others of the Bafiniyynh. he used to interpret it on the 
hasis of unchecked free thinking. And he claimed that the 
obvious meanings of the Quran are not the intended 

72: Al-Farq baynal-F ir;i_q,�bclul Qahir ,tl-Baghda:.li. p29. 
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meanings hut it is all allegoric and metaphoric expressions 

or parables. 

Likewise. it would not he pussihle to prohibit sexual 

abuse through pure intellectual reasoning because reason 

ca11no1 answer the question what i� wrong with sex with 

mutual consent of man and woman·.1 IL is on this argument 

that mutually agreed fornication is not unlawful in Western 

Laws. Rather, quite recently the British Parliament 

legalized voluntary homosexuality and the rnemhers 

applauded the legislation! 

The reason for this law-nrnking agafn was that on the 

basis of pure intellect there was nothing wrong in this 

acr. 

This is not surprising because. it is an essential 

attribute of man-made laws that they have always failed to 

guide man to peace and tranquility. The reason is obvious: 

the intellectual level of everyone is different from every 

other. Even if a general trend of a time may unite the 

people of that time to realise the good or bad of any act, 

the mental caliher of another time may form a different 

opinion for the same act, because intellect has no way to 

determine values. 

Hence, despite innumerable intellectual arguments over 

several years, legal experts have been compelled to concede 

that they have been unable to decide what standards to fix 

for evaluating the good or bad of a thing in the process of 

law-making? A renowned legal expert of our time Dr. 

George Whitecross Paton has said: 

·'What interests should an cxamplary legal

system protect? This is the question of values in 

which legal philosophy plays its pare. .. But

however much we desire the help of philosophy.

it is difficult to obtain. No agreed scale of

values has ever been reached indeed. It is only
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in religion that we can find a basis. and the 

truths of religion must he accepted by faith or 

intuition and not purely as the resull of logical 

arguments. "73

./39 

The same author cont inues rn describe a very 

interesting story of those opinions and thoughts which 

different thinkers have: expressed about the purpose of 

Law. its philosophy anti i ts  moral base�
. b ur these

opinions and thoughts have been so contradictory to each 

other that he stated: 
.. What should be the purpose or Law'! In this connection

the opinion and concepts arc as numerous as the number 

of authors on subject. because i1 will he cxccr1io11al tn 

find such writers as may 1101 have lnid down an  

exemplary aim for the st,llutc ... 

He f urther details how the philosophers of Law. in 

every period of time. had been increasing the complexities 

of this entangled string through the <!t'forts of their inrellect 

and thinking. 

In the end he writes: 

''The Orthodox naturnl law theory based its absolutes on 

the revealed t ruths of religion. If we attempt to 

secularize jurisprudence. where can we find ;111 agreed 

basis of values." (pl261 

In short, if intellect is allowed a free hand by selling 

aside the guidance of Divine Revelations. there will be no 

basis left for discriminating good from bad or vice versa. It 

will have mankind in such a dark abys� of aberrance and 

foolishness where even a tiny ray of reform or guidance 

could not enter. The reason is that human imellect without 

the guidance of Divine Revelation (Wa�1y), although 

regarded as 'Free and independedm·. yet it becomes a slave 

73: Paton: Jurisprudence 3r<.I E<.lit 1967. p 121. 
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to man's sensual desires which is the worst form of mental 

servitude. Those who claim to follow pure intellect and 

reason in everything are actually suffering from the highest 

degree of self-deception. Those who openly admit that their 

intellect is not independent but a slave of their sensual 

desires are more courageous and truthful. A group of 

modern thinkers is mentioned in the discussion of 

philosophy of Law. Their philosophy is known as Non

cognitivist Ethical Theory. In the words of the famous legal 

expert of our time Dr. Friedman this philosophy is 

summerised as under: 

.. Reason is and ought only to be the slave of the passions 

and can never pretend to any 01.her office than to serve 

and obey them. " 

Dr. Friedman concludes the results of this thinking: 

.. A simple injunction. modesty. yawning. rather the 

concepts of good or bad. or the phrases like ·ought' and 

·wonhy' are purely emotive and there cannot be such a

thing as ethical or moral science. ·•74

Notwithstanding their philosophy, what they say is

correct that independent of Divine revelation (Wal1y) there 

remains nothing of reason or moral. After that man's 

existence, his deeds and actions are all governed by his 

passions and desires and they take him wherever they 

want to. Even if his conscience pricks, he is not able to 

go against his passions. In England the step to legalise 

homosexuality was taken in the same state of compulsion. 

Some thinkers disliked it and even the conscience of the 

movers of the law was nor satisfied. But as slaves to their 

passions, they could not set aside the demand for this law. 

How admonishing_ are t h e  fol lowing words  of 

recommendation of Wolfenden Committee on the basis of 

74: Friedman: Legal Theory. London 1967 p36-37. 
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which this law was passed: 
"Unless a deliberate attempt is made by society 
acting through the agency of the law to equate 
fear of crime with that of sin, there must remain 

a realm of private morality and  immorality 
which in brief and crude terms is beyond the 
law."75 

441 

But the Quran which will not leave mankind wandering 

in the labyrinth of passions, and which is a guide to the 
clear and straight path, is explicit that man's natural 
disposition is bestowed on both, good and bad passions. It 

will not leave its followers in frightful darkness. In its 
terminology independent reasoning free of guidance from 
Wa(1y is termed as caprice (Hawa), and about which it has 
stated as under: 

� .. 
. � 

And had lhe truth followed lheir caprices, the heavens 

and the earth and whosoever is between them would 

have certainly corrupted. (AI-Mumineen, 23:71) 

.._ , ,., . O ;:.,,;1;,! \�IJ 

Is he who has a clear proof from his Lord like those to 

whom their evil deeds are made alluring and they follow 

their caprices? (Surah. Muhammad. 47: 14) 

75: Friedman: Legal Theory, London. 1967 p46. 
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0 ij �;f 
And obey not him whose heart We have made ro neglecc 
Our remembrance and his affair has become all excess. 

(Al-Kahl'. 18:28) 

0 Ld� �\y1' Jr, � �� Ll :; � �� lli
So lel not him, who believes not in it. and follows his 
own caprice, bar you from ii. lest you perish. 

. -
(Ta-I Iii. 20: 16) 

�I-.; l>� A �1;,. �I 0 �f :;-,
And who is more astray Jhan he who follows his caprice 
wichout any guidance from Allah? (AI-Qa�i;;. 48:50) 

y , �, , ( ,,J , , , I ,
· '; r · I · -· u· "+..:,,

0 

i.:.s- • •.• r ' �u �..ili� >"' e::: ) /, �Jt - -
Therefore you (0 Prophet) invite them 10 this (religion) 
and be steadfasl as you are commanded; and follow not 
their caprices. (A�h-Shura. 42: 15) 

. �--c:• I '<'' '/j. "1•: Ll (J .,. '' • <''G- �fr-'� � l>_,+' ; ..J}""J i- •. 
Is it then tha t whensoever there ca me co you a 
Messenger with what your souls desired 1101. you 
showed arrogance. (AI-Ba4arah. 2:87) 

In short, Islam is not bast:d on an intellect that is a 
slave to caprices, but on the intellect that is bound by 
guidance from Allah and is aware of the limitations of its 
activity. And this is what forms a balanced mind. 
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(2) PRUDENCE BEHIND ISLAMIC INJUNCTfONS

AND THEIR PLACE IN RELIGION

This does not mean that the commands proclaimed
by Allah are against the intellect. But the fact is that 
the commands of Allah fully conform to common 
scnst:. and experie11ce shows that there ca11 be no 
better means to reform and prosperity. Ht:nce every 
command of Allah has many expediencies in it and 
benefits for mankind. But it is 11ol essential that our 
Ii mi ted facu 1 ty of reason i 11g shou Id encompass those 
expediencies. Who can comprehe11d the knowledge 
and understand the wisdom of the Creator of universe 
Who has before Hi 111 al I that is present in the earth 
and skies and all the events of past and the future'? 
Hence it is quite possible that we do 11()[ understand 
the wisdom behind an injunction of the Quran and 
S111111ah. But this does nol mean that we reject the 
injunction because of that. If man had been able to 
know what benefits him there was no need lll send the 
Messengers and Divine Scriptures. This was done 
only to educate mankind on matters the cognition of 
which is 11ot possible through intellect alone. Hence, 
if one believes in Allah. His Omnipotence, His 
limitless knowledge. His Messe11gers and the Divine 
Scriptures revealed by Him. one ca11not escape 
admi tting tha t  it is not essen tial to know the 
expediencies of Ris injunctions. It will not be a 
reasonable attitude to reject such of His injunctions as 
are beyond one·s intellectual comprehension. 

This can be well understood through an example. 
Everywhere in the world the laws the law-makers have 
their reasons for framing. the laws and it is in accordance 
with them that the law is enforced. 13ut it is not necessary 
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that every individual of the country be aware of all the 
considerations of that law. Evidently a majority of 
people are not aware of the merits of the limitations 
imposed through such a law. Can the law made by the 
best brains of the country, after due consideration of all 
its implications, be said to be worthless or wrong 
because a few illiterate rustics cannot comprehend the 
advantages of that law? If an ignorant person refuses to 
comply w ith  the law simply on the basis that the 
expedient advantages of that law are beyond his 
comprehension, his place would be nothing but prison. 

Besides, one can conceive some relationship 
between the knowledge of an illiterate person and an 
expert in law, but no relationship can be established 
between the lirpitless knowledge of the Creator of this 
Universe and an ordinary human being. How can it be 

appropriate for a man to reject an exp! icit Command 
of Allah or interpolate and misinterpret it on the 
ground that he cannot understand the advantages 
therein. 

(3) INJUNCTIONS DO NOT DEPEND ON

EXPEDIENCIES

There has always been a consensus in every period of 
time that religious injunctions tin not depend on their 

expediences but on the motives behind it. There are many 

people in our time who do not understand the difference 

between ··Expedience (Prudence)"· and ''Motive··. It seems 

proper to clarify this briefly. 

"Motive" is an essential cause for enforcement of 

Law. It is like an obvious sign which bids the followers of 
that law to comply as soon as they have observed the 
sign. "Expedience•· is the advantage and consideration 
before the law makers when framing the law. For 
insrance. the Quran has prm:laimed prohibition of 
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alcoholic drinks. and made intoxication as the essential 
basis of prohibition. Any drink that causes intoxication is 
forbidden. 

There are many expediencies in this prohibition, one 
of which is that intoxicated people may not indulge in 
such acts as are against human dignity and honour. In 
this example the Quran's expression "Abstain from 
(alcoholic) drinks" is a command '!ntoxication' is the 
motive of the command, and preventing people from 
evildoings on losing their senses is the expedient in it. 
Now. the command of prohibition would depend on its 
motive. that is. Intoxication_, and anything that causes 
intoxication would be considered as forbidden. The 
command would not depend on the expedient behind it. 
Hence, it is wrong for anybody to plead that he should 
not be forbidden alcoholic drinks because he does not 
lose his senses or gets out of balance after taking it. Or 
if it is argued that at present advanced methods of 
brewing alcoholic drinks have minimized the harmful 
effects and a large number of drinkers do carry out their 
normal duties without suffering intoxication, hence it 
should now be permissible. obviously this plea would 
not be accepted. 

Similarly, the Quran and Sunnah command their 
followers that during a journey they should offer only half 
of $alah (which is known as 'Qa�r· �) to alleviate their 
worship. In this example 'Qa�r· � is a command, 
journey is its motive and saving from hardship is the 
expediency. Now, the command will depend on its 
motive. that is, the journey and not on the expediency. 
Hence if some one says that now-a-days due to aeroplanes 
and comfortable train coaches, the journey has become 
easy and the hardship of earlier times does not exist, 
therefore the command for "Qa�r" no longer exists, his 
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plea would not be accepted. As slaves of Allah our cask is 
to obey the Command on its motive. To keep in view the 
expediences and considerations in obeying these 
commands is not our prerogative. 

This rule does not apply only to Islamic Laws, but it 

is practiced in all the prevalent laws of today. For 
instance. the government has made a law, in order to 
check traffic accidents. When a red light is see·n at a 
crossing, every vehicle must stop. Here ·'stop" is a Law. 

red light is its motive. and prevention from accidents is 
the expediency behind the law. Now the command will be 

obeyed on its motive, the red light. and not on the 
expediency of prevention from accidents. If a driver feels 

that there is no appar,ent danger of an accident and 
violates the red light, he will be a law-offender and liable 
w punishment. Hence it is essential to stop at the red light 
even if there is no danger of an accident. 

Thus, observance of the laws depends on the motives 
and not on expediencies. When this holds good for the 
common laws of the world, the commands of Allah 
deserve all the more to be so respected. One reason for 
this is that we cannot comprehend all the expediences of 
every religious law; hence if the injunctions are 
subjected to expediences it is possible that we may 
choose only a single benefit while there may be many 

other expediences too. The second reason is that 
expedience is generally not an unchanging thing so that 
every one may take his own decision in dealing with a 
particular strategy. If an injunction is held dependent on 

expediences, the laws can never be implemented because 

then every person would be free to make an excuse that 

he did not comply with such and such order because its 
expediences were not obvious. For instance, if every 

driver is given the freedom to decide at a crossing 
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whether there is a danger of accident or not and he 
would stop when he sees a dang�r otherwise he may 
proceed even on a green light. Thi:: will only result in 
extreme degree of misrule and maladministration. 
Similarly, if the prohibition of wine is dependant on its 
expediency rather than motive (intoxication), then every 
one will say that he is not liable to the prohibition 
because he is not intoxicated and his work is not 
hampered. The prohibition will then be played with. 

Contrary to this, the motives o.f all the commands 
are so evident that every one can see that a motive 
exists, and hence defiance of law can be easily 
checked. It is only through subjecting the laws to their 
motives that so cial  administration, peace and 
tranquillity, and law-abiding spirit can be produced in 
this world. 

It is for this reason that many scholars of Musi im 
Ummah have written voluminous books to explain 
expediences and strategies behind Islamic injunctions, and 
have told about every injunction as to what benefits can be 
derived from it. But neither has anyone claimed that he 
knows the expediences of all Islamic injunctions nor has 
anyone suffered from the misunderstanding that the 
injunctions wil l  be obeyed after considering the 
expediences and strategies behind them. For instance, 
Shah Wali Ullah Dehlavi wrote his book l:f ujjat-ul-lahil 

Bal-ighah for the sole purpose of clarifying the 
expediences inherent in religious laws and he has 
categorically refuted those who deny the expediences of 
religious laws. But alongwith it he states:76 

76: Hujja1-ul-lahil Ballgah. Maktaba Salfiyah, Lahore. 1395, AH vi, 
pl 29. Also chapter Bab-al-Farq Bain-al-Ma�aleh wal Shara'i. 
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.y r.5'° Jp J�I i..w �L,a....l\ ..!)J.; ..;.,,,._. � �IJ)I 

� "111 J..,:, �I .:, � J �L,a....l\ .y r-5'" tj .,,,._. tl <..f'WI 

Li� r-LJI \� Jy. � ..!ll.il J W p .y Li�� JI rL J 

- ilil r-" � �

"It is certainly not right to hesitate in complying with 

authentic religious injunctions because we do not 

know expediences behind them. The mental calibre of 

many peop.le is such that they cannot comprehend 

many of these expediences and for us the Holy 

Prophet ii is more reliable than our intellect. That is

why attempts have always been made to protect this 

science (of expediences in _r eligion) from incompetent 

people." 

(4) THE REAL PURPOSE OF QURANIC
INJUNCTIONS IS TO SET TO OBEDIENCE

Another thing to be kept in view ab o ut the
injunctions of the Quran is 'worship of All a h• The 
Quran says: 

$ • • • ... ,,, 

o .:.i 'i"",;i UI , ·U1' •. -'I � Go' 
... J .. , � lf": J 1.1; ' 

And I ·have not created the jinn ll,lld mankind but to 

worship Me. (Az-Zariyat, 51:56) 

And the way of such worship has also been clarifie d by 
the Quran, that it depends on total submission to Allah and 
His Messenger�. It says: 

""' .. ,,., :;;.. .. , ,,, , .. ·r,., � 
; \J' I .;' � •. \' , -· U' • <':" •. � • <'' I\ , I • • r. ,· , ., .,) ,,) 01 .Y'; ) �) .y ('"""'!'� c.J! >';-

Follow (0 mankind) what has revealed to you from your 

Lord, and follow no protectors besides Him. (Al-A'raf, 7:3) 
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· ,. "· r · cit.; J ·. · '° • :, o ·. · , ... •· i, , , :, • :i.; r-"'., ?- I""""' • ,.y Y; ...r-:-;-' y-,, r _,, .
0 'JJ'i::t 

0 my people! Follow the Messengers. Follow such as 

ask of you no reward. and they arc rightly guided. 
(YasTn. 36:20-21) 

, , .. ., ,,., 
\ .., ; • <':" •. • • <'011 'I · · l (. ·. ' • 1· ' .,· 

�J ,y �· ..;:,, U--- � J , , , 

And follow the best (the QuranJ that has been revealed 

to you from your Lord. (At-Zumur. 39:55) 

1.
r

t::. 
). 

And this (Quran) is a blessed Book that We have 

revealed. so follow it, and be God-fearing that you may 

he shown mercy (AI-An'am. 6: 155) 

> •, > • .J1.XY. '-,>. .s >
,, 

,._)"' )J 

,., �, .. .. � .. oy-,,J � • J

Therefore believe in Allah and His Messenger. the 

"Ummi" Prophet who believes in Allah and His words 

(Commandments): and follow him .... 

(AI-A1raf, 7: 158) 
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It is Quran that has clarified the purpose of man's 
creation and subjecting him to different commands is to 
see who follows Allah and His Messenger and who does 
not. 
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(Allah it is) Who created death and life, that He may try 

you, which of you is best in conduct. (AI-Mulk. 67:2) 

:. ,.I , •-' 1; ,, • -

lJ! � � :}I �I � L<J 

� �-;. : Ii��".• 0•' "11--·- � . , • � .,.... J' 

And We appointed not the Qiblah which you (0 

Prophet) have had except in order that We might know 

who followed the Messenger, from him who turned back 

on his heels. (AI-Ba4arah, 2: 143) 

And when the duty of man is just to obey Allah and 

His Messenger, and histrial is based on this obligation, 

it becomes obligatory on him to submit to whatever 

explicit Command he receives from Allah. Thereafter he 

is not entitled to accept it if he likes it, and reject if he 

dislikes it. 

:JI (;.l �r'J) ili1 � l�J �� llj 0*� '01.S" L<J 

r-!' ;t � ��\ � '0�
And it is not for a believing man or a believing 

woman, when Allah and His Messenger have decreed a 

matter, to have the choice in their matter. 

(AI-AIJzah, 33:36) 

Hence if someone hesitates in accepting the explicit 

command of Allah and His Messenger on the plea that he 

is unable to comprehend the strategy and expedience in it, 

he is in fact following his passions or the devil rather than 

his intellect. 
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o�;
And among mankind is he who disputes concerning 

A llah,  w i th o u t  knowledge, and follows ev ery 

rebellious Satan. (Al-l;lajj. 22:3) 
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Such a person will be a loser not only in the Hereafter 

but also in this world . 

... ,. ,.... . , .. ( . , .r.->- w.-J � �,� � �G,l ::.irJ � 0[...l:,1�;.:. 

0 :;.:J, ::.i,;..:J, -;, 2-1.!!J,��\j(, Q�\ 

And among mankind is he who worships Allah upon the 

very edge - so that if good befalls him he is contented 

with it, but if a trial befalls him he turns round on his 

face. He loses this world and the Hereafter. That is 

indeed a manifest loss. (Al-l;lajj. 22:11) 

Hence, although every commandment of Allah and His 

Messenger has behind it countless expediences yet it is not 

for man that he should know the real purpose of compliance 

to these commands. Like a true servant of Allah his real 

object should be  obedience to Allah, His pleasure and 

submission to His Commandments. When prohibition of 

usury was revealed, tl1e disbelievers objected to it and said: 

• • $ *' ' ... 

lt)l � c?' �! 1'.,)u

They say �Trade is just like usury." 

(Al-Baqarah. 2:275) 

Many intellectual arguments could have been given 

against this saying and the difference between trade and 
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usury could have been explained. But ignoring all that the 
Quran gave one genuine reply: 

C 11 - • · · ·• ·�i1 tlJ1 • 1:.J 
. .J' r?Je:- .r-J 

Bui Allah has permi!led trading. and forbidden usury. 

(AI-Baqarah. 2:275) 

So, when Allah permitted one thing and forbade the 
other. there remained no room for intellectual arguments. It 
should be sufficient for you that the two of them have 
different injunctions. 

The Quran has described the story of Adam and Ib!Ts 
at tens of places. In this incident, it has been mentioned 
that in refusing to prostrate before Adam, Ib!Ts argued, 
"( am better than Adam. You created me from fire and 
him from mud." What is wrong in this argument from 
the point of view of reasoning'? But, the same 
Intellectual argument became the cause of his disgraceful 
expulsion from Paradise. The reason was that  
submission to one's own arguments after· receiving clear 
and explici t  injunc tions from Allah is i n  fact  
enslavement to  one's passions. 

(5) CORRECT METHOD OF INTERPRETING
THE QURAN AND TRADITIONS

So, when man is obliged to  submit  t o  the

commands of Allah the simple way to do it is to adopt 
the obvious meaning in the clear and explicit  

commands of the Quran and Sunnah. Misinterpretation 
and interpolation should not be done simply because 

the obvious meanings do not please oneself. Allah has 
revealed His Book for our guidance and also because 

we cannot comprehend His commands only through our 
intellect and reasoning. If we read our own meanings 

in the interpretation of the Quran. we will be following 
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our own whims and the purpose of the Quran will be 
defealed. 

The Quran is an extremely exalted Book, but the 
case with man-made rules is that as soon as they are 
passed by Parliament, judges become bound to follow 
them as they are. Even if a law appears to be wrong in 
a judge's knowledge and experience. he is compelled to 
follow it as it is. There is no room for him to make 
such interpretations of law which are not obvious from 
its words and phrases. In the present · Principles of 
Law· there is a constant discussion on 'Interpretation 
of statutes'. The summary of this discussion, as 
adopted from A Text Book of Jurisprudence by Paton is 
as under: 

"Three fundamental rules have been suggested 
for the interpretation of statues in English 
law-suits. The first principle is called · Literal 
Rule'. It means that wherein the meanings of a 
legal clause are quite obvious it will be taken as 
it is, irrespective of its result. The second 
principle is called 'Golden Rule' which means 
that the words of the statute will always be 
given its common meanings unless it creates 
confusion or it openly clashes with other clauses 
of  the Law. The third principle is called
'Mi s c h i e f  R ule' which  emphasises on
determining as to what is the general policy of 
this Law and eradiction of which mischief is
aimed at."
Further on, this third principle has been explained by

Paton. 
''The concept that the intention of the Parliament 
and the purpose behind that must be followed 
does not allow us much liberty with the words of 
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the statute. This is because it is an established 
fact that the subjective intention of Parliament 
cannot be considered while interpreting the 
statutes. Rather, even the intention of the 
Parliament has to be derived from the statute 
framed by it. "77 

This is the state of Law which human intellect has 
drafted and about which the experts of Law themselves 
admit according to Paton. 

It would be exaggerative to say that every man has 
a valid reason for each of his action. On the 
conrrary. it happens very often that we perform an 
act and think later. This attitude is not confined to 
the situations similar to jumping away to a side to 
save ourselves from a speeding car, but very often 
it also occurs when we create social customs and 
habits. Rather. if a reasonable policy has already 
been framed at the time of forming a statute or an 
institution. even then it happens quite frequently 
that the result of such a staturte is quite different 
from the purpose which prompted the formation of 
that statute. 78 

But a judge, despite knowledge that the required result 
cannot. be achieved from the existing structure of Law. is 
bound to obey the law as its words present it. He has no 
right to mould it through meanings not obvious from the 
words even though they may be nearer to the required 
results. Rather, as Paton says: 

··If unjustified laws are in force somewhere, the
legislature can abrogate them but the judge is
bound' to follow those laws no matter how much

77: Pa1on. A Tex1 Book of Jurisprudence. p217. 

78: Pa1on. A Text Book Jurisprudence p21. 
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he dislikes the rules of such laws. "79 

A judge is not a law-maker but interpreter of Law. His 

status is not that of framer of laws but of one who obeys 

the Law, and he can interpret it only within the limits of 
obedience. He has no authority to cross those limits over to 

Reform and Amendment. 

This is the state of those man-made Laws wherein 
thousands of possibilities of intellectual errors exist in 

which neither the Law-maker is above suspicion nor can 
mind and thoughts of the Law makers be said to be free 

of errors. There is no guarantee too, that they have given 

due thought and consideration to all possible results of 

that law. 

Then again, these are the laws made by men who do not 

even know what changes the coming days would bring, nor 

do they know whether their expected results would be 

achieved through this Law or not. 

So, when obedience to the Laws made through 

conjecture and assumption is so essential. what reason, 

moral and justice would support the idea of seeking 

uncommon and ambiguous meanings to one's liking or 

disliking in the laws made by the Creator of this universe. 

He is the CreatorWho is fully aware of  changing 

circumstances of time, and Who knows the benefits and 

losses of man and expediences in it? 

(6) CHANGES OF TIME AND

RELIGIOUS LAWS

Another misunderstanding must also be removed

here. Now-a-days it is common to hear almost every 

modernist say that no Law should ever he static but it 

s h o u l d  he d y n a mic in acco r d a n c e  wit h t h e  

circumstances. It is particular with Modernist mind that 

79: Ibid p21 I 
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if anything is bad in some sense thc:n it is bad in every 
sense. Its very name becomes an abuse. And if a thing 
is good, it will be valued highly and its use here and 
there becomes a fashion. The same is the case with the 
terms Static and Dynamic. To denounce the former and 
praise the latter has become the scientific fashion of 
today. Every Modernist wil I Jetest everything called 
Static and shall rejoice with the label of Dynamic on 
anything. That is why no moral or religious idea in the 
ideological system of the west has remained static. 
Rather they have subjected it to grinding on the lathe 
of Dynamism. and no rc:ligious be lief or moral 
principle has escaped it. 

The fact is that neither the continuous Static condition 
is beneficial for mankind nor a perpetual Dynamic state. 
Whereas in order to lead a good life in this world. man 
needs to keep changing his practical strategies. it is also 
essential that he should possess some principles and laws 
which should not be altered under any circumstances. At 
any period of time, even the biggest power on earth 
should not amend it. otherwise under the camouflage of 
change beastly and sensual desires can take him to the 
extreme limits of mischief. violence and moral bankruptcy 
where he would take off all the garments of human 
morality and join the ranks of nude animals. If there be 
frec:dom of changing at will. every intellectual principle, 
every moral system and every legal order by labelling it 
as Dynamic, the result cannot be anything except the 
moral destruction,human degradation. anxiety and 
agitation that has become the destiny of the Western 
society of our time. 

When it is agreed that all intellectual principles arid 
legal orders should not be dynamic but there must be 
some laws that should never change

., 
the only problem 
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remains to  chose the orders of the law that should 
remain Static and which of Dynamic. If this problem is 
considered by pure Intellect" the I imitations therein have 
already been thoroughly exposed. i:ven if we try. we can 
never achieve such static rules and laws which would be 
unanimously accepted by all human beings. This is 
because the intellectual decisions and results of 
individual thinking are different from one another. Thus 
one person or group would resorc to one principle as 
static and a second person or group to another. and the 
problem will remain as it was. Hence the solution to this 
problem lies in seeking guidance from the Being Who 
created mankind. and also knows the secrets of their 
inner selves. The way to seek this guidance is to turn 
towards His revelations and to the traditions of His 
Prophet�-

When we turn towards the Quran and Prophetic 
traditions we see that they clearly and explicitly describe 
injunctions hut are content to describe the broad 
principles only in some cases. and avoid subsidiary 
details. The Quran and the Messenger of Allah, 
Mul)ammad � are not confined tn any region or time 
but cover every place and time. the injunctions that do 
not change with time have been described in the Quran 
and lfadit/J clearly and explicitly and sometimes their 
subsidiary details 'have also been determined. Contrary 
to this. as for the injunctions that were liable to be 
affected by the change of time. the Quran and Prophetic 
Traditions describe some general universal principles in 
the I ight of which learned persons of every time may 
determine and establish the subsidiary details. 

Thus the injunctions that are explicit in the Quran and 
fjadi1h. and on whom the U111ma/J has had a consensus. 
are absolutely unalterable and obligaLOry for every period 
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of time. If that were not so they would not have been 
explicitly ordained through the Quran and EJadith. 

However, those injunctions which are not explicitly 
ordained in the Quran and Traditions and there has not 
been a consensus of 1he Ummah. there is room for ijtihad 

in accordance with the principles of the Quran and 
Traditions of the Prophet Changes of times can influence 
such injunctions and it is about these injunctions that the 
jurists hav� said: 

"Injunctions keep changing with the change of 

Time." 

If on the other hand, there was room for alterations 
and amendments with change of time in the clear and 
exp I icit injunctions of the Quran and Prophetic 
traditions. there was no need for sending the Messengers 
and revealing the Divine Scriptures. Just one injunction 
would have been sufficient. 'Formulate your own 
injunctions and Laws according to the circumstances of 
the time.' Hence, the person who points out at changes 
of Time in spite of clear and exp! icit injunctions of the 
Q Ur an Or , 0 n the Sa Ille b a Si S • i S eager t O g i Ve 
self-conceived meanings and alter and interpolate the 
exp I ici t i njunctions of the Qu ran and Pr ophetic 
Traditions. he is in fact unaware of the basic purpose of 
sending the Prophets and of revelation of Divine 
Scriptures. 
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(7) MEANING OF CHANGE OF TIME'!

At this stage it is essential to have a clear
conception of what is meant by "change of time." The 
change of time that influences the religious injunctions 
1s that change due to which the Motive80 of an 
injunction changes. For instance, jurists of earlier days 
ruled that if a person hires a horse and does not settle 
with the owner of the horse what distance he would 
travel on it and what the fare would be then this deal 
would be void and unlawful. But now-a-days with the 
invention of metered taxis this injunction does not 
remain valid. People do not settle anything with the 
taxi-driver befdre sitting in it. and none of them knows 
what the total fare would be, yet this dealing is lawful. 
The reason is that the Motive behind the maxim 
described by earlier jurists. ac cording to their 
statement was a great possibility of dispute between the 
parties concerned if the fare and distance were not 
settled beforehand. Now the time has changed and with 
the invention of metres the practice has become that the 
parties agree to go by the metre. Hence the chance of a 
dispute does not exist. which was Motive for making 
the deal as unlawful. Thus, with this change of time 
injunction also changed. 

Contrary to this, when the motive of injunctions is 
unaffected no change in the injunctions can be made on 
the basis of general trend of the Time. There is no room 
in Islam for the concept that if an evil spreads it should 
be endorsed as lawful and permissible, and if the good 
things are abandoned, they should be forsaken. This 
defeated ment ality ultimately leads co the very 
passion-worship against which the Quran has been 

80: For the meaning of "Motive" sec pag� 445'. 
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revealed and to free from enslavement of which the Holy 
Prophet � was sent. 

(8) APPROPRIATE SPHERE OF ACTIVITY OF

INTELLECT AND REASON

The summary of the above discussion is that it is
not at all correct to seek distant and uncommon 
meanings through distortion and interpolation of the 
Quran and Prophetic Traditions after be111g impressed 
by general trend of the times or to present an excuse of 
change of Time. The injunctions explicitly ordained in 
the Quran and Prophetic Traditions are those which are 
not affected by the change of Time. no matter how 
strange and alien they might appear to those influenced 
by changes in Time and wave of passions. Hence. on 
these occasions introducing intellectual explanations in 
religious injunctions is not common sense but is 
slavery to passions which is nothing but extreme 
veering off the path. 

The fact is that commonsense itself demands that 
the limits of human brain should be recognized and no 
such burden beyond its endurance be put on it. In this 
universe, the capacity and capability of everything 
except Allah has some limitations beyond which it does 
not work. Intellect is also a component of this universe 
and its capabilities are also not unlimited. Allah has 
guided mankind through Divine Scriptures and 
Prophets towards the same realities and injunctions in 
search of which human intellect could stumble. Hence, 
to forward intellectual expediences ag11inst the explicit 
injunctions of these Scriptures and Prophets is like 
testing an aeroplane engine on the pr'inciples of train 
engine. 

In the end, it is also essential to keep in mind that the 
above discussion does not at all mean that intellect is left 
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with no application in human life after having established 
Faith in the Quran and Traditions. The reason is that, of 
all the deeds which a man has to face, there are very few 
which religion has decreed as obligatory. incumbent, 
traditional. desirable, forbidden or detestable. But there 
are innumerable actions which have been termed as 
allowable. It is the sphere of these allowables which forms 
an expansive ground for reason and intellect wherein 
religion does not interfere. To adopt one or to leave 
another of these allowables has been left to the descretion 
of intellect and reason, the use of which can take man to 
highest achievements of material progress and scientific 
discoveries, and allow him to reap rightful benefits out of 
them. As against this, interference with the Divine 
injunctions has resulted in the scientific and technological 
advancements to have caused torment and disruption 
instead of benefiting mankind. This has resulted from the 
fact that the burden placed on intellect had been beyond 
its capacity, and which a human being cannot bear without 
absolute submission to Divine Revelations. 

The great scholar of the philosophy of history Ibn 
Khaldun has given a very beautiful description in this 
connection, as under. 8l

t_;L!..11 !Ir' t... �1J ,�1 � ..!1 IS'J..v J ..!.lS'l;.)1 �u

1.--i �'J ,.!J.; .)t....... � uP r' -* .� J 1bta-1 .:r

J\.,k; .:r t:" JI cJ\.,k; <J" J .!JS'\;.)\ ._; j J � <J' .;"j � 

01.r." jWI J. ,45";1..v J j.WI � � .)I.Ai .!.lb ..,-:I J �

0 j 01 � "l ..!11 _d;- ,4J y.is' "l � v�u ,�

81: Muqaddamah, lbn .Khaldun. 
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..:..,lA...a)I ._;1\.o- J o y.,:}I � J o ;"'-�I J ..I.,>-_,:!I JY'\ "-! 

JI!,. J ,Jt.,.._. ..} � �.) .'.Ju '°J_,1, i:.IJJ L, JS' J ..,J':YI 

.:,1 � ,...,_.,,..iJI "-! .'.>jy. t5.iJI 0lr.-ll t.SiJ j.,,-J JI!,.�.)

pi- ..... �,..} .:Jlr.-11 01 � .!l)--4 ':Y \.l.o, ,JL,:,,,Ji <I./ 0y.. 

_ o J_,1, (5...\.,q 'y J oJ..:s. J-4,! j.WI � ,.j.>L.:, 

-Hence you are wrong in relying on your knowledge
and information (whatever We know encompasses the
knowledge of all creation) but you must follow the
beliefs and deeds explained by the interpreter (the
Prophet ;i) because he is your greatest well-wisher and
knower of your welfare. His knowledge is higher than
yours and is obtained from a source better than the
sphere of your intellect. And this is not a defect for
intellect and its know-how. Rather, intellect is in fact a
correct criterion whose decisions are certain and free �
falsehood. But this criterion is not large enough to allow
you to weigh the matters of unity of Allah, Prophethood,
attributes of Allah or any other thing which is outside
the scope of reason. It is like a person may wish to
weigh a mountain on the scale that weighs gold.
Evidently (when the mountains would not weigh in it,) it
would not be said that the scale is false. But ittiJould be 
said that every seale has a limit beyond which it cannot
work. Similarly the scale of human intellect also stays 
still at a certain point and cannot cross its limits.� 
Similarly, the Quran and Prophetic Traditions have left 

many things to the deliberation and deductions of the 
jurist� Hence, for those who are competent in this task� 
deduct1l)n. of i njunctions in the light of Quran and 
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Traditions and laws of religion provides another vast field 
for the use of intellect and reason. Jurists in all times have 
been tried for their genius in this field. However, one 
should not be tempted to interpolate the Quran and ljadith 
and try to weigh a mountain un the scale for weighing gold. 

To end the discussion we quote · Allamah Shabbir 
AJ:unad 'Uthmani: 

It is not the intention to decry thought and reason as 
useless and absurd. Or that their application is a religious 
sin. But yes! We do not permit an individual that he should 
put his inept reasoning and intellect at par with the pure and 
clear, true and accurate, high and exalted teachings of the 
Prophets r')(....!1 � on which very often his own conscience 
pricks him from inside. Against this it is essential that man 
should base his intellectual knowledge on the sayings of 
Allah and His Messengers and submit to them. Whatever 
they have said, he should take it as the panacea or cure ste't 
the diseases of his soul and submit to it by all means 
saying: 

I hear it, and I submit to it. 

• ',, ' ,.. � ! , � - -. , � ·--""\ ,, ··-�r •. · "I · �-.- • ,, ' '. ".lJI-
� ,U �- U, � ,X � � Vft"� V,, J

0 �� yl� �j � ;, ��lc.J ;..f.J � �I� 
And those who argue concerning Allah after He has 
been acknowledged. their argument is ·void with their 
Lord. and upon them is wrath, and for them is a severe 
chastisement. 82 (As-Shura. 42: 16) 

82: Al-'Aql-wan Naql, Mawlana Shabhir Al.1mad Uthmarii p95. 
ldarah lslamiyat, Lahore J 396 AH. 





CHAPTER-4 

SOME EXEGETES OF EARLY ERA 

We had intended to describe a detailed and expansive 
history of the Science of Exegesis, but due to several 
reasons the idea had to be abandoned. In addition, proper 
books on this subject have been published too. 83 Hence,
instead of a complete history of the Science of Exegesis 
we wish to give a description of only some commentators 
belonging to the first era and whose references occur in 
very large numbers in the books of exegesis. The purpose 
of this description is that if the following discussions are 
kept in view while making an exegesis of the Quran, it 
will be easier to make true deductions from the sayings of 
these people. 

'ABDULLAH IBN 'ABBAS 

There is of course a large group of the Companions of 
the Holy Prophet :ti who are known for their service to 
exegesis of the Quran. But among them · Abdullah bin 
'Abbas • has attained a distinctive position. The basic 
reason is that Holy Prophet � had specifically prayed for 
proficiency in exegesis for him. It is related in several 
traditions that the Prophet � placed his hand on the head 
of 'Abdullah bin 'Abbas� and prayed: 

83: For instance, TarTkh ul-Quran and TarTkh at-TafsTr, Professor 
�bdus. $amad �arim. 
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_ J-l:ll � ) .:r-..UI � "+° r-f1ll 

0 Allah give him the comprehension of religion and 
bestow on him the knowledge of exegesis. 
And at another time the Prophet � said, 

84 - ""r') 'Y !l ;4 r-f1l' 

0 Allah give him abundance in it and spread Your 
religion through him. 
And according to some narrations the Prophet � 

addressed him in the words 

85 _ ..:..,ii cii_,ill ciL.....:-;�,

You are a good interpreter of the Quran. 
That is why the Companions used to remember him 

with the titles of .:,T _;J1 1Jl.-. J (Interpreter of the Quran), 86 
�' (great Scholar), .r,,l' (Ocean of Knowledge). Even 
eminent Companions used to turn towards him in matters of 
exegesis despite his young age, and his opinion was widely 
respected. 

He has himself said, .. After the death of the Prophet� 
I said to one of the Ansars that there were still a number of 
Companions alive. so we should seek knowledge (of 
religion) from them, He replied, 'Do you think that people 
will need your knowledge (for which you are preparing 
from now)?' And hence he did not accompany me and I set 
on the task alone. I used to go to different Companions and 
learn many things from them. Some times I would go to a 
Companion and if he was resting at noon time I would wait 

84: Al- (�a hah,l;laliz lhn l;lajar v2. 
85: Al-ltq'iin v1 plR7. Ref: l;lilyarul Auliy'ii. Abi Nu'aym. 
86: lhid. 
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()utside his door while hoc wind ust:u to blow sand on my 
fact: when the Companion ust:d m t.:ome out he would say. 
·o cousin of the Prophet � why did you trouble yourself?
You should have sent for mt: and I would have come to
you· I replied, 'No. it was my duty to come co you.· Then I
used to ask him about the ljadirh for which I had gone to 
him. This practice continued. The An�ar Companion who 
had refused to join me in this campaign lived a long time
afterwards until he saw me in the stare that people had
surrounded me and were asking me questions. At that time
he said, This young man was more clt:ver than me. '"87

'Ubaidullah bin · Ali bin Abi Rafi' has stated that Jbn 
'Abbas used to go to Ahu Rafi· 4i, and ask him what did 
the Prophet � do on such and such day? With him used to 
be another man who used LO write whatever was said by 
Abu Rafi' �.88 

A time came when there was always a large numher of 
students around him and he taught U1em the exegesis of the 
Quran, the Prophetic Traditions and Juridical maxims etc.89

It was for these reasons that 'Abdullah bin ·Abhas was 
called "lma111-ul-Mufassir111" (The leader of commentators) 
and a great many narrations have been quoted from him in 
connection with exegesis of the Quran. However. a large 
part of these narrations are weak in authenticity. Hence. in 
order to benefit from his narrations they must he verified 
according ro the rules nf l;ladith. Certain things in this 
connection must be rememhered - They are. 
l: The most reliable narrations of lbn · Abbas are those 

reported in the sequence of Abu �ali\1 frnm Mu'awiyah 
bin Salih from 'Ali bin 'Ali Talha from lhn 'Abbas. In 

. . 
. . 

87: Al- f.sabah. v2. p323. Ref: Musnatl DanHni and Musnad l:larilh 
bin Abi Usamah. Ta1.kirmul l:fuflai. Zahbi vi. p38. 

88: Ibid. Masnad Ru'yani. 
89: Al- I �abah. v2. pJ25. Al-l�ti''iih �llii Hamish Al- lsiibah vl. 

p347. 
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the times of Imam A)Jmad a collection of exegesis of 
Ibn 'Abbas was available in Egypt with this line of 
transmission. Imam Al;lmad used to say about it, "It 
will not be extraordinary if anyone travels to Egypt 
only to obtain a copy of this exegesis." Later on. 
however, this transcript became extinct but many 
commentators and Traditionists have reported excerpts 
from it in their books. Imam Bukhari has quoted many 
of its narrations in his $a1Jil}, and J:iafi� lbn JarTr. lbn 
Abi ]:fatim and lbnul Munzir have also reported many 
narrations in the same sequence. 90 

2: A misunderstanding by Goldzi 'her: At this point it 
would  b e  p r o p e r  t o  i nvi te  a t t e n t i o n  t o  a 
misunderstanding created by the famous Orientalist 
Goldzi'her in his book "Mazahib ut TafsTr-al-lslami". 
as is to be expected. 
"The Muslim critics of lfadith themselves admit 
that 'Ali bin Abi Tal�a himself did not hear these 
exegetic remarks from lbn · Abbas which he has 
mentioned in this book.This is the verdict of the 
Islamic critics of lfadith about the collection of 
exegesis of lbn 'Abbas which is regarded as most 
acceptable. "91

But Goldziher has omitted to say that whereas expert 
critics of ljadith have written that while Ali bin Abi Tall.1a 
had not heard these narrations from Ibn 'Abbas, · Ali bin 
Abi Tall,la had adopted some of these reports from Mujahid 
and some from Sa 'id bin Juba yr. l;Iafi?: Ibn ijajar states. 92 

90: AI-Itqan. v2. pl88. 
91: Madhahibut TafsTr ul Jslami. Goldziher. Arabic translation 

Doctor Abdul l;laffm Najjar. p98. 
92: Al-ltqan v2 pl 88. T:il1dhTb lll Tahdhth v7. p239. 
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When intermediate link is found and is reliable, no 
problem then remains. 

469 

Apart from this sequence of LA Ii bin Tall)a the 
narrations of lbn · Abbas have other narrations which are 
either absolutely correct (salji!J) or good (l;lasatt") They are 
for example, Abu Thaur from lbn Jurayl_1 from lhn · Abbas 
or. l�ajjaj bin Muhammad from lbn Jurayh from lbn 
'Abbas, or Qays from 'Ata' hin Saih from S'ad bin Jubayr 
from lbn 'Abbas, or lbn ul ls!Jaq from Mul)ammad bin Abi 
Mu!Jammad from'Ikrimah or Sa·Tu bin Jubayr from lbn 
· Abbas. etc.'
3: The narrations of Jbn · Abbas reported from following

sources are weak. 
a) Mul:Jammad bin Sa·ib AI-KalhT from Abi $alil) from

lbn 'Abbas: and when Muhammad bin Marwan-as
Suddyyi-as-SaghTr reports from KalbT this is regarded
b y  a u th o riti es  as a false seque nce. Of the
commentators Th'alaba and Wal)idT have reported a
vast number of narrations from this sequence.

b) f?alJl)ak bin Muzal.1im from lbn ·Abbas. This is weak 
because Qal)liak is not known to have met lbn · Abbas
and if Bishr bin 'Ammarah from Abi Ruq be the
reporter from pal.11) ak, the sequence becomes weaker
because B ish.r hin ·Ammarah himself is weak. and if
Juwaibir he the reporter from I;)alJIJak ir becomes
weaker because Juwaibir is most unreliable.

c) 'A!iyyah al-'Aufi from lbn ·Abbas: This is weak
because of low profile of 'A!iyyah al ·Autf. However,
some poeple consider ir as good (f;lasan) because
TirmizT has appreciated the reports of · A!iyyah. A
detailed discussion in this matter will follow in the
report on 'A� ·iyah al-·Aufi. ·
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d) Muqatil bin Sulayman from Ihn · Abbas: This is also
weak <lue to low profile of Muqatil whose statt: will
he discusst:d later. 93

TRUTH ABOUT THE PREVALENT EXEGESIS 
OF IBN 'ABBAS (TAFSTR IBN-'ABBAS) 

4: A book hy the name of T<1111·,r-11/-111iq 'y<1s Ji Ta.f�.,,. lhn 
'Abbas has been published in our Limes which is 
generally considered as exegesis of lhn 'Abbas. Its 
Urdu translation has also been publishe<l. but it is 
wrong Lo ascribe it to lhn · Ahhis because this book has 
been based on the reported sequen�e of Muhammad bin 
Marwa n-as-Suddy from Muhammad bin Sa'ib 
al-KalhT from Abi $ale!) from lhn · Abbas. 94

We have stated in the foregoing lines thar this has been 
regarded by Traditionists as a ·chain of falsehood' and 
lu:nce cannoL be relied upon. 

'ALI � IBN ABU 'f ALIB 

Sayyidina 'Ali +, holds a very high place in the 
exegesis of the Quran. Since the first three caliphs ha<l died 
early. only a few exegeric narrations have- been reported 
from them. but Sayyi<lina Ali � remained busy in the 
learning of Islam for a very long time and then: are many 
narrations reported from him. His eminent position in the 
Science of Exegesis can he estimated from the face that Abu 
Tufayl says: 

�, saw 'Ali delivering an address in which he said. 
· Ask me questions about the B ook of Allah.
because. By God! There is no verse of the Quran
about which l do not know whether it was

93: This complete repon is adopted from al-llqan v2. pl!!!!-189 See 
also the repon on the narration that rnllow�. 

94: Tm1wTr al Miqyas. pl. 
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revealed at night or during the day. on the ground 
or on the mountain". 95

471 

Since Sayydina Ali � hall senled in Kufah (Iraq). his 
teachings mostly spread in that an:a. and most or his 
narrations have been reported hy people of Kufah. 

ABDULLAH BIN MAS'UD � 

He is also one of those Companions from whom a large 
number of exegetic narrations have heen reported. In fact 
narrations are even more than Sayyidina ·AJi � ':lafi? lbn 
JarTr etc. have reported him saying as under: 

� �I I.ii J 'yl ..iJ1 yl:5" .y �I ..:.J) L, o.,,), .j1 'y .,sjj\ J 

JL;; 1.5"" .]1 y� �\ J.>.I .:its::.. �I _,l J ,..:.J) .:.f.' J ..:.J;,

"By the Being save whom there is none worthy of 
worship. I know of every verse of the Book of 
Allah about whom it was revealed and where it was 
revealed. If I know the address of a person who 
knows the Book of Allah more than I know. I will 
certainly go to him provided the camels can reach 
that place. "96 

The famous Tahi't Masruq hin AI-Ajda· states 
· Abdullah bin Mas'ud used to recite a Su rah he fore us and
spend most of the day in its interpretation and relating
Prophetic Traditions about it. ··97 

And Masruq has also said "I had been bcnefitted from 
many Companions. but after deep thinking found that the 

95: Al-flqan v2, p 187. 
96: Al-llqii'n v2. p187. 
97: TafsTr lbn JarTr vl, p27. 
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knowledge of all the Companions was limited in six of 
them. namely, Sayyidina 'Umar. Sayyidina 'Ali. Sayydina 
· Abdullah bin Mas·ud, Sayyidina Zayd bin Thabit,
Sayyidina Abu Darda and Sayydina Ubayy bin Ka'b .iill..s-PJ
� Jw. Then I pondered again and found the knowledge
of these six dependent on Sayydina 'Ali and Sayyidina
'Abdullah bin Mas'ud �- �911

UBAYY BIN KA'B 

He is also one of those Companions who were 
renowned in the science of Exegesis and Recital. The 
Prophet� had said about lfim. 

The greatest Recitor (among the Companions) is 
Ubayy bin Ka'b.99 

His eminent status can be assessed from the fact that the 
great commentator Sayydina 'Abdullah bin • Abbas took 
lessons from him. Sayydina Mu·ammar states. 

:;..£ J. J ) �)�:cl; .y J'� J.\ � ..,.l,..

"Most of the learning of lbn 'Abbas have been 
derived from 'Umar, · Ali, and Ubbay bin Ka'b 
.$, .. ,100

There are some reports that indicate that he was the 
first commentator whose exegesis was compiled in book 
form. There was a large transcription of his book from 
which Abu Ja'far Razi used to narrate from Rab'i bin 
Anas from AhT-Al-'Aliyah. · Ibn JarTr. lbn Abi l�atim. 
Al)mad bin I;Ianhal and Ifakim have reported from this 

98: Muqaddmah N:isbur-Rayah. al-Kauthari v I. p30. 
99: Tazkiratul J:luffa� Zahahtv I. p3X. 
JOO: Tazkirmul l;lurfa:(. by Zahbi v I. p3R. 
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transcription. l::lakim had died in the year 405 AH .. 
hence this transceiption was present upto the 5th century 
Hijri.101

In addition to the above mentioned Companions. 
narration related to exegesis of the Qu�an have also been 
reponed from Zayd bin Thabit, Mu·az bin Jabal, 'Abdullah 
bin 'Amr, Abdullah ibn Umar, Sayyidah 'Ayshah, Jabir 
Ahu Musa Ash'an, Anas and Abu Hurayrah Jw "111 �J 

l"T" .. 

IOI: Al-lrqan. v2. pl89. 





AFTER THE COMPANIONS �Jw.111�) 

The Companions � Jw .:»1 � J 1>f the Holy Prophet � 
ha<l established centres al differem plact:s for the teaching 
of the Quran. As a resull of their lt:achings and training a 
large group of their follower� were able to render 
prominent service to the Sc:ience of Exeges is. A hrief 
introduction to son1e of them is given here. hecause they 
are frequently referred to in the hooks of exegesis. 

1: MUJAHID 

His full name is 'Ahul �lajjaj Mujahi<l bin Jabr-al
Makhzumi (Born 21 AH. Died 103 AH1.'02 Ht: was a
student of · Ahdul lah hi n · A hbas and was his favourite 
pupil. He read the Quran thirty times with him and learnt 
its i::xegesis three times. Qata<lah said ahout him.· IO J 

..u,G,.... �� � .:/ �\ 

Mujahid is the greatest of the living of exegettes. 

And KhasTf has said 

- .ul>.v �� �I

"Mujahi<l is the greatt:st scholar of exegesis." 1°4

It is said that a collection of his exegesis is still sate in 
the Kha<lTviyah Librnry of Egypt. IOS

Although Mujahi<l is among the Tabi'Tn (follnwers of 

102: His father was Jabr or Juhayr. 1Tahzlhul-As111:i. Nawawt v2. 
p83). 

103: TahzTh-u1-TahzTh v 10. p4J. 
104: Tm:kirn1-ul-l:lufta?, hy ZalmhT. vi. r,8h. 
105: Tii'rTkh-ul-TafsTr by Ahdus �amad �arim. p78. D<!lhi. AH.1355. 
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Companions) yet the Companions used to respect him. He 
has himself stated: 

- ti-'� r .:.,� ... ..L,.:., 01 -1:i) �, Jr>' .y.1 �

"l remained in the company of lbn 'Umar and l 
wanted to serve him, but he used to serve me.'' !06

Sayyidina Ibn 'Umar � once held the stirrup of his 
horse and said, "How I wish that my son Salim and my 
slave Nafe' had a memory like you.'' 

He died in the year 103 AH while he was in prostration 
(Al-Bidaya wan-Nihayah by Ibn KathTr. Y.9, P.224.) 

2: SA'ID BIN JUBAYR

He is a renowned follower of Companions. He took 
lessons from 'Abdullah bin 'Abbas. 'Addullah bin 'Umar, 
'Abdullah bin Zubayr, Anas. · Abdullah bin Mughfal and 
Abu Mas·ud al-Badri. to7 

He is known for his dedication and piety. Very 
frequently he used to weep during $ala!, at night so much 
that it resulted in a weak vision. ios

�Iajjaj bin Yusuf martyred him in 94 A.H. which 
incident is well known in history of Islam. On the desire of 
caliph 'Abdul Malik bin Marwan he had written an 
exegesis of the Quran. which rhe caliph had kept in safe 
custody in the royal treasury. After a time this exegesis 
came into the hands of · A ia · bin Dinar (Died 126 AH) who 
used to narrate from this exegesis as "Mursals"109 from

106: l;lilyat-ul-Auliya by Abi Nu·.iym v3, p285.�86. 
107: TahzTh-ul-Asma' wal-Lugh"itt by NuwT vi. p216. · 
108: l;lilyat-ul-Auliya. v4, p272. 
109: TahzTb 111 TahzTb: v7. pl 98. 199. ahou1 A!a bin Dinar. Mursal is 

a Saying of the Prophet where either the medium of' companions 
is missing or narrators :ifter the followers of Companions are 
missing. 
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Sa'Td bin Jubayr. Hence all the narrations of Sa'Td bin 
Jubayr quoted by 'Afa' bin Dinar are termed by the 
Traditionists as "Wijadah" and are not much reliable. 

Many of Sa'id ibn Jurayr's narrations are Mursal (that 
is medium of Companion is missing). But his Mursal are 
reliable. Yahyaibn Sa'id has said: 

"I like Sa'Td bin Jubayr's Mursals more than those of 
'Afa and Mujahid ... uo 

3: 'IKRIMAH 

He is known by the name of 'lkrimah Mawla lbn 
'Abbas. He was a slave presented to Ibn 'Abbas as a gift 
by l;fusayn bin Abi-al-1:far Al-'AmbarI Ibn 'Abbas worked 
very hard to educate him and then freed him. Apart from 
lbn • Abbas he has reported narrations from Sayyidina ·Ali, 
Hasan bin 'Ali. Abu Hurayrah, Ibn 'Umar, 'Abdullah bin 
'Amr, Abu Sa'Td KhudrI: 'Uqbah bin ·Amir, Jabir, 
Mu'awiyah and some oth�r Companions.111 

'lkrimah himself stated that he spent forty years in 
pursuit of knowledge. 112 Thus he travelled to Egypt, Syria,
Iraq and even to Africa.113 Imam Sha·bT had stated that in 
his time there was no scholar of the Quran greater than 
'lkrimah. 114 Qatadah stated that four persons among the 
followers of Companions were the greatest scholars. 'Ata, 
Sa'Td bin Jubayr, 'Ikrimah and ijasan Ba�rT. ll5 • 

TRUTH ABOUT OBJECTIONS ON 'IKRIMAH 

Some Traditionists have made certain objections on 
'lkrimah. The famous Orientalist Goldzi'her has tried to 

110: Tahz'ib ut TahzTb. pl 4. v4. 
111: TahzTb-ul-TahzTb v7, p264. 
112: Tazkirat-ul-Hufta� by Zahbi v I. p90. 
113: Al-bidayah wan-Nihayah by Ibne KathTr v9, p245. 
114: TahzTb-TahzTb V7 p.266. and Mifta:hus Sa'adab, v.l. p410. 
115: Ibid. 
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blow out of proportion these objections and attempted to 
create an impression thar even this renowned student of 
lhn 'Abbas was not reliable in exegetic narrations.116

But the fact is that scholars. after thorough scrutiny and 
research', have refuted these objections. l;lafi� Jbn Hajar 
has made a vast and elaborate discussion on this subject 
in Muqaddimah Fatf)-ul-Bari. He has stated that several 
Tradtitionists havt: written book� on the explanation of 
·1kri111ah and have scrurinised objections raised against
him. They include l:lafiz fbn JarTr. Imam Mul)ammad
bin Na�r Maruzi ,  Abu · Abdullah bin Mandah, Abu
l;latim bin l;libban and Abu 'Umar bin 'Abdul Barr. 117

Then Jbn l;lajar has said that the objections being raised
.igainst 'Tkrimah depend on three allegations. Firstly,
that he had attributed some wrong things to Tbn 'Abbas.
Secondly. by his belief he was a KharijT (Schismatic).
And thirdly, he used to accept gifts and rewards from
rich people.

As far as the third al legation is concerned that he 
accepted gifts and rewards from the rich people, it is not a 
valid reason for rejecting his reports. As for the other two, 
lbn l:lajar has concluded rhat these allegations could not be 
proved at all. Whatever incidents have been attributed to 
him have all been scrutinized and investigated one by one 
in full detail, and refuted with arguments by l:{afii Ibn 
�!ajar. For instance, the allegation of falsehood is based on 
a misunderstanding, that some times he heard a narration 
from two different persons, and on one occasion he quoted 
one of them and on another occasion he quoted the other 
person while reporting it. On this. some people thought that 

116: Mazahib ut TafsTr ul lslmni. Goldozihcr.Arnbic 1ranslation Dr 
Abdul l;lalim an NajJar. p9S. 

l 17: Hadi as Sari (Muqaddamah Fatl,1 al Bari. f;lati� !bn 1:fajr. v2. 
pi 92, Chaptar 9. letter ·Ain «t).J 
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he used to invent l;ladith although both narrations were 
correct. He himself has said: 

-�)
These people who falsify me in my absence why do 
they not falsify me on my face? 
He meant to say that he would explain the fact if they 

talk to him face to face. 
Similarly, Ibn Hajar showed that the allegation thar he 

was a Khariji could not be proved through any authentic 
source. However, in some juristic cases he �ad adopted the 
views which were similar to those of Kharijis. It was due to 
this fact that some people alleged him to be a Khariji. 

Imam 'Ijlisays. 

_ ',!; J.rJl .y '\! v"UI <I./ """;. L.....

" 'Ikaramah is the freed slave of lbn 'Abbas. belongs 
to Makkah, and is a reliable follower of Companions. 
He is absolved of the allegations of being a Khariji 
which people have brought against him." 
And Ibn JarTr TabarT has said, 
"If a person, to whom a wrong belief has been 
attributed. could be declared unacceptable for 
testimony on this basis, we shall have to abandon 
most of the Traditionists because almost all of 
them are attributed things they did not like. "118 

That is why  a lmost a l l  the scholars of lfadith 

118: These sayings are reponed by l:fali� lbn l;lajar. Details may be 
seen in tladi as Sari. v'.!. pl92-196. Chnptcr 9. 
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(Traditionists) have cited narrations from 'Ikrimah. Imam 
Bukhari is very strict in matters of scrutiny of Traditions 
and had dropped all doubtful reporters. yet he has adopted 
'lkrimah's reports in his �a�1\1. About Imam Malik it has 
been said that he did not like 'Ikrimah, but in the chapter 
Kitabul l;lajj he has quoted 'lkrimah's report.119 It is also
said about Imam Mul;lammad lbn STrTn that he used to taunt 
at 'lkrimah, but Khalid al-1:fazza has stated as under: 

Every such tradition about which Muhammad bin 
STrTn says, �l,$> i:r.' .:.,;, ..:...;' (It is reported from Ibn 
'Abbas) he had heard it 'Ikrimah. He did not name 
him because he personally disliked him". 120 

In short, it is a proved fact that 'lkrimah's reports are 
acceptable and most scholars of l;ladith have quoted him 
without any hesitation. 

GOLDZ.IHER'S CONFUSION 

Here it seems appropriate to point to a confusion in 
the mind of Goldz'iher. He has narrated an incident that 
when 'lkrimah died there were not enough people even to 
carry his coffin. On the other hand, a famous poet 
Kuthayyir 'Azzah also died the ·same day and in his burial 
a large group of Quraysh was present. Goldziher has 
i�ferred two things from this incident. One, that in those 
days M_uslims in general had a greater regard for a public 
poet than for the Traditionists and two, that people of 
Arabia considered a slave (even though he was freed) to 
be far inferior to a pure Arab. 121

But this imaginative expression of Goldziher is based on 
the malice and prejudice so he never felt ashamed of 
circulating unconfirmed reports. The fact is that the very 

119: Tarikh-ul-KabTr by Bukhari v4. p49 rele 218. 
120: Al-bidayah wan-Nihayah v9, p245., and Hadl MS Sari. v2, pl 94. 
121: Mazahib ut TafsTr i l Islanif. Goldziher. p95, 96. 
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story is baseless that there were many people in the funeral 

of Kuthayyir and almost none in the funral of 'Ikrimah. 

According to lbn Hajar. 

"And the report that people participated in the bier 

of Kuthayyir and not of · Ikrimah has nor been 

proved because this has been narrated by an 

unknown person." 122 

And even if we accept the fact that very few people 

were present in the burial of 'lkrima.h, it is not surprising 

in view of the circumstances under which 'lkrimah had 

died. In every historical narration it is memioned that the 

government had issued orders for his arrest, due to which 

he had gone into hiding and died in that state. Obviously, 

very few people must have got the news of his death and 

hence the low attendance. No wise person can deduce from 

this that he enjoyed less respect in the eyes of the people 

than a poet. In the unbiased historical expressions it is 

explicitly mentioned that it was on the lips of people in 

general that: 

_ J'IJI �IJ J'IJI wi -.:.,L. 

Today the greatest jurist has died and also the 

greatest poet. 123

Noteworthy is the ridiculous trend of research by the 

Orientalists that they are quick to infer on the basis of a 

minor unauthentic incident. The question arises: Was the 

bier of 'Ikrimah the only thing to test the respect of people 

122: TahzTb-ul-TahzTb v7. p273. 

123: Al-bidayah wan-Nihayah v9. p245. 
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for the Traditionists? Do the innumberable incidents of the 
lives and deaths of hundreds of thousands of other 
Traditionists tlu·ow no light on this subject? Is this the only 
incident in the history to determine the behaviour of general 
public with scholars of slave origin? Do they not get any 
guidance in this subject from the extreme popularlity and 
respect attained by thousands of slaves, other than 'Tkrimah, 
after their scholastic achievements? Did 'Ikrimah not get 
great respect when he was alive'? 

Jn fact, reference to such baseless allegations in a 
scholarly book is nauseating. 124 

Here we have mentioned them so that the low standard 
of research and the way of thinking of those people who 
remain busy to satisfy their passions of malice and 
prejudice. should also be known to our readers. 

4: 'f A ·wus "-# .JJ1......,.. J 

His full name is 'Abdur Ral)man Ta'wus bin Kaisan al 
Himyari al Jundi. ·He belonged to the city of Jund in 
Yemen. He was also a slave. He attained his education 
from • Abdullah bin 'Umar, Zayd bin Thabit. Zayd bin 
Arqam and many other Companions. But his narrations 
reported from Sayyidah 

1

Ayshah � .iii �J and Mu'az bin 
Jabal and the Caliphs are 'Mursal'. In his time he was 
famous for his piety and dedication to Allah apart from his 
scholastic and eminent status. He performed f:Iajj forty 
times. Jmam ZunrT has said, "If you had seen Ta'wti"s you 
would have agreed that he canot tell a lie." · Amr bin Dinar 
has said about him, "I have not seen a person more 
unconcerned about the property of others." 12s

124: We will shonly see the report on the funeral of Ta'wus and the 
Jives of Traditionalists about many of whom were slaves 
originally. 

125: TahzTb ut-Tahzib, v5. p9-10. 
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• Allamah NawawT write!>. ··There is a consensus of all
tht: scholars that ht: was highly honourable. venerated, full 
llf dignity, excellence ot knowledµe. piery. power of 
memory and cautious approach. "s 126 l;lafiz Ahu Nu·aym 
lsfahani has described his virtues ancl piety t111tl his writings 
in great detail in l;lily7i1 11/ A11'iiya. He died in Mina or 
M uzadl ifah in the year I 05 AH. And every class of people. 
from government officials to scholars and saints and the 
crowd participated 111 his funeral. Tht! attendence was SQ 
large that the Caliph had to send the police to control it. 
Sayyidina 'Abdullah bin al llas,111 bin 'Ali bin Abu Talih 
kt!pt his bier constantly on his shoulder even though his cap 
fell down and his shirt was torn. 127

5: 'ATA BIN ABI RABAH 

During the era of Tabi·Tn (followers of companions) 
four dignitaries by the name of · A[a had been very 
popular. They were 'A[a hin Abi Rabal�. A[a bin Ya.5ir. 
'Afa bin al-Sa'ib and 'A[a al-KhurasanT. The first two of 
these are unanimously regarded as "reliable" and there 
had heen some comment on tht! DLht!r two. But whenever 
only ·A�a is written in religious books, it refers 'Ata bin 
Rabah only. His full name is Ahu Mulpmmad · Ata bin 
Abi Rabah AI-MakkT AI-QurayshT. He was the Mauli 
(Freed slave) of fbn Khaysam al-Qurayshi. He was born 
in the last days of Caliphate of 'Uthman and died in 114 
A.H. He was educated by 'Abdullah bin 'Abbas, Abdullah 
bin Zubayr, and Sayyidah 'Ayshah lp Jw .'ii\.? J and other 
Companions ,$, and their followers. He was mainly 
popular as a jurist. It is said that in his time he was the 
greatest scholar on l;Jajj rires. 128 He was highly acclaimed 

126: TahzTb ul Asmavl. p251. 
127: Hilyai ul-Autiya. v4. p3. 
128: TahzTb ul-Asma. vi. p333-334. 
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for his devotion to Allah and piety. lbn Jurayj said. "For 
twenty years the floor of che mosque was his bed.·· 
Mu]Jammad bin · Abdullah ad-Dibaj said. ·· I have noc seen 
a Mufti (one authorizt::d to pass a verdit1 on religious 
laws) becter than ·A!a. His ,1ssembly was always 
t::nlightened with remembrance nf Allah whose continuity 
was never broken. If a legal question was asked during it 
he used to give an exellent answer.··129 

However. his narrations lack authcmication of a direct 
relay through the Companions. Even l'rom lhn-'Umar 
whom he has reported most frt::qucntly his direct audition is 
not proved. Similalry, he did not hear the narrations 
directly from Abu Sa'Td Khu�Irf; Zayd bin Khalid, Umm 
Salmah, Umm Hani, Umm Kurz. Rafi· bin Kha<lTj. 
UsaiTiah, Jubayr bin Muram Ahu Darda and Fa�al hin 
'Abbas.· Hence his direct narra1ions from all these people 
are "Mursal" (without direct audition from a Companion). 
Imam Ahmad considered his Mursal as the weakest of all 
Mursal because he used to accept narration from everyone 
and anyone. 130 

6: SA 'ID BIN AL-MUSA YY IB 

His full name was Sayyidina Sa·Td bin AI-Musayyib bin 
Hazn al-QarshT al-MakhzumT. 131 

· He was the son-in-law of Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah �
Hence many of Abu Hurayrah's narrations have been
reported from hi.m. He was such a pious and devoted
person that for forty years there was no ·call for �alah'
which he did not hear while he was already present in the

129: Tazkiratul Huffa� by Zahahi v I. p92. 
130: Tnhz. Tb-al-TahzTb. v7. pp202-203. 
131: It is both Musayyab and Musayyih (with a and ii tht: former is 

more used but he himself preferred wi1h an 'i · b�t:aust: that was 
tht: custom in Madinah. (TahzTb ul-As111a. Nawawi.) vi. p219. 
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mosque.132 and perforrnccJ Ha.1.1 forty times. He never
acct:pted any n:ward from all) rich person. Fo r his 
livelihood he depended on his trade of oiJ:... Imam Malik 
has quoted him as saying. ··somc times I used to travel 
several days and nights just lo learn a single Tradition." 133

He was born in the third year or Sayyidina ·umar's 
caliphate. Hence he ha� heard traditions from many 
Companions. He ust:d to rt:port too often indirectly (as 
Mursal) from the Companions whom he did not hear 
directly. But his Mursal were acct:pted even by those 
·ul ama who normally rejected Mursal Alladi1h. For
example, Imam Shafa'T did not consider Mursal valid for
reporting but he said, "lhn Musaiyyib'� Mursal narrations 
are fairly authentic for us.·· The reason is that he always 
reported from reliable narrators only. tJ4

But Imam NawawT has refuted that his Mursal were 
acceptable to Shafa·T without preconditions. Ile says .. For
us his Mursal are subject to the same conditions as those of 
other eminent Tabi'T that is. it would be accepted only if it 
is supported by a proven narration or another Mursal or by 
the sayings of some Companions or arter Lite Companions 
by the de[ iberations of most of the jurists··. otherwise. 
no.'" 135 This discussion is. however. n:lated to Shafa'T
School of thought. For 1-lanatTs his mursal are acceptable 
without pre conditions. There are different reports about his 
death from 91 AH to 105 AH. 

132: TahzTbul-Asma. v4, p87. 
133: Tnzkiratul Huflaz. v I, p51-52. 
134: TnhzTb ut TahzTb·. v4, p85-87. 
135: Tahzlb ul Asma v I, p22 I. Muqadcla111a AI-Majmu· Sharnh 

al-Muhazzab v, plOO C:1iro. 
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7: MUHAMMAD BIN SIRIN 

His full name is Abu Bakr Mu!Jammad bin STrTn. His 
father STrTn was the freed slave of Sayyidina Anas � and 
his mother $afya was the freed maid of Sayyidina Abu 
Bakr $iddTq �- At the time when Sayyidina Abu Bakar 
� purchased her, three of the respected wives of the 
Holy Prophet ;i applied fragrance to her, and eighteen of 
the Companions of Sadr joined the celeberation. They 
included Ubayy bin Ka·h who made the Supplication to 
Allah and the others said AmTn. Among the children of 
Sayyid ina STrTn six are we ll known. They are 
Mul}ammad, Ma'bad, Anas, Yahya. (:laf�ah and KarTmah. 
All six of them are'· reliable reporrers of f:laditlt. Of them 
the most popular and eminently placed is Mul)ammad bin 
STrTn whose wonderful life needs to be recorded i•: hook 
form. His piety and dedication is exemplary. Hisham bin 
l;lasan said, "When we stayed in the house of lbn S1r1n 
we heard him laughing during daytime (because he had a 
jolly and delightful nature), and weeping at night.·· It was 
due to his piety and dedication that he had to bear the 
hardships as a prisoner. During his imprisonment the jail 
warden offered him permission to go home at night and 
come back in the morning every day. But he replied. "By 
God! I shall not aid in being mistrustful to the Sultan." 136

It was during his imprisonment that the renowned 
Companion and his father's master Sayyidina Anas � 
died. He had left a will that his body should be given hath 
hy Mul)ammad bin STrTn. People came to him and 
mentioned the will, he said. "I am a prisoner." People said, 
"We have obtained permission from the Sultan." 
Mu!Jammad bin STrTn replied, "The one who imprisoned 

136: The material so far is collected from TahzTb ul-Asma wal Lughat 
V]. pp83,84. 
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me is not the Sultan but the man whose right T have to 
pay." So the people got permission of that man, and then 
Mul)ammad bin STrTn gave bath to Sayyidina Anas •. 137 

Anyhow, Mul)ammad bin STrTn i s  unanimously 
accepted as Imam of exegesis, traditions and law. He is 
known to have met Sayyidina Anas. Abu Hurayrah 'Imran 
bin Husayn. · Abdullah bin ·amr and Zayd bin Thabit �
He has also reported as indirect narration (i.e. Mursal) 
from those Companions whom he never met. But his 
Mursal are. accepted by many of those who do not 
otherwise rely on Mursal as an argument, for instance
Imam Ibn Taymiyyah says. . 

e-"1 if U,.... \..r" � ..} cf L:JI t;} if .:.r-..r-" J. ..l...>,.. J

-J:.--1�1

"MulJammad bin STrTn is the most cautions of 
persons in his discourses and his Mursal are the 
most reliable of all Mursal. "138

He died in Ba$rah on 9 Shawwal 110 AH.139

8: ZA YD BIN ASLAM 

His full name is Abu 'Abdullah Zayd bin Aslam 
Al-'AmrT (D.136 AH) He belonged to Madina and was a 
freed slave of 'Abdullah bin 'Umar ;,.;s, Jw .iill ,.? J· He has 
reported narrations from Ibn 'Umar, Abu Hurayrah, 
Sayyidina 'Ayshah, Jabir, Anas and Salamah bin Al-Akwa' 
etc., � Jw .ii11 ,.? J· He was a great scholar in the science 
of exegesis and is unanimously regarded as reliable. He 
conducted teachings in the Masjid Nabawi. He was so 

137: l;lilyat ul Awliya, Abi Nu·im, v2. p267. 
138: Min.haj us Sunnah, v3, p86. 

139: TahdhTb ut TahctbTb v9. p216. 
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popular that his son 'Abd-ur-Rahman stated that whenever 
his father sent him to any of his students, he used to kiss 
him on his forehead and say, "By God! your father is 
dearer to us than our entire family. If we are told that any 
of our 'i'amily or Zayd bin Aslam would die and if we are 
given a choice to, we shall wish that Zayd bin Aslam 
should live. "146

Abu J:Iazim said, "We attended the assemblies of Zayd 
bin Aslam with forty jurists. Our humblest disposition was 
that we used to offer solace to each other with our 
possessions. and in his assemblies never saw two persons 
arguing on useless topic or djsputing with each other. " 141

Sayyidina Zayd bin Aslam has been generally accepted 
as reliable. However, 'Ubaydullah bin 'Umar says,· "I do 
not know of anything bad in him. However. he used to 
interpret the Quran very often 011 his own views." And 
Sufyan bin 'Uyaynah said. '' Zayd bin Aslam was a noble 
man but his memory was a bit defective." Apart from 
these two persons, 110 one else has passed adverse 
comments on him. 

Hafi� Zahabi states that there was an exegesis written 
by him which his son 'Abdur RalJman bin Zayd bin Aslam 
used to quote.142 But it should be understood that 'Abdur
Ral)man bin Zayd bin Aslam is a weak narrator despite his 
piety and devotion, and most of the Traditionis�s have 
called him "unreliable" 143 Hence the exegetic narrations of 
Zayd bin Aslam reported by his son · Abdur RalJrnan are 
not fully reliable. 

140: TahzTb-ul-TahzTb v3, pp395. 396. 
141: Ibid, vi. p200. 
142: Tazkirat-ul-ijuffai vi, pl25. 
14'.I: TahzTb ut TahzTb. pl78, 179. 
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9: ABUL 'ALIYAH' 

His full name is A bul 'Aliyah Rufai' bin Mehr an 
Ar-Riya�T. He belonged to Basrah and was born in the days 
of paganism but embraced Islam two years after the death 
of the Pr.ophet �- He had met Sayyidina Abu Ba� �. 
and he has reported Aliadilh from Sayyidina 'Ali, lbn 
Mas'ud, Ubayy bin Ka'b, lbn 'Abbas, Abu Musa, Abu 
Ayyub and Abu Barzah � Jw iii, �J- He was a 
renowned Qari (Recitor) of the Quran. He was also a freed 
slave of a woman of Bani Rabat_i, 144 but Sayyidina lbn 
'Abbas always offered him a seat by his side on the cot 
while other Quray.sh sat on the floor, and would say, 
"knowledge upholds the nobility of man in this manner. " 145 

There is a consensus of scholars on his reliability. He died 
in 93 AH . 146 He was the first one to make the call for 
$a/ah in the region of Mawara un-nahr; 147 (the area beyond 
the river). 

10: 'URWAH BIN AZ-ZUBAYR 

He was the son of Sayyidina Zubayr bin · A wwam •. 
He is one of the seven renowned jurists of AI-Madinah, 
and a nephew of Sayyidah 'Ayshah � Jw iii,� J· That is 
why he has reported many traditions from her, and has 
been considered most reliable in reporting them. It is 
a g r e e d  by the 'Ul ama that  he w a s  d ign i f i ed, 
knowledgeable, learned and reliable. 148 His son Hisham 
has said, "My father always observed fasts and died in the 
saijle state in 94 AH". 

lbn Shawzab stated that 'Urwah used to recite one 

144: TahzTb-ul-Asma v2. p25 l. 
145: Tazkiratul l;lufra� v I, p58. 
146: TahzTb-ul-TahzTb v3, p284. 
147: ':{ilyatul Awliyav2, p221. 
148: TahzTb-ul-Asma. pp331. 332. 
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fourth of the Quran every day and also in the late night 
Satah (Tahajjud). This practice was discontinued only 
once in his life on the night when his leg was amputated 
due to a disease. 149 

11: J:IASAN BA�RI 

His full name is Abu Sa'Td AI-F;Iasan bin Abi 
al-Hasan yasar Al-Ba�rT. He was the freed slave of 
Zay·d bin Tl1abit • (and according to some people of 
Jamil bin Qutaibah.) His mother Khayrah was tbe freed 
slave-woman of the Prophet's � wife Umm Salmah �) 
� i)W "1!1 and was therefore, sometimes breastfed by 
her. He was born two years before the martyrdom of 
Sayyidina •vmar �- He had met many Companions nd 
also gained religious knowledge from them. His eminent
statu s  with regard ro l e arn ing and p ie ty  is 
unquestionable. His devotion and dedication, and his 
prudent sayings and writings are very popular. At the 
same time as that he was a great warrior too, and took 
part in several battles. 150 During the reign of Sayydina 
Mu'awiyah he had remained the scribe for the governor 
of Khurasan, Rabi' bin Ziyad. 

He has narrated many Traditions as Mursal (that is, he 
has not mentioned the link of the Companion whose 
Traditions h e narrated). There has been a severe 
difference of opinion among scholars of ijadith on the 
question of die reliability of such Abadith so that some 
accept them while others reject them. Imam Ibn ul-MadTni 
has said, "If the Mursals of l:lasan are reported from 
reliable narrators then they are true and they are very 
rarely unreliable." Imam Abu Zar'ah said, "All those 
traditions, which f;fasan Ba�ri has reported with the words 

149: Tazkirat-ul-J;lufra�. vi, p59.

150: TahzTb uJ-ASJlla, vi, pl61 refe 122.
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'The Messenger of Allah said .. .' but without naming the 
line of transmission, I have found them correct after 
scrutiny, except for four of them where I could not trace 
the Companion's link." Imam Al,1111ad has however termed 
the Mursal of Hasan BasrT and • A ta as the weakest of all 
Mursal. 151 He died in I io AH. 

12: QATADAH 

His full name is Abul Khagab Qatadah hin Di'amah 
As-Sudusi Al-Ba�n. He was born blind, yet his memory 
was so sharp that he himself had said, "I never asked a 
Traditionist to report a Tradition a second time. and my 
ears never heard a thing which my heart did n ot 
memorise." He also said, "There is no verse of the Quran 
about which I had not learnt something (that is, a narration 
or re pore) already.'' Imam A!,unad said, "Qatadah is a great 
scholar of exegesis." In addition. he also had a great 
knowledge of the Arabic language, literature, history and 
genc::ology. Howc::ver, the Tra<.litionists have said that
sometimes he adopted · Tad{[s,152 in the narrations. He died
of plague in the city of Wasi! in 118 AH. 153 

13: MUl;fAMMAD BIN KA'B AL-QURA�T 

His full name is Muharn1m1cl hin Ka'b bin Saleem bin 
As<1d Al-Qura�i. His Kunyah is Abu 1--!llmuh or Abu 
·Abdullah.· His father belonged to the tribe of Banu
Quray7,ah and was excused in the batlle of Banu Qurayzah
due to his childhood. It is said that Mul,1ammad bin Ka'b
al-Qura�i was born in the life time of Prophet �- He has

151: Tah2Tb,u1 TnbzTb. V.3. P.202 ahou1 Ala bin Abi Ralx1h lbn al 
Madini and Abu Zar'ah and v2, pp266-270. 

152: A missing link occurring where a narrmor hl!ard a H.idi1h from 
his teacher when thc teacher of his teacher was also his 
eontemporary. 

153: Adapted from Tazkinu-ul-Hun:iz. ppl 15. 117 rct'l:. 12. 
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reported several t raditions from Sayyidina · Ali. lbn 
Mas'ud. lbn 'Abbas. lhn 'Umar, Ahu Hurayrah. Jahir. 
Anas. Bara hin 'Azib. Mu'awiyah. Ka·h hin ·LJjrah. Zayd 
hin Arqam. MughTra hin Shu'bah 'Abdullah hin Ja·far and 
several other Companions � Jw ..-:»1 � J· 

Imam lbn Sa·d said, .. He was reliable and a scholar of
many cradition� ... Imam 'lj!T said. "He is reliable and pious
and a great scholar of the Quran." ·Aun bin 'Abdullah 
stated. "I have not seen a scholar of exegesis of the Quran 
greater than him." 154 'Allamah NawawT said. "There is 
con�ensus on his reliablilty. 

In the begi1111jng. he had sellkd in Kufah (Iraq) but later 
on returned to Madinah. He died so111ewhen: betwl!en 108 
and 120 AH. 155 

14: 'ALQAMAH 

His full name is Abu Shuhayl · Alqamah bin Qays bin 
'Abdullah Nakh'T. He was residenc of Kufah (Iraq) and was 
born during the life time of the Prophet �- He has 
reported traditions from many Companions hut he was a 
favourite student of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas .. ud �- so 
much so that he had a great rest!111blanct! in appearance and 
character wi th lbn Mas·uu. llence in the matter of 
narrations of  lbn Mas.-ud great reliancl! is  placed on him
and Sayyidina Aswad. He was a swet!t voiced recitor of the 
Quran and Sayyidina lhn Mas·uu used to send for him 
specially for hearing his recitals of the Quran. Once he 
recited the entirl! Quran in one night. He is unanimously 
regarded as rt!liable and had altai11t!d ;1 highly eminent place 
in the science of jurisprudenct!. About his death there are 
different n::ports that he died between 62 AH and 73 AH.156

154: TahzTh uc TahzTh. v9. p420-422. 
155: Ta.hzTh-ul-Asma. vl. p90. 
156: TahzTh ul T:ihzTb v7. p'.178. 
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He was a very humble person and generally remained busy 
in household tasks. He did nm likt: m haw his own circle 
of students and used to say. ··1 do not like rhc1L pt:oplc:: walk 
after me and say to each other that he is Alqamah. After his 
dec1th his enire heritage was a copy of the Holy Quran and 
a horse in addition to a house. ·· 157 

15: ASWAD 

His full name is Abu "Amr Aswad bin Y.izTd bin Qays 
Al Nakh·T. He also belongt:d in Kufah (Iraq) and was also a 
favourite student of "Abdullah lhn Mas·ud. a nephew of 
'Alqamah and maternal unclt: of Ihr'ii'hTm Nakh·T. ·Allamah 
NawawT states. "There is consensus on his reliability and 
eminent status." He was n:nowned for his piety and 
devotion. It is said that he ;ravelled to the l;larmayn158 

eighty times for Hajj or ·umrah. I Iis son ·Ahdur RalJman 
used to offer 700 raka'at in $a/(I/, every day. yet it was 
said that he was the weakest worshipper among the family 
members of Sayyidina Aswad. IS?

Sayyidina lbrahTm Nakh"T stated. "Aswad used to recite 
complete Quran in two nights of Ra111a�an and slept only 
between Maghrib and 'Isha. He kept sn many fasts that his 
body used to turn pale and purple. When 'Alqamah said to 
him why did he put so much hardship to his body. he 
would say, "I want the comfort of the Hereafter for the 
hotly." And sometimes he said. ··o Abu Sha bl. the affair 
(of Hereafter) is very serious.·· He <lied about 75A.H. 160 

157: Hilym ul Awliyii. Abi Nu·aym v2. plOO. 
158: The two ·IJarams. Mosqu.: Al-l;laram of Ka"bah and Mosque 

AI-Nabawi at Madinah. 
159: Tazkiratul Huftaz. v I p48. TahzTb ul Asma v I. p 122. 
t60: f:!ilyatul Awliya. ·v2. ppl03-104. ref 165. 
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16: MURRAH AL-HAMDAN.I 

His full_name i� Abu lsma'il Murrah hin SharahTI.
Al-Hamdani Sakaski Al-Kufi. and in his time he was 
known by the titles of ·'Murratut-Tayyib .. (Murrah. the 
Pure) and "Murrat-ul-Khayr" (Murrah the Good). He saw 
the times of Prophet � hut could not see him and is thus 
known as one of the Mukltffar1117n 1 6 1 He has reported from 
many Companions, for example. Sayyi<lina ·umar 
·Urhman. ·Ali. Huzayfah and Abu Zarr etc. He received
much knowledge from ·Abdullah bin Mas·ud. Thus we find
a large number of lbn Mas'ud's narrations reported by him
in the books of exegesis. He is unanimously considered as
reliable. His devotion in worship of Allah was so extreme
that historians write .

.. The number of his prostrations were 
so many that earth had eaten his forehead ... He is said to 
offer between five to six hundred raka·at daily.162 l:Jafii 
ZahabT has written "He ha<l an insight in exegesis ... He 
died about 90 AH. 163

Bur it should be remembered that his narrations in the 
books of exegesis are immensely reported by SuddT who is 
reported weak as we shall soon see. 

17: NAFI' 

His full name is Abu · Abdullah Nafi· bin Hurmuz and 
according to some Nafi· bin Kaus. He belonged to 
Nishapur and was a freed slave of 'Abdullah bin 'Umar 
�- He was an eminent follower of Companions (Tabi'T). 
He gained most of his knowledgl! from Sayyidina Ibn 
'Umar, Abu Hurayrah, Abu Sa'id Khuf1-: Abu Lubabah. 

161: One who lived in the times C>f the Holy Proph<!t � but did nor 
see him. 

162: Tahzib UI TahzTb. vi. p88. (or v!O) 
163: Tazldrat ul-};{ufta�. v I. p63. 
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Rafi' bin KhadTj • and Sayyidah 'Ayshah � Jw .Iii, � ;. 
Of all the students of Sayyidina lbn 'lJmar, two have been 
regarded as most reliable, his son Salim bin 'Abdullah and 
his slave Nafi'. 'Allamah Nawawi stated U1at there was 
consensus on the eminence of his status and reliability. And 
according to Imam Bukhari, "Of all the reports. the most 
correct refort is in ilie sequence Malik from Nafi' from Ibn
'Umar. 16 Sayyidina Ibn 'Umar himself has said, "Allah 
lias granted us a great favour through Nafi'. •· Ibn Hajar has 
written, "No error could be detected in all the Traditions 
reported by him". 165 

Imam Malik who was his favourite Student says about 
him that he was a very humble person, generally wrapped 
himself in a black sheet and talked very little. Sayyidina 
Naf'i himself said, "I served Ibn 'Umar for 30 years. After 
that Ibn 'Amir asked him to sell me to him for 30,000 
dirhams. Then lbn 'Umar said to me that he feared the 
dirhams of Ibn 'Amir might not put him into a serious trial, 
therefore, you are free from now." He died in 117 A.H. 166 

18: SHA'BI 

His full name is Abu !Amir bin Sharal_1Tl Ash-Sha'bT Al 
l;fimyari. He is one of the famous jurists from the Tabi'i of 
Kufah ('Iraq). He had met about five hundred Companions. 
His memory was extra-ordinarily strong. He never 
memorized a lfadith by first writing it down. He used to 
say "Whenever any one recites anything to me it is at once 
committed to my memory. The iliing that I remember least 
is poetry, yet if I start reciting poetical verses I can do it 
for a whole month and no verse will be repeated." He is 
one of ilie eminent teachers of Imam Abu I;IanTfah, and his 

164: TahdhTb-ul-Asma, v'i, pp123-124, refe 187. 
165: TahdhTb-ut-TahdhTb, v 10, p413-415. 

166: Tadhkirat-ul-l;luf�, v I , p94. 
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own eminent _:>tatus is universally accepted. Imam Al)mad 
and Imam 'Ijli have stated that even his Mursal are reliable 
because he reported as  Mursal only the correct 
narrations. 167

19: IBN ABI MULA YKAH 

His full name is Abu Muhammad 'Abdullah bin 
'Ubaydullah bin Abi Mulaykah Al-TamTmT Al-MakkT. 
During the caliphate of Abdullah bin Zubayr he was the 
chief judge (Qazi) of Makkah and the Muazzin (who calls 
to prayer) in the Mosque Al-Haram. Afterwards lbn Zubayr 
appointed him the QazT of Ta'if. He h,is reported Traditions 
from many Companions. and according to him, he had.met 
thirty Companions. 168 

During his stay at Ta'if he also benefitted from the 
knowledge of Ibn 'Abba�. Acconling to l;lafi� ZahabT .:>LS'" 
";..w Js. w.:.., \Jo j-e � � �L,\..,I 

There was consensus on his reliability. He died in 117 
A.H.169 

20: IBN JURAYJ 

· His full name is Abu! WalTd 'Abdul Malik bin 'Abdul
'AzTz bin Jurayj Al-Qurayshi Al-Makki. His time was 
among the successors of the fol lowers of Companions.• 
He had been a student of Ta'us . Afa' bin Abi RabalJ, 
Mujahid, Ibn Mulaykah and Nafi' etc. In particular he 
Jived with Sayyidina · Afa' for 17 years. When people 
asked 'Ata' whom should they approach for religious 
matters after his death, he AOinted to lbn Jurayj and said, 
"Ask from him if he be alive." That is why he has been 
called ..:..,)I (most reliable of all the people) for the 

167: Ibid, vi, pp74-82. 

168: Tahzi'b al TalizTb v5, p307.

'169: Tazkirat-ut-Hufra�. v I, pp95-96.
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narrations of · A�a. · His special trait 1s that he was the 
first n::gular writer of religious sciences who compiled the 
various sciences for the firsc time. He has said, �1 .:iJ.>'i., 
. �' ..r-JJJ "No one compiled religious doctrines as I did", 
he was in a very high esteem in the matter of rtedication 
and devotion. He used to keep fasts daily except for three 
days i n  a month. 170 Imam 'A bdur Razzaq says, 
··whenever I see lbn Jurayj offering �alah. I feel cerrain
that his heart is filled with the fear of Allah. ·· 171 

Most Tradi tionists have considered him reliable. 
However. some scholars have also expressed minor doubts 
and raised small ohjections .igainst him. For instance. 
Imam Malik has said, "lbn Jurayj is 1/ii(ib-ul-layl", that is, 
he accepts all sorts of narrations. right or wrong. Yal.1ya 
bin Mu'Tn states that he is unreliable in the matter of 
Zuhri's narrations. because he sometimes used LO cite weak 
reporters. Hence, scholars of Uadith have established that 
his narrations which begin with the prelix of ..JJ� (I heard 
the ffadith or) � (from) are doubtful. But on the whole he 
is a reliable reporter. hence a large num ber of his 
narrations are quoted in the six correct books of };ladith.172

21: DAHHAK 

His full name is Abu Qasim Qa\1lJak bin Muza�im al 
Hilali. He belonged to Khurasan. Qa\1l�ak means the one 
who laughs much and he was so named because he remained 
in his mother's womb for two years and had already grown 
his teeth when he was born and he was laughing. 173 He was 
born during the times of the Companions but his reports 

170: TahzTb-ut-TahzTb. v6. p403-406. 

171: TahzTb-ul-Asma, v2. p297. 
172: TahzTb-ut-TahzTb. v6. Pp403-406. 

173: Miftal.1 us Sa'adah, v I. p404. Al-Bi<layah wan Nihayah, lbn 
KathTr. v9. p223. 
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<l ireclly from any Companion are <loubtful. Even his reports 
from lhn "Abbas are ·Mursar. "Abdul Malik bin Maisarah 
scaccs, '· l,)al,ll1ak never met I hn · Ahhas. However. he had met 
Sa'Td bin Juhayr at Rey. anti he .studied exegesis of the 
Quran form Sayyidina Sa'Td' .. 174

Most scholars have regarde<l him as reliable. Only 
Shtrhah and Yal.1ya bin Sa·Td al-Qanan have called him 
as weak. But firstly. these two are known to be more 
strict in their scrutiny of people l7S , and secondly their 
scrutiny was perhaps aimed at establishing that he never 
met any Companion yet he used to report din:ctly from 
them. But hy himself he was reliable. l;lafi� ZahabT has 
said about him . 

.:,1..6.iJI� � J r-1'° _r-i:, J -.s-Jj y.l J .:r-,- .:.r-'J ...\..o..:,-\ ....t' J 

c1crn..,.,..,,....ui,u....;,J1_,,_,:...-J1, .,,,-di.)� j y, J, �I� J
That is Imam Al)mad. Ibn Mu·Tn and Abu Zut'ah 
have called him 'Reliable' and Yal)ya al-Qa!fan and 
ShtL'bah have said that he was weak and he was 
strong in TafsTr. 176 

lbn Hajar has written 

"JL.. /�I r-5' J J...1...,," 

•· He is truthful but reports from Mursal too often."
The narrations of Ibn 'Abbas as reported by him 177 

have been considered 'weak' by Traditionsists as we have 
already stated. However, his own exegesis is acceptable. He 
died sometime between 103 And 106 AH. 

174: TahzTb-ut-TahzTb. v4, p453. 
175. al-'Ajvihah-1ul-Fadila. M.iwlana. Ahdul Hayy Lakhnavi,

Ppl61-180, Syria. · 
176. al MughnTfid r,>·uaf:i. Zahabi. vi. p312. refer. 2912.
177. TaqrTb-ul-TahzTb. vi. p273. M:ulinah.
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WEAK OR DISPUTED COMMENTATORS 

OF EARLY ERA 

The above mentioned personalities are those about 
whose reliability there is a near consensus. and they are 
frequently refered to in the reports and narrations of 
exegesis. Apart from them, we have talked in detail about 
Sayyidina · Abdullah bin · Amr, Wahh hin Munahhih and 
Ka·b ul-A!1bar when discus�ing "lsra'Tliyyat. .. We now 
present a brief introduction or some of those commentators 
of the times of Tabi'Tn (Followers of Companions) or 
Taha· Tabi'Tn (Followers of Tabi'Tn) who are considered 
either as "weak" or there is a significant difference of 
opinion about their reliability. 

SUDOi 

In the books of exegesis two persons are well-known by 
the name of Suddi. Separate description of both of them 
will be more appropriate: 

1. THE SENIOR

Abu Muhammad lsma'TI bin 'Abdur Rahman bin Abi
KarTma�-Suddi al-Kufi (died 127 AH). He is known as 
As-Suddi-al-KabTr and if the books of exegesis re-fer only 
to "Suddi.", the reference is to h im. He was called
"Suddi", because he used to sell sheets on the plat[orm by 
the door of Grand-mosque of Kufah. In Arabic language 
such platform o�side the door is called 'Suddah'. Hence he 
was called Suddi. 

He had a special aptitude for the exegesis of the Qut'an, 
hence the books of exegesis are full of his sayings and 
narrations. How much reliable he is in the matter of science 
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of exegesis and reporting i� disupted by the scholars. Some 
of them have supported him. For instance Ya!Jya bin Sa'Td 
al-Qanan says, 

� �I •.,!-4 '..1.,-,...:....,,..... Lo 4-1 .. A� 

"There is no harm in his narrations. Whomsoever I 
heard talkin� :.ihuuc him it was nothing but 
good. "178 

Imam Alrnrnd �aiJ. "He is reliable." Imam Ibn 'Adi 
says, "In my view he 1� right and truthful ahout lfadith. 

There is no harrn in him .·· Imam 'Ijl1 said, "He is a 
reliable scholar and reporter for exegesis." Imam Nasa'1 

. .)79 - - . called htm "R1ghccou�.' Imam Bukhan also appears to 
consider him reliable because he has not reported any 
comments against him in his TarTkh KabTr but he has 
quoted Isma·T1 bin Abi Khalid as saying that Suddi was a 
greater scholar nf the Quran than Sha'bi and he has also 
quoted Yal.1ya hin Sa'1d al Qagan as above saying. After 
the two quotations he has made no adverse comment. ISO

Imam Muslim also took him as reliable and has quoted 
him in his �al)il.1. 

On the other hand, many other scholars have 
commented on him. For instance, somebody said to Imam 
Sha 'bT, ·' Su deli has a major share of knowledge of the 
Quran." In rt:ply to this Sha'bT said, "He has received the 
major share of heing ignorant of the Quran ..• Ya.J;iya bin 
Mu'fo called him weak. Imam Abu Zar'ah called him 
Lenient which is a minor degree of relilablity. Imam Abu 
ijatim said, ·'His narrations may be written but should not 

178. We have reproduced the translation of the sayings nearer to the 
meanings for our readers to understand easily. The technical
words can be understood by Scholars of l:ladith only. 

179: TahzTb-ut-TahzTb. v I. pp3J 3-314. 
180. at-Tarikh-al-KabTr, v I. p36 l, Syria. 
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be regarded as conclusive." S°iJji said. "He is truthful but 
should be ignored". Imam 'Uqayli states, "He is weak and 
is aggressive against Abu Bakr and 'Umar." Imam TabarT 
stated that inferences from his narrations are not desirable. 
Imam Jauzjani said, "He is truthful but should be ignored. 
He is a liar and abusive.•• 181 

Imam Fallis has quoted 'Abdur Rahman bin Mahdi as 
saying, "He is weak." And f:Iusain bin Wafid AI-Maruzi 
states, "I have heard the narrations from Suddi, and I left 
him when I heard he was using offensive language against 
Abu Bakr and 'Umar ,$,, and I never went to him 
again." 182 

Considering all this discussion lbn Hajar has concluded 
that, "He is truthful but confused in reporting and is also 
blamed for being a Shia .. , 183 

his wordings art". The word JJ.w, is spoken for a 
person who is not a liar but his memory is also not upto 
the standard. Hence his correct position is that in respect of 
memory he d oes not come upto  the s tandard of 
Traditionists. and he is also blamed to be a Shia . ·only 
Imam JauzjanT has called him a liar. 

2. THE JUNIOR

The other person known by the name of Suddi is
Muhammad bin Marwin As-Sud<li who was the freed slave 
of 'Abdur Rahman bin Zayd bin Kha�fab �.184 

His narrations number fewer than those of Suddi KabTr. 
In order to distinguish him from Suddi kabTr he is called as 
Suddi as-SaghTr. He also belonged to Kufah (Iraq) and is 

181. TahzTb-ut-TahzTb. vi. p313-314.
182. Mizan-ul-l'tidal, ZahabT. pp236. 237. r�f'e 907. 
183: TaqrTb ut TahzTb. vi. p72. 
184: TarTkh Baghdad. al-Kh11!Th. v3. p291.
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unanimously considered as "we::ak'". He was the student of 
renowned historian KalbT (whose life! we will see shortly). 
Imam Bukhari has stated that his narrations should never be 
quoted. Imam lbn Mu·Tn said. ··He is not reliable." Imam 
Al)mad says. ·• 1 met him when he was too old, hence I left 
him.·· ZahabT said. "Traditionists have blamed him as a 
liar." l8S AL another plaet! he wrote. .. He is an extremely 
t:xaggerating uarratur."186 Imam Nasa1T states, "He is 
rejected for narration," 187 Abu · Ali �alil1 bin Mul�ammad
said, ·· He was weak and also he invented Tradition.188 

Earlier, we have:: stared whe::n de::aling with the transcript 
with lbn 'Abbas of Ta11111r-11l-Miqyo.1·:fi-Tafs7r /bn 'Abbas is 
reported by Suddi SaghTr and ·Allamah Suyuti has called its 
report as a "chain of falsehood''. and hence it is not reliable.189 

MUQATIL 

Again. there are two persons known by this name. One 
is Ahu B.is!am Muqatil bin l:{aiyyan. and the other is · Abul 
1:fasan Muqatil bin Sulaymiin. Both bdonged to the same 
town Balkh, to the same time and both reported from the 
same kind of teachers. Hence sometimes a confusion arises 
between the two. Of these. the former (Muqatil bin 
J1aiyyan) is considerctl reliable hecause of his sound 
opinion, and is an eminem scholar, but his references in the 
books of exegesis are very few. If Books of exegesis refer 
only to Muqatil it means tht: other Muqatil bin Sulayman 
because he is the one known as a commentator, and his 

185: Mizan-ul- )'tidal. v4. pp31-33. AI-MughnT Fi� [?u·fa. v2. p63 I. 
186: Ibid. vi. p237. (refi:r lsma'il hin Abdur Rahm;in As-Siddi 

al-KabTr. 
187: Kituh ud du;1fii wal MatrukTn Nasa'i TarTkh-as-SaghTr 

al-Bukha1T. p303. 
18!'<: Tarikh Baghdad AI-Kha_iib. vJ. p291. Beirut. 
189: Al-ltqan. V2. pl89. 
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sayings and opinions are mostly found in the books of 
exegesis. Hence, we will speak of h1111 in some demit. 

Muqatil bin Sulayman (died 150 AH) had written an 
exegesis, references which are made frequemly in the hooks 
of exegesis. Some scholars have praised him hut most of 
them have regarded him as uureli,1hle. Among those who 
praise are Imam Shafa·T who said ... People are dependant
on Muqatil for exegesis". And Baqiyyah said ... Shu'bah 
was frequently asked aboul Muqatil. I always found him 
speaking good of Muqatil." And Muqatil bin l�aiyyan used 
to call him the ·ocean of knowh::dge. · 

But leaving aside these few words of praise, most of 
the Traditionists have ·bitterly argued against and criticised 
him. The first objection is that he used to report 
unfounded narrations. Waki' says. ··we intended to visit 
Muqatil, but he himself arrived in our town. We met him 
but found him to be a liar. hence we did not write 
anything from him." Imam Jauzjani says about him, "He 
is an obstinate liar." Imam lhn Mu'in said. ''He is not 
reliable." And. "He is nothing." 'Amr bin 'Ali (Fallas) 
said. ·'Rejected for narration and liar ... Imam lbn Sa'Td
states. "The traditionisti; kept away from him and called 
him one rejected." · Abdur Rahman bin lfakam says . .. He
was a story-teller and peo ple have given up his  
narrations. "Abu tfatim and 'Ijli called him as  rejected for 
ljadith Imam Nasa)1 called him a liar and on another 
occasion he said, "Four persons are very well-known for 
inventing false traditions and attributing them to the 
Prophet �. and one of them is ·Muqatil." Imam Darqup1T 
writes, "He lies." Imam Ifakim said. "He is' not reliable 
in the eyes of scholars." 'A bdu� Samad bin 'Abdul 
Warith has written. "Muqatil came LO us and narrated 
some traditions claimed to be derived from ·A1i: then he 
narrated the same through Qal)l,1ak, and then through 
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• Amr bin Shu'ayb. We asked him from whom he had
heard those traditions? He said that he heard them from
all of them, but soon he said that he did not remember
from whom he heard them 190. Imam Bukhari has written,
"He is nothng at all" _191 'Abdullah bin Mubarak praised
his devotion but did not accept his narrations. 192

The other objection against him is that he belonged to 
the Mujassimah sect (that is, they used to liken the 
attributes of Allah to those of His creations, and also 
believe<!_Him having bodily organs etc). 'Abbas bin Mufab 
Marauzi says, "Muqatil bin Sulayman was originally from 
Balkh, then he came to M aru, and here he started 
story-telling in the grand mosque of the town. It was here 
that debates took place between him and Jahm bin �afwan 
(the founder of Jahmia sect). Hence they wrote books 
against each other." And Imam Abu J:IanTfah says, "Two 
foul views have penetrated among us from Eastern side, 
one is the view of Jahm who was among the Mu 'aJ!alah, 193 
and the other was Muqatil 's view which was based on 
alJegories. Jahm exaggerated in negating the attributes of 
Allah until he made Him non-existent. And Muqatil 
exaggerated in positiveness of attributes so he made Him 
similar to His creation.194 

Hafi?'. Shamsuddin ZabbT has categorised him among the 
weak narrators and stated Muqatil bin Sulayman Balkh1 is 
in a very poor condition. Waki' and Nasa'i also call him a 
liar.195

lbn Hajar has concluded that: 

190: TahzTb ut TahzTb, vlO, pp282-285. 
191: at-TarTkh al-kabTr, v4, pl4 (part 2) refer 1976. 
192: Miflah us-Sa'aclah, Kubra Zadah, vi. p404. 
193: The group of people who believe that Allah has material body 

like human beings. 
194: TahzTb al TalizTb, refer as above. 
195: AI-Mughni Ii A9-�u·afa. Zahal)i, v2. p675. 
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the scholars have caJled him a liar and gave up his 
narrations and he is also blamed for belonging to 
Mujassimah sect.196 

505 

Despite such harsh critictism and arguments against 
him, his sayings are too frequently mentioned in the books 
of exegesis. The reason is that although he was not reliable 
in reporting the traditions yet he was a well-informed 
person, and because his greatest pre-occupation in life was 
exegesis and he had gathered information from different 
methods, some useful things are found in his exegesis. That 
is why the commentators have spoken of his knowledge 
also, so if the researchers find something useful they may 
accept" it otherwise rejecl it. Opinions of some scholars in 
this connection are as under: 

He had some books which he used to read but I 
think he had some knowledge of the Quran .... 
Imam �I:imad. 197

t L....,. ;f" ,y � ;._; J J'UI � J;u.. � WI 

Muqatil had collected the exegesis of different 
, people and made his exegesis accordingly but he did 

not hear them directly from anyone ..... lbrahTm 
Nakh'T. 

196: Taqrib ut Tahzib, v 2, p272. refe 134. 
197: Tarikh Baghdad, Kha\ib, Vl3 pl61. He has related an incident. 

A fly pestered Khalifah Mansur again and again always resting 
on his face. s o  he was very uneasy. At that moment Muqatil 
arrived and the Khalifah asked him if he knew why Allah had 
created the fly. Muqatil said. "That He may debase tyrants 
through it." The Khalifah bore the taunt silently. (Vl3 pl61) 
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He remembered the exegesis hut did not know the 
source ..... 'Abbas bin Mufah MarU:.zi 

* I saw a book of Muqatil with Sufyan bin 'Uyaynah and
asked him, "Do you quote Muqatil's narrations in
exegesis?" He said, "No but I take help from them."
Na'Tm bin Hammad.

* There is wonderful information in it, only if its
narrations were through authentic sources ... · Abdullah
bin Mubarak,

* If the things he describes could be called knowledge.
he would be a greater scholar-Hammad bin 'Amr.

* He used to learn from Jews and Christians from their
Books, Imam lbn f:libban.

* He has a high status among the commentators and he
had vast knowledge, bur Traditionists have called him
weak in narrating the Traditions ... KhalTIT.198 

Hence, generally his exegesis should not be relied upon.
However, from the standpoint of language and literature, 
history and stories, references of the previous Books, ·some 
general useful information is found in it and the research 
scholars may benefit from it. That is why commentators in 
general did not feel shy to refer to them. 

RABI' BIN ANAS 

His name is Rabi' bin Anas Al-BakrT Al-BanatT. He 
originally belonged to Ba�rah but afterwards migrated to 
Khurasan. Hence he is called Ba�ri and also Khurasani. He 
has quoted narrations from Sayyidina Anas. Abu! · Alia and 
f:Iasan BasrT. Imam 'Ijli. Abu f:Iatim and Nisa'L have used 

198: Tahzib ut Tahzib. vlO. pp280-284. Miziin ul-l'tidal. v4. pl73. 
The report from Tahzib ut TahzTb am traced to sunnah in TiirTkh 
Baghdad. Kha�Tb. ppl60-169. 
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the word ''.r� -4 ..,-.I" "JJ..1..P" 199 which is minor grade of 
affirmation. However, Y�ya bin Mu·Tn says, J, A J � .:.>lS" 
"He was a Shia and committed excess". Imam Ibn I;libban 
has counted him among the "reliables" but at the same time 
he has said "there was a great deal of inconsistency in his 
narrations cited by Ibn Abi Ja'far Razi. 0200 Ibn Hajar has 
summarised in these words, "�4 ..s'J r1.AJ1 ..J JJ.1.P" "He is 
truthful, but we get doubts in his reports of Traditions and 
he is also alleged to be a Shi(1. "201 

'ATIYYAH AL-'AUFI 
. 

His full name is Abu[ 1:Iasan 'A[iyyah bin Sa'd bin 
Junadah al-' Aufi al-Jadli (died 111 AH). He belonged to 
Kufah (Iraq) and wifs among the Tabi 'Tn (followers of 
Companions). He had reported narrations from Abu Sa'Td 
Khudn, Abu Hurayrah, Ibn 'Abbas. lbn 'Umar and Zayd 
bin 'Arqam �. Imam Nisa T has called him weak.202 Imam 
At,mad, Ya\1ya bin Sa'Td al-Qa!fan. Hushaym, Abu tJatim, 
lbn 'Adi, Jauzjani, lbn l;fibban, Abu Dawood and Saji have 
also considered him as weak. Only lbn Sa'd has said about 
him. 

'! � 'l if ._,.I.JI if J WL.,, �.)\.:,..\ .J 
"He reports correct traditions but some people do 
not authenticate them". 
Imam Abu Zur'ah has called him, "_;.l" Which is a 

minor grade of affirmation. Ya\1ya bin Mu'Tn has called 
him. "dL-P"Righteous which is also a minor affirmation. 

199: TahzTb ut TahzTb. v3. p239. and al-Jarah ut Ta'dTJ, lbn Abi 
Hatin. v l. p454. (part 2) Refe 2054. Daccan. 

200: TahzTb ut TahzTb, v3. p239. 
201: TaqrTb ut TahzTb, v J, p243. 
202: Kitab ud (?u'fa wal MatrukTn Nasa"°i. TarTkh us SaghTr. Bukhari, 

p401. 
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There are four kinds of objections against hjm. Firstly, 
he has  exaggerated when recounting the line of 
transmission. Imam A\)mad and Ibn l:{ibban have explained 
it thus: "He used to go to Kathi and ask him about exegesis 
and quoted him but because Kalbi is regarded weak and 
defamed, so he gave KalbT the Kunyah of Abu Sa'Td, and 
whatever he heard from KalbT he reported in the name of 
Abu Sa '1d. Since • Atiyyah Aufi had heard some Traditions 
from Abu Sa'Td Kh�dri, the unknowing people attributed 
Kalb1's narrations also to Khudfi.203 

The second objection is that he was a Shi a, and the 
third is that he used to make errors in reporting the 
narrations. The fourth objection is that he was a Mudallis

(one who witllholds the name of his Shaikh) lbn Hajar said, 

U..t.. i: .. '!. 0\.S', i.r-5 � ..; JJ..,,

"He was truthful but was very erratic. He was a 
Shia and Mudallis. "204 
I;lafi'.? Shamsuddin ZahabT has counted him among the 

weak and said about him, 

�J.&-�)��L; 

He is a renowned Tabi ·T and there is consensus 
that he is weak.205 

However, Imam Tirmizi has considered some of his 
narrations as 'f:{asan•206 but in Tirmiz1's phraseology 
'J:Iasan' is every such Traditi on w h o se line o f  
transmission does not contain any narrator accused of 
lying, and it is reported by more than one method.207 

203: TahzTb ut TahzTb, p225-226. 
204: TaqrTb ut TahzTb, v2, p24. 
205: Al-Mughni fi A!l-�u'afa. v2, p436, Refe 4139. 
206: Al-I1qan, v2, pl89. 
207: Kirab-ul- "!lal. Tirmizi. 
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Hence, even with TirmizT's complement the objection
made on • A\iyyah • AufT are not condoned and his
weakness as a Traditionist persists.
'ABDUR RAHMAN BIN ZA YD BIN ASLAM' 

His full name is 'Abdur RalJman bin Zayd bin Aslam
al- "AdavT al-MadanT (died 182 AH).' He was the son of
Zayd bin Aslam whose account we have gone through the
preceding pages. Most of the Traditionists have considered
him weak. Only Imam bin 'Adi has said,

Y' J � �--L...:, J ._,.u1 ..J.....-:,....1 cf"""" Y' J 11)L...>- �.)1,.1 ..i 

���cf"""" 
He has reported �asan Al;adith and he is among those

narrators who have been tolerated. And some have affirmed
them, and the Tradtions from him can be cited. All other
critics hve taken him as weak, as enumerated below:

\...\...__:,,. � .. .; ._.;,,
(Ali ibn Madini has called him very weak). 20s 

Imam NasaJi: weak.209 Imam A�mad and Imam Abu
Zu.r'ah: weak. Imam Abu Dawood: all sons of Zayd ibn
Aslam are weak. Imam Abu ljatim: personally, righteous,
but in l;ladith, very weak. Imam Ibn Khuzaymah said:

-�\J Q.)�\ -=I.:...,

He is not one of those, persons whose narration the
scholars may cite because his memory was weak.

208: Ar TarTkh al-Kabir, BukharT. v3. p284. _ 
209: Kitab-ul-pu·afa wal MairukTn. TarTkh as-Saghir, p296. 
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His real merit was devotion and piety. 
Imam Ibn l;libban says: 

(:!J<J' �I)) .j.!..ll.) ?' .._i>- � 'y Y'JJ�'yl � 0\5'" 

!) _.,=JI �u j} _,..JI .>\.;..,.y J j.-,1�1 

He used to alter the narrations unintentionally so 
much so that there are many exarnples where he has 
made Mursals into Marfu· and Mauquf into 
Musna<l, hence he should be forsaken. 
Imam '"fal)avT states: 

�I ,y �4-JI ._} �..w\.i r-WI ji>I ..t;s. �...L:>-

In the eyes of Tradditionists his narrations are 
very weak. 
In addition, severe criticism is reported about him from 

Imam Malik, Imam Jbn Mu'Tn. Darawardi, Ma'an, Imam 
lbn Sa'd. Saji, I;Jakim, Abu Nu'aym and Jauzjani. Ibn JozT 
has wrinen, 

��l�I 

There is consensus that he is weak.210 

lbn l;Jajar's conclusion about him is that he was 
'weak' _211 

KALBI 

His full name is Abu Naqar Mul)ammad bin Sa'ib 
bin B.ishr bin 'Amr bin 'Abdul Harith bin Abdul cUzza 
al-KalibT (died 146 AH). He was· related to the tribe of 
Banu Kalb and was from Kufah. He was well-known as 

210: Tahzib ut Tahzib v6 ppl77-179. Mizan ul l'tidal. v2. p564. 
211: Tahzib UI Tahzib vi p480. 
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a historian and in geneology and exegesis. There is a 
consensus of scholars that he was weak and unreliable. 
Only Ibn • AdT has said about him, "All his narrations 
are correct except those pointed out by me. particularly 
those reported by Abu-,5ali�. He is famous for exegesis 
and nobody else has written a longer commentary. And 
some reliable persons have quoted his narrations and 
endured his exegesis. However, his Traditions are 
Mtmkar, rejected." All other scholars have censured him 
severely. 

The most serious allegation against him is that of 
reporting false Traditions. Mu rtamar bin Sulaiman has 
qu9ted his father as saying. "There were two liars in 
Kiifah. One of them was KalbT." In exegesis. most of his 
reports are borrowed from Abu �alil) but Abu Janab KalbT 
has stated that Abu Salih has stated on oath that he never 
spoke anything of ex�ge�is to KalbT. Sufyan Thauri states, 
"Once KalbT himself admitted that the narrations of Ibn 
'Abbas which he reported from Abu �ali� were all lies and 
should not be quoted. Some traditions have been narrated 
by Sufyan Thauri on the authority of KalbT. From this 
some people got the impression that KalbT must be 
authentic because a Tradtionist of the status of Sufyan had 
cited him. But this has been clarified by Abu Hatim in 
these words, "Sufya� ThaurT never meant to ·cite the 
narration of KalbT, but he ·sometimes narrated KalbT's 
versions in his assembly in expression of surprise. On this 
some of his listeners reported them from Sufyan ThaurT.212 
Qurrah bin Khalid has said, "People generally believed that 

· KalbT was a liar." 

212: All these narrations are qouted from TahzTb at TahzTb. However,
Zahahl reported from Sufyan Thauri that he once said to the 
people "Beware of Ka!bT." They said, "But you qoute him." He 
said. "I can distinguiah' his truth from falsehood." 
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The other objection is that he was an extremist Shfra 
Abu Juz says, "I have heard him saying that Jibril � 
once came with Wa�y for the Prophet � who had come 
out for some work and Sayyidiqa 'Ali• was sitting there 
so Jibril revealed that Wa�y to Ali." When this saying of 
Abu Juz was repeated before the great Traditionist YazTd 
bin ZarT' he said, "I did not hear this from KalbT but I 
have seen myself that he was beating his chest and saying 
'I am a Saba'i, I am a Saba'i." The same has been 
reported by l;Iafi� ZahabT from Hummam. And Ibn 
Hibban said, "KalbT was a Saba'T. He was one of those 
;ho used to say Sayyidina �IT 4;i,, has not died, he will 
come again in this world and he will fill it with justice 
and fairplay when it will be full of tyranny and injustice. 
These are the people who say Amir-ul-Mu'minin (Ali) is 
in it," when they see a cloud. 

In short, Kalbi is the weakest commentator of the 
earlier era. Imam AI:imad was asked, "ls it proper to study 
the exegesis of Kalb1?" His reply was "No". After a long 
account of KalbT. Ha� ZahabT has written, .} o.f'� � � 
\'"-! � � �' .J$J ..,..&:)1 "Even his mention in the books is not
proper, how then would it be correct to cite him." 

In the end, one of his witticisms is being presented just 
for a diversion. Kalbi himself used to say, "I have 
exhibited the excellence of my memory as nobody could 
have done, and also that of my forgetfulness as nobody 
could have done. The example of my memory is that I had 
memorised the whole Quran in six or seven days. And the 
case of forgetfulness is that one day I held my beard Jn. my 
fist to trim it below the fist but through foregetfulness i cut 
it off from above the fist. " 

Many other names are found in the books of exegesis, 
but those mentioned in this chapter are the ones who are 
referred to frequently: And it will not be wrong to say that 
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the basic source of later exegesis are these commentators, 
and most of the exegesis revolve round the narrations and 
reports of these people. Hence, by knowing about these 
people great insight will be obtained in the study of all such 
exegesis where the method of exegesis by narrations is 
a d o p t e d , n a m e I y • T a f s T"r I b n J a r T"r , 
TafsTr-ad-Durrul-Manthur. and TafsTr lbn KathTr etc, or 
those Tafsir in which the sayings of ancient commentators 
have been reported without proper citation. for instance, 
Ru\ml Ma'ani TafsTr Qur[abi and others. 

SOME EXEGESIS OF LATER TIMES 

As has been stated in the beginning of this chapter, we 
have confined ourselves to the introduction of some of 
those commentators of the firs! era on whose narrations 
and sayings are based the entire science of exegesis. 
Whateve;r exegesis were written in the later periods and in 
whichever style the scholars of Islam rendered their 
services to the Quran, is a lengthy subject that calls for 
writing a separate book. Nobody can claim to have 
fulfilled the due right of exegesis of the Quran, but it is 
also an undeniable fact that the lovers of Islam have 
worked hard and with love and devotion in service of this 
great Book. Hence it can be claimed without any fear of 
contradiction that neither have so many exegeses of any 
book been written, nor so many translations made, and as 
much service rendered to it from different aspects 
although no universal organization was present at anytime 
for this purpose. 

Anyhow, today it has become very easy to obtain 
benefit from the Quran in the light of these services. 
Whoever wants to know the exegesis of any verse of the 
Quran, libraries are available to him. If an introduction is 
made only of those exegesis that are available today a 
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complete compilation will be needed even for that. But here 
I will present a brief description even for that. But here r 
will present a brief de!,cription of only some exegesis to 
which I am deeply indebted, and which appear to me to be 
a summary of exegetic knowledge of our predecssors. And 
whenever I felt any problem in the e>;egesis of a verse I 
have first turned towards them. My humble opinion about 
them -is that for people like us who cannot make a regular 

· study-of voluminous exegesis, these b9oks make up the
want of other books.

1: TAFSTR IBN-KATHTR

On top of the list of these books if Tafs,r lbn Kath7r. 
This is the work of Jfafi� 'Jmaduddin Abu! Fida·' Isma'TI 
bin AI-Kha\Tb Abi tlaf� ·umar bin KathTr Ash-Shafa'T 
(died 747 AH} and comprises four volumes. This book 
may be regarded-as a summary of Taf1•1r·fbn Jar7r. The 
method adopted by lbn-KathTr is Exegesis by narrations, 
that is, under every verse he has first described a 
summary of its exegesis, then he mentions whatever 

. narrations and reports are available from the Prophet i!i.
or the Companions or their followers to explain its 
v a r i o us words  ··or  s en tences·. But· the  e ar l i e r  
commentators viz. lbn JarTr, Ibn Mardawayh and Ibn 
Majah etc who had followed this method only undertook 
the compiling of those narrations but they did not 
scrutinize them. Since Ibn KathTr was also an eminent 
Traditionist apart from being a commentator, and was 
well versed in the art .of criticism and review, he has 
done away with those weak and Maw-c;lu' narrations 
which were being transmitted by earlier commentators 
and, he has warned about relying on weak narrations. 
For instance see vi, pp77·, 213 v3, ppl7 to 21 and 24 to 
89, v4, pp508, 519 and 520 etc. 
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The books on Exegesis by Narrations are mostly full 
of lsra'Tliyyats. lbn KathTr is extremely c�utious in 
treat�ng these citations and his approach is clean and 
based on the Quran and Traditions. Its detail has already 
been given under the heading lsra 'iliyyats in his own 
wo�ds. Hence, his first approach is that he has not cited 
many Isra'Tli narrations, and, if he has done so, he has 
defined them as lsrii'Tli narrations. For instance, in 
Siirah a�· �affat he has quoted some reports which 
indicate that the sacrific�··offored related to Sayyidina 
IbrahTm.'s � son Sayyidina ls'l_1aq 'i'i9. but he has 
imm.ediately clarified "A llah knows better .. but 
apparently all these narrations have been reported by 
Ka·b ul-Al�bar ....... in these reports all sons of things. 
good and bad. were collected and this U111111ah does not 
need a single word of all those things." (v4. pl7) 

Anyh,ow, from- the narrative poinl of view TafsTr Ihn 
KathTr· is the most cautious and reliable exegesis. But this 
does not mean that every narration quoted in this exegesis 
is correct. At some places lbn KathTr has also quoted weak 
reports without indicating their weakness. For ex.ample, 
while explaining the verse of surah at-Tawbah. he has 
quoted a report from Tha·labah which according to 
Traditionists is weak, (v1. pJ74.) 

Apart from this, he has also cited many sayings of 
'weak' commentators. namely Muqatil. KalbT and 'A!iyyah 
'Aut1etc. But generally he has quoted without comment 
only those sayings which are not against any Islamic tenet. 
Hence, they are not of an authentic:: naturt: but only a 
commentator's own statement. 
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2: TAFSIR KABIR 

The second book is Tafs7r Kab7r of Imam Razi. Its 
real name is Ma/atifi-ul-Ghayb but it is better known by 
the name of TafsTr Kabir. This is written by Imam 
Fakhruddin Mu�ammad lbn Ziyauddin 'Umar Ar-Razi 
(died 606 AH). Just as Tafs7r lbn KatltTr is the most 
concise and matchless exegesis from a narrative point of 
view so also there is no parallel to Tafs7r KabTr in 
relation to sciences of Reason. Some people have passed 
a funny remark on this exegesis _r---'i:11 �' •.r JS'..,,; (In it 
there is everything except exegesis),213 But the fact is
that this remark is cruely unjust to this 'book because 
this book has no equal in interpretation of the meanings 
of the Quran. 

The prominent features of this book are: 
l: The explanation, grammatical composition and 

background of revelation, and all the narrations related 
to them have been described by Imam Razi in an 
organised manner with clarity and detail. Thus, the 
number of sayings in explanation of a particular verse 
are reproduced together and easily observed. In other 
exegeses these discussions are generally scattered or 
disorganized, due to which it beyomes time consuming. 
But in TafsTr KabTr they can be found at one place and 
very well organised. 

2: He has described the grandeur and maje.sty of the
Quran in detail. 

3: The legal injunctions relating to a verse have been 
described with detailed reasons. 

4: Any interpolations introduced by the erring sects 
·a�d intellectuals in the meaning of any verse has

213: Al-ltqao. v2, But, in my humble opinion if this comment applies 
to any TafsTr. it describes Tafs7r a/-Tawahir, Tantawi. 
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been described in foll and then refuted with 
detailed argum ents. ln this way it contains in it 
strong refutation of all the erring sects of his time, 
namely, Jahmiyyah, Mu 'taz.i/alz, Mujassimah,
lbal.liyyah etc. 

5: A very specific feature of TafsTr KabTr to which very 
little attention has been paid is the descriptio!1 of the 
link between the verses of tht: Quran. it is a fact that 
the reason for a link and affinity between the verses 
as described by him is so casual, appealing and 
reasonable that not only it imparts a sense of 
satisfaction but also an ecstatic feeling of elegance 
and grandeur of the Quran. 

6: Quranic injunctions and their mysteries and 
expediences have been vt:ry beautifully highlighted. 
In short. TafsTr KabTr is a very concise t:xegesis and 

my personal experience is that whenever I have found a 
diff iculty, it has guided me to the right answer. 
Commonly people get upset by its lengthy discussions, 
(the exegesis of Surah Fiitif1ah alone has covered 150 
pages). It is in the earlier part that the explanation is 
lengthy but takes on fewer words as it progresses. 
Priceless gems of knowledge and understanding may he 
received from it. 

However. certa-in things must he kept in mind in 
connection with this exegesis: 
l: Imam Razi had writttrn this exegesis upto Surah

al-Fat(, when he died. Hence, after this Surah 
another scholar Qadi Shahabud-dTn bin KhalTl al 
Khauli, al Damashqf (died 639 AH) or Shaikh Najm 
u<l dTn A!1mad bin Al-Qamuli (died 777 AH)214 . 
completed it. It is so marvelously done and the style 
of Imam Razi has been so thoroughly maintained 

214: Kashf-u�-?,unun, v2, p477. 
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that anyone not aware of this fact would never 
suspect that this was written hy someone other than 
Imam Riizi, 

2: The narrations of Taf�·7r Kab7r. like other exegeses are 
a collection of good and bad together. 

3: Occasionally Imam Razi has adopted a view 
different from that of other commentators. For 
instance, he has rejected the authentic tr:adition � 
.:.,4.iS ..::..h �I �l.1,I ..... � (lbrahTm did not tell a lie 
except on three occasions). Hence. where he has 
differed from the accepted view, the established view 
should be adopted. 

3: TAFSIR ABI AS-SA'UD 

The full name of this exegesis is lrshad-/Jl- 'Aql-.is
Saf/111 Ila Mazaya Al-Quran al-Kar7111. It is written by 
Qa9i Abu Sa'ud Mul)ammad bin Mul.rnmmad Al-'Ima<;li 
al-l;lanafT (died 951 AH). It is indeed a masterpiece 
work, exh ibiting his depth of knowledge, insight and 
understanding of Quran. It has five volumes and is a 
magnificent exegesis of the Quran in a concise manner. 
The most prominent feature of this exegesis is that one 
finds some highly refined and subtle points about the 
Quran, relation of its verse and its t!loquence. It allows 
for an easy understanding of the Quran and the 
excellence of i ts miraculous style can also be easily 
recognized. 

4: TAFSIR Al-QURTUBI 

Its full name is AI-Jii111i' ti -A[1ka111-ul-Qura11. It is 
written by the famous research scholar of Andulus 
Spa in, 'Allamah A bu 'Ahdul 1 ah Mut.1ammad .. bin 
At1mad bin Abi Bakr bin Fara� al-QuqubT (died 671 
AH). He was a follower of Imam Malik's school of 
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thought in lslamic Jurisprudence. The basic purpose 
of this book was to deduce juristic injunctions and 
rulings from the Quranic verses but in this connection 
he has very ap tly commented on the meanings of 
verses, scrutiny of difficult words, composition and 
rhetoric and re levant narra tions in the exegesis. 
Par ticularly the instructions obtainable from the 
Quran for everyday life have been clearly explained. 
The preface of this hoo k  'is also d etail ed a n d  
comprises important discussions on the sciences of the 
Quran. It has twelve volumes and has been published 
repeatedly. 

5: RUH-UL-MA'ANI 

Its full name is Rii�1-ul-Ma'anifT Tafs7r-il-Qura11-il
'A?,7m wa Sab'ul Mathani and this is written by the 
renowned scholar of Baghdad "Allamah Mul_1ammad AlusT 
tianafi �..1114,-J (died 1270 AH) and consists of  30

volumes. Since this is the publication of latest era, he has 
tried to gather important discussions of previous exegeses. 
Hence elaborate discussions have been carrie<I out on 
language, grammar, literature, rhetoric, jurisprudence, 
beliefs, etymology, geophysics, astronomy, philosophy, 
spiritualism and relevant narrations. An attempt has been 
made that no scientific and literary problem should remain 
unanswered. In the matter of reporting of Traditions also 
'A I lam ah Alusi had been more careful than other 
commentators. In this respect it may be called synopsis of 
the earlier exegeses, and no work on exegesis of Quran can 
do without help from this work. 

The above five exegeses. according to my humble 
opinion are such that if anyone confines himself to 
them, he will not have to look out for other exegesis. 
This was my personal vie w ,  hut later on I found 
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support for it in an article written by the respected and 
venerable scholar Mawlana Sayyed Muhammad Yusuf 
Banori. rn his precious article Ymima1-ul-Bayan he 
writes: 

"Since life is short. difficulties excessive, and 
courage of our time is low and resolves 
weakened ... hence I wish to point out to my 
student brothers four such exe::gesis as would be 
sufficient for them if they just confine themselves 
to these. 
One is, TafsTr Jbn kathTr about which our 
teacher ('Allamah Anwar Shah KashmTrf) used 
to say, 'if any book can make one independent 
of another book, it is TafsTr lbn kathTr which 
removes the need for TafsTr lbn JarTr.' The 
second is TafsTr KabTr of Imam Razi about 
which our reverend teacher used to say, 'Of all 
the difficult things in the Quran r did not find 
any difficulty which Imam Razi had not dealt 
with. It is another matter that sometimes he 
could not present a solution to the difficulties 
as could satisfy the soul.' And the saying that 
it has everything but TafsTr is meant only to 
lower its exalted status. and is perhaps uttered 
by a person who was overwhe l med by 
narrations and paid no attention to the depth of 
knowledge of the Quran. The third is TafsTr
Ru.[1 ul Ma'ani which in my opinion is an 
exegesis for the Quran on the pattern of 
Fat-�-ul-Bari, the exegesis of �al_li� Bukhari, 
except that Fatl�-ul-Bari is the interpretation of 
human words. It has paid the debt of the 
exegesis of �ahih Bukhari on the U111111ah. But 
the words of Aliah are much higher and more 
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exalted for any human being to give its due 
right. The Fourth is TafsTr Abi as-Sa 'lid in 
which special attention has been paid to 
describe the Quranic order in a remarkable 
style and very often it replaces Zamakhshari's 
Kashaf. "215

In this aricle, except for TafsTr Ququbi, all the 
other four books have been recommended on the same 
lines as I had conceived. I thank Almighty Allah for 
the similarity of my views with the reverend Anwar 
Shah KashmTrT and his favourite student Mawlana 
B inori. 

This discussion pertained to exegeses in Arabic 
language. In Urdu language Maulana Ashraf 'Ali 
Thanavi' s � .1114.,...J Bayan-ul-Quran is unique 
exegesis in respect to its subjects; and its greatness can 
be felt only when one turns towards it after passing 
through the voluminous books on exegesis. However, 
since its language is high flown and technical, general 
Urdu readers felt difficulty in understanding it. In view 
of this my esteemed father Maulana Mufti Mul,iammad 
Shaf' i � .:»1 4.,... J has written a detailed exegesis in 8 
volumes by the name of Ma 'arif-ul-Quran which also 
contains a simplified and summerised version of 
8 a y an - U L - Q U ran . l l C On t a i n S a n e X C e 11 e n t 
interpretatioon of the Quranic injunctions pertaing to 
present day requirements of life as well as a complete 
review of the problemf. of modern civilisation. Of all 
the books of exegesis that have come out so far in 
Urdu language this is a unique exegesis in which 
alongwhith a complete presentation of the ways and 
ideas of the ancient dignitaries in exegesis, the needs 

215: Yatimatul Bayan, Muqaddama (preface) Mushkilatul Quran, 
pp23,24. Majlis 'llmi, Delhi 1357. AH. 
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of present time have also been fulfilled in the best 
possible manner. By the Grace of Allah this exegesis is 
gaining immense popularity and cremendous benefits 
are being obtained by Its readers. 

ln the end l pray that Almighty Allah may give us 
the ability to recognize the elegance and grandeur of the 
Noble Quran, bestow on us the wealth of its true 
understanding, and give us the capacity to pay the due 
rights through recital, practise on its injunctions and its 
propagation and publicity. 

c. ���f ,C� j..s::.U. j1�},j(. c.�J.�i-J
�'GI J ?JI �'Gr �J� �j�IJ '. · �- i C. � �_T� J +

'. ' . I•' 1\ • - , • �• ' ' I '!• ' \' 1 •• 7 I\-�....., ...,., ) � "-"">- � <.J.A>.- ) )'ii"""' 

Gu' - - G..c · 1� • ,t;.; :iii t-- · ,I' . r tVi :u, .Jry ) . . � u-- � J ?. J J - .J

·.' • '. f .is-wi' <L->.-1' '·1· <\JG...:..,[' 4-.lf '1 ,.: � � .. . J ' ' )) ) ': J . • � J. 

0 Allah. protect me from the fear of my grave. 
0 Allah, have mercy on me chrough the Great 
Quran, and let it be for me a leader, a light. a 
guide and a mercy. 0 Allah, teach me of it what 
I know not. and remind me what I have forgotten 
of it, and cause me to recite it by day and by 
night. And, let it be a pleader for me. 0 Lord of 
the worlds. 

Praise belongs to Allah, from the first to the 
last.And may blessings of Allah be on Sayyi<lina 
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Mu�ammad and his family. his companionl5, his 

wives and his foHuwers. all of them. 
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Mu(aammad Taq'i 'Utlmi"ii11T 
(Lai!atul Juma of 15 Rabi uth.-TI\ani� 
1396 AH. Dirut 'UJUm Karachi).
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lbn Mujahid: 220, 
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Muhammad lbn Ka'b, 264,491, 
Muhammad lbn Marwan 

al Suddtyyi as Saghir: 469, 
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Muhammad lbn Sa'ib al Kalbi: 469, 
Muhammad lbn Sirin. 145, 
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Uloom ul-Quran 

An Approach to 
The Quranic Sciences 
by Justice Mufti Muhammad Taqi Usmani 

The Uloom ul-Qur'an is a great scholarly work in Urdu 
by the renowned scholar Maulana .lusLice Muhammad Taqi 
Usmani. 

It has the stamp or authority of Maulana Mufti 
Muhammad Shali .,:,<ll·-, and Maulana Muhammad Yusuf 
Binnori..i.JJ·-,. 

The work covers all aspects of the Qur'an, from wahy 
(revelation) to tajweed (its recital) and various readings. It speaks 
on the background of revelation, nature of revelation, method 
of preservation, kinds of exegesis, crilisim of orientalists, history 
and subjects of the Qur'an. 

The Urdu original is indeed a collosal treatise on the 
Qur·an, leaving out nothing related to the Holy Book. 

Dar ul-Isha 'at commissioned for the English translation 
in Dr. Muhammad Swaleh Siddiqui. Before publication, the 
entire work was given a second look and is now offered to our 
readers. 

The translation also features an index of Proper Names 
and of general entries. 

Qasas ul-Anbiya 

Stories of the Prophets 
by lbn Kathir 

Dar ul-Isha'at has presented yet another English 
translation. This time it is the Qasas ul-Anbiya of lbn Kathir 
�J,1"'-J. 

The book is primarily lives of the Prophets based on 
material from the Qur'an and Ahadith. It is drawn from al

Bidayah wan Nihayah. 
It i s  written in simple, everyday language. 
While the Arabic original concludes with the life of 

Sayyidina Isa,t'il-.J1.,.l,- in the English translation we have included 
an account of the life of Prophet Muhammad � material for 
which is drawn from Qasas ul-Qur'an. 

The features include two indices an index of Proper 
Name� rmd or general entries. 




